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After one of the first Nevada nuclear tests i'n early 1951 broke windows 

in Las Vegas; 80 miles avmy, Sandia Laboratories began measurements and research 

to develop methods for avoiding recurrences. The techniques we derived are 

useful for blast prediction for various explosives where atmospheric refraction 

may cause nuisance or hazard outside a controlled danger area. Nuclear test 

data collections have been summarized to give.a climatology of propagation 

amplitudes that raay be expected under various meteorological conditions. 

These results are at variance with predictions in the Ballistic Research 

Laboratories Handbook, BRL-12'+0, of 196^, which is still used by some military 

agencies. That Handbook now appears to be obsolete, and based on limited 

data which v̂ ere available and unclassified during the 1950's. 

Atmospheric refraction, by wind and temperature effects, may duct and 

even focus blast waves to cause nuisance and possible minor damage at often 

unexpected distances from explosions. Blast ray paths nay be returned to the 

ground, as shovm by Figure 1, at_ranges even beyond 100 miles, depending on 

upper air conditions. Strong propagation in the boundary layer may bs carried 

dovmwind by strong winds, or in eill directions during night-tise surface 

temperature inversions. Jet-stream winds, at 25,000 to ^0,000 ft altitudes-

can cause blast focusing at 30-50 .'.".ile dov.'nv.-ind rang-2s. 'Fee war::: l̂ -ycr :.r . 

This v̂ ork was supported by the U. S. .'\tc::̂ic Energy Cc.rjnission. 



the high stratosphere, or ozonosphere, near 150,000 ft, also allows ducting 

which carries relatively loud noise 100 to 150 miles downwind of seasonal 

monsoon winds at that altitude. ' 

To predict amplitudes from these atmospheric ducted waves, we begin with 

a standard explosion overpressirre versus distance curve, as shown in Figure 2. 

At low blast overpressures, below about l/3 psi or 25 millibars, quasi-acoustic 

propagation in a homogeneous, calm atmosphere gives overpressures, or peak-to-

peak amplitudes, that decrease about in proportion to the -1.2 power of distance, 

i 
A variety -of experimental data have been used to generate and confirm this 

riile for unrefracted, radially expanding explosive waves. This "standard" 

curve is shown for a 1-kt ( k , 2 x 10 '̂  ergs) nuclear-explosive (lIE), burst 

in free air away,from reflecting surfaces, in 1000 mh ambient pressure. 

Blast wave scaling lavrs, in Figure 3, show that distances to constant. 

overpressures are proportional to the cube-root of yield as shown in Equations 
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1 and 2. In consequence, in the low pressure, R * region, amplitudes are 

proportional to yield raised to.the O.U power, as sho^m in Equation 3. 

Most atmospheric nuclear tests were fired at or near a reflecting ground 

svtrface. Many generated fused Mach-stems, as shown in Figure U, where incident 

and. reflected vmves are merged into one stronger shock wave. The strength of 

these Mach stem source waves depends primarily on yield-scaled height-of-

burst (HOB). Figure 5 shows how apparent yield is enhanced by various scaled 

burst heights. 

Far-field microbarograph records have been normalized to 1-kt HE free-air 

burst amplitudes, by adjusting for apparent yields, based on HOB, for 1953, 

1955} 1957, and I958 Nevada atmospheric nuclear tests in Figures 6, 7 , 8, and 



9. In spring and fall, storm winds and generally cooler surface temperatures 

occasionally caused blast ducting and larger-than-standard pressvtre ampli-

tudes to propagate to considerable distances. .Summer test data usually shov;ed 

a rapid decrease of amplitude with increased distance, because of the normally 

large gradient of soiind velocity with altitude. As was shown earlier in Figure 

- 1, a gradient in the surface layer causes the-blast wave to turn away from 

-ground, so that only relatively v/eak, scattered v/aves reach our ground level 

recorders, A rule-of-thumb for gradient propagation is that amplitudes de

crease about in proportion to distance squared, beyond about 3km from 1-kt KE. 

Nuclear data were usually gathered near or before davm, when there was a 

strong stirface teniperature inversion in Yucca or Frenchman's Flats. This 

caused ducting and blast amplification on-site and until the wave passed the 

first range of hills surrounding the Flats. Beyond that distance, free air 

conditions of gradients or sound ducts determined the distant propagation. 

At very high altitudes, near 50 km, relatively warm temperatures, near 

0 C, and monsoon winds give dovmv/ind ducting into a noisy belt or ring near 

200 km range. In winter, west winds at altitude carry blast waves eastward 

and in summer, east winds carry the blast v/est. The results are shoi<m in 

-Figures 10 and 11, with anplitudes again normalized for yield and HOB, St„ 

George, Utah, east of Nevada Test Site, typically received "standard" ampli

tudes in winter, with considerable scatter, of co\irse. Summer propagations, 

upwind, generally confirmed the R rule for gradient propagation. To the 

west, Bishop, California, showed the monsoon pattern reversal, with strong, 

. ducted waves in summer and weak, upwind waves in v/inter. 



These climatological data were used to estimate off-site effects from 

several recent large HE tests in Colorado. Project MIDDLE GUST, by the USAF 
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Weapons Laboratory, fired two 20-ton and three 100-ton HE yields near Ordv;ay, 

in Southeastern Colorado. Proximity to various communities required that these 

tests be-conducted v/ith strong sound velocity-height gradients, to minimize 

nuisance damage and disturbance. Results from off-site microbarograph measure

ments of peak-to-peak amplitudes are shov/n in Figure 12, with an approximate 

threshold, at k mb for beginning windov/ damage. By v/aiting for appropriate 

weather conditions, v/hen necessary, it v/as possible to minimize such off-s.ite 

damage and maintain good public relations v/ith the neighborhood. 

Project IvUXED COî CPANY, by the Defense Nuclear Agency, fired two 20-ton 

and one 500-ton HE tests near Grand Junction, in vrestern Colorado. Microbaro

graph measurements .-of the large yield event are shov/n in Figure 13. Window' 

breaking amplitudes v/ere held to about 20 km range v/here, under" some v/eather 

conditions, they could have spread to 80 km. The weather-watch appears to have 

served its purpose in generally minimizing off-site propagations. 

A similar prediction service was performed with a 150-ton HE test by 

Tooele Axmy Depot early this year, v/ith successful results as shov/n by Figure 

lU. Although barely h mb v/ould reach the distance of Ogden or Salt Lake City, 

the exposed population of near one million people caused need for special 

caution. 

A primary source for empirical data on the nuisance damage from blast 

waves has been the accident at Medina Base, San Antonio, Texas, where 56-t HE 

exploded and broke over 3OOO v;indov/s in the city, in I963. Evaluation of the 

damage claims and the exposed pane pop-ixLation led to the relationships in 



Figure 15. These have been used with'fair success in, evaluating other mihor 

incidents in Nevada ^nd Colorado tests. There is,, hov/ever, no theoretical 

foundation for these power law relationships to pane area -and incident over

pressure. These damage probabilities also depend on the actual distribution 

of pane, qualities and sizes -- area and thickness -- in San Antonio, Texasj in 

late I9&3. A better theoretical basis would allow more confidence in extra

polation to other situations,. - '. 

Figure 16 shows hovr the Medina result coaroares v/ith Pittsburgh Plate- Glass 

Co. Report 161, "Glass Product ReGommendations - Strû ct'oral", They assujiied a 

normal distribution for failures with a 25^ standard deviation that obviously 

fails at kp and does not account for real problems of actual exposure and 

installation., -Their laboratory data may be re-interpreted with a' better-fitting 

log-normal distribution, but it likev/ise fails to account for all of the 

variables in real installations. 

A recent assembly of explosion test data, by Wilton.and Gabrielsen, in 

DNA-29O6F, is shovm to give surprising agreement with the Medina equations, 

.which obviously should fail at high breakage probability, A combination of a 

-.log-nQrical damage model which fits the. two main explosion data sets is shoim 

in Figure 17. Hopefully, the; log-normal laboratory test data can be-used, 

along with distributions of pane exposure and blast reflection factors, as 

well.as; distributions of incident dverpressures which are randomized by atmo

spheric turbulence, to approximate- the empirical log-normal connection from 

Medina data to the strong blast housing test results. 

Details on blast prediction methods, as described in this paper, have 

been assembled for the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in a draft, 

"Standx:rd for Sir^le Point Zyrploslcr.:^ in Air," F-'-Iii u:;:ûr---.t ii c\;̂ i-jr,i;ly 

under committee review, and, hopefully, can be distributed during 197^-
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FIG. 3 

p = pressure 

* -4p = overprassufe 

R = slant range 

W ^ yield 

SimULTAN-EOUS SCALING EQUATIONS 

- ^ = - ^ ^ ' (i) 
P Po 

R - /JV_ h_ 
T ^ VWo P 

(2) 

LOW OVERPRESSURE-D!STANCE EQUATION ' 

4p = kw'^-V-^p^-^ . (3) 

k = constant 
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FIG. 15 

- -, •• WINDOW DAMAGES 

.. DAMAGE PROBABILITY 
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and copper is the constint presence of an impurity content 
of coljalt (0.77-2.3%, table 1). The intermetallic phase with 
increased cobalt content is usually found in one concretion 
with nickel sulphide. This clearly reflects the geochemical 
specialisation of the microlocal generating media of the 
slag-forming minerals. 

Owing to the exceedingly small dimensions of the main 
mass of the silicate phases of the slag it was not possible 
to realise their accurate quantitative analysis. Only the 
limits of the concentrations of the non-ferrous metals were 
determined. The largest segregations (0.05-0.10 mm) of 
the silicates are fayalite'with an iron conteni within the 
Umits of 59.7-63.5 wt.%. They differ from the other silicates 
by a higher content of nickel (0.3-2.5%), copper (0.1-0.2%), 
and cobalt (up to 0.4%). ^ 

There are two forms of oUvine-like phases (1 and II) with 
a nickel concentration not exceeding 0.1% and copper 0.5%(4). 
Thus, the nickel and copper in the converter slags are mostly 
present in the sulphide form. The nickel phase-concentrators 
are the monosulphide and chalcopyrite-penllandite solid 
solutions and intermetallic phase. The copper phase-con
centrators are the sulphide chalcosine-bornite solid solution 
and metalUc copper, the proportion of which in the slag is 
small. An appreciaible amount of copper is found in the 
chalcopyrite-pentlandite soUd solution, impregnated in the 
siUcate glass. The remaining sulphide minerals and metalUc 
alloy are phase-bearers, and the concentration of copper 
in them is small. 

Cobalt has a sulphide, metalUc, and oxide form and bears 
a positive correlation with nickel. Its highest concentrations 
are observed in the Ni-Fe metallic alloy (up to 6.13%). The 
amount of cobalt in the silicate form is evidently determined 
by the amount of f ay a Ute. 

The wide range of compositions of the sulphide soUd solu
tions in one product is of specific interest from the genetic 
standpoint and is a subjectfor further investigations. The 
validity of the separation of two iron-nickel sulphide solid 
solutions is confirmed by their repeated detection in various 
metallurgical products. _ « _ . , —•. • • v c i u 

y^iyEisssiY OF UTAH 

13^^ r.V i^f 

Conclusion ME^lSJMBTS'i^Bi »»« ^ „ ^ 

In the silicate phasesThe nonferrous metal sulphides are 
present mainly in the form of a mechanical suspension, 
which has soUdified together with the silicates and separ
ates during soUdification of the siUcates. Here microanaly
sis of certain microzones of the silicates shows almost 
complete absence of non-ferrous metals within the sensi
tivity Umits of. the method. This demonstrates the need for 
investigations into the conditions for more complete separa
tion of non-ferrous metals from solid slags. Such conditions 
may be special heat treatment, the addition of components 
which alter the temperature and rate of crystallisation of 
the slag components in the Uquid state, and so forth. 
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Desorption of copper and zinc cyanide compounds by sulphuric acid solutions of oxidising agents with anion-exchange 
resin AV-iY " ' — > 

". > 
T D Novikova, M D Ivanovskii and V S Strizhko (Moscow Instihite of Steel and Alloys - Department of the Metallurgy 
of Heavy Nonferrous Metals) 

In the selective Ilbtatton of copper-zinc sulphide ores 
cyanide liquors are frequently used to suppress the floata-
biUty of zinc sulphides, and in the separation ot the collec
tive copper-lead concentrate they are used to depress the
copper minerals. Here oxidised and sulphur compounds of 
copper and zinc and also noble metals dissolve to form com
plexes with various compositions and are concentrated 
mainly in the overflows from the copper concentrate thicken
ers . One of the possible methods for the extraction.of all 
the valuable components is sorption by ion-exchange resins. 
In spite of the effectiveness of the ion-exchange method for 
purification of the cyanide effluents, the main difficulty in 
the wide-scale introduction of sorption technology into 
practice is the lack of satisfactory methods for desorption 
of the metals and the treatment of the eluates obtained. 

In Uie currently existing (eclinology at the Zyryanovsk 
concentration works the cyanide complexes of copper and 
zinc and free cyanide ions are extracted from the overflow 
of the copper concentrate thickener by means of the anion-
exchange resin AV-17x4. On account of their small content 
in the solution, the gold and silver are previously extracted 
by sorption on activated carbon. The desorption of copper 
and zinc is reaUsed with an eluent containing l,8%NaCl + 
2%NaOH. The obtained eluent passes on for electrolysis 
to remove the copper. Investigations at the Kazmekhanobr 
Institute and practice at the Zyryanovsk works^) estabUshed 
that the electrochemical method for the regeneration of the 
eluate is extremely ineffective as a result of the impossi-
biUty of regenerating the cyanide (the cost of which is greater 
than the cost of the copper and zinc taken together), the 
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impossibiUty of recycUng the eluate on account of the high 
residual concentration of metals, and the high electricity 
consumption (the current efficiency is not greater than 
10-20%). 

In the present work the use of acid elution with oxidising 
agents is proposed. In addition to selective desorption of 
copper and zinc and regeneration of Uie bulk of the cyanide, 
this makes it possible to obtain eluates which do not require 
further treatmeni as a result of their use as flotation rea
gents. 

In the work of Lebedev et alia') and by our investigations 
it was established that the best sorption and kinetic charac
teristics in relation to the cyanide complexes of nonferrous 
metals are given by strongly basic .inion-excliange resins 
of the AV-17 and AM types. Experiments under static and 
dynamic conditions were carried out on AV-17p x 10 resin 
with a grain size of -0.8 to -̂ 0.5 mm in the chloride form. 
The cyanide solutions were close in composition to the over
flows of the copper concentrate thickener at the Zyryanovsk 
works. Regeneration of Uie cyanide under dynamic conditionj 
was reaUsed by blowing air through the layer of eluate under 
vacuum (P = 0.3 - 0.4 atm., T = 3 h) and collecting the HCN 
with 2% sodium hydroxide solution. The analysis of the 
solutions and resin after combustion was reaUsed by chemi
cal and atomic-absorption methods. 

Fig.l shows the dependence of the sorption of the cyanide 
complexes of the metal and free cyanide from the solution 
(mg/l): 620Cu, 330Zn, llfic^l,.^^, 1560CN;„j, pH = 10.8. , ( 
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The length of contact between Uie phases amounted to 6h. 
For complete extraction of all the components a phase ratio 
Vresin -^s of 1:25 is required. Here Uie exchange capacity 
of Uie resin has Uie following values (mg/g): 52.3Cu, 27.5Zn, 
22CN-free, 130CNtot-
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F i g . J Ef fec t of the r a t i o of the phases 
on t h e . d e g r e e of e x t r a c t i o n of t h e com
ponents from a cyan ide s o l u t i o n by the 
AV-17p X 10 r e s i n . 

at Ml "Ti? Sf u ' iy iu « 
Rat io of phases VsiVresin 

It is known that during the acid desorption of copper and 
zinc from anion-exchange resins saturated with the cyanide 
complexes of these metals the greatest difficulties arise 
Ul the case of cyanocuprate ions. Whereas the zinc complexes 
are decomposed relatively easily by solutions of acids, 
copper (on account of the greater stabiUty of its cyanide 
complexes and, largely, on account of the absence of stable 
compounds of monovalent copper in solutions of mineral 
acids) only gives up part of the cyanide ions combined with 
it right up to the transition to Uie Insoluble compound CuCN^). 

Since solutions of copper and zinc sulphates are used as 
reagents in flotation, sulphuric acid solutions were used for 
the desorption of the metals from the AV-17 resin. It was 
observed that zinc is fully desorbed in Ih by a 0.5M solution 
pf sulfuric acid with an organic-aqueous phase ratio Vg:V;, = 
1:10. With increase in the acid concentration to' lOOg/Utre 
and wiUi increase inthe length of contact between Uie phases 
to 4 h the extraction of copper increases somewhat but does 
not exceed 2-3%. 

To determine the compositioo of the copper cdriiplex re 
maining on the tefiin jifter acid treatment the infrared spec
trum of the resin was determined. This revealed the. existence 
of one absorption land with a frequency v = 2125 cm"^ cor
responding to a singly charged dicyanocuprate ion*).- In 
addition, during acid elution 60-65% of the total content of 
Uie cyanide in the resin was regenerated, and this is 10-15% 
greater than the difference between the total amount of 
sorbed cyanide and that combined in Cu(CN)a. In all.proba-
biUty, some part of the copper passes into the ''simple" 
cyanide CuCN, which was not detected by the IR spectrum 
.on account of the smaU amount and of the low extinction 
coefficient of this compound*). The possibiUty of the utili
sation of oxidising agents for the desorption of copper, as 
a result of its conversion into the unsorbed cationic form, 
was examined in°), but the use of the mLxture of mineral 
acid and its ferric salt proposed by these authors is unde
sirable on account of the formation of poorly decomposable 
mixed complexes of iron in the resin phase. In the Utera
ture °) a sulphuric acid solution of ammonium persulphate 
[2%(N ,̂)BS,Og + 50g/l HjSq,] is proposed as a desorbeni 
for copper. 

In the present work solutions containing various oxidising 
agents (hydrogen peroxide, chlorate, persulphate, and 
nitrate ions) were examined for the purpose of selecting 
the most effective oxidising agents for copper. Todeter-
mine the oxidising power of the investigated oxidising 
agents the equiUbrium constants were calculated for the 
corresponding oxidation reactions of copper present in the 
solution in the form of Cu(CN)g. The values of the thermo
dynamic functions were taken from the Uterahire''). The 
obtained equiUbrium constants and the values for the nor
mal oxidising potentials are given in the table. 

It is known that the NO, ion is the weakest oxidising agent 
In the invesUgated series; HNOj only desorbs copper at 

fairly high concentrations (2-3 N)°). During the desorption 
of copper by NH.NOj + H,SO» and NaNOj + H,SQ, solutions it 
was noticed that the oxidation of copper with NO, lon con-' 
centrations iip to 1.5-2N takes place very slowly and the 
extractionof copper after contact for 2h does not exceed 30% 
(fig.2): Some acceleration of the process is observed with 
increase in temperature: Full extracUon of thecopper by a 
mixture of ammonium nitrate (0.25N) and sulphuric acid 
(0.5 M) soluUons is achieved after three stages of desorp
tion at 57.5-58°C with a Vo:Vv, ratio of 1:10 and a contact 
time of 2h in each stage. 

Equilibrium' constant for the oxidation reactions of 
copper present in the solution in the form of Cu(CN)|~ 

Oxidising 

agent 

NOj.-

ClO]-

II2O2 

StOa" 

Degree of 

reduction 

NO 

NO 

ci-

CIO2-

lijO 

SOk" 

Bqui libriujn 

constants 

1.57 • IO"' 

5.37 • 1 0 " 

4.3 • 1 0 " 

4.7 • 1 0 " 

1.35 • 1 0 " 

Normal 

oxidation 

potential 

+0.8 

• 0.96 

• 1.21 

• 1.45 

• 1.77 

3.2 • 1 0 " ^2.0 

F i g . 2 Desorpt ion of copper by s u l p h u r i c 
a c i d s o l u t i o n s of o x i d i s i n g a g e n t s (g /1) 
a s a funct ion of t h e phase c o n t a c t t ime . 
Hydrogen p e r o x i d e : 1-10; 2 - 6 ; 3 - 3 g / l . 
Potassium c h l o r a t e : <-10; 5-S. Ammonium 
p e r s u l p h a t e : 6-20. Concen t ra t ion 25H2SO1, 
( e x p t s . 1 - 6 ) . 20NHi,NO, + 44HzS0i,, t = S7'C 
( 7 ) ; the same, t = IB-C ( 8 ) ; the same, 
t = 22.5' 'C ( 9 ) . In a l l the exper iments 
the VQ:V„ phase r a t i o was 1:10. 

In accordance with Uie values of the equiUbrium constants 
and the normal oxidation potentials the S^Oj ion is the 
strongest oxidising agent (table). Investigation of the effect 
of the concentration of the oxidising agent on the degree 
of desorption of Uie copper showed that a large consumption 
of'the oxidising agent not less Uian[l5g/l(NH,),S,0e] is 
required for the persulphate ion compared with hydrogen 
peroxide (6 g/1) and potassium chlorate (10 g/1) (fig.3). In 
addition, Uie desorption of copper by ammonium persulphate 
solutions takes place slowly, and this is explained by the low 
rale of oxidation by per-sulphuric acid formed in a sulphuric 
acid solution'). Thus, ammonium persulphate solutions are 
inferior to perioxide and chlorate solutions in their desorb
ing characteristics. Figure 3 .(curves 4 and 5) also shows 
the dependence of the desorption ot copper by solutions of 
hydrogen perioxide (3 g/1) and potassium chlorate (5 g/1) 
respectively on the sulphuric acid concentration. 
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F i g . l The e f f e c t of the c o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
lg /1) of the o x i d i s i n g agen t ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) 
and s u l p h u r i c a c i d f4,5.) on the d e s o r 
p t i o n of copper . 1 - hydrogen p e r o x i d e : 
2 - potass ium c h l o r a t e ; 3 - aumoniim 
p e r s u l p h a t e . Concen t r a t ion 30g/ l HiSOs 
( e x p t s . 1 - 3 ) . 4 - HzSOi, + IHiOi; 5 -
llzSOu t- SKCIO,. ^Q.-V ,̂ = 1:10, phase 
c o n t a c t t ime 2h. 

It It 20 It U 
Concen t ra t ion g / i 

During elution of copper by solutions of oxidising agents 
the question arises as to Uie oxidation of the cyanide com
bined with it and also Uie possible change in the sorption 
characteristics of the ion exchanger. By laboratory tests 
at the Zyryanovsk concentration plant it was estabUshed 
that the use of hydrogen peroxide and potassium chlorate 

II 



for 10 cycles doe not reduce the sorption characteristics 
of the AV-17 resin. During selective elution of copper with 
distillation and collection of the hydrocyanic acid it was 
observed that when peroxide solutions (6 g/1 HjOa + 25g/ l 
HsSQ,) are used 30-35% of Uie total amount of sorbed cyan
ide or about 90% of the cyanide combined into the eu(CN)j 
complex is oxidised. In the case of potassium chlorate 
(10 g/1 KC10, + 25 g/1 HgSOt) 8-10% of the total amount of 
cyanide is oxidised, which amounts to 20-25% of the cyanide 
combined inlo the complex. Thus, if the lower degree of 
oxidation of the cyanide and the lower (by half) cost of 
chlorate solutions compared with peroxide solutions are 
taken into account a sulphuric acid solution containing 
chlorate ions must be considered to be the most effective 
among Uie investigated desorbents for copper. The eluate 
obtained after the desorption of copper by the chlorate 
solution can be used as reagent in the zinc-pyrite flotation 
cycle, as was confirmed by laboratory tests at the factory. 
The sodium cyanide obtained as a result of distillation of 
the hydrocyanic acid and its collection by aUsaU (32-37 g/1 
NaCN) can also be used as a flotation reagent. 

Conclusions . 

1. The desorption of cyanide complexes of copper with 
sulphuric acid solutions containing various oxidising agents 
(hydrogen peroxide, chlorate, persulphate, and nitrate ions) 
was investigated. A sulphuric acid solution ot potassium 
perchlorate with the composition 10 g/1 KClOj + BS g/1 HjSQ, 

is proposed as the most effective desorbent for copper. 
2. TogeUier with the selective desorption of copper and 
zinc and regeneration of Uie bulk of the cyanide, one of the 
main advantages of the proposed method of acid elution is 
fhe possibiUty of direct utiUsation of the eluates as reagents 
in flotation: zinc sulphate in the copper-lead cycle and 
copper sulphate in zinc-pyrite cycle. 
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Some relationships in the cementation of copper by nickel in a fluidized bed under the influence of ultrasonic 
vibrations 

M I Alkatsev (North-Caucasian Mining-Metallurgical Institute - Department of the Metallurgy of Heavy Non-
Ferrous Metals). 

Cementation in a fluidised bed was proposed and first intro
duced on an industrial scale at the Severonikel' Combine in 
1959 ').and has been successfully used there from that time. 
Apparatus with a fluidised bed of a metal cementation agent 
differs favourably from other apparatus employed in industry 
in its higher productivity and also in the simplicity of con
struction and maintenance. In addition, the required degree 
of purification of the solutions from impurities in fluidised-
bed equipment is achieved by the creation of a large excess of 
the metal cementation agent on account of the low rates of 
removal'of the particles. At the same time, as a result of 
poorly developed agitation in the fluidised bed, the cemented 
deposit is poorly removed from the surface of the particles 
of the metal cementation agent, thereby preventing its full 
utilisation in the process. Another result of the poor 
agitation is the formation of spherical conglomerates, which 
disrupt Uie hydrodynamics of the bed. 

To u l t r a s o n i c 
g e n e r a t o r 

Outgoiinl 
s o l u t i o n 

F i g . l Diagram of thc api^araCus for 
cementa t ion in a f l u i d i s e d bed: 1) 
n o z z l e , 2) f l u i d i s e d bed zone; 
3) u l t r a s o n i c e m i t t e r . D ~ 170mm, 
d = 45mm, h = 450mm. 

I n l e t , 
s o l u t i o n 

Various papers ' " ' ) have been devoted to investigation of 
fluidised-bed cementation, ;md in the greater part of them 
questions of the hydrodynamics of the fluidised bed are 
considered. The purpose of the present investigation was to 
study the individual relationships governing the cementation 
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process in a fluidised bed and also to estabUsh the possibUitj • 
of intensifying the process by means of ultrasonic treatment 
Cementation was realised in laboratory apparatus with a 
fluidised bed zone of cylindrical form 45mm in diameter and 
450mm high (fig. 1). The introduction of the solution into Uie 
apparatus was realised through a nozzle wiUi eight apertures. 
The solution had the following composition g/1: 70 Ni , 
115 SO^"30 C r , 20 Na*, 4 HaBOa, pH = 2.6. Cementation 
was realised with nickel powder having Uie following 
composition %: 86. 0 Ni, 5.97 Cu, 2. 64 Fe. The equivalent 
diameter of the particles of the initial nickel powder de was 
0.438mm. The source of the ultrasonic vibrations was a 
UZDN-IV 4. 2 instrument with a magnetostrictive converter 
at a resonance frequency of 22 kHz. The area of the emitter 
was 1.77 cm^. The ultrasonic regime was of the cavitation 
type, the presence and intensity of which was evaluated from 
Uie disintegration of aluminium foil. 

To obtain a mathematical model of the fluidised bed 
cementation process Uie experimental design method was 
used with the following five factors: the concentration of 
copper in the soluUon; the specific aniount of nickel powder! 
in the fluidised bed zone; the temperature of the solution; tĥ  
flow rate of the solution in Uie fluidised bed zone;' the 
intensity of the ultrasonic vibrations. ifi 

Owing to the fact that a linear model was found to be inade-] 
quate, we used a central composite rotatable design of secoal 
order wilh fractional replication of the 2 ^ ' ' type and a total! 
number of trials of 32. 
in the table. 

The condiUons of the trials are giva 

The coded values of thc factors are as follows: 
t - 60. G - 0.200 u - 0.04 

X) = - ^ , X.2 = r~r" > ^ 3 - — ' ~ ~ , — r Xt = 
10 0.05 0.01 

I - 12.Cfl 

6.0 

*) A V Ogarkov took part in Uie experimental work. 
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Gockfieldis the jsroppsed disposal zone. 
During atjuifer renovation ibilowing,leaching, Arco ex

pects to pump an estimated-150. gpm of slightly saline wa
ter from the leach pattern, with a probable maximum of 
2,000 mg per liter total dissolvedsolids. This,water will be. 
pumped Ip the disposal well, after riiDst of the uranium has 
been removed. The native water in Cpckfield sands is 
much more-saline than the disposal stream. 

The surface hole will be driiledi2!^-in..diaand 600 ft 
deep, througli the Oakville aquifci and into the uiiderlying, 
Catahpula clays. H-40, 32.3-Jbpipe with a diameter of 9% 
,in. will be set as casing tp 600 ft, and Class C cement drcu-
lated to the surface. Art Z}A-'in, hole will then be drilled to 
4,500 ft. Upon, conipletion of'drilling, electrical and" bulk 
density logs win be run-in thehole. 

Cas.ing—•7Tin.-aia, 20-!b, H-40 pipe—will be set on the, 
bottom and ceniented in tw'o; stages. The first stage- will 

'bring cement,,td (he top ofthe Gock'fi eld sand j a depth of 
abbut'SjSOO ft. Utilizing a D-V too,!, sufficient additional 
cement will be pumped to circui ate to the surface. 

Injection intervals will be die term ined from electric and 
gairinia-ray logs. Propo.se.d jnters'als are froiii 3,580 ft:to 
3,670.ft anfl fr6mv3,700 ft to 3,790 ft. The- balance of the 
Gockfteld sand'between the degths of abbiit 3,790 ff and 
.4,500 ft is coBsidered a reserve for future disposal, if vol
umes or pressure gradieiits exceed present estimates. 

When the ore zone of a leaching patternhas be^n rc-
stpred, Arco will trim the surface back tpnprmai -use, the 
area will need reseeding, but reclamitioii in'th6 usually 
understood sense will be unnecessary. The leaching oper
ations -will leave ,the surface essentially uiidisturbed. 
Within,a few years after leaching stop's, it may be difficult 
toidentify a Ieach pattern area as ever having'been differ
ent frpm the surrounding countryside. Q 

evei©pe.rs eye, 
in-s 

.as, jsotentiai • pa îissro ©rit 

;lt Emmy Crawford, McGraw-Hill World News, Houston 
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•jT IN. ADDITION to ihc Arco-US Steel-Dalco'p'^P^i>°^ n̂ 
J. production near George West, Tex;, several other in-situ 
-̂  uranium leaching, projects arc in various stages bfplan-
'l hing, dissigh, and CGnstruciion in south Texas. 
5 The most; advance;d project .belongs io Westinghouse's 
.'• wholly owned subsidiary, 'Wyoming Miiierals, which is 
I building a, 250,000-ibrper-year plant near Bruni, Tex., 
'p. about 40 mi east of,Laredo. While Wyoming Mirierais has 
# not revealed -iny, details of.its process^.a spurcej.at the 
-K Texas Water QuaUty Board, states that, the pperation will 
M.. use a weak ammonia Ieach and-a prbprietaty ion "exchange 
% extraction system. - " 
;^„. Wyoming Minerals also plaiis a' second commercial ura-̂  
ife. nium iri-situ leach plant near Ray Bointi" north of George 
.§': West in Ijye Oak'County, the Texas Waiter puality Bpard! 
•'if has received'-an application for this bperation, but.as of 
p^ early Jiirie, no date had been set fora hearing. 
ft In Duval Gbunty, Union Carbide is, consid ering a pilots 
s f scale in-situ Ieach operation,, but Tor it toq, no hearing^date 
j^-had be'en set by early'June. 
•̂ 1 (While ll t of direct, intefest to Texas uranium .produc-
g-tion. a Burlington Northern-Wypriiing.Minerals joint ven-
.|''ture .calls for Wyoming Minerais t0'conciu.ct mijfierals ex-
1̂  ploratipn, on 8,4 million acres of Burlington .Northcm 
"'f railroad' property* in- Oregon, Washington, :Idahb. Wyo-
"̂  .ining, Montana, :N6rth Dakota,.Minnesota and W'isconsin. 
•:J: The agreeinent, which includes gas, oil, ani uramum as 
'$ well as other minerals, will nm five to eight years, and 
''^Wyoming Minerals will get up to 50%'interest in discov-
'• ̂ l ered properties, depending on how much money it invests 
'";' in the projecti The joint venture company—called Bur-
* West-Tis'headquartered:in Billings, Mont.) 
'."if: • ' . 

f IWobH pilot p lan t is u n d e r cons t ruc t ion 
".if, . 
j r Southeast of Bruni, in Webb County, Tex., Mobil Oil 
•S, Corp. is biiitding a pilot plant to test the feasi.bility of a 
if proprietary in-situ .uraniumi'teaching method. The plant is 
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I'Stiun'oT-¥y ITtTeiecft of ^ 
salt by sintering" reactions do not occur in a wet >yay be
tweeri MnO-i .and WOa br MoOa, nor with natural sul
phides such as FeS?. They can, be.realized very easily by 
sintering.^ 

- Sodium nitrate, .NaNQs, is a very, mild oxidizing reagent 
(except in the presence of a.strpng. reducing agent), an'da 
very.'sbl uble com pound, allowing easy penetration into the: 
pores of the ore. It also has a relatively-low rnelting tem-. 
perature {3T0'C), and by decomposition at a high tem
peratiire (40(>°C) it furnishes the correspondent nitrite, 
NaN02, which is; both an oxjdarit and a solvent for th^ 
metallo-acid elements.? However, sodium^ nitrate cannot' 
be,reCQvered, 

Chromium trimide,, CrOs,,"is aii extremely strong arid 
easily soluble oxidizing agent whose oxidizing *power.in
creases with decrea'sing,water cdritetit of the solvenUMt is 

82 

IKTITHIi 

expfected to start up around October 1 to leaeh UgOs in 
place,;at.depths of .410 to 430 ft. 

Present, plans call for .ah initial t8-niorith-test program, 
with an overlapping 0-mpnth test at a nearby site if the 
'firet program is; siiccessful. The capacity ofthe pilot scaie 
operation w'ill not be determined'until Solution, is actually 
put into the gfouri'd, and Mobil has no-present timetable 
for commercial development. 

The Mobilpiiot operation will inject, a leach sol utioh. 
into the 'uranium-hearihg formation through, 15 injection 
wells and extract it through seven production wells.. The 
sblution is identified as a' dilute arnmonium caroofiate 
made by mixing gaseous ammonia and carbon dioxide 
with formation water treated with ordinary-water softener. 
An unideritifled oxidant is also added. Solution produced 
will be.cpUected;iri a surge' tank and then pumped to a 
holding tank.at the recpvery plant site, about 700 ft away. 

A sand filter will remove suspended solids, and an ion. 
exchange cbluinri will extraict.UaOa. The barren effl'jent 
from the ion exchange column will be-pumped to a hold
ing tank where.an'oxidant and leaph chernicals.,are added, 
and the solution will be^recyeled to the injection wells. 

Uranium will be>extracted from the'ion exchange xesin ' 
by an uriidentified chemical, and the Uapg-rich eluate will 
be pumped to a,holding tank and then to*a-precipitation 
tank for. uraniuni precipitatipn. Ammonia .and cai'bpn 
dioxide gases genemt'ed in the precipitation process-will be, 
vented to a 20-ft-high fume scrubber. Water spray iri the 
scrubber will absorb the vapors, and the resultirig/solutioii 
will be recycled to the injettipn well st'rea m.-

.Filters, ion exchange, and wattf softener'tanks will be' 
ba'ckwasheB periodically and the water held in a. 5,00-bbl 
tank, If.backwash waterlis found to contain excess solid or 
radioactive material, it will bcpumped to an evapbration 
pit. 

A system of eight moriitbringv wells will determine if 
ttiere:is.leakage of chemicals outside the planned injection 
prpduction pattem; -

-.ujti—UJ -tictiiuijtif^uAiuaupn; aucoiQing' tp~ tne~ove7all '̂  
equation: - ^ 

I 
Cra(S04)3 + SH2O -H IViOi'FmiCTO^ + BHaSO^ 

The new process has been .tested -with $ood, results for I 
the extra'ctibri of uranium frorii low grade refractory ura
nium ores, such, as Uraniferous •zircbriium oreSj "arid from E 
pyrochlore concentrates. Q '' 
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Distribution in Fracture Permeability of a Granitic Rock Mass 
Following a Contained Nuclear Explosion 

C. R. BOARDMAN 
J. SKROVE 

ABSTRACT 

In situ pernwahiliiy of the rock outside the Hardhat 
chimney was determined hy pressurization of lons holes 
with air. Experimental data indicated a remarkable differ
ence between fracture permeahility of the rock near the 
chimney and thai at a considerable distance. Although 
permeable fault zones were known to exist in the granite 
stock, the measurements of background permeability were 
quite low. on the order of tenths to several millidarcies. 
The observed difjerence is about nvo- or three orders of 
magnitude above this background in the region 125 to 215 
jt radially from the shot point, or 80 to 165 ft radially 
from the vertical axis of the chimney. The presence of a 
collapsed drift immediately beyond this region precluded 
mca.'mrements which could have defined the maximum 
extent of the zone of high permeabiliiy. 

I N T R O D U C n O N 

Previous exploration has revealed that contained nu
clear explosions create cavities which generally coilapse, 
resulting in rubble-filled chimneys and annular fractured 
zones. These geometries have been shown to result in com-
.plex flow regimes which should increase the production 
rale front hydrocarbon reservoirs." Empirical scaling equa
lions have been developed for estimating chimney radii 
:md heights for a variety of rock media." The extent of the 
annular fractured 70ne has been documented and asso
ciated permeability changes have been observed qualita
tively for several explosions. 
. This study was begun to establish the nature and niagni-
iiide of the permeability of the latter regipn. Ft is anticip
ated that results will be useful in estimaiing permeability 
changes and consequent produciion stinuilaiion which 
might ensue from a contained explosion in a hydrocarlxm 
roNcrvoir. 

Thc post-shot environnient of Ihe Hardhat event (a 5-kt 
>."oniaincd nuclear explosion in granitic rock) was chosen 
lor the experimental measurements. The Hardhat device 
*̂.is detonated at a deplh of 9.̂ 9 fi, and subsequent cxplo-

f-iiion revealed a chimney of broken rock with a nsdius of 
'0 IO 70 ft and a height above shot point of 2.SI ft." Bc-
'i-re thc explosion, the Hardhai medium was highly jointed 
••IKI fractured (Fig. I). Ii was expected lliai ilill'ciential 

"r i , ; in i i l iniinu.-^rnpl n't-t.iviHJ in .Soi-ii-ty >i( I ' d ruti-iini KnKiiii.t.i-H nllii'f 
' '••'. 'SI. I'.ICr.. Jt.'vis,-.! n i : i n u s r i i p t i.f S^'K l:l.'.S ^^r.•i^•.^l .Miiroll 1". IVCl'.. 
'.•MH.rinn.iilfi iu..rr«>rnu-<l n i u l r r t lu! r.ii.spic..s i>f t lu: U . t>. Alu in ic Ktw.i'Ky 
."'nntisKttin. 

'HcforiMU't'ti irivon nt oiul of piH>»M-. 
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•'••'". should ll,. in llu' f»trin nf a n e w pa in ' r . N o ilisi'ti..t.sioa shtnilil t-.v-
' " l In pi.r i-rnl l l i t h r inatuisi-1-ipl bt-illk: itiM-llss.-,!. 

lAWRfNCE RADIAT/ON tABORATORy, U. Of CAt/FORN/A 
l/VERiMORf, CAtlF. 

rock motion along these and other weaknesses induced 
during cavity growth and collap.sc would significantly alter 
the permeability of the rock mass. 

EXPERIMENTAL METOOD 

Initially, three 2-in. diameter holes (Nos. 10, 12 and 19) 
were drilled about 25 ft outward through the .walls of the 
800-ft level drift (elevation 4,253 ft, Fig. 2). One was 
drilled near the chimney and two holes, one vertical and 
the other horizontal, were drilled near the shaft. Order-of-
magnitude differences in permeability obtained by pressur
ization measurements indicated further investigation was 
warranted. 

A series of 3-in. diameter holes vvas then drilled with 
water as a coolant into the v/alls and roof of the drift 
(Fig. 2). An 11-in. long packer was set from I to 8 ft 
inside each hole and air was injected at measured flov.' 
rates. Hole pressures were monitored at the collar. 

Permeability was low enough in the holes near the 
access shaft that pressure could be maintained long enough 
to obtain good pressure decay rales. In the vicinity of the 
chimney, however, permeability was so high that this was 
not possible and air was injected under steady-stale con
ditions. 

About one year later, these same holes were retesied to 
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ileieiininc whether Iho drilling waler in fracliucs at lhc 
lime >>f Ihc caiiicr nKMNiircmenis hail h.til an cH'ccl on Ihe 
uliscrvcil pernicahiliiie.s. l-'or ilic.se lesls. pijx-s 2la-fl long 
were groined inlo Ihc holes al Ihc collar lo provide a 
hcilcr .seal from the drift during pressurization. No sig-
niticant drilling-water elfect was observed. 

THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF DATA 

Permeabilities were calculated from thc field dala by 
means of thc stcady-slale, i.soihcrmal, radial-tlow equa
tion for ideal gases': 

, _ qnPi. ln(r,/r>) 
l9.88A(/>„=-/>.-) • 

where 

k — permeability, darcies,---' 

Cl = volume rale of flow in cu fl /D at base pressure 
Pn 

1,1. ~ viscosity of the air, cp 

/;„•= lunnel pressure, psia 

r./r„ = radius of effects (increased pressure)/radius of 
hole in consistent units 

/; = hole length, ft 

p„ ~ absolute pressure at radial distance r„ psia 

p„ = absolute hole pressure, psia. 

Radial flow was assumed, since the ratio of hole length 
10 diameter is belween 100 and 200. End elTects of Ihe 
tested zones were therefore neglected. 

Values of q were determined for the low-permeability 
holes by nieans of Boyle's law: 

\,AAOV,{pi-p,) 
Q = 

tPn 

where 

VH ~ volume of the hole, cu ft 

Pi = initial absolute hole pressure, psia 

p, = final absolute hole pre.ssure, psia 

I = time in minutes during which the hole pressure 
dropped from p, to p, . 
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.Standard oriliix plates ranging in diameler IVt>m !:Vj l»> 
.'..'z in. were iiseil U> ilciermine values of i/ for Ihe higher-
permcabili'.y. close-in holes. 

An arbitrary value of 50 ft was used for r,. Caleulaied 
permeabiiilics ;ire relatively insensitive lo variaiions in Ihis 
lerm. ,'\s an cxani))lo of Ihis insensitivity. Ihe natural 
logarithm of r,./;„ varies from 4.79 lo 5.99, respectively, 
for variations in r.. from 15 to 50 fl. The ab.solulc jires-
sure in the drift /»,, of 12.4 psia vvas n.ssigncd lo p , in all 
the calculations. An average pr.sesure (/ ' .+/ ' ; ) /2, was 
used for ih in calculations involving Ihe low-permeability 
holes. Values of Pi, for lhc high-permeal>ilily holes near 
the chimney were measured wilh air pressure guages 
during steady-stale injection. 

DISCUSSION 

Thc experimental data taken in May, 1964 arc pre-
.scnled in Table I, and those lakcn in Feb., 1965 in Table 
2. Average radial distances of holes from shot point and 
cenler of chimney arc given in Table 3. Calculated 
permeabilities are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Rock move
ments in the drift subsequent to Ihc earlier measurements 
caused some of thc holes to leak rapidly lo the drift 
along breaks vvhen the latest measuremenis were atlempted. 
Consequently, the 1965 dala afe not as complele as 
would be desirable. 

The only critical permeabiliiy dilTerence noted between 
earlier and later measuremenis was that for vertical 
Hole 16. The earlier values for Ihis hole, and for Hole 
7, more or less fall on a siraight line, leading to the 
assumption that the radius of permeability increase is 
on Ihe order of 400 to 500 fl- The laler value for 
Hole 16, however, is es.senlially background, indicating a 
small radius of increase. It is possible that the packer was 
not set adequately during the earlier measurement. Also, 
since thc pre-shot drift extended to a point ~ 183 fl 
from the vertical axis of Ihe chimney, it is possible thai 
Ihe May, 1964 permeability determined for Hole 7 
is partly a result of spall as.sociatcd with shock wave 
interaction wilh the drift. Atiempls to seal Ihis hole for 
pressurization were unsuccessful in Feb., 1965. 

Thc permeability determined for Ihe 2-in. diameter 
Hole 12 from thc May, 1964 measuremenis appears 
lo be anomalously low compared lo thai of adjacent holes. 
It is possible that this hole penelraled a ralher massive 
block with fewer open fractures, Ihus reducing the per
meability. 

Two holes, Nos. I and 2, were drilled Jn increments 
of about 30 ft and pressurized upon coniplciion of each 
increment. It was anticipated Ihat Ihe permeability k, of 
the rock surrounding each increment /;, of the hole could 
be delermined by the relationship': 

I kj h, 
k = i ^ . 

Kiu. 1!—SKCTIONS Tiiiiiiiicu IIAKIMIAT K.\:I'1.CIIIAT(IHY Diiirr .'iiiow. 
INC llui.M Dili I.I.HI Koii I'DiiMitAiiii.irv MKASUIIKMKNT.S. 
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where k = average permeability of Ihe entire .section. 
Because of the small dilferences in steady-stale hole pres
sures observed for these lests (Table I) Ihis irealmeni 
would indicate that lhc pernieabilily of ihe succeeding 
incremental sections i.s significantly lower ihan Ibal of 
Ihc initial section., 

Operational diiliculties precluded a definitive analysis. 
Hole 2 was found lo be blocked al a deplh of 35 fl 
afler it had been drilled lo a lolal deplh of 55 ft. Also. 
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TABIE 1—DATA fROM PRESSUBIZATION OF lONG MOIES IN ROOF ANO WAl lS OF HARt)HAT DRIFT—MAY, 1944 

STEADY-STATE MEASUREMENTS 

Hole 
Number 

Mvoiurtfd 
Interval 

( f l l . 

2.30 
2.60 
3.90 
2-120 
2-30 
2-3J 
I S i 
S-30 
S-5S 
1-35 
6-3J 

B-55 
5-55 
5-55 .-
3-55 
2-55 
8-55 
2-55 

OrKice 
Plate Diameler 

(in.l 

1/8 
1/8 
1/8 
1/8 
3/8 
3/8 
3/8 
1/4 
3/8 
1/4 
1/14 

3/8 
3/8 
1/4 
1/8 
1/4 
1/32 
1/32 

11 
13 
13 
14 
15 
14 
17 

*Hole con be closed ot depth of 35 ft. 

Hole Preiture (piig) for Upitieam 
Pressure (psig) of 

2.7 
2.7 
1.7 
2.4 
4.4 
4.1 
4.2 
4.2 
9.3 
2.3 
7.4 

5.8 
7.3 

S.4 
5.3 
5.7 
9.9 

5.1 
5.1 
3.4 
4.9 

14.4 
14.0 
14.0 
8.7 

17.5 
3.8 

12.2 

12.3 
15.0 
4.7 
9.3 

11.3 
7.7 

15.7 

7 8 
7.4 
3.3 
7.3 

23.5 
23.0 
23.0 
13.8 
24.2 

9.7 
16.7 

20.2 

7.8 
13.2 
18.2 

9.4 

Calculated Permeability '(darcieil 
of Upitreom Pressure (pilg) of 

50 ' 

0.50 
0.24 
0.24 
0.13 
1.41 
0.92 
1.30 
1.33 
0.38 
1.10 

0.021 

1.13 
0.80 

0.12 
0.44 
0.010 
0.004 

0.4C 
0.19 
0.19 
O.IO 
0.96 
0.53 
0.86 
0.94 
0.42 
0.70 
0.019 

0.72 
0.32 
0.98 
O.IO 
0.31 
0.009 
0.003 

0.34 
0.17 
0.14 
0.09 
0.69 
0.37 
0.60 
0.72 
0.32 
0.52 
0.017 

0.32 

0.76 
0.09 
0.23 
o.ooa 

PRESSURE-DECAY MEASUREMENTS 

Hole 
Number 

9 
9 
10* 

.10* 

Measured 
Interval 

(ft) 

I -55 
1 • 35 
2 - 5 3 
2 - 3 5 
t - 2 5 
1 • 25 

12— 
12. . 
18 
18 
1 9 " • 
, 9 . . 

••2-in. dtometer hole. 

1 - 2 5 
1 - 25 
4 - 2 6 
4 - 26 
I - 23 
1 - 25 

Pressure Drop 
(psig) 

30- 29 
21 - 20 
iO- 49 
111 . 110 
25- 24 
17- 16 

25. 20 
10- 3 
50 - 49 
120- 119 
30- 49 
23- 24 

Time 
Isec) 

23 
64 
70 
15 

133 
210 

7 
18 

195 
60 

IOO 
180 

Calculated Permeability 
(dorcies) 

0.0006 
0.0004 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.00007 
0.00007 

0.004 
0.010 
0.00003 
0.00003 
0.00003 
0.00004 

TABIE 2—DATA FROM PRESSURIZATION OF lONG HOLES IN ROOF AND WAILS OF HARDHAT DRIFT—FEB., 1965 

STEADY-STATE MEASUREMENTS 

Hole 
Number 

Deplh 
(ft) 

Orifice 
Plate Diameter 

Iin.I 
Hole Pressure (psig) for Upstreom Pressure (psig) af 

30 40 50 60 
Calculated Permeability (dorcies) for Upstreom Pressure (psig) ef 

30 40 50 40 

120 
55 
55 
30 

1/8 
1/2 
1/2 
3/8 

2.0 
7.5 
9.0 

3.3 
13.5 
15.0 
20.0 24 

6.6 

28.0 

0.192 
1.59 
1.28 

0.137 
1.03 
1.03 
0.737 

0.097 
0.80 

0.673 

0.082 

0.420 

Hole 
Number 

Vertical 

11 
13 
14 
13 

Orifice 
Deplh Plole Diameler 
(ft) (in.) 

55 
55 
55 
55 

Hole 
Number 

Horiiontai 

9 
9 

Veilicol 

14 
16 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 

1/2 
3/8 
1/8 
1/4 

Hole Pressure (psipl for Upstieam Pressure (psig) ef 
30 40 50 6O" 70 

3.5 

Deplh 
(ft) 

53 
35 
55 
55 
55 

55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
26 
26 

6.0 

6.0 
8.0 
7.3 

l l .O 
8.0 
9.0 

15.0 
10.0 
14.0 

Calculated Permeability (dorcies) for Upslream Pressure [psig) of 
30 40 50 60 70 

0.25 

PRESSURE.DECAY MEASUREMENTS 

Pressure Drop 
(P 

25 
30 
35 
45 
48 

30 • 
3 5 . 
3 0 . 
3 5 -
4 0 -
42 . 
50 -

ig) 

- 20 
. 2 5 

30 
43 
43 

25 
30 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 

0.17 

Time 
(sec) 

130 
93 
75 

145 
190 

120 
90 
33 
25 
25 
75 
85 

3.07 
1.21 
0.14 

0.94 
0.16 
0.54 

0.78 
0.14 
0.34 

Calculated 
Permeobility 

(darcies) 

0.0009 
0.0009 
0.0009 
0.0001 
0.0001 

0.0007 
0.0007 
0.0024 
0.0024 
0,0071 
0.0002 
0.0004 
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lA l i lE 3—AVERACC RADIAl DlStANCrS OF VERllCAl ANO HORIZONTAL 
HOLES FROM SHOI POINT ANO FROM VCRIICAl AXIS OF CHIMNCY. 

Ho le 
N u m b e f 

H o r i i o n t o l 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 . 
7 
B 
9 

10 

Verticol 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
14 
17 
18 
19 

A v n i o g o 
f rom 

Rocliol D t i tonce 
Shol Point 
( I t ) 

180 
124 
\ 2 4 
<44 
172 
192 
2 8 6 
587 
470 
4 8 0 

132 
146 
147 
188 
207 
3 8 4 
597 
6 7 2 
4S1 

Averooe Radio l Distonce 
I tem Ver t i co l A . i s of Ch imney 

(f l l 

10} 
85 
85 

no 
144 
169 
278 
584 
470 
478 

80 
104 
108 
141 
145 
362 
584 
449 
677 

a 4-ft thick, clayey zone was encountered during the 
drilling of the second increment of Hole 1 which 
probably resulted in some plugging of fractures. Eflective 
clearing of this longest hole of sludge and chips was not 
possible. Thc nonlinearity of the holes prevented isolation 
of the incremental sections by packers to independently 
measure the resistance to flow of each section. Fractures 
at the drift walls were monilored for leakage to the drift 
which might have made the permeability of the initial 
section appear anomalously high. No leaks were detected. 

On the basis of these considerations, the permeability of 
Ihe incremental sections beyond the inilial 30 ft of Holes 
I and 2 is uncertain. Because of this uncertainly, perme
abilities were calculated for the total length of hole 
existing during each lest and are presented separately in 
Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4. 

Permeable fault zones were known to exist in the 
granile stock." Wilh the exception of these zones, it is 
believed that the permeabilities determined for the rock 
near the access shaft are typical pre-shot permeabilities. 
As a check, two 3-in. diameter horizontal holes were 
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pre.ssiirizetl in a drift behnv Ihe Ihinllial explitralorv 
level. Permeabilities calculated from Ihe pressure decay 
dala from Ihese hi>lcs fall wiihin Ihc range obtained for 
lhc holes near Ihe Hardhat access shaft. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental il;ila indicate thai there is a remark
able dillerence between lhc permeability of Ihe granitic 
r<Kk mass near ihe Hardhat access shaft and Ihal near 
Ihc Harilhal chimney. Allhough pre-shot conlrol was not 
available, it is assumed that such a condition did not 
exist before thc Hardhat event. On Ihe basis of Ihis as-
siimplion and excepting permeable fault zones, pre-shol 
permeability was on Ihe order of tenths to .several milli
darcies, and lhc incrcasic in permeability is about two lo 
three orders of magnitude in the region 125 to 215 fl 
radiiilly from the shot poinl. or 80 lo 165 ft radially 
from Ihc vertical axis of Ihe chimney. 

Absence of daia in the region immediately beyond 
these limits and the uncertainty of the data from Holes 
7 and 16 preclude an exirapolaiion to the pre-shot values 
oblained in Ihe drift inimediately beyond Ihe collapsed 
porlion. In view of thc magnitude of radial mass dis
placement' (—1 ft) and the relatively high permeabilities 
near thc maximum limits of the inferred region of 
observed permeabiliiy increase (Holes 6 and 15), it is 
probable that the observed limit can be extended. 

There is apparently little, if any, significant dilTerence 
between the permeabilities oblained from the vertical holes 
and those obtained from the horizontal holes. The 1965 
dala indicate Ihat Ihe permeability of the vertical holes 
is possibly somewhat greater. The paucity of data, how
ever, may be responsible for the apparent differences. 

Because of tho spread of data, the relative influence 
of cavity growth as opposed lo cavity collapse on the 
observed permeabilities is not evident from a coniparison 
of the plots of permeability vs radial distance from shot 
point and from the vertical axis of the chimney. Con-
•sequently,. the geometry of the zone of enhanced pcr-
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nioability, whether spherical because of the in llu ence of 
cavity growth br cylindrical fr,pm cavity col lapse, is noi 
ijeriain. A combination of the'two symmetries is likely. 
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Development of the Leaching Operations of the Union 
Miniere du Haut Katanga 

; Bt ARCHER E . WHEELER* AND H . Y . EAGLE,* NEW YORK, N . Y . 

' ' (New 'Jfork Meeting, February, 1932) 
.Vl' 

• THE copper industry in the Province of Katanga, in the Belgian 
(^ngo, which is now controlled and operated by the Union' Minfere du 
Haut Katanga, had its inception many years ago in the vision of a 
Scotsman, Robert Williams, now Sir Robert Williams, Baronet. He it 
was who personally negotiated the mineral concession with ICing Leopold 
of Belgium, sent in the prospecting parties who located most of the 
present mines of the company, later arranged for the Belgian participation 
from which the present company was formed, and has been its active 
mentor ever since. The idea back of his efforts was the establishment of 
an industry on the Congo-Zambezi divide, of sufficient importance to 
draw up to it the head of the Cape to Cairo Railroad, the dream of Sir 
Cecil Rhodes, and the consummation of which he had left as a legacy to 

• Mr. Williams, his successor. 
The reports of the prospecting expeditions showed that copper in 

profitable quantity was there, but many difficulties lay in the way of the 
establishment of the infant industry. The isolated location of the mines, 
various tribal wars, the Boer War, and many other factors contributed to 

-making progress very slow. However, in spite of these difficulties the 
railroad was finally built and a blast-furnace plant erected at Lubumbashi, 
near Elisabethville, tbe capital of the Province. Operations of this plant 

,̂  were started in 1911, treating high-grade oxidized ores and producing pig 
jjCopper by a reducing smelting. Production has been continuous since 
~that time and the corapany has grown so that at present it ranks as the 
•̂ .largest individual copper producer in the industry. It is a fitting monu-
.̂-inent to the foresight, optimism and driving force of its founder, and the 
progressive policies of his Belgian colleagues. 

In January, 1914, the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga engaged as 
~'It8 consulting engineer. Archer E. Wheeler, metallurgical engineer, at 
^;ihat time general superintendent of the Great Falls plant of the Ana-
weonda Cppper Mining Co. Mr. Wheeler was commissioned by the Board 
^of Directors to proceed into Katanga, and make all necessary investiga-
•Jttibns to enable him to report on a comprehensive development program, 
riMd to recommend a scheme of treatment particularly for their low grade 

w 

i-.. * Consulting Metallurgical Engineer. 
609 
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ores. He reached Katanga in June, 1914, where he was joined l^'^p-^ 
Snow, mining engineer, formerly connected with the Great Falls aa* 
and t&e Ray and Chino properties, whom he had engaged as his; 

The-fifst;^step in the investigation was an e.xtended inspectioai,^ 
to the mines and prospects on the company concession. This involMl • 

• • iĵ V ' • - - . 1 " '...-i .n "'. \ 

F^FF~F ' i i ^ i : ' . ' \ I 

FIO. 1.—INSPECTION SAFARI ON TBEK. • -̂ .-̂ 1 
Fio . 2 .—KAMBOVE, ONE OP THE MINES O P T H E U N I O N MiNTfeRB. '•4*'^ 

• - " " - ' ' ' ^ " trek through the bush with a native safari of about 120 boys, and coverw 
the period from Aug. 12 to Dec. 24. The trip involved a journey 09 
foot (Fig. 1) and cycle of about 500 miles, and included visits to four 
operating mines and about 43 prospects. The mines were surveywi 
mapped, described and sampled to the extent that outcrops and existing 
development and old native workings permitted. The mine at KamboTt 
is shown in Fig. 2. The conclusions drawn from the results of the inspec
tion trip can be summarized as follows: -. vc-j;«ti-

1. It was estimated that the mines visited would yield an ore of a» 
average grade of 6.5 to 7 per cent. '• '" -"̂  

i 

ABCHEB E. \ 

2. It Nvas estimated that 
*oukl result from mining op 
5 per cent if a grade of 15 per 

3. Practically all the ores' 
jimcral being malachite, with 
rjprite, native copper and o( 

4. .\ remarkable similar 
iposits. The coppermineni 
quartzose association, which 

5. It was obvious that ai 
ce one to treat ores of a mi 
practice of direct blast-fum 
or more of copper. 

6. Sufficient ore was in si 
ifac erection of a low-grade ti 

7. The character of the or 
rariouo mines indicated that 
in nvost cases for a low-grade 

The next step in the in' 
ireatinent, the methods natu 

1. Smelting of ores direct 
2. Water concentration, 

smelling of the concentrates. 
3. Leaching. 
4. Combinations of any o 
The desirable treatment, 

coiuniercially amenable, thu 
obviating all selective mining 
son of these methods, a thoroi 
thc development of unit cosii 
following principal points. ^ 

1. Transportation costs 01 
2. Cost of white and n 

expenses and allowances. •"-
3. Investigation of the ai 
4. Cost of power from w( 
5. Cost of power from th« 
6. Cost of operating and 
7. Cost of mining, by.va 
With these figures aa a 

and production costs were « 
from the various mines. I 
general conclusion waa drawi 
utidcr the existing conditior 
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2. It was estimated that the amount of direct smelting ore which 
p.'uld result from mining operations would be small, probably not over 
!-«r cent if a grade of 15 per cent were required. 

3. Practically all the ores were completely oxidized, the predominating 
jjieral being malachite, with very minor amounts of azurite, chrysocolla, 
-:prite, native copper and occasional evidences of sulfides. 

4. ,4 remarkable similarity existed in the' ores from the various 
ipo.?its. The copper mineral was mainly found in shales, sandstones and 
;iartzfi3e association, which were siliceous in character. 

5. It was obvious that any scheme of treatment recommended must 
e one to treat ores of a much lower grade than the existing Katanga 
lactice of direct blast-furnace smelting of ores carrying 14 per cent 
•i more of copper. 

6. Sufficient ore was in sight in mines close to the railroad to justify 
i« erection of a low-grade treatment plant. . 

7. The character of the ore occurrence and the lay of the ground at the 
.irious mines indicated that cheap steam-shovel mining could be applied 
a moii cases for a low-grade treatment program. 

Thc next step in the investigation was the study of a scheme of 
.•vatment, the methods naturally presenting themselves being: 

1. Smelting of ores direct from the mine. 
2. Water concentration, or flotation concentration, followed by 

aselting of the concentrates. *" 
3.. Leaching. 
4. Combinations of any or all of these. 
The desirable treatment, of course, was one to which all ores were 

smmercially amenable, thus requiring only one tjrpe of plant and 
ibvi:iting all selective mining. As a necessary preliminary to a compari-

, CO of these methods, a thorough study was made of local conditions, and 
ie development of unit costs to use in the estimates. This involved the 
":ilowing principal points. 

1. Transportation costs on fuels, fluxes,'ores, concentrates and copper. 
2. Cost of white and native labor, including housing, traveling 

apense.s and allowances. 
3. Investigation of the available water power sites in the concession. 
4. Cost of power from wood as fuel and coal as fuel. 
a. Cost of power from the various possible hydroelectric developments. 
6. Cost of operating and repair supplies. 
". Cost of mining, by various methods. 
With these figures as a basis, complete direct smelting calculations 

•iJ production costs were worked out for all the different types of ores 
~m the various mines. From the results of these calculations, the 
saeral conclusion was drawn that ores to be profitable for direct smelting 
'sder the existing conditions should contain from 10.5 to 13.5 per cent 
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copper, depending upon the kind of ore. In order to furnish a reasoiUljiL 
margin of profit, somewhat higher grades than these would be reqnij,j_ 
In view of the probable small yield of this grade of ore from mining opet». 
tions, i t was obvious tha t direct smelting by itself did not fumisk Hm 
solution of the problem. 

CONCENTRATION AND LEACHINQ T E S T S 

As no data existed as to the amenability of Katanga ores to coneetk 
tration, i t was necessary to do a great deal of experimental work alon* 
this line. The work was started in the laboratory on a very small scak 
with hand-operated equipment. Later these were supplemented by tfj^t 
on a larger scale run in a small test plant erected for the purpose, whiefc 
provided facilities for hand picking, screening, jigging and tabling with 
the necessary intermediate crushing steps. Based on the test result^-
detailed smelting calculations and operating costs were worked out for 
the concentrates of various grades, as produced from the various era. 
The general conclusions drawn from this work were as follows: 4'' 

1. All the different types of Katanga ores can be enriched by water 
concentration, but generally with comparatively poor recoveries. *'.; 

2. Most ores of a grade less than 12 per cent need to be enriched to 
be made to pay. _ .. .iij. 

3 . The best average grade of concentrate to be produced is aroand 
25 per cent Cu. - 'AF 

4. The greatest economy in operation lies in concentrating the ore 
as close to the mine as possible. "ft'-=?; 

5. Under the then existing conditions, the existing smelter at Lubuin-
bashi was the most economical place to smelt the concentrates. 

6. In the state of the art , as it then existed, oil fiotation held out no 
promise for the concentration of Katanga ores. '-^^r' 

In order to determine the possibilities of the leaching process, small-
scale tests were first instituted in the laboratory. These included upward. 
and downward percolation leaching tests, upward and downward per-, 
eolation washing tests, bottle agitation tests and decantation washing 
tests. On the basis of the data obtained from these tests, a small experi-:. 
mental plant was built and the small-scale tests were supplemented by-' 
tests on a larger scale. The general conclusions drawn from the results^ 
of this work were as follows: . - . ' "# 

1. Downward percolation of the solution through the total ore is 
not possible with Katanga ores of any allowable size. J?-, 

2. Downward percolation is possible if material finer than 200 mesh''; 
(0.074 mm.) is removed. •- s S 

3. Upward percolation of solution through the total ore is not possible: 
keeping the slimes in the upward percolation system. 

I 
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4. Leaching by all agitation 
:.;r a simple flow sheet. 

5. The copper in the comi 
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with insoluble anodes. As sot 
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•Acre run using (1) Antisell hi 
f.iccd lead anodes; (3) plain lea 

A long series of tests was ru 
•)f the anodes by introducing S 
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and the probable practical lico 
elusions drawn from the test v 

1. Copper can be recover* 
solutions by electrolysis with 
'•f purity. 

2. Carbon anodes of either 
unless they can be completely 

3. Depolarization with S( 
ijut not sufficiently so to prev 

4. Introducing SO2 into tl 
Uon of plain lead anodes. 
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.. 4. Leaching by all agitation is indicated aa the most feasible method 
for a simple flow sheet. 

5. The copper in the company's oxidized ores is almost completely 
soluble in sulfuric acid solutions. 

6. The strength of solution required to effect the solution is low, and 
the solutions can be used effectively at ordinary temperatures. 

7. Any size of ore from 3 mesh (6.680 mm.)down can be treated in a 
reasonable time. 

8. The time required for leaching is short; approximately 48 hr. for 
3-mesh (6.680-mm.) material, and 9 hr. for 10-mesh (1.651-mm.) material 
being indicated. 
•.. 9. The chemical consumption of sulfuric acid is not excessive, an 
average of 0.04 kg. per kilogram of gangue being indicated as an average 
for all ores treated. 

• ;• 10. Continuous counter-current decantation is indicated as the most 
feasible means of recovery of values in entrained solution in the tailings. 

11. In general, it appears entirely practicable to treat all grades of the 
Katanga ores by sulfuric acid leaching, as far as getting the copper into 
solution is concerned. 
<• In determining a method for recovering the copper from the leaching 
solutions, consideration was first given to various possible chemical 

. precipitants for copper, sucb as scrap iron, sponge iron, lime, hydrogen 
sulfide and sulfur dioxide. Under the existing local conditions and the 
type of solution proposed, none of these held out any promise of furnish
ing a commercial solution of the problem. Accordingly, attention was 
concentrated on the recovery of the copper from solution by electrolysis 
with insoluble anodes. As soon as solution became available from the 
leaching tests, experiments were started on electrolytic deposition. Tests 
.were run using (1) Antisell basket anodes (carbon); (2) -\ntisell coke-

;.̂ faced lead anodes; (3) plain lead anodes. 
^ - A long series of tests was run to determine the effect of depolarization 
Sflf:the anodes by introducing SOj gas into the solution. Tests were also 
';;tiai to determine the effect of impurities in the solution on the electrolysis 
Ttod the probable practical limits of iron in solution. The general con-
i^Jasions drawn from the test work were as follows: 
^ ^ 1 . Copper can be recovered readily frbm the sulfuric acid leaching 
^Wutions by electrolysis with insoluble anodes, and in a high degree 
^ p u r i t y . 
^ ; 2. Carbon anodes of either the basket or coke-faced type disintegrate 
•̂toless they can be completely depolarized. 
1^-3. Depolarization with SO2 is partly effective with carbon anodes, 
^ t not sufficiently so to prevent them from disintegrating. 
;^;4. Introducing SO2 into the solution results in very little depolariza-
i^nof plain lead anodes. 
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5. Plain lead anodes are quite suitable for use in the solutions," aaj 
while the^ required voltage is high, ampere efficiencies are high, and tht 
pounds of "copper per kilowatt-hour are reasonable. ,.'>;%«! 

6. None of the impurities which accumulated in solution have^aar 
marked effect on electrolysis, except iron. :"'-^^Si 

7. The presence of ferric iron LQ the electrolyte in any considenhie 
quantity results in low ampere efficiency. When small in amount^ita. 
effect is not marked and a concentration of 3 grams per liter in th« 
electrolyte was fixed as a probable practical operating condition. Vi , 

Using the results of this test work as a basis, complete treatment costs: 
by leaching were worked out for the Katanga ores of various grades. 
These were supplemented by comparisons of the costs by the varioai 
treatment schemes, from which it was concluded: (1) that leaching bfteis: 
the most profitable method of treatment for the large bulk of Kataoga"-
ores; (2) that ores of a much lower grade can be treated at a profit by thk 
method than by any of the other methods; (3) that leaching is the onl^ 
scheme that does not involve a great deal of expensive selective mining.' 

The complete details of the results of the inspection trip, test work and' 
calculations were embodied in a voluminous report which was completed 
and submitted to the Board of Directors in August, 1916. As a final: 
conclusion to this report, Mr. Wheeler recommended the adoption,.in; 
principle, of leaching as the basis of the future treatment program, and 
the immediate installation of a plant of large capacity. .. ^...^g, 

4000-TON CONCENTRATOR . : --^ 

•VVTiile these investigations were in progress, the world war began, and 
it was necessary to move the company's head office from Brussels tOi 
London, where it was operated until after the armistice, in conjunctiotti: 
with the offices of the British Associates of the Union Miniere du Haot; 
Katanga, Messrs. Robert Williams & Co., now Sir Robert Williams & Cou 
The Board of Directors approved Mr. Wheeler's recommendations in 
principle and authorized him to get out the designs of a large treatment 
plant, together with estimated construction and operating costs.. Since. 
war conditions at this time rendered it impossible to procure in Londonv 
the necessary engineering force for this work, Mr. WTieeler was comi;: 
missioned to return to the United States and carry it out there. Ee and 
Mr. Snow established offices in New York in December, 1916, and=. 
assembled an engineering force under H. Y. Eagle, electrometaUurgiat;i^. 
who had been associated with the Engineering and Electrolytic depart-̂  
ments of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Anaconda and Great. 
Falls, Mont. Preliminary designs and estimates for a leaching-electro-1 
lytic plant to produce 30,000 metric tons of copper per year were. 
immediately put in hand, and the estimated construction and operating; 
costs submitted to the Board in October, 1917. War conditions, witfe.̂  
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the attendant high prices of materials, freights and insurance, resulted in 
an estimated construction cost of some §20,700,000 for the treatment 
plant and necessary water-power development, and the board decided 
that this major project would have to be laid aside until the end of the 
war and until more normal price conditions prevailed. 
_, At about this time it became apparent that unless steps were taken 
to provide additional sources of supply for the existing blast-furnace 
operations, the exhaustion of high-grade direct smelting ores would make 

% • • • 

-Hi-. A 

F I G . 3 . — T H E 4 0 0 0 - T O N P A N D A CONCENTRATOR. 
F I O . 4 .—LOADINQ CONCENTRATES FROM BINS TO CARS. 

^Biecessary to cut the company's output of copper. This, with the war 
:;8oing on and all the company's output being turned over to the British 
• XiUiustry of War Munitions for war purposes, was not to be thought of. 
'̂ S»e matter of building a concentrator to treat -ores below smelting grade 
^f** '̂supply concentrates suitable for the smelter had been under con-
^I'^eration for a long time. The experimental work in Katanga had 
,̂ |ltown the project to be possible, though the recoveries were such that the 
r^^iod under normal conditions would represent abortive metallurgical 
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practice. In view of the necesaitiea of the situation and the fact.that 
tailinp could be impounded for future leaching, Mr. Wheeler-reeoa^ I 
mended, as -& lower cost alternative to the leaching scheme, the installai;.. ̂  

aji.asH aies. -2a_ 

FIG. S-^—FLOW SHEET or iexPEKiMENTAf I^ACHINQ PLANT,. 
_ ' . • - • . . . . 

tion of a 4000-ton concentrator St. Panda, and the Board approved they-
project in November, 1917. The" ehgineering force in New Yort ".. 
was at once started oil the work, and the purchase and shipment of .-V' 
material was accoihpUshed as fast aa war; conditions would permit., TheVij 
designs, purchase and shipment of material were completed by theend <rf,.̂  
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. 1918, construction carried out during 1919 and 1920, and the plant put 
into operation in the middle of 1921. (Fig. 3.) 

'<-
#!' EXPERIMENTAL LEACHING PLANT 

'it 
•*' Since the concentrator installation provided means for the desired 
; expansion of the company's output for some years to come, time was 
iafforded for a more leisurely consideration of the leaching project. The 
l^capital expenditure for the latter installation was so large that it was 
^felt that a commercial demonstration of the process would be desirable 
llU> expedite its eventual financing. Mr. Wheeler, therefore, while the 
Axlesign of the concentrator was in progress, recommended the construction 
•fol the smaUest unit that could use machines of commercial size of the 
".f t)rpe proposed for the large plant. The Board approved the design of 
î Buch a unit in November, 1918, and authorized its construction in March, 
11919. The work of design was started as soon as men became available 
-|from the concentrator design work, and the purchase and shipment of 
?,:material was completed early in 1920. Construction was carried on in the 
2 field as fast as men became available from the concentrator construction 
Iforce, and the plant was completed by the middle of November, 1921. 
|l • The crushing divisions of the concenirator were utilized to crush the 
"^re for the experimental plant and the ore stored in, and drawn from, one 
Wend of the concentrator bins. The plant had a capacity of about 
poo metric tons of cathode copper per month. It consisted of a drying 
.fnnit, a dry-crushing unit, storage bins for ground ore, a wet-grinding unit,' 
1* leaching and filtration unit, an electrolytic tank house, and a small 
Idiamber sulfuric add plant to furnish the necessary acid. Facilities for 
Hret grinding in water were suppUed as an alternate to dry grinding. 

ce this method involved an addition of water to the circuit, an evapo-
r was provided to remove this water from the leach solution. The 
that in practice the solutions normally ran at saturation in certain 

purities rendered the evaporation scheme impractical, and this 
mate was never used. The flow sheet of the plant as operated is 

en in Fig. 5. The principal features in which it departed from exist-
hydrometallurgical practice in copper are as follows: 
1. The process is continuous, not batch. 
2. Leaching is accomphshed by agitation instead of percolation, this 
g dictated by the character of the Katanga ores. 

3. Continuous washing of sand tailings is accomplished in multideck 
classifiers arranged counter-current. 

k4. Continuous washing of slime tailings on vacuum filters was installed 
the basis of tests run by the manufacturer on Katanga ores. This 
substituted for the original idea of installing counter-current decanta-
, one or the other of which methods was dictated by the character 

-the Katanga ore. The filtration method, if practicable, involved a 
smaller initial capital expenditure than decantation. 
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5. Provision was made, for a continuous system of jpurification' by 
ieutraiigatron of a part of the solution with original ore or concentrates, 

„tp maintaih the iron content of the solutioiis.at a practical operating figure-
'•'' 6. Electrolytic tanks* were installed which utilized in their design a 
principle not previously recognized. 

-î  ,The general airangement of entire-plant Is shown in Fig. 6; A com-
•pleie description of tiie eleetrblytie tapk;hdijse is contained in another 
•paper^ and can be fpund elsewhere. 
,': The.experimentaJJeachJngplant was put into operation iii November, 
;i921, .and operated from then until the end of; August, 1922, under the 
•(inimediate directioii of Mr, Eagle. Numerous difficulties wefe encoun-
^ tered in the early stages of the work, due primarily to the following 
..j'eauEes; (1) inability of the agita'tora to handle the SSTinesh material 
Ŝ  promised by the manufacturer; (2) inability of the iBlters to handle the 
•5'glimes'tailings; {3.) failure of muchso-caUed.acidproof equipment in the 
ji.corrosive solutions^ 
;J." The agitators would not progress the coarse, material in the" pulp and 
Jtbeacctimulation of this material cjuickly plugged the first agitator iii 
J.tbe fieries. After the system had beea dflg out a number of times, 
f.it became apparent that the agitators, siraply couJd not do the work. 
IvExpenments were then started with viatrious expedients to jprogress the-
^coarsematerial through the tanks. A simple •attachnient* .for the agita-
4 t̂ora„ was finally developedi which did this so effectively that the fineness 
Jl of the grinding, was decreased to 20 mesh, and even small quaiitities of 
f aeciiderital coarse, oversize up to J i iq. caused no trouble. Experiment 
^pfiaved the device' effective for agitators of the Eton* of Pachuca types, 
:^;- in spite of the fact that laboratory tests by the mantzfacturer with 

fKatanga ores had indicated the. yacuiirh filters.as being capable of han-
_^d]ing the slime, actual operation did, ndt confirm the •resiilts pf these testa. 
.^#JExceIIerit'vacuum conditions, could be maintained oh the filters'.and the 
pfcake that, formed did not ta-aek, biit after butldiDg up to about.i-^ in. in 
Jithlctness, the filtration stopped. The washing of this cake/ too, was-

Pffective, because of its impervioua character. Since- a cake of this 
ckness was hot practical, i t was necessary to revert td the original 

,Splan of counte'r-current, decantation fo effect the washiiig.. The purifica-
0tipn thlokisner was; converted for a time into a :washiiig thickener and 
^rian long enough to deinonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness, of this 
.J'type- of washing. During the teat 'work, such slime tails-as, were hot 
.^handled by thejfilters or washing'thickener were, discarded, directly'from 

.SSa 
V thickener spigots. 

"'U.S; Patent ir03435., 
'U : S. Patent i M s U . 
Trtfns.-Amer.,Electrochem. Soe. fl924) 46; 365. 
* U. S. Patebt 1651680, 
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The leachihg solutiona proved to be extremely corrosive, and copp^ 
brass and bronze in co_ntact -v̂ ith them went intp splution with, unbeliCTi. 
able rapidity. The'bronze bolts.in theleaching mechanismsj aerapera'aid 

.•O." 

TABLE ,l.r-Delails-of Exp,eri?nerital.Leaching plant O-nerations... 
QoANTiTiBS AND A V E R A G E G R A D E O F O ' K E S T B E A T E D 

( • - ' . • 

Dry.Metrib-
T O M 

Cu, Per .Cent 

Impregnated shales. 
Talcoaeores.. 

3533.309 
' 324 875 

Qiiartzoae o r e s . . . . . . . . . . . i 1516,621 
Fines: from .dumps.., -, 1 615.539 

TotaVandfiiveragei. . . : . . . . 5890.344. 

9.07 
.7.97 
•8'. 67 

13:73 

Cu. Mttiio T a # r : - , 

32o'^C^' 
•25.89if ^, 
l3i.565!i^^-
70:7iaUi4 

9.31 5 4 8 , 6 W ^ ; 

AvuR.icB CtiMPOSiTioNs or ORES, PEKCENTAPE OP. DRT'.SPLIDS, 
• ^ ^ ^ • ^ 

Gu. 

" " ^ h ^ * ^ 
ToJcose 

Ores* • 
.QuiwtiMB 

Orea 
Fines 
P u m p 

ATen<* 
0 i » -

9.07 
SiOi, . , . . . 63,95' 
AljOi 8.48" 
Fe. . . . - . ! , . • . : . . . . • : . , ! 3.40 
GfiO ...j 1.32 
MgO . : . : . , . . • 4:88: 

7.97 
60.57 
•6.;98. 
4.73-
,& 8̂9' 
9.22 

8.67 
68.17 
4.85 
2,43 
1 .-30 
4.52 

13.73 
56.19 
7.93 
3.23 
l-,36 
5.13 

.[ 

9.31 
64.IT' 
7:42 
3V2I 
1.29: 
3.05 

TYPICAL AVERAGESCKEEN ANALYSES AITBK DRY GRIN DING, Î fDlCATINa CHARACIBE 

OF FEED t o LEACHINQ ' DIVISION, 'GusiuLATrvE PEECENTAGE 

Mesh nix'^ Talooae 
Ora 

QuartioBe 
Ore 

-1-28 
+.35 
+48 
+65 
+100 
+200 

.;io.07 
,16.93 
•23.214 
29.65 
^5.08 
48 ..98 

1.96 
,4.87 
10.54 
17.63 
:26.42 
40.22 

Total, 100.00 100.00 

5.91 
13.69^ 
21.44 
29^62 
36,97 
51.85 

Fines Dump 

100 00 

•5.90 : M 
11.74 • ; ^ ' 
18.14 * ' r 
26:46 ' C ^ ' 
31.46 :"TP'; 
.44.87 , • & 

100.00 
:^., 

valvea of therfilters, bronze filtrate pumps, etc., etc., all failed in quicf -
succession, and hadto be replaced by lead parts dr steel parts covered with 
lead. The work developed the fact that only lead, duriron, .rubber,:.,-
asphalt mastic, glasa and porcelain could safely be iiiaed in contact with-,; 
the solutions. Later experiments added to the-above list several aUoy^g-
of'the chfoihe-nickelTiron series. ' ..fl^ 
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SiO,,. 
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4.65 
2.65 
1.20 
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8 proved to be extremely corrosive, and copper, 
ict with them went into solution with unbeliev-
se bolts in the leaching mechanisms, scrapers and 

>/ Experimental Leaching Plani Operations 
CD AVERAGE GRADE OP ORES TREATED 

Dry, Metric 
TOM 

3533.309 
324.875 
1516.621 
515.539 

Cu. Per Cent jco. Metric Tots 

9.07 
7.97 
8.67 
13.73 

5890.344 9.31 

320.360 
25.891 
131.565 
70.784 

548.600 

0X8 OP O R E S , PERCENTAGE O P D R Y SOLIDS 

Talcose 
Ores Quartcose 

Ores 
Fines 
Dump 

7.97 
60.57 
6.98 
4.73 
0.89 
9.22 

8.67 
68.17 
4.85 
2.43 
1.30 
4.52 

13.73 
56.19 
7.93 
3.23 
1.36 
5.13 

Average 
Ore 

9.31 
64.17 
7.42 
3.21 
1.2!) 
5.0.5 

V8ES AFTEH DRY GHINDINO, INDICATING CHABACTKI; 
ro DIVISION, CDMULATIVB PERCENTAGE 
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Ore 

1.96 
4.87 

10.54 
17.63 
^6.42 
0.22 

5.91 
13.69 
21.44 
29.62 
36.97 
51.85 

Fines Dump 

.00 100.00 

5.90 
11.74 
18.14 
26.46 
31 4G 
44.87 
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": The various troubles encountered were gradually eliminated aud the 
plant put on as nearly a regular basis of operation as the various lines of 
the experimental investigation permitted. The principal features of 
the experimental work are given in Table 1. 
: ' The copper content of all these ores must be rather startling to men 
accustomed to think in terms of the ores of the United States. The 
original survey of the company's mines had indicated that the average 
grade of ore would be approximately 6.5 per cent Cu,'and that grade 
was requested for the experimental work. The mining department's 
attempts to meet the request resulted as shown in Table 1. One note
worthy effort was made to furnish the low-grade ore asked for, by mining 
a so-called low-grade ore and diluting it with barren material. 
Unfortunately, the barren material happened to be largely calcite and 
dolomite and when this material struck the leaching solutions, its effect 
can well be imagined. After this experience, straight ores were requested 
of as low a grade as the existing mining development permitted, and 
calculations depended upon to interpolate the results to the eventual 
average ore conditions. 

". . As will be noted from the flow sheet, the taiUngs discharged from the 
plant are a sand tailing, an acid slime taihng and a purification slime 
taihng. Due to the inability of the filters to handle the slimes, and to the 
experiments with counter-current washing, the acid slime tails were dis-
charged in three different ways during various periods of the investiga-

^sF TABLE 2.—Average Analyses of Tailing Products . 

Sssd Tails Add Filter 
Cake 

Acid Thickener] 
Spigot 

Washing 
Thickener 

Spigot 
PuriScation 
Filter Cake 

AVEBAOB COMPOSITION OF TAILINGS, PERCENTAGE OP DRY SOLIDS 

0.331 
84.20 
4.65 
2.65 
1.20 
3.03 

0.245 
68.56 
10.36 
4.14 
1.32 
7.26 

0.176 
75.41 
8.77 
2.99 
1.17 
4.72 

0.169 
74.62 
9.01 
3.40 
1.31 
5.86 

2.40 
64.91 
11.40 
3.94 
0.88 
5.47 

^ ^ PERCENTAGE OP WET Pm,p 

MSolutioa per cent.. 30.25 31.79 50.61 

^ : - ENTRAINED SOLOTION, CONTENTS IN GRAMS 

W o a 
MPree H^SO, 

1 46 ' 1ft 11 

0.12 4.90 
34:34 
4.30 "̂  

50.96 

PER L I T E R 

24.09 
0.96 

40.83 

31 08 
0.00 
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TABLE 2.—(Continued) 
AVERAGE SCREEN AN.ALYSES, CTJUULATIVB PERCENTAGE 

Mesh 

+ 28 
+ 35 
+ 48 
+ 65 
+100 
+200 

Total 

Sand Tailings 

9.13 
22.16 
39.47 
63.09 

• 78.29 
93.29 

100.00 

Acid Slimo 
Tailings 

0.01 
0.08 
0.25 
0.80 
3.01 

13.80 

100.00 

Purification 
Slime TaHingB 

0.05 
0.16 
0.29 
4.02 

100.00 

Ptirif icaM^.."" 

39.7ftl^-
• 5 9 . 7 5 ^ 

7 3 . 9 8 ^ 
• 9i;88*ife 

l<»-«g' 
'"")-.-

I IB t 

tion: viz., as acid filter cake, acid thickener spigot and washing thickener, 
spigot. The average analyses of all the taihng products are given in 
Table 2. " ;̂ 

The test results of the experimental plant indicated that the copper 
content of all the ores was readily soluble in sulfuric acid solutions, tha 
average extraction (copper into solution) for all the ores treated being 
97.44 per cent. An agitation time of 4 hr. was found to be sufficient to 
extract the copper from —20-mesh material. Inasmuch as the greater 
part of the slime taihngs was ^carded directly from the acid thickener, 
spigot with no washing, the losses in entrained solution were very high and 
he over-aU recovery was only about 80.31 per cent. The experimenU 

and calculations on washing, however, demonstrated that this washing 
loss could be cut down by counter-current decantation to any desired 
figure which would justify the required initial capital expenditure. " 

During the experimental period, a total of 426 metric tons of cathode • 
copper was produced. Table 3 shows averages of operating conditions. ^ 

TABLE 3.—Averages of Operating Conditions and Analyses of SoliUum* 
426 Metric Tons Cathode Copper Produced .̂ .w; 

Cathode current density, amps, per sq. m 98.24 F̂ yĵ ^ 
Cathode current density, amps, per sq. ft 9.13 -,̂ 5̂ 
Ampere efficiency, per cent 83.33 V.'t3f> 
Copper, kg. per kw-hr 0.508 , ..^kl 
Copper, lb. per kw-hr 1.120 J 'F^ 

TYPICAL ANALYSES OP SOLDTIONS TO AND FROM ELECTROLYTIC TANK HOOSB •?-

Free 
H.SO. Cu Fe, Fe. Fe. 

Total Ferrous Ferric 
A1,0 . MgO 

Solution from leaching plant, 
grains per liter 

Solution return to leaching 
plant, grams per liter 

15 

60 

35 

15 

5 

5 

10 

10 

I 
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Teats in the purification secti 
ore in excess, an agitation time 
would give an effective eliminati 
solutions. It was also demonsti 
precipitated material was regent 
With the equipment as installs 
hi?;h in grade, but tests showed tl 
and a finer point of classification 
could readily be maintained be 
small quantity of purification i 
satisfactory. Typical assays of 
agitators are given below: 

•,^S,i!, 

Cu 
Free HiSO«. 
Fc, total . . . . 
.Al.O, 

The purification method used is 
for precipitation of iron and alu 
plant is the first, within the w 
apphed it. The fact that ore it 
from copper leach solutions ha 
loss of copper in the excess pre 
cipitate in some subsequent ste 
idea to be discarded. The firs 
the pulp from the neutral agitat 
the great majority of tbe exces 
recovered. The second difficul 
classifier overflow, which conts 
separate thickening-washing cu 
trality. These two simple ex 
and furnished an effective mi 
the solution. 
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nlinued) 
jMTJLATivB PERCENTAGE 

d Slime 
ailings 

O.OI 

0.08 

0.25 

0.80 

3.01 

13.80 

)0.00 

Purification 
Slime Tailings 

0.05 

0.16 

0.29 

4.02 

100.00 

Purification 
Oaaaifier Sandf 

9.22 

23.53 

39.76 

59.75 

73.96 

91.88 

100.00 

ier spigot and washing thickener 
le taihng products are given in 

plant indicated that the copper 
le in sulfuric acid solutions, the 
0 for all the ores treated being 
br. was found.to be sufficient to 
erial. Inasmuch as the greater 
iirectly from the acid thickener 
ined solution were very high and 
.31 per cent. The experiments 
iemonstrated that this washing 
ent decantation to any desired 
nitial capital expenditure, 
al of 426 metric tons of cathoilc 
rerages of operating conditions. 

ions and Analijses of Solutions 
opper Produced 

98 .24 

9 .13 

83 .33 

0.508 

1.120 

OM ELECTROLYTIC T A N K H O C S E 

Ferrous 

2 

3 

Fe. 
Ferrio 

3 

2 

Alrf), 

10 

10 

MgO CiiO 

7 1 

7 1 

* " • 
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• The solutions at times carried considerable shme in suspension, owing 
to the slow settUng properties of some particular ore, and some of this 
was mechanically entrapped in the deposited cathodes. The copper 
itself was of high electrolytic grade, and on subsequent furnace refining 
yielded wire bar of high quality. The sUme content of the cathodes 
rendered them soft and brittle and unsuitable for regular shipment to 
Europe. For this reason fire refining of the cathodes was indicated as a 
necessary part of an eventual treatment plant in Katanga. 
• Tests in the purification section indicated that with ordinary copper 
ore in excess, an agitation time of 17 hr. in the purification agitators 
would give an effective elimination of Fe and AI4O3 from the leaching 

-solutions. It was also deraonstrated that the acid combined with the 
precipitated material was regenerated and used for dissolving cqpper. 
With the equipment as installed the purification taiUngs were rather 

• high in grade, but tests showed that with proper control of the ore excess, 
and a finer point of classification on the purification classifier, this grade 
could readily be maintained below 1 per cent. This, in view of the 

rsmall quantity of purification tailing produced, was considered quite 
satisfactory. Typical assays of solutions to and frora the purification 

; agitators are given below: 
.-"±.t 

fc • 
^ C u . , 

I^Free HjSO*. 

^ F e , total 

^ A 1 , 0 , 

Solution to Purification, 
Grams per Liter 

35 

15 

5 

10 

Solution from Purifica
tion, Grams per Liter 

56 

0 

2 

6 

SiThe purification method used is not a new idea insofar as neutralization 
^for precipitation of iron and alumina is concerned, but the experimental 
;f'plant is the first, within the writers' knowledge, that has successfully 
^appUed it. The fact that ore in excess will precipitate iron and alumina 
#from copper leach solutions has been known for a long time, but the 
fjloss of copper in the excess precipitant, and the re-solution of the pre-
^cipitate in some subsequent step in the process, has always caused the 
4>idea to be discarded. The first difficulty was removed by classifying 
^ithe pulp from the neutral agitators and sending the sands, which contain 
.^the great majority of the excess copper, to the acid circuit, where it is 
^recovered. The second difficulty was eUminated by sending the neutral 
•^dassifier overflow, which contains practically aU the precipitate, to a 
^separate thickening-washing circuit which is always maintained at neu-
^traUty. These two simple expedients rendered the scheme operative 
stand furnished an effective means for controUing the iron content of 
•^^he solution. 
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The consumption of suUuric acid in the experimental plant confirmed 
the results of the earlier test work, the!average chemical consumption 
for all the ores treated averaging 0.0376 kg. per kUogram of gangue. Due 
to the fact that most of the acid slimes were discharged from the acid 
thickener spigot with no washing, the entrained losses during the test 
period were high. As a result of this the total acid consumption for the 
entire period was 0.791 kg. per kilogram of copper recovered. The testa 
and calculations on counter current washing indicated that the washing 
loss could be cut down by this means to any desired figure which would 
justify the initial capital expenditure. , ^^i 

By the end of August, 1922, aU necessary points bearing on the design 
of a large plant had been determined, the plant was at that time turned 
over to the operating management, and the consulting engineer's staff 
returned to New York. It is interesting to note that while the smaU 
plant was operated by the African organization from 1922 to 1929, no 
change was developed in the flow sheet which was submitted after the 
first nine months of work. ;;;. 

30,000 METRIC TONS PANDA LEACHING PLANT " 

The results of the experimental leaching plant were so satisfactory 
that the Board of Directors immediately authorized the final designs of a 
plant to produce 30,000 metric tons of wire bar per year, and this work 
was at once put in hand in the New York office. Estimates of construor 
tion and operating costs of the new plant were submitted in April, 1923, 
but the construction of the plant was not approved until March, 1925. 
A combination of circumstances then united to delay the construction 
of the plant, which could have been completed easily in two years. In 
the first place, the work was turned over to the company's newly devel
oped African construction department, and, at the same time, the con
struction of a large reverberatory plant was authorized, the two projects 
to be carried on simultaneously. It was soon found that more had been 
undertaken than could be accompUshed, and work on the leaching plant 
was finaUy stopped altogether until the reverberatory plant was com
pleted, therefore the leaching plant was not ready to begin work, until 
April,, 1929̂  and was not really completed until the early part of 
1930. f/r 

The flow sheet about which the 30,000 metric ton Panda leaching 
plant is designed is given diagrammaticaUy in Fig. 7, and indicates the 
character of the equipment and the quantities of flow. The principal 
differences between this flow sheet and that of the experimental plant, 
which were developed by the test work, are as foUows: 

1. Ore bedding was substituted for bins for the storage of crushed 
ore. This was done both because Katanga ores are extremely difficult 
to handle in bins in the. wet season, and also because it was desirable 
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that the grade of the ore fed to the leaching plant should be as unifonn ̂--1 
as possible. 

2, Rod mills were substituted for ball mills for dry grinding and tbe : 
fines scalped from the feed to the mill. Both these features were adopted | 
to increase the amount of sand tailings from the ore. This was desirable j 

ARCHER B. WHEELER 

on account of the higher washing effi( 
classifier than with slimes in the thick< 

3. The primary classifiers in the a< 
type instead of standard, in order to ini 
tor the reasons given above. 

4. The purification classifier was n 
tho amount of sand discharge, and t< 
of grade of the purification slimes. 

5. Counter-current washing was i 
values in entrained solution in slim 
decided upon for the initial installatic 
more could be added in the future if & 

6. The electrolytic tanks were n 
.irranged with three electrical groups i 

7. Starting sheets were made from 
tion circuit, instead of with insoluble j 
This was done because it was a more o 
satisfactory sheets, and also because 
grade of the solutions in the leachinj 
washing losses. 

8. A fumace refinery was installed 
bar, to make the starting sheet anod 
product quite suitable for shipment to 

.̂ . short description of each of the 
ijclow. Fig. 8 shows a general plan, 
throughout, of good materials. Th( 
Coast fir; brick and cement are of t 
structural steel and most of the machi 
of Belgian manufacture. The plant i: 
e.xtended on the present site to double 
tons of wire bar per year. 

Crushing and 

The primary crushing building i 
Oin. by 47 ft. 2 in. in plan, sheathed anc 
steel. It has four operating floors. ' 
screening equipment, which is of Allis-( 
in the flow sheet (Fig. 7). The buildii 
trestle 56 ft. 5H in- maximum height 
ore is brought to the receiving hoppers 
bottom railroad cars. A 20-ton hai 
provides facilities for heavy repairs. 

The secondary crushing building is 
by 57 ft. 0 in. in plan, sheathed and 
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iching plant should be as uniform 

ball mills for dry grinding and thf 
Both these features were adopic'i 

s from the ore. This was desirablf 
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f 
? on account of the higher washing efficiency obtained with sands in the 
• classifier than with slimes in the thickeners. 

3. The primary classifiers in the acid section were made of the bowl 
type instead of standard, in order to increase the amount of sand tailings, 

\ for the reasons given above. 
- 4. The purification classifier was made of the bowl type to increase 
- the amount of sand discharge, and to attain the consequent lowering 
. of grade of the purification slimes. 
i? 5. Counter-current washing was installed for recovery of solution 
values in entrained solution in slimes tailings. Three washes were 

^ decided upon for the initial installation, but the plant so laid out that 
• more could be added in the future if conditions warranted it. 

-iV 6. The electrolytic tanks were made somewhat longer but were 
.arranged with three electrical groups instead of five. 
"" 7. Starting sheets were made from soluble anodes in a separate solu-
, tion circuit, instead of with insoluble anodes from the leaching solution. 

This was done because it was a more certain method of regularly making 
' satisfactorj' sheets, and also because it permitted the lowering of the 

grade of the solutions in the leaching division and thus decreased the 
7 washing losses. 

8. A fumace refinery was installed to convert the cathodes into wire 
bar, to make the starting sheet anodes, and incidentally to furnish a 

V product quite suitable for shipment to Europe. 
•Ji A short description of each of the departments of the plant is given 
y below. Fig. 8 shows a general plan. The plant is substantially built 
|-throughout, of good materials. The construction lumber is Pacific 

%Coast fir; brick and cement are of the company's local manufacture; 
iiistructural steel and most of the machinery not specifically identified are 
viof Belgian manufacture. The plant is arranged so as to permit it to be 
^extended on the present site to double its initial capacity of 30,000 metric 
ptons of wire bar per year. 

^^...- Crushing and Grinding '. 

%ir The primary crushing building is a steel-frame structure 45 ft. 
^ 0 in. by 47 ft. 2 in. in plan, sheatlied and roofed with corrugated galvanized 
;̂;6teeL It has four operating floors. The character of the cmshing and 
/Screening equipment, which is of Allis-Chalmers manufacture, is indicated 
-in the flow sheet (Fig. 7). The building is served by a double-track steel 
•trestle 56 ft. 5}4 in- maximum height by 378 ft. 0 in. long, by which the 
;-'ore is brought to the receiving hoppers in standard (3 ft. 6 in. gage) drop-
;4;bottom railroad cars. A 20-ton hand-power crane over the crusher 
j.provides facilities for heavy repairs. 

The secondary crushing building is a steel-frame structure, 40 ft.,0 in. 
;X ŷ 57 ft. 0 in. in plan, sheathed and roofed with galvanized corrugated 
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steel and arranged-with five operating floors. "The crushingand s c r ^ i S ' 
•j equipment is. as noted on the flow sheet and is of Allis-Chaimera maat»̂  

facture. I-beam crawls and Yale & Towne trpUeys and chain blo<^ 
over the various machineis furmsh means for heavy repairs* • Conv^on 
bring the ore from the primary crushingjand deliver the cnished^prodiict' •• 
to the ore-bedding system. • . . ; • . •-• fĵ v'ŝ -'s*''-

The ore-storage buildirig is a steel-frame structure 198 :ft. 0 ialllw 
304 ft. 0 in, in plan, roofed and sheathe'd with galvanized corrupted 
steel and provided with two main operating levels.. I t consists of tlues 
bays, each housing an ore pile which ia built up by the discharge of. t&tf 
self-propelling, self-reversing tripper on the conveyor above; .'.OresIs • 
reclaimed from the pile by a standard Messiter reclaimer^ as maniK . 
factured by the Robins Conveying Belt Go., and is delivered hy &> .̂ 
veyor-to tEe dryer bins; One pile ia being built, one being fed, and'tfab. 

• other standing by at any one time. A transfer car is provided to^stuft 
the-reclaimers from one-pile to the other. The conveyors, in this divistqa 
as well asilhroughout the rest of the plant, are equipped with ball-bearinf 
idlers of Stephens-Adamson, manufacture, and the belting, was supplied 
by the Goodyear and Goodrich companies. Weightt)meter3, from tho-
Merrick Scale Go., are prbvided wherever .necessary, to indicate: and 
record thertonnage hahdled by. the oenyeypra. . "'. il-

Thie drying and grinding building is a-steel-frame structure, 114it. Oia.. 
by 140 ft, 0 in. in plan, sheathed wiih corrugated galvaiiized steel, 
roofed with wood decking covered with built-up-roofing, and arranged 
with four main operating levels. The character of the- equipment ii-
indicated in the flow sheet, the diyers being-furnished by the Bugglo^; 
Coles Mfg, Co., the rod. mills by the Allis-Chalmers • Mfg. Co., and the-
vibrating'scf eens'by the W. S. Tyler Go. The rod mills are provided with; 
individual sjrnchTonoua motor drive through a Cutler-Hammer magnetie,; 
clutch, A 2(> t̂pii hand-power*traveling' crane- over the mills providei--
facilities.for heavy repairs. • =n'-:%5-

.The bins , holding--2000 met r ic tons , are of heavy s tee l construction, ^ 
20 ft. 6 in . b y 95 ft, 0 in. in p lan by.35 ft. 0.in.,,high. T h e bin bo t tom is rf 
the ca t ena ry suspension typev An exhauster fan main ta ins the-atmosr'-.;!^. 
phere i n ' t h e b in a t . a sbiall .negatiYe pressure, and this eliminates ito a-
great extent the dust. nuisance.irom the vibrating screen operations.- -^i^-

Leaching IHiiision • ; ̂  ii.^ftE • 

The.agitator building.of the: leaching division is a steelrframesfcra^-i' -
ture, 102 ft. Oin. by 115 ft. 6 in, in plan, sheathed with asbestos-protected• 
metal, roofed with wood decking covered with built-up roofing, ancl'';, 
provided with three main operating levels. Agitators are of the stan^dardi:;' 
cdne-bottonied Pachuca type, built of steel and lined-with 10-lb. chenjical;-.! 
lead sheet. They are equipped with the device developed-to progresSfC;, 
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^coarse material through the tank, and provided with an air supply of 
I about 30-lb. gage, controlled from the main operating floor. The agi-
.'itators are arranged in five acid sections of four in series, and one purifica-
. tion section consisting of two rows of four in series, arranged in parallel. 
. The solution from the electrolytic tank house flows to the agitator build-

I* 

' i ^ 

;¥-
" ^ V -

r^.i-

i-'Si': 

.&•• 

F I G . 9 .—AGITATORS AND CLASSIFIERS UNDER coNSTRUCTiONi 
F I G . 1 0 . — T H I C K E N E R SECTION UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 

<|>mg by gravity and is distributed to the five acid sections by means of a 
^five-compartment weir box. The solution to each section jqins the ore 
'fffeed to that section in a mixing box immediately ahead of the first 
•^agitator in the series. The solution feed to the purification section ia 
'pumped from the first storage thickener in an amount necessary to 

.-;niaintain the total iron content of the soliitions at approximately 6 grams 
-/per liter. Fig. 9 shows agitators and classifiers under construction. 
;: '̂ • The classifier building of the leaching division is a steel-frame Btruc-
^ r e , 109 ft. 6 in. by 99 ft. 0 in. in plan, sheathed with asbestos-protected 
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metal, roofed with,,wood decking covered with built-up fbofing ' • . ^ 
•provided with twa rdiln' operatingjeveisi; The clfesifiers are=arran^; fe-
six sections, five of which eorrespond to the five acid agitator sec'tiowL 
arid one sparer Each section consists of a primary bowl classifiei- f^ 
lowed by'and built ihtegrai with a. three-deck washing, classifier;.'IIB 
sands are progre^ed successively •through the four decks, ^hich art-
arranged for counter-current washing, and the discharge from the lart 
washing, deck iS; the: finished sand taiiirig. Water is- atided in the I ^ 
washing deck in an amount equal to the entrained solution .in the sa&î  
from this deckv The bowl-classifier overflow is laundered to the primary.; 
thickener feed wells. The-classifier tanks are constructed of reinforwd 
concrete lined with. 2 in. of asphalt mEistic. The imeehamsms are <rf 
steel, and where in co.nta,ct with soIution,.are covered with 12 Îb. chemieal 
lead sheet. The rake blades are of duriron. 

ARCHER E. WHEELS 

sS The thickener sectiori of the leaching division, consists of twentv. 
eight 70-ft. dia. Dorr thickeners, arranged on 75-ft. centers in-both direfr-
tions, in five horizontal benches,. each bench 3 ft. 4 inv, lower tha'D UM 
one above. There are..six thickeners.in each of the fotir top rows and 
four thickeners in the bottom row., The top row-is the third wash, lim 
next lower row is the second wash, the next lower row is the first waah, 
arid the next lower row irthe primary thickener. The first row of thick
eners on the left looking up the hilHs the purification section. The other 
five rows of thickeners are. acid thickener sections corresponding to the 
same division in the agitator and classifier sections. One'thickener is 
the bottom row, is a spare used to hold the contents of any thickeBCT 
that musfe b'e emptied for repairs; one is a, clarifying thickener,, whidi 
receives the-overflows of all the primary acid thickeners, and the otha 
two>are simply solution-storage tanks; Bach thickener is roofed individ--
ually and walkways are provided over the top cbnriecting all the thick
eners. This superstructure is of steel frainiug and the roofing rf 
cormgated. galvanized steeh'walkway'floorsare of wood. The thickeiier 
tank's have concrete bottoms, steel;sides and are lined with 8-lb, chemical-
lead sheet. Under' each row of "thickeners up and down the hill, is »j 
concrete tiinnel which proyides access to the cast-lead discharge cones,.-. 
valves and piping, and which terminates in a sump arid puriip; house;-
The latter provides* facilities for disposal of pulp arid solution draine<l; 
from the tanks. The thickener niechanisms are* constructed of sted.' 
with wood, extension armsj the steel being covered with 12-lbi chemical 
lead sheet wherever in contact with the Bolution, Duplex Dorrco pump* 
progress the spigot discharge up the hill from, one tank to the next, and 
the solutiori bvetflow flows by gravity from one tank to-the next. Waah 
water-is added in the; last washing thickeners in-an amount eqtiai to tbat 
discarded, as entrained solution in the finished slime tailing from tha 
thickener.. Thevfeed to the fiye acid thickeners is distributed by a fivfr ̂  

I 
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compartment--.weir box and launder systems. Launders throughoiii 
the plant are of wood, lined with 6-lb. or 8-lb. chemical lead sheet, '»ai 
where necessary are provided with renewable wood liners to protect UH 
lead. TaiUngs are laundered to a gully below the plant site, which l e ^ 
to a tailings pond constructed to impound them. Fig. 10 shows thickest 
section under construction. .̂ r^-' 

Two small pump houses of brick and steel construction are provided 
near the thickeners, one to pump the solution from the last storage taidk 
to the electrolytic tank house, the other to pump the solution for puiifiq^ 
tion from the first storage tank to the purification agitators. Direct̂  
connected electrically driven duriron centrifugal pumps are used," 8 
by 6 in. for the first iservice and 6 by 4 in. for the latter. The sump* ia 
the thickener tunnels and the agitator basement are also equipped witli 
6 by 4-in. duriron centrifugal pumps. All solution piping under hi^ 
head is of steel, lead Hned, and low-head piping is of extruded chemial 
lead. The sheet lead and pipe for the plant were fabricated in the coi»> 
pany's own rolling and extruding mill, erected for the purpose. Tbe 
pig lead was shipped in from the Broken Hill smelter in Rhodesia or 

• from Europe. • '•5^ 

Electrolytic Plant -' .'jf -

The electrolytic tank housejs a steel-frame structure, 266 ft. 8 ia. 
by 405 ft. 0 in. in plan, sheathed with asbestos-protected metal aad 
roofed with a wood deck covered with built-up roofing. The buildinf 
is arranged with four crane aisles with a crane transfer at one end, to 
pro^^de means for shifting cranes from one aisle to the other. Tb«. 
main operating floor is all on one level, and a basement is provided wiik 
ample head room for tank inspection and launder installation. Tbew 
are 160 electrolytic tanks in the building, each 62 ft. 6 in. long, 3 ft.-
2J-̂  in. wide and 4 ft. 2)4 in- deep inside (Fig. 11). The tanks are of 
reinforced concrete Uned with 2 in. qf asphalt mastic, and are equipped 
with a feed pipe at one end, an overflow dam at the other, and a hard 
lead plug and seat in the bottom for draining and cleaning out. Tbt 
solution pumped from the leaching division is split into two equal part* 
by a weir tank in which the sulfuric acid requirement of the process i« 
added continuously. The solution from the weir compartmenta it 
laundered to two constant-head tanks from which hard rubber headw 
and riser pipes distribute the feed to the individual tanks. The ovet' 
flow solution from the tanks is collected by a launder system in the bas^ 
ment and laundered through a tunnel to the agitator section of the leacbiaf 
division. Conductor bars 2 by Q î in. in cross-section are supported oa 
wood insulating strips on the tank walls. The electrodes are arranged \M 
three separate electrical groups in each tank, the groups being in sent* 
and the electrodes in multiple. The entire tank house is laid out^^ 
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•no main electrical circuits, each ti 
{oO volts. The center point of each i 
I low resistance in order to protect 
j , the electrolytic tanks are equipp 

F I O . 12.—ELECTROLYTIC TANK H< 
F I G . 13 .—TANK-HOUSE I.VTEBK 
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two main electrical circuits, each taking normally 8000 amp. at about 
460 volts. The center point of each electrical system is grounded through 
a low resistance in order to protect the workmen from injury. Sixteen 
of the electrolytic tanks are equipped so that they can' be fed with a 

FIO. 12.—ELECTKOLTTIC TANK HOUSE UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 
W^ '̂ FIG. 13.—TANK-HOUSE INTERIOR UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 

f*Parate circulation of pure solution, and enough of these tanks are so 
^nsed to produce the necessary starting sheets from soluble anodes. The 
-remainder of the tanks are equipped with insoluble anodes of hard lead. 
^;:Eectrodes are handled to and from the tanks by^ 5-ton tank-house cranes 
|<rf the stiff-leg type. Forty-eight-hour starting sheets are stripped on 
fracks at the end of the building, looped on standard Morrow clip machines, 
;ffl*Pped on tables and suspended in racks ready for charging by the crane, 
j^i^shed cathodes, 10 to 14 days old, are drawn from the tanks by the 
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crane, spray-washed and unloaded on cathode loading machines ^ 
the Great Falls type, which deposit them.in piles on ears.,going toth* 
furnace refinery. Figs. 12 and 13 show the electi-olytiei tank hwtn 
under construction.. . •• ^a-Jfvs-

Fumace Refinery ' """ "S-" i 

The furnace refiiieiy building is -a steel-frame structuie, 124 ft. S ^ 
by 234 ft; 0 in. in. planj sheathed and roofed with corrugated galvaoiad. 
,ateel,iand arranged with two operating levels. The biiilding'is equipp 
with two' 130-ton refining furnaces^ each provided with a '38-ft.:'^ 
casting wheel of the Glark'type, together, with bosh- and inspection"dqa- \ 
veyorsi The charging; bay is served, by'a 7000-lb. charging crane, madt; ' 
by the Wellman En^neerihg GOiĵ arid the .casting bay by a. standard 5Hfa' ,| 
crane. An outside runway equipped with a standard .5-ton crane pro..; . 
vides handling.facilities over "the storage -arid shipping yaird. The'"fasr ' 
naces were" originally designed for grate firing, but on installation wae 
.equipped for pulverized coal firing with Heyl and Patterson burners-eind 
feeders.- The furnaces Tare coristructed with air-cooled brick bottomi; 
each has- its individual .stack, but no waste-heat boiler. A s m ^ coal-
piilverizing plant is next to the^ furnace refinery.. Wankie coal froo 
Rhodesia is dried in a rotary shell dryer,'pulverized, ia conical air-swept 
ball Mills and delivered to the furnace bins by screw conveyor: . J ^ . 

i . I 
Acid Supply and Electric Power •• 

Sulfuric acid 'is supplied for. the leachirig from a plant built doi* 
to the thickener section by a subsidiary company of'the Union Mini&nt 
It-ia'a contact procesa-plant, burning sulfur shipped in from the Teoa 
fields and utilizing as'a catalyst platinized silica gel. ^ F -

The electrical substation, which distributes power to the entire plaiit, 
is a steel-frame structure with brick walls and a concrete slab roof covered 
with built-upfoofing. The main building is 39 ft. 4 in..by 175 ft.-'Oî â̂ ^̂  
plan, and houses the fpUowirig equipment:, >^^fe' 

One .main, switchboard, 31 panels,̂  remote coritrol. ;' ^J^*^' 
Three 4000-kw'. motbr-generatof-sets for electrolysis, each consSstingof; 

a synehforibusmotor-'driying two direct-current generators, each capaW, 
of dfeliveririg 4000 amp. at 500 volts: One of these-sets isa'spare. .-'i?!,-, 

Three 175-kw:, riiotor-gerierator seta.for supplying 250 volts diredf_ 
currerit excitatibnarid auxiliary power. One'.o,f.;these sets isa'sparei:/^-

Two air compressors with directrconnected synchronous motor dn?<ii' 
capable of delivering 3650 cu. ft. df-free.air per^min. at 4600-ft., altitudi 
and a pressure of 40 lb. These, units,- one of'which is a spare, provide spr̂  
for solutiori agitation, etc. '..;-##^:' 

A leari-to on one side,Gf.the.building, 28 ft, 3 in. by 122 ft. fiiiS^. 
plan, houses the high-tension switches, auxiliary power transfdrm^^-

\ w! 
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iir washers for building ventilati 
;ind .a storage-battery room, A ba 
ment is proyided under part of \ 
oiftiri building and the" high-tens 
iwitch compartment, and houses ' 
jircct current breakers; main dir 
mrrent buses^ and switchboard a 
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iubstation from the Panda ste 
phint or the.tufira hydroelectric pl 
at three.iphase, 50 cycles, 6600 vo 
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supplied by the International Q 
era! Electric Co. and the cpmpresE 
by the Ingei3.oll-Iland Company. 

Besides the major departm* 
!ie.«cfibed above, the plant is equip 
*'i,t Iv its own general ofiScea, mech 
p\ shop, carpenter shoii, waiehoii 
locotuptive shop, laboratory, etC;, 
Thc ensemble provides a comp 
^elf^cbntairied unit which turns 
marketable copper from original 
Fig., 14 ^hows/^a panorama of 
.plant. 

Details oj Operation 

•-.The first unit of the new f 
was ready^to be started up in A 
1920;' and was put into operation' 
a ibcally organized crew. Aa fai 
additional units were completed, 
'̂ ere* put into operation, and bj 
end of ,the year the entire plant 
operating; except for four of 
purification agitators, which 
tacked some of their interior fiti 
The plant -was staffed with.men T 
training had practically all bee: 
tained ,iri the experimental leai 
Pifnt, arid the qperatirig crew was 
iwsed of men who had little il 
Experience with the type of equip 
iiistalied. The inexperience o: 
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nloaded on cathode loading machines of 
deposit them in piles on cars going to the 
and 13 show the electrolytic tank house 

'umace Refinery 

ding is a steel-frame structure, 124 ft. 8 in. 
thed and roofed with corrugated galvanized 
operating levels. The building is equipped 
urnaces, each provided with a 38-ft. dia. 
j'pe, together with bosh and inspection con-
s served by a 7000-lb. charging crane, made 
Co., and the casting bay by a standard 5-ton 
equipped with a standard 5-ton crane jiro-
• the.storage and shipping yard. The fur-
id for grate firing, but on installation were 
firing with Heyl and Patterson burners and 
onstructed with air-cooled brick bottoms. 
, but no waste-heat boiler. A small coal-
the furnace refinery. Wankie coal from 
shell dryer, pulverized in conical air-s^ ej)! 
i furnace bins by screw conveyor. 

ply and Electric Power 

for the leaching from a plant built clusf 
subsidiary company of the Union Miniere. 
burning sulfur shipped in from the Te.xnf 
3t platinized silica gel. 
'hich distributes power to the entire plant. 
jrick walls and a concrete slab roof covered 
lin building is 39 ft. 4 in. by 175 ft. 0 in. in 
equipment: 
panels, remote control, 
ator sets for electrolysis, each consisting of 
vo direct-current generators, each cipnljio 
volts. One of these sets is a spare, 
ator sets for supplying 250 volts direct-
power. One of these sets is a spare, 
irect-connected synchronous motor dri\e, 
t. of free air per min. at 4600-ft. altiiude 
units, one of which is a spare, provide .n' 

building, 28 ft. 3 in. by 122 ft. 6 in. in 
switches, auxiliary power transforincrs, 

a-
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air washers for building ventilation 
and a storage-battery room. A base-̂  
ment is provided under part of the 
main building and the high-tension 
switch compartment, and houses the 
direct current breakers, main direct 
current buses, and switchboard aux
iliaries. Power is supplied to the 
substation from the Panda steam 
plant or the Lufira hydroelectric plant 
at three-phase, 50 cycles, 6600 volts. 
;The electrical equipment was largely 
•supplied by the International Gen
eral Electric Co. and the compressors 

;"by the Ingersoll-Rand Company. 
f Besides the major departments 
'described above, the plant is equipped 
awith its own general offices, mechani
cal shop, carpenter shop, warehouses, 
locomotive shop, laboratory, etc., etc. 

..The ensemble provides a complete 
self-contained unit which turns out 
marketable copper from original ore. 

-Jig. 14 shows î a panorama of the 
tjplant. 

W Details of Operation 

^ ' The first unit of the new plant 
^ a s ready'^to be started up in April, 
|1929, and was put into operationVith 
^ locally organized crew. As fast as 
Jadditional units were completed, they 
^ e r e put into operation, and by the 
" ^ d of the year the entire plant was 
.pperating, except for four of the 
purification agitators, which still 
^ c k e d some of their interior fittings. 
^ h e plant was staffed -with men whose 

ining had practicaUy all been ob-
^ ned in the experimental leaching 
|lant, and the operating crew was com-

d of men who had little if any 
with the type of equipment 

tailed. The inexperience of the 

•m. ' i i t : 

I 
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operating force and the fact that construction was being carried on ade 
by side with operation were the principal difliculties to be sunnoQat«d 
in starting operations. Mr. Eagle was sent into Katanga as the constilt. 
ing engineer's representative to act in an advisory capacity during tbe 
final construction and starting up of the plant. .:.«rss 

In general, the equipment installed gave excellent service.'. One 
major difficulty was encountered with the classifier mechanisms.. Ibc 
manufacturers suppUed a mechanism which was not sufficiently stroiu; 
to take care of the extra weight added by the lead covering specified 
for acid-proofing, therefore mechanical breakage occurred when the unita 
were placed in operation. After new and stronger mechanisms were 
installed, there were no further difficulties. The screw conveyorsala 
the drying and grinding division did their work satisfactorily, but mats* 
tenance of the intermediate bearings was excessive, and indicated Uw 
desirability of shifting the thrust bearing to the discharge end. The slope 
of the sand-taihngs launder needed to be increased, because when tbe 
plant capacity rose nearly to its normal, the tendency of this clean 
material, free of slimes, to drop out of solution caused the launder at 
installed to overflow. The wood interior fittings of the Pachuca agitatoit 
were made too light to give long hfe and were replaced by heavier con-
struction. The long electrolytic tanks, while ideal for use with insoluble 
anodes, resulted in such excessive solution segregation in the stripper 
tanks using soluble anodes that poor starting sheets were made. It 
was found necessary to insert baffles between the three electrical groups 
in these tanks to break up this segregation, and after this was done ao 
further trouble was experienced. Except for the items mentioned above, 
practically no trouble of any moment was experienced with the equipmeot. 
as installed. • ' - i ' 

' ' . i i • ' 

TABLE 4.—Summary of Plant Operations for December, 1929 -f̂ .̂ 

CBUSHINO, STORAGE, DRYING, ETC. ••-) l i 

Wet ore crushed, metric tons, total 40,056 "'̂ . 
Moisture in wet ore crushed, avg. per cent..' 13.20' 
Cu in dry 6re crushed, avg. per cent 6.57;i -
Wet ore to driers, metric tons, total 39,9&4 •'> 
Moisture in drier discharge, avg. per cent 0.24 

",*}'., 
LEACHINO DIVISION " ^ 

Dry ore fed to leaching, metric tons, total 32,631.101 
Dry concentrates fed to purification, metric tons, total • 1,057.96* 
Cu in ore fed to leaching, avg. per cent 8.53* 
Cu in concentrates fed to purification, avg. per cent 28.TOO 
Cu in classifier sands (per cent of dry solids), avg. per cent 0 . « t 
Solution in classifier sands, avg. per cent 29.19 
Cu in entrained solution in classifier sands, avg. grams per liter ' 1 1 -W--. 
Free HjSO* in entrained solution in classifier sands, avg. grams per liter " 0.0>: . 
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TABLE 

Cu in acid slime tails (per cent of dry 
joliition in acid slime tails, avg. per c( 
Cu in entrained solution of acid slime 
free l lSOt in entrained solution of acic 
I'li in purification slime tails (per cent 
joliition in purification slime tails, avg, 
Cu in entrained solution of purification 
free HjSO* in entrained solution of pur 

per liter .-
F-rtraction (copper into solution), avg. j 
I'.ctov ery (copper to tank house), avg. i 
H:SO« consumed per kilogram Cu recov 
iand taib, per cent of total tails 
.Vcid slime tails, per cent of total tails.. 
I'urification slime tails, per cent of total 
.Metric tons total tails from 1 m.t. ore . . . 
Metric tons total tails from 1 m.t. concei 

E L C C T R O L ' ! 

Fine copper in cathodes drawn, metric to 
Cu produced.per kw-hr., avg. kg 
.\niporo efficiency, avg. per cent 
.Vmperes for month per circuit, avg 
Volts for month per circuit, avg 
\"olts per electrical group (commercial), av 
Volts per electrical group (stripper), avg,.. 
.Starting sheets stripped, total number 
Good sheets, per cent 
Starting sheet tanks in service, total numbi 
< 'onimercial tanks in service, total number. 
Tanks in service, total number 

FUBNACE I 

Fumace charges, total number 
Hours per charge, avg 
-Metric tons to fumace per charge, avg 
.Metric tons production per charge, avg 
.Metric tons treated, total number 
Metric tons produced, total number 
Metric tons Wankie coal per charge, avg. . . 

SOBSTi 

-\Uernating current power for deposition, k 
•Mternating current auxiliary power, kw-hr 
.Mternating current power, total, kw-hr 

No process troubles were encount 
where the troubles were entirely the 
operating force and the fact that the 
developed to the degree of accurac 
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' ^ TABLE 4.—(CoriWnued) 

Cu in acid slime tails (per cent of dry solids), avg. per cent 0.177 
Solution in acid slime tails, avg. per cent 49.39 
Cu in entrained solution of acid slime tails, avg. grams per Uter 9.52 
Free HtSO* in entrained solution of acid slime tails, avg. grams per liter 0.00 
Cu in purification slime tails (per cent of dry solids), avg. per cent . . . 0.426 

'Solution in purification slime tails, avg. per cent 57.20 
Cu in entrained solution of purification slime tails, avg. grams per liter 11.33 

' Free HjSOi in entrained solution of purification slime tails, avg. grams 
;, per liter 0.00 

Extraction (copper into solution), avg. per cent 96.53 
. Recoverj- (copper to tank house), avg. per cent 88.34 

H:SO< consumed per kilogram Cu recovered, kg 0.696 
rSand tails, per cent of total tails 40.54 
'Acid slime tails, per cent of total tails 56.08 
Purification shme tails, per cent of total tails 3.38 

.Metric tons total tails from 1 m.t. ore 0.869 
Metric tons total tails from 1 m.t. concentrates 0.491 

f' ELECTROLYTIC DIVISION 

"Fine copper in cathodes drawn, metric tons, total 2,486.097 
.Cu produced per kw-hr., avg. kg 0.471 
Ampere efficiency, avg. per cent 78.53 
Amperes for month per circuit, avg 7,460 
Volts for month per circuit, avg 444.69 
Volts per electrical group (commercial), avg L.97 
Volts per electrical group (stripper), avg 0.39 
Starting sheets stripped, total number 64,176 

•. Good sheets, per cent 92.43 
Starting sheet tanks in service, total number 12 

• Commercial tanks in service, total number 148 
-.Tanks in ser\'ice, total number 160 

M.l FURNACE REPINERT 

'-Furnace charges, total number 13 
-^Hours per charge, avg 29.16 
VMetric-tons to fumace per charge, avg 100.383 
-Metric tons production per charge, avg 86.454 
•^Metric tons treated, total number 1,304.977 
;jMetric tons produced, total number 1,123,896 
,i:Metric tons Wankie coal per charge, avg ' 24.905 

' ^ f j SUBSTATION 

•tvAltemating current power for deposition, kw-hr 5,458,000 
ii'AJtemating current auxiliary power, kw-hr 876,000 
^Alternating current power, total, kw-hr '. 6,334,000 

-'fc;- No process troubles were encountered, except in the furnace refinery, 
f^here the troubles were entirely the reflection of the inexperience of the 
soperating force and the fact that the laboratory technique had not been 
,;Adeveloped to the degree of accuracy required by this rather delicate 
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operation. The matter of turning out a furnace refinery product thai 
will meet-the requirements of the fabricators is a difficult operation at ih. 
best, and the company exhibited a great deal of courage in attemptiattbe 
job with a crew "of the limited experience of the men they had.. ->'̂ %9;v 

TABLE 6.—Typical Solution Assays and Screen Analyse^' '^^^r& 
AVERAGE SOLUTION ASSAYS 

!*-dJ 
Tank House 

Feed. 
Grams per 

Liter 

Discharge, 
Grams per 

Liter 

Acid Agitationj 
Discharge, 
Crams per 

Liter 

FuriScatioD ' 
. . ^ . - i i ^ , 

Feed. 
Grams per 

Liter 
C r a w p » . . 

Cu 
Free HiSO«.. 
Fe, To ta l . . . . 
Fe, Ferric. . . . 
Fe, Ferrous.. 
AlaO, 

30.51 
5.50 
5.63 
5.43 
0.20 

11.00 

16.26 
34.35 

5.63 
3.97 
1.66 

11.00 

30.53 
12.22 
6.65 
6.34. 
0.31 

11.70 

30.17 
U.17 
5.81 
4.98 
0.83 

10.8S 

OTHER IMPURITIES ACCUMULATED IN THE SOLUTIONS, GRAMS PER L r m ' •̂ -

Co j Mn 

10.03 6.50 

MgO 

13.60 
— 

SiOi 

1.72 

PiO. 

3.80 ' 0 . 3 1 ^ 

AVERAGE SCREEN ANALYSES FOR DECEMBER, CUMULATIVE PERCESTAO«. ---. 

Mesh Oro to Leaehing 

-1- 20 
+ 35 
-1- 48 
-I- 65 
-HlOO 
+150 
-1-200 

Total. 

8.05 
22.95 
29.70 
35.95 
42.30 
47.25 
51.65 

SsDd Tails 

100.00 

14.07 
42.09 
64.60 
66.98 
75.79 
82.07 
85.77 

Slime Taib -̂ r 

100.00 

0.73 
2 . 0 8 ^ ^ 
5.84 sj£ 

Conditions in the copper industry had become so serious by the end 
of December, 1929, that the output of the new leaching plant was ordered 
curtailed in January. As a result of this, the largest month's producti«» 
during the observation of the operations by the consulting engineera w«« 
obtained in December, with the plant still partly incomplete. -A sum
mary of the plant operations for that month is given in Table 4. ^TyP'**' 
solution assays covering the principal constituents of the solution •* 
various points in the process cycle are given in Table 5. - -

...-r'<£iffj4 * 
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iLUTioN ASSAYS 

'se, 
per 

Acid Agitation 
Discharge, 
Grams per 

Liter 

Purification 

30.53 
12.22 
6.65 
6.34. 
0.31 

11.70 

^ F e e d . 
Grams per 

Liter 

30.17 
11.17 
5.81 
4.98 

. 0.83 
10.88 

Discharge, 
Grama per 

Liter 

44.98 
0.00 
1.99 
1.42 
0.57 
7.50 

!J THE SOLUTIONS, G R A M S P E R L I T E R 

lECEMBEH, CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE 

Sand Tails 

14.07 
42.09 

Slime Tails 

. 54.60 
66.98 
75.79 
82.07 
85.77 . 

100.00 

, 
0.73 
2.08 
5.84 

100.00 
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i-h At the conclusion of the period of observation of the operations of the 
V new plant at the end of January, 1930, it had been brought up to a rea-
l, son^ble degree of efficiency, but had still a considerable way to go to get 
i-on what would be considered a proper operating basis. The plant, how-
, ever, had amply demonstrated its abiUty to meet without undue difficulty 
-; the promises made as to capacity, copper extraction and recovery, acid 
'--,-_ consumption, power consumption and over-all operating costs. A rather 
I satisfying complement to these results was the fact that the final records 

of construction cost indicated that the plant had been built within the 
if original estimate submitted in 1923. 

DISCUSSION 
{Francis R. Pyne presiding) 

2vi. F. R. PYNE, Perth Amboy, N. J.—The authors mention (p. 620) the corrosive 
-•leaching solution. Was that due to ferric iron or something else? 

4j;.-
*j.' H. Y. EAGLE.—We do not know. The chemical composition of the solution is 
v;' not sufficient, as far as -we can see, to explain the extremely corrosive nature of the 
C solution. We had various bronze and brass pumps, for example, in use. Inside of 
"̂' two weeks the pumps were like sieves. We could drive copper nails below the solu-

>" tion line in the agitators and the next day they were gone. I do not believe the 
5; amount of ferric iron in the solution -was sufficient to accotmt for it. 

^' F. R. PYNE.—The amotmt of ferrio iron appeared to be rather small to have such a 
F; powerful corrosive effect. There could not-be nitrates very well 

ft- H.Y. EAGLE.—No nitrates and no chlorides. The presence of cobalt might account 
Sfor it, but we do not know. The solutions were very much more corrosive than 
g-. ordinary refinery' solutions; the amount of cobalt in the solution somewhere in the 

§neighborhood of 10 grams per liter was the only thing that to us seemed to be unusual. 
.' MEMBER.—^To what extent do the authors think leaching may supersede smelting 

^•of the Katanga ores, or what proportion of the ores is likely to be leached and what 
^proportion smelted? 

^ ' H. Y. EAGLE.—That is pretty much a matter of company policy, but our own 

f'® '̂opinion is that from the standpoint of costs the more of the ores amenable to leaching, 
which are leached, the more profitable it will be. Up to date, however, the amount 

•^of production presented by leaching is corbparatively small. I think that in 1930 of 
^ t h e total production of about 139,000 metric tons only 21,000 of it was from leaching. 

E. L. JORGENSEN, Irvington, N. J.—Why was it decided to treat relatively coarse 
^'material by agitation in preference to separating coarse and fines, using percolation 
jfor the coarser material, and the method you are using for the finer material? 

H. Y. EAGLE.—We did considerable figuring on that basis and the conclusion we 
fcame to was that it is all well and good to separate the coarse material, and it is quite 

F possible to leach the coarse Katanga material by percolation. There is no doubt that 
^percolation leaching is a good deal more efficient metallurgically than is agitation, 

but when designing a slime plant the size of the slime plant is determined by the 
amount of very fine material in the ore. That is, the amount of settling area that 

^ m u s t be provided to take care of the slimes is the same whether the coarse material is 
^^taken out or not, or practically so. So it meant that if we put in a coarse percolation 
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treatment for the coarse, we still had to build just as big a plant for the slimes, and 
it ran into too much money. - . .,,i..„^ 

F.- R. PYNE.—Is the source of the Katanga power water or fuel? ' .:iisF 

H. Y. EAOLE.-^The new leaching plant was started on the basis of steam power. 
I left Katanga rn February, 1930, and in May of that year the new Lufira power plant 
was scheduled to deliver hydiopower to the leaching plant; I suppose that b 
now in operation. ."-..i'-5 . 

A. GRdXNiNGSATEH, Sudbury, Ont.—I believe that is due to the ferric sulfate. 
I have had experience with that kind of solution, in which I know there was no 
impurity except a small amount of iron. Only one or two grams per liter will eat up 
copper. If you take out the iron and leave everj-thing else in, copper will withstand 
corrosion for years. 

H. Y. EAGLE.—^The small amount of ferric iron in our solution has not seemed to 
us to explain the cause. In refinery practice there may be quite a bit of iron in the 
solution, and usually it splits up about fifty-fiifty; that is, about 50 per cent ferric and 
50 per cent ferrous. Often the amount of ferric iron in a refinery solution -will greatly 
exceed the amount we had and still we never noticed that particularly corrosive action 
there. We were looking for the cause, but never hit upon a satisfactory explanation. 

I would like to speak of our long electrolj-tic tanks. The long electrolytic tank,-
when it was presented at a meeting of the Electrochemical Society was looked upon 
more or less as a fish story. The energy efficiencies as high aa ly i lb. per kilowatt 
hour, which we obtained, were a good deal higher than the usual practice. The 
tanks, as they are now operating, while they are not yielding as much as that, owing 
to the low ampere efficiency produced by a new crew, will, I believe, yield a consider
ably higher figure eventually. . :-:,z ' 

F. R. PYNE.—Has it been your experience that lengthening the tank increases the 
power efficiency? — , •v-.__^ 

H. Y. EAGLE.—Yes. '• ' 

F. R. PYNE.—I should think it would because there is the same solution throughout 
no matter how long the tank is. And a high acid can be run whereas in a short tank 
the same beneficial results are not obtained. - . . -M 

H. Y. EAGLE.—I should like to know whether in any other industry, for example 
in electrolytic zinc, or other copper plants, the same thing has been experienced. 

F. R. PY.VE.—We have not tried long tanks for copper—I have never seen any long 
tanks—^but we have experienced the thing to which you refer in the paper; that is, 
that when the circulation in the tank ia slow, it is practically constant from one end 
of the tank to the other, except possibly where the solution comes into it. I presume 
you find'the same condition in the new longer tanks. • - -

H. Y. EAGLE.—It persists up to 60 ft., as far as we have tried it. :. _ ».; 

W. C. SMITH, New York, N. Y.—What experience have you had -with insoluble 
anodes? .>. » 

H. Y. EAGLE.—The insoluble anodes that we first used in the experimental-plant 
were made of chemical lead, and naturally we ran into a lot of trouble. The warping 
that developed after a short time was serious, and we had to take the anodes out of 

• the tank repeatedly and beat them straight. .The oxidation was very serious and the 
chemical lead anodes did not last very long. . We tried out lead anodes of various 
antimony contents, and finally fixed on'one w îth a content of about 6 per centanti-

iimny, tbat'being a point that ga-
tti be as resistant to warping and -

W, C. SMITH.—Have you hac 
flnodes? 
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set anywhere up to 10 years out of ( 

About ten amperes current densi 
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.Another iraportant observation 
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mouy, that being a point that gave practically uo slirinkage in the mold and seemed 
to be as resistant to warping and corrosion as any of the others tried. 

jl*;- W. C. SMITH.-:—Haye you..had any experience with the silver-lead or perforated 
anodes? 

'.. H. Y. EAGLE.—I have tried the perforated anodes but not the silver-lead. We 
tried the perforated anodes on the basis of some tests which I think were run at 

^Raritan. Perhaps Mr. Pyne can confirm this. Was it not at one time standard 
•practice at Raritan to operate the liberator tanks with a grid anode? 

•=;?- F. R. PYNE.—Yes, some years ago, but it has not been done since I have been 
^there. It was abandoned so I should imagine it was unsatisfactory. Whether it 
was due to the poor casting of the anodes, or some other defect inherent in the shape 
of the anodes, I cannot say. 

;?5 H. Y. EAGLE.—It was generally considered at Raritan, I think, that the same 
-.voltage was obtained for a given liberator tank, irrespective of the anode density, and 
it waa a considerable sa-ving in lead "to make it a grid. In a leaching plant, of course, 

.-Tith all insoluble anodes, the saving in lead would be enormous if a quarter of the 
weight oould be cut out. We tried it, but the voltage ran up perceptibly with added 
anode density. Apparently tank voltage is dependent on both cathode and anode 

,-density. ' At least, that was our experience. 

' F A. GR6XNINGSATER.—The new copper refinery at Sudburj- is using a grid anode. 
There is said to be no increase in voltage. How were your anodes cast, and how 

-'thick were they? 

•*?.' H. y . EAGLE.—They were cast in a cast-iron chill, and if I remember rightly were 
Ĵ̂  in. thick. At the expiration of my stay at Katanga, when they had been in about 

.'.eight raonths, there seemed to be no perceptible depreciation. I have an idea we may 
r-grt anywhere up to 10 years out of them. 
JS About ten amperes current density is being used. The design of the plant was on 
|tte basis of 100 amp. per square meter. 

^ • E . L. JORGENSEN (written discussion).—When I was in Chile w-ith the Braden 
ipopper Co., we carried out in 1914 and 1915 extensive experiments under operating 
itondltions. We compared grid anodes cast in a similar manner to that which you 
ilave described with sheet-lead anodes. When starting with new anodes with clean 
'.^wfaccs, the sheet-lead anodes showed 5 per cent lower voltage than tho grids, with 
'^irrent densities at the cathode of 10 to 15 amp. per sq. ft. With 16 to 40 amp. per 
'3p- ft. this advantage was lost. After a very short period of service, the voltage 
g reased rapidly 75 to 80 per cent with sheet-lead anodes, whereas the grids showed 
"?*B increase at all after 70 daj-s of ser»ace. The sa^^ng in power -with grids was over 
^ p e r cent. 

Based on 70 days operation, we estimated that the grids would not have to be 
M^elted oftener than every four years, with the possibility of much longer life. 
^ Another iraportant observation was that we could make good starting sheets with 
^ d anodes but not with sheet-lead anodes. The reason for this was tbat the evolu-
?«n of oxygen was concentrated on a small surface and acted as an air-lift to promote 
|(Spd circulation where it was most needed. The cathodes and anodes were spaced 
aS ' - on centers. 
W;The findings given are so much at variance with the observations of others that 
s ^ e details should be given. The grids were made of 6 per cent antimonial lead and 
1 ^ others of chemical sheet lead. The current density on the grids was 3.4 times 
jSlher than on the sheet-lead anodes. The electrolyte had the following composition 

' : experimental tanks: copper, 17 to 20 grams per liter; ferrous iron, 20 to 26; 

10 
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ferric iron, 11.5; sulfuric acid, 45 to 70; nitric acid, none; chlorine, none. The tenw-
perature waa50° to 65° C. •=- ' ' -^^•iFi-

Since I am talking of the Braden Copper Co., a few remarks on leaching operationa 
there might not be out of order. We roasted sulfide concentrate and leached with 
sulfuric acid solutions. We removed ferric iron from neutraUzed solutions as baae 
sulfate and separated the precipitate from partially leached pulp by classification, 
as you did later at Katanga. This was a relatively simple matter when working with 
concentrate from Wilfley tables. With the much finer flotation concentrate thit 
classification was not so good. The difficulty was overcome, experimentally at least,* 
with magnetic separators covered with lead. The basic iron sulfate was nonmagnetie 
and partially leached calcine was strongly magnetic. . -'• - ^-^-t^-^. 

C. W. EICHRODT, Laurel Hill, N. Y.—I am not with Chile Copper Co. now, but iiir 
1924 I presented a paper on the electrolytic tank house for that company at the same 
time that Mr. Eagle did. At that time we had experimented with lainer tanks, but 
failed to mention the matter. Our experience in this connection was that we lost ia-
ampere efficiency more than we gained in reduced voltage. Our development along'̂  
these lines was somewhat a matter of secondary consideration. In order to improve 
the flow of electrolyte between tanks or cells of our electrolytic sections, which con--
sisted of 16 tanks in series, a new type of construction was developed. The section, 
was built as one large tank with partitions that divided it into the individual cells; 
openings in the partitions were pro-Nnded for the flow of electrolyte through the series. 
The size of these openings was increased until the final development was a tank coDr-
taining 16 electrode sets in series with partitions between sets consisting only of 
mastic-covered supporting columns for the beams carrying the intermediate transfer 
bars. The voltage was lower, mainly, I believe, because of irregular current distribu
tion, and the ampere efficiency loss for the same reason was lowered to the point that 
the net power efficiency decreased. "̂ '-̂  

H. Y. EAGLE.—Did you have baffles between the various tanks? . . .'. 

C. W. EICHRODT.—No, in the one tank mentioned we did not. Any suitable 
material for baffles would not stand up in our electrolyte. We made little mention 
of our developraent and immediately replaced portions of the mastic partitions, 
which might be considered baffles. .'. . -.*.-.-

H. Y. EAGLE.—We found that in order to cut down the leakage between the vari
ous electrical groups in the tank it was essential to put at the end of each electrical, 
group one anode or one sheet of lead, which was absolutely not in circuit. That 
meant that for current to leak from one group to the next, there would necessarily be 
two voltages of decomposition. This lead screen absolutely stopped the leakage from 
one group to the other and kept ampere.efficiency up. . ^ . 

C. W. EICHRODT.—Our individual electrode sets consisted of 56 anodes and 55 
cathodes, with an anode at each end. This might be considered a long tank unit in-
itself. It was the partitions between the sets in series that we removed. No screen 
or baffle between sets was practical because no inexpensive material that was suitable 
would stand .up in our solutions, which contained nitric, hydrochloric and sulf-urie 
acids and ferric iron. With the improved alloys now available, something might be 
developed, but I doubt whether it would prove practical.' ,-

You mentioned that you did not have much success with acid-resisting materials. ' 
I am inclined to believe that cobalt and not ferric iron is basically responsible. Ferric-
iron behaves in no consistent maimer. I have seen four or five grams per liter appar- : 
ently do no harm, and again under practically the same conditions one gram per liter •-
cause trouble. It depends upon the agents causing altemate oxidation and reduction*. 
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=̂of the iron. If the solution is saturated with air, trouble from iron may be aggravated. 
In this connection, the presence of other metals even in relatively neghgible quantities 
is important. There is apparently what might be called a catalytic action in speeding 
'ijp the oxidation and reduction of iron, exerted by certain metals, one of which I ara 
-inclined to believe is cobalt. The cobalt would be the primary source of trouble while 
"..the iron takes part in the corrosion reaction. 
-IS 
.̂ Jl F. R. PYNE.—When talking with Mr. Wheeler some years ago about the Katanga 
..property I understood that there is either a scarcity of -n-ood or that it is all dwarf 

wood. What are you tising for poling in the fumace refining? 
',A 

'̂  H. Y. EAGLE.—There is no scarcity of wood in Katanga. There is an abundance 
'.of what is called "bush," and it is not dwarf wood by any means, but an extremely 
.'gnarled -wood. - It is not suitable for construction but for poling it is .quite all right. 

I; F. R. PYNE.—Is it a hard wood? 

H. Y. EAGLE.—It is a bastard mahogany, mostly. 

•̂ •̂  C. W. EICHRODT.—How much fresh water for washing is added to the leaching-
^salution circuit per ton of ore leached? 

3 r H. Y. EAGLE.—I cannot give you that in definite figures, but I can say that the 
Sfamount of wash water added in the classifiers is one' volume for each volume of 
.^'entrained solution in the classifier tails. These tails go out at about 30 per cent 
imoisture. The same figure applies to the amount of wash water added ih the slime 
•treatment, one volume for each volume of entrained solulion in the slime tails, and 
.the slime tails average about, 50 per cent moisture. From the figures in the paper 

tioi the relative amounts of s.inds and slimes, and the relative moisture contents of 
r;lhe two different kinds of tails, you can figure out for yourselves the amount of wash 
^water per ton of ore. Does that answer your question? 

^'•.. C. W. EICHRODT.—Not exactly. The amount of moisture in the tailings must be 
l|*qual to the water added, or the circuit -will build up in volume unless there is an aid 
3n the way of e\-aporation or deliberate discard. 

H. Y. EAGLE.—There is no discard in the system. 

C. W. EICHRODT.—The water used in washing ore is equivalent to the tailings' 
noisture? 

•-H. Y. EAGLE.—Absolutely. 

B. H. STROM, New York, N. Y.—I have had some experience with the effect of 
blorine in the electrolysis of zinc sulfate solution, using anodes of soft lead. Above 

one-tenth gram per liter ohiorine the corrosive action became noticeable; with one-
Jf gram per liter the anodes became perforated in a few days. Many other factors 
Suence anode corrosion in zinc electrolysis, and chlorine does not tell the whole 
ory. I know of one case where the solution generally runs as high as 0.08 grams per 
er chlorine. Tlie anodes last for years; in fact, 1 have been informed that they 

buld easily be made to last for eight years, if other conditions did not make 
Fchange advisable. 

Coming back to the leaching plant: I noticed a reference to a patented device 
to prevent segregation and plugging of the Pachuca tanks. No description is 

aven, and I would Uke to have a little more information on the .subject if possible. 

'H. Y. EAGLE.—I do not know whether I can do it without a sketcli, but I -will try. 
hen the material is lifted from the bottom of the agitator to the surface, naturally 
: coarse drops out before the solution gets over to the outflow of the tank, and the 
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reshlt is that a comparatively small amount of coarse will go out from the ordinair 
type, of"agitator, either a Dorr or Pachuca. ,., .̂.-jt . j 

We found that out after digging the system out a number of times, and came to th« 
conclusion that our 35-mesh material simply could not be handled in a Dorr agitator, 
with 2>$ to 1 density. So we tried out various schemes, and finally came to one, 
which in substance is this: We take all of the discharge of the central air-lift, putii 
into a launder, take that launder directly to the outer part of the tank. Besides th« 
outlet port, there is at that point a very much larger port, which permits the solutios 
to run back into the tank. The size of the exit port is such that it will dischariss 
the amount ot feed to the tank with a comparatively small head, and the po r t a 
equipped with a constricting gat«, which provides for any possible and necessary 
adjustment. When the tank is started, and there is the condition of a given amount 
of infloWing pulp and a certain rate of circulation of the central air-lift, you adjust tha 
constricting gate on the exit port from the tank tmtil the level in the tank will maintain^ 
itself just about at the point that will smother the weir of the dbcharge from tho . 
collecting launder back into the tank. WTien this is done, the tank -will automaticaUy ' 
maintain its level with comparatively Uttle attention, the reason for it being that 
if more solution goes out of the tank from the exit port than comes in, the solution 
level in the agitator will fall. As soon as it falls it takes the smother off the weir.-'. 
That automatically increases the discharge of the weir and brings back the level 
again. If less goes out of the tank than is coming in, the solution level in the tank 
rises, raises the head on the outlet port and automatically increases the discharge -
from the exit port. Since all the coarse and fine material in the internal circulation . 
is given an equal chance to leave the tank, the amounts of these discharged are in the 
same proportion as they exist in the feed. '•'/ 

The device actuallji.works and we are handling 16(}0 tons daily without trouble." 
Often when there is a breakage of copper screens, we get considerable oversize in the 
bins, and even up to as high as J^ in. it is handled successfully. ,,.,,. 

E . L . JORGENSEN.—How are the extractions in the K-in. material? 

H. Y. EAGLE.—Not good. The extractions we get under the average grinding' 
conditions are given in the paper, and naturally in the coarse material the extractions ' . 
run downward. • - - ,'5. 

• "- f 
E . L . JORGENSEN.—It would' improve if you gave it time? '.. 
H. Y. EAGLE.—Yes. On the other hand, I would not recommend anybody to try 

to agitate stuff that is grouftd through M inch. > ". 

E . L . JORGENSEN.—In Chile, we leached coarser material by peroolation for an 
extended period of time. Have you any conclusions for Katanga ore on this point? . 

H. Y. EAGLE.—I hope you understand that we are not presenting this process as ; 
an argument that agitation is better than percolation. We wotild have been pleased < -
to leach on a basis of percolation if we could have done so, but Katanga ores are not ' 
amenable to percolation. Our extraction and recovery on 6.5 per cent ore looks like 
veo ' poor work, but it is the best we can do under the existing conditions. .,- . 

E. L. JORGENSEN.—What characteristic of Katanga ore makes it unsuitable for. 
percolation? • ' '.• 

H. Y. EAGLE.—In the first place, the mineral in the Katanga ores is largely mala^ 
chite, which is a carbonate. You know what happens when you put acid on a carbon- ', 
ate. The upper percolation wiU not work because the tremendous gas evolution takes 
every bit of the fines out of the tank, and the downward percolation will not work for . 
the same reason. But even were it not for that, the Katanga ores are largely malachite, ̂ .y 
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^ m shales and sandstones, and the amount of colloidal clayey material is great enough 
so that the solution will not percolate through it on a downward basis. 

• ^ 

;|s MEMBER.—I should Uke to ask the gentleman from the Chile Copper Co. about the 
-'iiise of antimonial lead anodes containing a high percentage of arsenic, say 2 per cent 
'^arsenic, or over. 

r* C. W. EICHRODT.—Wliile I was there we did not use antimonial lead anodes 
,-'i.'except in laboratory experiments. I do not beUeve that we ever tried arsenic in 
^the anodes. 

^ MEMBER.—I am not asking the question from the standpoint of an electrolytic 
'..copper man but rather from the standpoint of the producer of antimonial lead. I 

•;_had heard that certain plants in South America were using antimonial lead high 
^•in arsenic. 

f F. R. PYNE.—I have never seen i t used in copper refining, but I would like to hear 
some results from it if anybody has tried it out. 

5ft- C. R. HAYWARD, {Cambridge, Mass.—I know nothing definite regarding high-
••^arsenic anodes, but in the early days of experimentation on the Chuquicamata process 
•'2.1, examined a good many anodes, lead and othenvise, and it was rather interesting 
;,f'fto note that those that were cast in a flat mold corroded only sUghtly on the side 
•'. that was chilled; that is, the side that came in contact with the mold, whereas the 
Ij; upper side went to pieces rapidly. 

0", A. B. YooNG.—The plant referred to is the PotrerUlos plant of the Andes Copper 
'.• Co. The anodes were high in arsenic, 2 per cent or better. However, it is my under-
§ st.inding that the arsenic did not prove tobe of any particular benefit. 

^L.- R. C. DALZELL, Trenton, N. J.-^I have alwajs found pH control very helpful in 
.ĵ .< an iron precipitation such as takes place in the purification section described in this 
|»-paper. NeutraUty covers a broad field, and I should like to know the approximate 
*"" 'pH of the neutral thickener solution referred to on p. 623, third Une from the bottom. 
:t>i.-I notice that the solution from purification contains 2 grams per liter of iron. I 
-̂ Vv̂ ssume that this is ferrous iron, ahd that chemical oxidation of it is inore expensive 
fe-than would be justified. Air oxidation might be applicable here. A method that 
,^rappeals to me because of its simpUcity and cheapness consists in circulating the solu-
^ tion down-ward through a sort of chimney, in which are placed criss-crossed baffles. 
grThese break up the solution, presenting a very large surface for oxidation by the air 
*=^drawn up through the chimney. The hot solution creates a natural draft in the 
Jg^ehimney. The only operating expenses are power for circulating the solution and 
^s team for heating the solution. The operation is very effective and has been in use 

ior some years by a large European refinery. 
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pulsed electrodeposition for the purposes of ma-ximum 
saturation of zinc with zirconim was explained by the small 
effectof dis turbances due to the Archimedes force on 
account of the siniiLarity in the densi t ies of the intermetal l ic 
conipound ZrZn- (C.64 g./cm^) and of the saturated metallic 

•solution (6.60 g/cm-'). 

',B D Vasin, A A Kayurov 
o( rttre Metals) 

Summary 

I F Nichkov and S P Ra.spopin (Urals Polytechnical Inslilute, Departrnentof the Metallurgy 

The exchange process between Zn-La and Zn-Al-La alloys 
Jnd a.molten equimolar mixture of sodium and potassium 
(hlorides containing lead ions as oxidising agent was used 

" " " ICiSi 
to extract lanthanum from zinc-base al loys. The exper i 
mental dat i (t.ible).show tl-ie degree of extraction of lanthan
um from tlie alloys into the molten sa l t .mixtures . 
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lium up ID a 
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Initial 
alloy 

Zn-La 

Zn-Al-La 

Initial content 
of lanthanum 
in alloy wt.% 

0.236 
0.550 
0.435 
1.000 
1.000 
0.483 

0.472 
0.630 
0.520 

Length of con
tact bet^veen 
phases ,min 

10 
20 
40 

150 
300 
315 . 

10 
40 

120 

Final lanthanum 
content of. 
alloy, wt.% 

0.037 
0.016 
0.016 
0.02 5 
0.028 
0.010 

0.035 
o.oio 
0.510 

Degreeof 
extraction of 
Lanthanum % 

84.5 
97.1 
96.3 
97.5 
97.2 
98.2 

92.6 
98.4 

1.9 

Remarks 

5wl .%NaF added 
to electrolyte 

5 wt.% NaF .added 
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Dtposition of metals of the platinum group t rom acidic sulphate solutions with elemental sulphur in an autoclave 

V Sh Barkan .and T N Greiver (Leningrad Mining Institute, Depai-lment of Light and Rare Metals) 

UDC 669.2 

The separation of platinum metals and of i r idium, in pa r -
UniLir, from acidic sulphate solutions is only possible with 
high parameters. Thiourea, hydrogen, hydrogen sulphide, 
ftc. can be used a s r eagen t s ' ) . It i s well known that ele'men-
Dl sulphur precipitates copper at su'ficiently high tempera-
lures')''). The present work gives data from an investigation 

. tiito the possibility of using sulphur for the precipitation of 
platinum metals witli elemental sulphur. On Uic bas is of a 
thermodynamic analysis we showed (fig.l) that whereas the 

A?. 

-Si 

0 

tiD 

selenium; palladium, platinum, gold, and s i lver were absent. 
The exper iments were carr ied out in rotating autoclaves 
with a volume of 1 1. The following pa rame te r s were varied: 
The consumption of sulphur; t empera ture ; the length of the 
experiment. As seen from the data shown in fig.2,platinum 

e.x 
10 

TO 

SQ 

1 0 

10 

2M . *•'! S U K-

llfj.l The dependence of the chanye in ii;ol/:iric 
po ten t i a l on t empera ture for thc r e a c t i o n 
net (SOl,) 3 + 6S -•• HezS] I- 6SO2 or MeSoi. •!• 
2S--'- Hes -I- 2S0i . 

precipitation of die sulphides with sulphur i s extremely prob-
ible for platinum and palladium even at normal temperature 
Und its probabiUty inc reases with increase in tempera ture) ' 
br the other platinum metals il become.? thermodynamically 
probable only a t t empera tures above 200°C. An experimen-
Ul check was made on solutions from the sulphadsation of 
nickel sl imes, containing 200-220g/1 sulphuric acid, 50g/l 
total copper and nickel, 120 mg/l rhodium, 40 mg/l i-uthen-
lom, 20 mg/l i r idium, 140 nig/1 tel lurium, and 100 mg/l 

ns n i W01 11'" IW nn 2to\ minlin IK iioi min iK no Mr min/ 2 j h 

r i g . 2 Tho e x t r a c t i o n of cv ious nie ta ls from s o l u t i o n . 
Composition of s o l u t i o n : 200-220g/l //jSOi.-, 
50-C-Oil/l toUil haavij mc taJ s : 120 rH, 40 Hu, 
20 I r , ISOm-f/.l Tr. I ' rocass time 3h (for f i g s , 
a-d) . Thc :tu.li>hur consumption r a t e for e x p e r i -
e was 2 4 g / l . 

metals begin to precipitate at a lower temperature than 
follows from thermodynamic calculations for the precipi ta
tion of tlie individual sulphides. The most difficult to extract 
a r e tellurium and iridium (complete precipitation is only 
achieved at 230°C), and tellurium must be completely p r e 
cipitated for full precipitation of the ir idium. 'Variation in the 
sulphur consumption rate in the range of 5-30 g/1 has an 
effect on the rate of the process hui not on the the final r e 
sult; with a sufficiently long holding time a high degree of 
separation of all thc platinum metals i s achieved even with 
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the smallest sulphur consumption rale. The melals are References 
separated from tlie solution in the following order: Rhodium, 
ruthenium, tellurium, iridium. E.xcess sulphur is consumed 1) 
in the precipitation of copper and is therefore undesirable. 
The concentrates obtained contained up fo 4% of tlie ijlatinuiii 2) 
metals in lhc form of sulphides and ~2-3% of selenium and 
tellurium, and the remainder was copper .sulphide. By cal
cination followed by leaching wilh dilute sulphuric acid it 
is possible to obtain concentrates containing about 40% bf 3) 
the platinum metals. 

S I Ginzburg et alia': Analytical chemistry of phatinun) 
melals. Nauka, Moscow 1972. 
I Vu Leshch et alia: Autoclave method for purification of 
solutions from copper by means of elemental sulphur. ,, 
Tr.Inta Gipronikel', "Voprosy Tekhnologii No.38, *ji' .t. 
1968,126-139. . :i|; !;, • 
Ya M Shneerson et aUa: Method for purification of acid '.»t; '•'̂  
or neutral solutions containing nickel and cobalt from 
copper. Author's Certificate No.178992, 18.05.64, 
Byull. Izobr., No.4 
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Sorption of the ions of some group HI elements from ammonium fluoride solutions with granulated iron hydroxide 
V S Pakholkov and 'V F Markov (Urals Polytechnical Institute, Depariment of the Metallurgy of Rare Metals) :y 

Th, 

Summary 

Experimental data on the sorption of boron, aluminium, 
galUum, indium, and thalUum (and of trivalent chromium 
and iron, for comparison) from McF, (H3 B03)-NH., F-HjO 
solutions wiUi granulated iron hydroxide are examined 
and discussed. The sorption was investigated under dynamic 
conditions in aqueous O.OlN solutions of boric acid and 
metal fluorides with various concentrations of ammonium, 
fluoride. As a rule, the sorba.biUty decreases with increase 
in the ammonium fluoride concentration in the initial solu
tion, and Uie main reason for this is the competing sorption 
of the fluo2'ide ions, which posseses a high affinity towards 
the OH groups of the hydroxide. For indium Uie relationship 
is more complex, indicating the existence of chemical inter
action between the sorbed indium ions and the iron hydroxide. 
As shown in the discussion, the high affinity of the ti'ivalent 
elements towards the OH group promotes their effective 

sorption by iron hydroxide by a co-polymerisation mechan-'̂  
ism. Gallium, indium, aluminium, chromium (III), and 
iron ions are not eluted by water or by ammonium Iluoride 
solutions up to a concentration of 0.5MNH„ F. For Uie am
photeric galUum it was found that even dilute solutions ol 
sodium hydroxide desorb the metal effectively and fully 
from the iron hydroxide. An acetate buffer solution can be 
used for indium. .Thallium sorbed from neutral and acidic 
solulions can be eluted from the hydroxide even with waler, 
Thus, the daLa obtained show that i t i s possible to extract ^ 
Ihe elements quantitatively from ammonium fluoride solu-' }S 
tions by means of granulated iron hydroxide. The differen-'t 
ces in the behaviour of the elements in Uie sorption and '-,:. 
desorption processes can be used for the solution of specUIC' 
problems on the separalioii and purification of fluorides î l 
from impurities. ',% 
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Electrolytic purification of nitrate effluents from chromium ions 

A N Zelikman, I G KaUnina, L M Chemeris and A S Medvedev. (Moscow Instihite of Steel and Alloys) 

Summary 

The results are given from investigations into the purifica
tion of nitric acid pickUng solutions from chromium by 
electrolysis wiUi a soluble iron anode. The electrochemical 
method involved anodic dis.solution of the iron electrode, 
reduction of hexavalent chromium to trivalent chromium, 
and separation of the latter as a precipitate. Thc initial 
solution contained 60-70g/1 of chromium as potassium Iji-
chromate and concentrated nitric acid. Potassium iodide, 
sodium chloride, sodium fluoride, ammonium fluoride, 
and calcium chloride were used as depolarisers to prevent 
the passiv.ation of the iron electrode, and sodium chloride 
and potassium iodide were found to te.lhe most effective. 

4 *cigl 
"•'-wero 

The degree of purification of the solution from chromium ,f' 
depends on the pH value, and a concentrated solution of V* 
ammonia was used for neutraUsation. The best results 
were obtained at pH 2.5-4.0, where Uie residual chromium '' 
content in the purified solution varied between 0.22 and '.-' 
0.11 g/|. The ammonia consumption rate amounted to l . l l j i 
for 1 1 of solution. It is recommended that the electrolyUc i' 
separation of the chromium can be carried out effectively, j 
at a current density of 1000 A/m^, an electi-olysis time ol ' 
1..5h, 1:8 dilution of the initial solution, at pH2,5-4.0, and '_ 
wilh a sodium chloride concentration of 40g/l. A technol
ogical scheme for |)urification of the solutions is proposed. 

UDC 621.745. 552/557.OOl.ST 

Optimisation of the reductive cyclone smelting of carbonaceous and cbiy materials 

V A Ivanov, M R Shapirovskii and A L Bekaiiov (Moscow Institute Of Steel and Alloys, Department of the Automation li} 
ol Nonferrous and Rare Metals Production) « ' 

Summary 

A mathematical model of Uie reductive cyclone smelting values were obtained for Uie amount of flux CaO in the ck 
of carbonaceous and clay materials in the form of multiple the producti\aty ol the plan in respect of the charge, the 
regression equations characterising the relations between aniount of air for combustion, and the temperature. BymOO;! 
the quaUty indices of the charge, the technological para- of these values it was possible tn reduce the germanium',...! 
meters, and the smelling pi-oducts was used for optimi.sa- content of a slag by haU and to increase its concentraUoo ? 'ljj,i 
tion of the process. By the method of random search specific in the subUmates by 30-32%. - ,,:. g£., 
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MNS 
Conclusions Qf^Z 

' • , 1 
I. The.eflect of sodium sa l t s (sodium cai-bonate, sod! 

sulphate, sodium fluoride) ori the, leachinjg ofhydrargUl 
bauj t i leoni je 'Tur .gai deposit vi/as ihvestiJSited. - -
' 2: The" positive role of-aodiuni carbijiiate.-.aMt ihii Ji.egrt-

tiv'e role-of sodium, .suljjhale Luid sodium [luorkle-oii-ilie. 
extraction, of .alum iri iuiii fixi'de'from bauxite into aiiiulion-, 
were de 111 oris trated. 

li. 'itie tLmt'Lics-ol tliii leaching of h'ycirargilliie lj;ni 
'e described by Drozttov's equation for self-retardt^| 
'actions. 
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' S I Beneslavskji: Minernlogy of bauxites: Gos(;e«J,-,!j 
' tekhizdat, Moscow 1963. 
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Decompwsi tipn of mixed ziricate-aluniinate s o l u t i o n s ^ X - C 5 C . € A > t < y ' / ' iff f ^ P -̂ŷ  

N I Z;tbolot;iov, 'V "V Grachev, V K Kuxiieisov.), T Y Bogncheva and.N G Vinogr.idov (ijrals PplyteciinicaMnsdl-ute -
Urals Branch, All-Onion Alumimum-and Magnesiuni Institute) 

'In the ea r l i e r wqrk^) it was established that supers.ahirated 
alkaliiie zihc'ate sdlutiahs possess Oie-ability tp-rieconipose 
'coraparatively rapidly when ni'ixed with a seed.'ol zinc oxi'de. 
Here , if the concentration ol NajO amounts to-90g/l or niore 
zinc OTide separates fro'm the. solu tions; and with a concentra
tipn of Ra'jO below 9 0 g / l zinc hydroxide Hepafates, At low 
concentrations the- solutions-de compost' a t a high rate without 
a seed. The lerigUi of tli'e decomposition of alkaline ziiieatfe 
solutignscSntajning about lOOg/l N.a^O amouiits to 3:-4h. 
After st irr ing-for 4h the degree of decoinpbsition of the 
solutipns amounts to'^50-55%, and it remain.? practically un
changed witli increase in the length pf s t i r r ing . Sin'ue tlie 
splubiiity of ainc oxide in alkaUhe solutions varies, little 
witli variatipn^of .temperatu-re, it can be considered -with 
spine fraction bf e r r o r ttiat the degree ,of decoinpositioiT 
of yi.e solutibns with not change-oiv.heating. However,, the 
decomposition ra te incre-ases with increase in tempera ture . 
The decomppsit ioi iot alka'Une zilicaie sohifipns'is .greatly 
re tarded by si l ica impuri ty . 

i t i s of g rea t . in te res t to investigate Uie decomposition'of; 
niixed zincate-aluminate solutions. For Uie technology of 
alumina production i.tjis important tp know Uie'behaviour 
of the zUic impurity during the decompositipn-of aluminate 
solutions, r t w a s established that,aluiitiniuni'hydr(Kide 
contaminated with zinc o.vide separa tes dmatig Uie decoav-
position of aluminate solutions containing zinc as impuri ty. 
The.aecGinposition ra te of the aluminate 'solutions dec rea 
s e s with increase in the ainc a.xide'cdnterit. Here , more 
coarse-gra ined alumtniuiii hydrO-Klde ia obtahied?). 

We se t out to investigate the decomposition of mixed 
Kincate-aluminate s.olutions^fironi" the sLandpoinl of deler -
minirig.rUie possibility of combining.the production of zinc 
oxide with die production of'alumina. The hydnomekiLlur-
gical metliod for the •production of z'ine oxide from mater ia ls 
containing it,. 1. e . , tlie concentrates of oxidised zinc o r e s 
.and .the slime's from Uie wet gas purificirtion of blast fur^ 
naces , i s w e l l kiiown^). The riiefhod Consists in the leaching 
of the'zinc-contniran'g mate r ia l with strong alkali f olio wed 
by dilutiori'and separation of die unciissoived.parts'bf the 
sUhie. The zincate splution i s decbnippsed by liiiKing.witli 
a seed of zinc gxide. The mother solution separated frpm 
the. obtaiJied zinc cixide i s evaporated and pas|ea.oti5ror 
leiaching the zinc-con taining, mater ia l . This meUiod is d i s 
tinguished by its'gpeat'SinipliGity and by tlie low cost of 
the-obtained zinc avide. 

I t i s a l so possible to use/recycled alkaUne a luminate ;spla-
tiohs from alumina production Ior the e.Ntrricti*o'n of zinc 
pxide. In this casenii-xed ziricate-aluiiiiiiate solution.s. will 
be .obtained. The higher decomposition r;ite pf llie'.zincaie'i 
sblutioiis compared with alununatG s'plutioris gives hope for 
the production pi .pure zirtc oxide from tlie mixed .solution. 
I n t h e first.se'rie's of 'experiments rwe shi.d'ied the leiicliing o f 
.zinC'.OKide.: wiUva'lui-ninale soliiaons"'Ha,iang va,rious concen

trat ions. The aluminate solutions were obtained by diss 
ving aluiiiiniujn hydroxide oE.nnalytical grade in alkalii* J 
solutions. "The prepared solutionis Iind one and tlie same-3 
caustic ratio, equal to 3.'4, but diJierent c6ncentratioiiB:S| 
50,100,15U,'21)9,-25p,275,300', and 325^/1 NagO, Wills Ui-^ 
spliitioha we leaclied 'iinc oxide, which" was used in a so 
excess-calculated on its solubility in alkaline sbUiUona, 3 
The-ieaching was carr ied out iri glass flasks, which werij 
•placed in an.'aii^agiiation-type tlieriiiostai.at 90-I05OCt9 
Ih . Duiaig- leaching we obtained ziricate-alumiiiate soiu-ilH 
tioris eontainiiig'vario'as aiiipuiits of ainc oxide (tables 1 : | 
and 2), ' , " 

TabR' \-. TKc resulbi irtira uie i&achioii ol '^JIO 'in ..iynihotac racy'deil ^lunun4U 

.sQluHan. 1. , ,„„iu. ' =-^-*; ' = ^^' ' '^ ' ' M....eh ' ' " ' 

Tabit! 2:; The-f esiills'rrQin leaching Q( ZnO with jfyoihetic r*cycleit ahitaiimte 
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From liie data in tables I 'and 2 and.in Uie figure itiollaw|-Jt 
that Uie extraction of zirte/p-'i-ide into aluminate solutions 
i nc r ea se s greatly wiUi increass,iiii the concentration of. 
Niii,.Q. WiUi N h , 0 concentrations of 300--32&4/1 i t ' i s pos- ,' 
si'ble to obtain'zincale-aluminate,solutions with a high con
tent pCzinc o.\ide-(73-79gJ). bi the range of B0-105OC the 
tempera ture has practtcaiiy no efte.ct on the extractipn of 
zinc oxide into aluminate solutions. The curves for the 
extractipn of zinc oxide'S're curved toward.^ the abscissa 
ax i s . This raakos it po-ssi'ple to olatain supersaiurnted soln- -,, 
tionswiUi respect to,zine oxide by dilution of strong zincale.' 
a luminate 'solut ions. The strong ziiicate-aluiBinate solutions 
obfoined during tiie leachirig of zinc oxide were diluted witti 
distilled wnler to 100,150, 20(3, and 250gA NagO.and were 
.then;;malysed for zinc oxide content:. A seed! of 'zin'c oxi'de . 
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:. « umilyUcal grade was added to Uie diluted soluLions. i'he 
; leeding ratios (the ratio of the weight of ZnO in the seed 
J^tollie weight of ZnO in Uie solution) were 0 ,0 .5 , and 1.0. 
"iThe solutions were agitated wiUi the seed in g lass flasks, 

ttiich were placed in a Uiermostat with an agitating device, 
', »I90°C for 3h. Samples of Uie pulp for analysis were taken 
' «ch hour. 
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icse ,•' 
nail ,7-' 

no l : i a ,0 ! g/1 

.The concentrat ion of •.sine oxida 
• tn an a l k a l i n e a lumina te so luc ion 
., itlth a c a u s t i c r a c i o of 3.4 v i t i i 
. the length of the p rocess Ih a t 

i i 11) and 105 (2) ' °C. 

The indicated agitation conditions were selected on Uie 
following considerat ions. As is known, in alumina produc-

; Uon Uie recycled aluminate solutions a re obtained .by evapor-
; ation pf.the mother solutions. Under the teniperature con-
' dibons for the decomposition of Uie aluminate solutions 

• :(iniUal temperaUire 60-65°C and final temperature 45-50°C) 
. the mother solutions a r e weakly supersaturated with r e -

spect'to aluminium hydroxide (hydrargillite). It is not there
fore expedient to real ise Uie decomposition of Uie mixed 

' llncate-aluminate solutions under Uie lemperatui-e conditions 
ol decorapositionin alumina production, since aluminiuni 
hydroxide may be precipitated in addition to zinc oxide. 
When heated to 90-100°C the dilute zincate-aluminate solu
tions become unsaturated with respect to.aluminiuni hydrox
ide (in this case boehmite). Aluminiuni hydroxide will not 
therefore be released during Uieir decomposition. The solu
tions remain supersaturated wiUi respect to zinc axide. 

Table 3: The degree of decomposition of zincate-.ilumin.-ite solutions ,-it 
various concentr.itions with .in agitation time of 3h. t ;= 90°C, 
T = 3 h 

ZnOiB K'l 

29.70 
40.43 
55.33 
69.49 

ZnOn„ei 

15.46 
24.41 
42.31 
65.72 

A 1 ,0 , (i'l 

47.94 
69.56 
92.fi2 

121.38 

R-l, O g/l 

• 100.45 
146.94 
171.9G 
26U.13 

Perccri lai je 
decoiupos i t ton 

of solut ion 
(in ZnO) 

47.9 
39.7 
2.1.5 

4.0 

o r i « 

3.45 
3.47 
3.05 
3.53 

The results from the experiments on the decomposilion 
of zincate-aluminate solutions at various co'ncontrat-iSiTH' 
are given in table 3, The degree of decomposition of the 
solutions wiUi respect to zinc oxide increases with dilution. 
In Uie investigated range of concentrations the highest pe r 
centage decomposition of the solution was obtained after 
.agitation wiUi a Na^O concentration of lOOg/1 for 3h (47.9%). 
With decrease in the length of agitation the degree of de
composition of the solutions was somewhat lower. The r e 
sults from experiments on the decomposition of a zincate-
aluminate solution containing lOOg/1 NajO when agitated 
wiUi a seed (seeding ratio 1.0) for 2 and 4h at 90OC a re 
given in table 4. F rom table 4 it is seen that during Uie 
agitation of a zincate-alununate solution with a seed for 2li 
Uie zinc axide content dec rea se s , wherens the aluminium 
oxide concentration remains unchanged. The degree of 
decomposition of the solution with respect to zinc oxide 
amounts to 54.4%. After agitation for 4h Uie degree of de-

coniposition wiUi respect to zinc o.xjde inc reases very little 
(by 1.6%). Here, to judge from .analysis of Uie solulion, 
aluminiuni hydroxide begins to separa te . 

Tablo 4: The results from exporlmeats on decomposition of zincate-aluminate solutions 
containing 100 t^t Ma.O 

Solulion 

lnili:il 
Ailoi. a . ^ iuuon with 

/.nO lo r 2li 
.Mic-i- aeit.ntioii Willi 

ZnO I.ir 4h 

N a , , ; l 

100.0 

101,0 

lO'i.O 

Colupn.^ 

Al . -0 ,s4l 

36.3 

37 .0 

30.3 

tion of .solution 

• / . I ,OK-1 

-.'4.2 

11.2 

10.7 

n(Al) 

4.47 

4.47 

4.60 

nIZnl 

5.33 

11,70 

12.12 

Porcent; ipt ' 
(tCL.(>iil|M>.sill<>n 

ot Holulion 
lin ZnO) 

0 

54.4 

5G.0 

After separation from the mother solution and thorough 
washing to a negative reaction against phenolphthaleln, Uie 
obtained precipi ta tes were submitted to spect ra l analysis, 
in order lo determine Uie contents of aluniinium and other 
impuri t ies . Fo r spectra l emission analysis we used an 
lSP-28 quartz specirograph (.slit width 0.015nini, excitation 

..source D-2 generator) . The sample was burnt between 
carbon electrodes . The powdered sample .was placed in a 
channel in Uie lower electrode (depUi 4mm, diameter 4nim), 
the second carbon electrode was sharpened to a truncated 
cone, and the interelecti-ode gap was 2nim, In a sample 
of zinc oxide isolLated from a solution containing lOOg/l 
NajO, 36.3g/l AljO^. and 24.2gyi ZnO after 2h the Unes for 
aluminiuni (3082 15A, 3092.71 A), tin (3034.12 A), and 
silicon (2516.11 A) were foimd in addition to Uie Unes of 
zinc. F rom these Unes in Uie spectruni ' i t is possible to de
termine Uie content of Uie elements semiquantitatively: 
0.001-0.003%A!, 0.000I%Sn, O.OOlSi. In zinc oxide p r e 
cipitated froni ttie same solution, after 4h the aluminium 
line (2652.49 A, which may indicate a content of up lo 
0.03%) was detected in addition to the above-mentioned 
lines of zinc and small tin and siUcon impur i t ies . 

The aluminium content of the zinc oxide was also de te r 
mined by Uie photometric nieUiod with luminol' '). We found 
0.01%A1 in the first sample and 0.1% in the second. Thus, 
the aluniinium content of Uie zinc oxide inc reases a Uttle 
wiUi increase in the lengih of agitation of Uie solution with 
a seed from 2li to 4h. It was also established that Uie rate 
of Uie decomposition p rocess decreases sharply with de
c rease in the teniperature of the solutions to 70-80OC, as 

,a result of which Uie degree of decomposition of the solu
tions with agi tation.for 2h and 4h d e c r e a s e s . 

Thus, it i s possible to select conditipns for the decompo
sition of niLxed.zincate-aluminate solutions with which only 
zinc oxide is separated from them, whereas the aluminiuni 
hydroxide remains in solution. Such condiUons a r e as fol
lows: Optimum concentration of solution (alwut lOOg/1 Na^O), 
and the presence of a zinc oxide seed. In o rde r to obtain 
Uie most pure zinc oxide Uie lengih of agitation of Uie solu
tion with the seed should amount to 2h. The resul t s make 
it possible to conclude Uiat alumina production by the Bayer 

" process can be combined with zinc oxide production by the 
alxive-described hydro-metal lurgical method. It is recom
mended Uiat par t of the recycled solutions from alumina 
production be used for the leaching of zinc-containing mat-
o r i a l s . 
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DISTRIBUTION OF OSMIUM IN THE SULFURIC ACID STAGE OF COPPER-NICKEL PRODUCTION M'lr 

AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ITS EXTRACTION Mi'lb 
:,; DOIS 

UDC 669.233 ia' 

Sh. Barkan, E. V. Popov, V. M. Kosover, and M. D. Ostrobrod 
,.-'v-t 

The distribution of osmiiom among the products of the sulfuric acid stage in copper 
production from copper sulfide ores was studied in [1]. Osmivim has been detected 
in both scrubber acid and in sulfuric acid slimes. 
When copper-nickel sulfide ores are processed, osmium is driven off mainly during 

the fluidized-bed roasting of nickel concentrate from Bessemer matte flotation and 
to a lesser extent during converting to produce Bessemer matte [2]. 
The distribution of osmium in the sulfuric acid stage of copper-nickel production 

was studied in the present work. 
The sulfuric acid shop operates a standard contact scheme (Fig. 1) and includes 

a scrubber section for special purification of gases. • ' 
The sulfuric acid shop was investigated by sampling all the liquid and solid pro

ducts, then analyzing them for osmivm. All the solid products were washed prior to 
analysis In water at aCC for •-•'-
2 hr to remove sulfuric acid "'., 
and water-soluble sulfates; 
under these circumstances, no 
more than 1-3% Os went into Behavior of Osmium in Production of Selenide, suUo-

selenide, and Selenosulfate Solution 

F-b fur
nace gas Acid to tiltraj 

&. 
fci 

Cas to 
.i 
ng j 7 * r y i 

W 

# 

s l i r e 
.H I, 

< a 

shop Fig. 1. Sulfuric acid 
gas-cleaning scheme: 
1 - mixing chamber; 2 -
scrubber tower I; 3 -
scrubber tower I acid col
lector; 4 - scrubber tow
er II; 5 - scrubber tower 
II acid collector; 6, 7 -
two-stage electrostatic solution. The analy-
precipitator; 8 - filter ^^^ results showed 
columns; 9 - Nutsch filter. ^^^^ osmium was pres

ent in all the sulfu
ric acid shop products 
including monohydrate, 
the finished product. 
This indicates that 

the sulfuric acid shop scrubber section does not ensure 
complete extraction of osmium from the gases. The high
est osmium concentration occurs in slimes washed out of 
the mixing chamber (0.05-0.12%) and in dusts from the 
gas conduits before the mixing chamber (0.1-0.2%); osmi
um was also detected in selenium slimes from the sulfu
ric acid shop scrubber section (0.02-0.07%). It is a 
striking fact that these products are extremely rich in 
selenium, and contain 20-80% Se after repulping with wa
ter. A considerable osmium content was found in the 
sulfuric acid shop solutions (0.3-9 mg/liter). 
The following percentages show the Os distribution among 

the sulfuric acid shop products: extraction into scrubber 

Leaching method 

With alkali ant} alumi' 
num powder 

With sodium sulfide 

With sodium sulfite 

OS distribution; % 

residue* 

80,0 
80.0 

99,8 
99,1 
95,5 
99.6 

71.0 
70.0 

99.8 

100.0 

solution 

20.0 
20.0 

0.2 
0.9 
4,5 
0.4 

29.0 
30.0 

0.2 

0 

Predominant forma of 
seleniun in solution 

Unsaturated chalcogenidMi 
mono- and diselenides 

Saturated chalcogenideii 
sodium tetraselenides 

Saturated polysulfides 
and sulfoselenides 

Saturated polysulfides 
and sulfoselenides 

Sodium selenosiilfate 

0,5 '.0 l,S V 
T, hr 

Fig. 2. Effect of Hi SO. 
concentration and air 
blowing time upon Os 
absorption in absorb
er I (t = lo-isoc, 
amount of Os driven 

. off 2 mg; Vair = 1.3 
liters/min; Vabs = '" 
ml). Percentage con
centration of HiSOi. 
in absorber: 

1 - 0; 2 - 20; 3 - 40; 
4 - 6 0 ; 5 - 80; 6 - 98. 

\' 
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acid comes to about 4.0-.; inttj slimes it is about 20; while into production acid, it is 
t 40. Laboratory experiments in OsOi, distillation with consecutive absorption in 3 
diffusers were conducted to study the reasons for incomplete trapping of Os by scrub
ber sulfuric acid solutioris. The first two units were filled with sulfuric acid solu
tion, and the 3rd eontained 10% caustic soda solution for final trapping of- Os. The 
absorbers were thermostatically cdhtrolle'd. The behavior of Os was monitored by ref
erence to the radipactive isotope 'siOs, using a :PS-0:2-08 scaler unit with an Nal 
crystal and an FEU-19M phdtomultipiler. 
The experimental results (Fig. 2J indicate that sulfuric acid ('300 g/liter) satura

ted with sulfur dioxide is. noi eflfective enough as an absorbing agent for Os. The 
higher the H2,S0̂  concentration and the temperature, the greater the breakthrough, and 
passing air through the alisdrbers is accompanied by volatilization of part of the Os 
already absorbed. .Accordingly, the lower the 6s cbn'tent of the, initial gases the 
vorse the! Os absorption must be. Absorption of Os frbm rich gases from -roasting nickel 
slimes, using a system of five, diffusfers filled with water, enabled the authors of 
[3J to record complete absorption. 
."The introduction of reducing agents and complexing additions CShCl^/ thiourea) used, 
•in analytical practice, increases- Os absorption. Since the 'methods of extracting 0^ 
from sulfuric acid sdlutldns. are well knowh [-4], we have studied ways of .extracting Os. 
from selenium slimes. Hydrpmetaliurgical selenide, sulfide, and sulfite method's [5] 
are the most effective for- selenium extraction from rich sulfuric acid production 
slimes. With respect to the eff ect of selenium forms in Ghalcpgehide solutions (the 
presence or absence of forms unsaturated with selenium and sulfur) upon 'the solubili
ty of silver, gold, and copper established by Girelver and Zaitseva [6], ttie effect of 
this factor upon Os solubility was studied in this work. 
The theoretically hecessary reageht consumption was adopted iri the first and second 

case to produce- saturated forms:? excess of reagents was added to produce unsaturated 
forms. Processing of slimes and dusts, by the selenide inethod involved dissolution 
of selenium in an aikaline solution (50-60 g/liter NaOH) with formatioii of sodium se
lenide in the presence of •&• reducing' agent Caluminum powder), filtration, and, aera
tion of the produced solutipn, which is accompanied by priscipitatioh of crystalline 
'selenium sulfide:. In processing slimes and dusts by the sulfide method, these were 
leached with sodium sulfide solutions'. The selenium was alsp brought but of solutioh 
by aeration. In the third method,- the initial products were leached with sodium sul
fite solution (200 g/liter, 100"C, x = 4 h'r). After filtration, the selenium was. 
separated out by acidifying the solution with sulfuric acid. 
The test results' (see Ta'blejshow that most of the Os concentrates in the insoluble 

residue, no matter what, slime processing method is used. It was noted when process
ing Se products by the :selenide and sulfide methods that a certain proportion of the 
Os went intp solution, the extent of the transition being dependent.upon the form of 
Se in the solutioh. os passage into solution is least in Se-saturated tetraselenlde 
and sulfoselenide solutipns. Thus, the leaching process must i'nvpive productipn of 
saturated forms of selenides and sulfoselenides, i.e., there .must be no excess of 
reagents, to' avoid Os losses with the solutipn. 
Losses; of osmium with the solutions do not occur when slimes and ̂ dusts are treated, 

with, sodium sulfite solution. • ' 
Pi lot-plant*, checking of' -selenium-bear ing sulfuric acid, slime and dust processing 

by the: sulfite method ehtijrely confirmed the results of the laboratory investigations, 
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DEVELOPING A .PYROLUSITE TECHNOLOGY FOR ARSENIC Sl^gUSiSHa . - '.'̂C.jHji 
-REMOVAL FROM SULFURIC-ACID PRODUCTION EFFLUENTS KEgg^^g&g Ei}'||h"~"'il1'il̂  

Yu. B. Kholmanskikh, A. S. Lyubimov, N. K. Sitnikova, and 0. G. Perederii 

Removal of arsenic from industrial effluents in non-ferrous metallurgy and in the 
copper industry in particular is a vital task for the national economy. Coprecipi
tation based upon formation of relatively insoluble polyvalent metal arsenates and 
arsenites is one method of removing arsenic from effluents. The solubility of metal V̂-
arsenates is within the permitted public health norms on conversion to arsenic, where-" 
as the arsenites of these metals have much greater solubility and also require burial ' 
in special concrete-lined trenches. .?<< 
Arsenic is present in sulfuric-acid production effluents in trivalent form, which 

leads to the need for preliminary oxidation to the pentavalent state. Use of pyrolu--
site, a natural manganese dioxide, of all the various oxidizing agents for these pur
poses seems to be the most desireable for the following reasons. ./ 

In oxidizing trivalent arsenic, the tetravalent manganese in the dioxide is reduced 
to the bivalent state and will combine with the arsenate ion whan the solution is 
neutralized to form manganese arsenate Mn3(AsO^)2 with a solubility product of • ~-' 
1.9 X 10-^' i 

2. Unreacted pyrolusite is a natural sorbent, and will sorb additional arsenic. 
3. Using pyrolusite as an oxidizing and precipitating agent from arsenic will 

greatly simplify the apparatus layout and make it possible to limit it to single-
stage precipitation. 
This work gives the results of laboratory studies of 

arsenic oxidation and precipitation with pyrolusite'and 
of pilot-plant studies on the technology. 

Pyrolusite was added to beakers containing 0,5 liters 
of effluent with continuous mixing, and the arsenic was 
oxidized. The effect of the following factors was studied 
in order to find the optimum process parameters: pyrolus
ite consumption, solution acidity and temperature, and 
oxidation time. Grade III pyrolusite (peroxide) from the 
Chiatura deposit in the Georgian SSR was usecJ in the ex-

i..As-^^],9/liter 

1 V V I 

\ \ I ^\« 

Fig. 1. Kinetic 
curves for As'+ 
oxidation by pyro
lusite at various 
manganese dioxide 
consumption rates: 
1 - theoretical con
sumption; 2 - two
fold; 3 - threefold 
4 - sixfold; 5 -
eightfold; 6 - ten
fold excess. Exper
imental conditions: 

Solution acidity -
34 g/1 HzSO^; 
t = 25+l''C • 

periments. 
It is apparent from 

Fig. 1 that increasing 
the MnOa consumption im
proves the arsenic oxi
dation ptocess appreciab
ly, and with a four- to 
six-fold excess the ar
senic is practically com
pletely oxidized in a 3 
hour period. 
The kinetics of the 

process of trivalent ar
senic oxidation by pyro
lusite in aqueous solu
tions can be satisfactor
ily described by a first-
order reaction equation. 
Changes in the reaction-
speed constant according 
to MnO2 consumption (see 
Fig, 2) are exponential 
in nature, increasing the 
pyrolusite consumption 
above a sixfold excess 

K, min - ' 

w 

I 

/ ^ 
/ 

1 
i 

^ ^ ^ ^ > - ^ . r 

1 '2 H S B n ' 

MnOj consumption r a t e 

Fig . 2. Rela t ionship of 
reac t ion-speed constant 
in As'"*" oxidat ion by py
r o l u s i t e to Mnp2 consump
t ion r a t e s a t the follow
ing tempera tures , "C: 

1 - 25+1; 2 - 70+10. 

M. E. Koshkarova participated in the work. 
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barely increases the rate of the oxidation reaction at all. 
Oxidation speed increases when the temperature rises (see Fig. 2 ) . Thus, at 70+^10''C 

the oxidation reaction speed constant is fairly high, even with a two-fold excess of 
finOJ and provides at least 98% arsenic oxidation over a 3-hour period. 

The optimum solution acidity was determined, to ensure minimum consumption of neut
ralizing reagent and the minimum yield of arsenical cake which has to be sent for bu
rial. The optimum solution acidity to conform to these requirements was 30-40 g/lit 
H J S O ^ . 

Thus, the laboratory investigations revealed the optimum conditions for arsenic 
oxidation by pyrolusite: a fourfold excess of Mn02 as the pyrolusite consumption, so
lution acidity 30-40 g/liter H2S0^, t = 70-80''C, and T = 3 hr. 

Arsenic was precipitated as follows: following the operation of arsenic oxidation 
under optimum conditions the test solution, containing 4.32 g/liter As and with an 
acidity of 30-40 g/liter HzSO,,, was neutralized to pH 8-9. The neutralizing agent 
used was milk of lime, the cheapest, most readily available, and convenient reagent. 
A fourfold excess of MnOj was adopted instead of a twofold excess, so that the solu
tion should contain more bivalent manganese than was essential to the formation of 

j manganese arsenate. In addition, the sulfur dioxide left in the effluent after degas
sing the solution will also participate in the oxidation-reduction process and will 

j supply additional bivalent manganese to the solution. 
I The results of filtrate analysis showed that the solution arsenic content, follow-
; ing precipitation, did not exceed the maximum permitted concentration (0.05 mg/liter). 
' Control tests, using the radioactive indicator method, were conducted to reveal the 
( mechanism of arsenic precipitation. An aqueous solution of sodium arsenate NasAsOi, , 
i tagged with ^ " A S was used'.to monitor the behavior of arsenic in the effluents. In 
"( these experiments, the solution was neutralized after oxidation of the arsenic with 

milk of lime and with soda for comparison. In both cases, the activity of the filt-
' rate after oxidation -and precipitation of arsenic did not exceed the background acti

vity. This indicates that the arsenic passes entirely into the precipitate formed as 
manganese arsenate. 

The cheraical composition of the cake (%) is 5-10 As , 10-12 S^otal' ^"^ ̂ sulfate/ 
22.4-24.4 CaO, 25-27 M n , 3.18-4.5 Fe, 1.0 (Zn+Cu); the rational composition (%) is: 

I 20-30 CaSO*, 15-30 Mn3(AsOi,)2, 5.7-8.6 Fe(0H)3, and 24-30 [MnOj+Mn (OH) 2] . 
, In by far the 

greater number of 
experiments, the 
water-soluble ar
senic content of 
the cake produced 
did not exceed 
thousandths of 
one percent. This 
made it possible 
to propose burial 
of the arsenical 
cake in trenches 
with clay linings. 

The results of 
the investigations 
suggest the foll
owing chemical m e 
chanism for the 
process. Arsenic 
is present in sul
furic acid produc
tion effluent in 
the form of arsen-
ous acid anions. 

The following reaction takes place when arsenic is 
oxidized by pyrolusite in an acid medium: 

initial waste soln. 4-10 
a/1 As> 30-40 g/1 H,SOt 

Degassing (t • 
- BO'Ct T - 1 hrj 

T^Pyrolusite 0 5 % MnOi) 
H 4 g HnOj per g Ae 

Oxidation (t -
- BO'C; T - 3 hr) 

I . M i l k of l i m e , 10«; 
4 4 0 . 6 5 g CaO p e r g HjSO, 

N e u t r a l i z a t i o n and p r e c i p ' i -
t a t i o n (pH-8-9; T » 3 0 - 4 0 min) 

F i l t r a t i o n ( 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 5 tons / in ' . h r ) 

^ r I 
Solu t ion , 0 .05 <!«ke f o r b u r i a l ( y i e l d 

»>g/l Aa+' 15-18%, m o i s t u r e 40%) 
Pig. 3 . Flowchart for n e u t 

r a l i z a t i o n of concent ra ted 
a r sen ica l e f f l u e n t s us ing 
py ro lu s i t e . 

Results of P i l o t - P l a n t Ex
periments on the Oxidation 
and P recp i t a t i on of Arsen

ic with Pyro lus i t e* 
Initial soln. 

V, 
l i t 

M) 
60 
CO 

»50 
670 
670 
670 

1 
a -~. 
< tr 

2.74 
8.5 

12.37 
3,17 
3.55 

12.37 
4,4 

X 

Oxid. 
condition s-

c c 
o o 

O EU 
c So 

31.4 
80,0 
42.9 
32.0 
23,1 
42.9 
49.1 

,T, 
hr 

3.0 
2.5 
2.45 
3,0 
3,0 
3.0 
2 

0,02 
0.06 
Traces 

o!o5 
0,05 
0.035 

•The solution was neutralized to a 
pH of 8-9, following oxidation of 
the arsenic. Water-soluble arsen
ic (As'"*-) was not detected in the 
cake. 

H,AsO,-(-WnO,+H,S04=H,AsO«-f-A<nSP,-fH,0. (1) 

In addition, the reaction of tetravalent manganese reduction to the bivalent form 
Vill occur when S02 is present in the solution: 

SO,-)-H,0 = H,SO, 
H,SO, -I- MnO, = MnSO, + H.O (2) 

SO, -I- MnO, = MnSO,. 
The following reactions occur when the solution is neutralized with milk of lime: 
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M ^ O , - f 3MnS0, - f 6Ca (OH), = i CaSO, + 3Mn (OH), + 6H,0 

3Mn (OH), + 2H,AsO. = j Mn, (AsOQ, -)- 6H,0 (3) 
SHjSO, -f- 6Ca (OH), + SMnSO, + 2H,AsO, = I Mn, (AsOJ, -)- I CaSO, -»- I2H,0. 

A flowchart for the thorough elimination of arsenic from acid effluents has been 
suggested on the basis of the investigation results (Fig. 3). 
The volume of effluent for purification in the pilot-plant tests varied widely, 

from 60 to 600 liters. With respect to the fact that actual sulfuric acid production 
effluents are variable in their arsenic and sulfuric acid .content, the effect of 
these factors upon the results of the scheme was checked. The test results (see 
Table) showed that variations in the solution arsenic content do not affect the puri
fication process parameters. The unit consumption of pyrolusite (4 g MnOj per g of 
arsenic in the solution) remains constant whatever the arsenic content of the efflu
ents. 
The optimum sulfuric acid content was 30-40 g/liter, as in the laboratory investi

gations. Optimum characteristics, in terms of pyrolusite consumption, temperature, 
and oxidation time were confirmed. 

^' 
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR URANIUM' ION EXCHANGE FROM AMMONIUM 
BICARBONATE SOLUTIONS IN A FLUIDIZED SYSTEM 

by 

D. E. T rou t ,M. L. 'Nichois, ' and D. C. Seidel 3 

ABSTRACT 

A fluidized countercurrent ton-exchange system was developed, operated, 
and evaluated by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. The 
system consisted of integrated multiple-compartment absorption and elution 
columns tn which the solul:ion flows were continuous except for short periods 
when resin increments were withdrawn. The exchange of uranyl carboriate 
between a simulated in situ uranium leach liquor and a strong-base ion-exchange 
resin together with the subsequent elution with an ammonium chloride solution 
was studied. The effects of the, number of sections, section height, amount of 
resin withdrawal, solution flow rate, and column diameter were investigated. 
The kinetic and equilibrium relationships for the absorption and elution steps 
were also examined. The experimental data indicate a strong interdependence 
between variables. Solution retention time appears to be a major limiting 
variable in the absorptton process, while resin residence time is the deter
mining factor tn the elution process. The column was efficient over a range 
of conditions, but close control was needed for optimum operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bureau of Mines uranium research ts conducted tn support of tts objective 
to help assure an adequate supply of uranium for national needs by making tech
nological improvements in the processes for extracting uranium from ores and 
low-grade uraniferous materials. Part of the research is concerned with devel
opment of ion-exchange extraction procedures for recovering uranium at' less 
cost from in situ leaching solutions. 

The initial application of ton exchange for the recovery of uranium from 
alkaline leach lit̂ uors occurred during the 1950's, but the use was not exten
sive. Recently interest has revived because the technology is being used to 

1 Chemical engineer, Boulder City Metallurgy Engineering Laboratory, Bureau of 
Mines, Boulder City, Nev. 

^Metallurgist, Salt Lake City Metallurgy Research Center, Bureau of Mines, 
Salt Lake City, Utah-

^Research supervisor, Salt Lake City Metallurgy Research Center, Bureau of 
Mines, Salt Lake City, Utah. 



recover uranium from alkaline leach liquors produced by in situ leaching opera
tions. The uranium-bearing alkaline leach liquor is contacted with an anionic 
resin and the uranium exchanges as an anionic uranium carbonate complex. This 
complex is then eluted from the resin by displacing the uranium complex with 
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another anion such as Cl". ' The uranium is recovered from the eluate by v a r i 
ous prec ip i ta t ion techniques; the f inal uranium mil l product ts designated as 
"yellow cake," which ts normally shipped to other operations for further ref in
ing and conversion to UFg . 

A variety of ton-exchange systems have been used; some of these systems 
have been described by Merri t t (3^).''' Each of the systems has both advantages 
and l imi ta t ions ; for example, some systems can handle only c la r i f i ed feed 
solut ions , while other systems require re la t ive ly large resin inventories and 
higher capi ta l investments. During research by the Bureau of Mines on recovery 
of uranium from d i lu te mine waters, a new low-cost system of ion exchange was 
developed that is applicable to both clear solutions and many slime s lu r r i e s 
(j^, 5., 7., 9 )̂. The primary component of th is system has been designated as the 
multiple-compartment ion-exchange (MCIX) column; a generalized schematic is 
shown in figure 1. In th is column, the upflowing feed solution fluidizes the 
ton-exchange resin in a ser ies of compartments. The compartments are sepa
rated by orif ice ' p l a t e s ; the or i f ice openings const i tu te about 5 percent of 
the column cross-sect ional area. The feed solutions flow upward at ra tes of 
about 10 to 20 gallons per minute per square foot. This f luidizes the res in 
tn each compartment, but the flow through the orif ices prevents the res in from 
dropping into a lower compartment. Per iodical ly , the feed stream ts momen
t a r i l y interrupted, a discharge valve is opened, and an increment of res in is 
discharged. This operational cycle permits the increments of res in to move 
down through the column countercurrent to the solut ion flow. A similar column 
arrangement can also be used for e lut ion of the loaded res in . 

A 14-inc'h-dtameter MCIX absorption column and a 4-tnch-diameter fixed-bed 
upflow elut ion column were field tested on uranium-bearing mine water at 
Bingham Canyon, Utah, and Grants, N. Mex. The same system was tested on alka
l ine leach s lurry at Moab, Utah. A 6-foot-.dtameter column was hydraulically 
tested in Salt Lake City, Utah. A 20-tnch-dtameter absorptton column was 
tested on acid leach slurry at Edgemont, S. Dak. Laboratory tes t ing with a 
2-inch-diameter column showed that t t was feasible to use a compartmented 
column for countercurrent e lu t ion (6^). 

Previous cost estimates indicated considerable savings over conventional, 
res in- in-pulp (RIP) basket-type operations because the res in requirement for 
the compartmented columns was determined to be about 35 percent of the amount 
needed by basket-type RIP c i r cu i t s of the same, throughput capacity. Based on 
1972 costs and mill ing 2,000 tons of ore per day, i t was determined that the 
capi ta l required for a hypothetical ion-exchange plant using MCIX columns was 
73 percent of the amount, for a solvent-extract ion plant and the operating 
costs for the ion-exchange plant were 81 percent of the solvent extract ion 
p lant . 

Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the l i s t of references at 
the end of this report . 



FIGURE 2 i . - Overal l view of the! two mul

tiple-compartment cplumns' 

systems. 

H MGIX cblumns a re i n conmercial use 
p p for gold recovery from cyariide s o i u t i o n s 

^ L^ us ing coarse a c t i v a t e d carbon p a r t i c l e s , 
'"•'̂ ^̂  and pro to type columns a re i'ft use "for 

uranium abso rp t ion and e l u t i o n . 

During the p a s t y e a r , t h e Bureau of 
Miries has conducted exper imental s t u d i e s 
t o deterraine MGIX column design r e q u i r e 
ments for the abso rp t i on of uranium from 
ammonium b ica rbona te s o l u t i o n s s i m i l a r 
t o those produced by in s i t u leaching 
o p e r a t i o n s . Design c r i t e r i a , were a l s o 
developed for the^ e l u t i o n o*£ the loaded 
r e s itv wi th an ammoni uni ch lo r ide e l u a n t . 
This work I s a c o n t i n u a t i o n of s i m i l a r 
work on ac id s o l u t i o n s (_8). Both, i 'ndi-
vidua,l and i n t e g r a t e d absorp t ion , and 
e l u t i o n c i r c u i t , arrangemerits were used 
dur ing t h i s work. 

EQUIPMENT 

The Tha in component of the absorp
tion equipment used in the current 
eKperlfhehtal program was a :2-inch-iriside-
diaiiKter (ID) by 16-foot-high glass col
umn composed of 1-foot sections as shown 
In figure 2. The elution studies used 
1-, 2-j and 4-inch-ID coTiimns, The 
1-lnch-ID column was ccmposed of 6-inch-
high sections while the 2- and 4-inch-ID 
columns were composed of 12-inch-high 
sections. The maximum total height ;0f 
the 1- and 2-Inch-ID columns was 22 feet 
.and 16 feet, while the maxiinum,height of 
the 4-inGK-ID column was 17.feet. A 
detailed flowsheet of the columns system 
is shown in figure 3. Individual •com
partments were separated by orifice 
plate's that had openings equivalent to 
approximately 6 percent .of the column 
cross-sect ional area.. The column was 
constructed sb that the compartment 
height could, be .modified by substituting 
full-diameter couplings for the orifice 
plate couplings. Rosenbaum and Ross 
state the following about the use of 
these orifice plates: 
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FIGURE 3. - Flowsheetof the MCIX columns system. 

"Observation has shown that when a regulated flow of solution 
passes upward through a column of closely sized resin at a rate 
sufficient to fluidize the resin, vertical mixing occurs over the 
length of the column. In effect, the entire column serves as a 
gently agitated reactor; and under these conditions, equilibrium 
stringently limits the absorption kinetics and efficiency. By 
assembling the resin column out of short segments, each separated by 
a perforated plate, vertical mixing still occurs within each segment 
of expanded-bed resin, but the net overall effect is of multiple-
stage absorption or elution yielding more rapid and complete ion 
transfer than obtainable in a noncompartmented column of equivalent 
height. 

"Under ideal operating conditions, each compartment is nearly 
full of fluidized resin in equilibrium with the upflowing solution. 
If the quantity of resin in any compartment is InitiaTly in excess 
of the equilibrium volume, the excess resin moves up through the 
perforated plate into the next compartment. If the quantity of 
resin is less than the equilibrium volume, the compartment will not 
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be completely f i l l e d - Downward movement of r e s i r i between compart
ments can occur only when the y e l o c i t y of the s o l u t i o n flow through 
the holes ,ln the perforatejd p l a t e s Is l e s s than t h e terrnlnal s e t t l i n g 
y e l o c i t y of the r e s i n p a r t i c l e s . An inc rease i n s o l u t i o h flow r a t e 
or d e n s i t y . w i l l cause, the r e s i n bed to expand. When using coarse 
bead r e s i n s , . m i n u s .16-mesh p lus 20rraesh ( T y l e r ) , pe r fo ra t ed p l a t e s 
t h a t have an open area of approximately 5 pe rcen t a re s a t i s f a c t o r y . " 

, • COLUMN OPERATION 

The GOlumri i s operated wi th a continuous, upflow pf s o l u t i o n except for 
the scheduled r e s i n wi thdrawals . During these r e s i n wi thd rawa l s , t h e au to 
mat l e s o l u t i p n i n l e t va lve c loses . , and the automatic r e s i n o u t l e t va lve opens' 
t o d ischarge a programed amount of r e s i n from the column. The discharge 
per iods aire approxiraately '3 to 6 seeonds f o r the l - inch- ID cplumn and -6 t o 
12 seconds for the 2- and 4- inch-ID columns. The tirae i n t e r v a l , between wi th 
drawals from the absorp t ion col uran I s detei^mined by the amount of r e s i n t o be 
d i scharged per withdrawal c y c l e , and t h i s i s a func t ion of feed, s b l u t i o n flow 
r a t e , feed s o l u t i o n c p n c e n t r a t i o n , and des i r ed r e s i n loading.. The time int :er-
v a l between withdrawals from the e l u t i o n column i s a l s o determined by t h e 
atnount of r e s i n to be d i scharged per withdrawal c y c l e ; t h i s time i n t e r v a l i s a" 
func t ion of feed res i r i Goncen t ra t lon , e l u a n t flow r a t e , de^sired r e s i n e l u t i o n , 
and d e s i r e d e l u a t e 'grade. The a c t u a l time dur ing which the r e s i n d i scharge 
valve raust be open to dis^c'harge a programed amount of res i r i Is a funct ion of 
the- va lve opening con f igu ra t i on and the bed expansion. During column .ppera
t i o n , the s o l u t i o n flows were cor i t ro l led by automat ic ins t ruments ; .and the . 
open time i n t e r v a l ori the resir i discharge, va lve was s e t by t r i a l and e r r o r 
adjustments . Fl-gute 4 "shows the sequence for one c.yele of t h e r e s i n d ischarge 
opera t io r i . The 4-foot compartment shown Is trade up of 1-foot g l a s s s e c t i o n s 
and f u i l - d i a m e t e r coup l ings . 

The s o l u t i o n flow r a t e c o n t r o l l e r I s a c r i t i c a l cpmponent of. the system. 
Some, of the previous work did not have the p r e c i s e flow r^tis c o n t r o l necessary 
to assure , s teady-s ta ts -bpera t .^ ion . Without t h i s c o n t r o l , the r e s i n migra tes 
from one e orapa r tment to .'.vi'i o ther at: random, arid the cb lumn-conditions r ema iri 
t r ans i en t - : ' So lu t i on flov/. c o n t r o l for the 2- and 4- inch-ID columns was main
t a ined by an automatic system which cons i s t ed of a magnetic f lowmeter , a con
t r o l l e r , and an a i r diaphragm v a l v e . This system had a ' p r e c i s i o n Pf F l percent 
of the maximum flow r a t e through the, magnetic .fIbwmete'r.. A head tank and 
ro tameter mainta ined the' flow r a t e fpr, "the l - inch- ID column. Both the absorp
t i o n and the . subsequent e l u t i o n were conducted a t room tempera ture . 

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION. 

The abso rp t ion colunin feed' s o l u t i o n used for these t e s t s s imulated the 
cprappsition of a uranium leach l iquor obtained from a Texas in s i t u p i l o t 
p l an t ope ra t i on . The' composit ion and pH of t h i s c l e a r , s imulated m i l l s o l u 
t i o n a re l i s t e d , i n t a b l e 1. ' 

TABLE 1. - Analys is of s y n t h e t i c feed s o l u t i o n iri grams per l i t e r 

\ i^%. 
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m ^ HCO3 
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< 0 . 0 0 1 
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0 . 3 0 
Na 
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Cl 

0 . 7 5 

Al 

<0 -01 

Ca 

0,20.--
SO4 

0 -75 
pH 
7 . 2 



0 second 2 seconds 7 seconds 

9 seconds 20 seconds 60 seconds 

RESIN WITHDRAWAL CYCLE 
0 sec - stort - resin bed ot steady-state level. 
9 sec - end of withdrawal. 

60 sec - resin bed approaching steady-state level. 

FIGURE 4 i ' - Sequence of resin withdrawal cyc le frpm MCIX qbsoTpttori 
coluffiri. 



EQUILIBRIUM' AND KINETIC TESTS 

Laboratory tests were made to collect uranium equillbrium data during 
absorptiori and elution of a strong-base anionic resin. Kinetic data were deter
mined for the elution .step,. This information was used for both the planning, 
and the evaluation of the column operations. 

The equilibrium isotherm .fpr the absorption feed solution and Rohm, arid 
Haas Amberlite IRA 430 resin^ is shown in figure 5', This isotherm was obtaiiied 
by a crosscurrent, pyramid-type, absorption technique similar to that used in 
solvent extraction shakeout tests described by Treybal (fig. 6"). The isotherm 
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FIGURE 5( - Equilibrium isotherm fpr urantum-NH^HCOg solution ond IRA 430 resin, 

'Reference t o t r a d e names i s made.for i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . only and does not imply 
eridorsement by the Bureau of Mines. 
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system. ;; 

i s extremely favorable, fbr 
a,bsorption in this system 
and indicates that low t a i l s 
(<O.0O1 gram per l i t e r (g / l ) 
14 Ĉ  ) are possible even with 
s l igh t ly loaded recycle . 
res in (<;10 g/1 % % ) " 

The equilibrium Iso
therm for the eluant and 
Amberlite IRA 43G is shown 
in figure 7. This isotherm 
was developed by the cross-
Giirrerit, pyraThid^type , 
absorption technique. The 
eluant used for these^ tes ts 
was a 1-5-M tJH^Cl and O-l-M 
ISPjHCOa splution with a natu
r a l pH of approximately 7.3-

Eciuilibrium line 

L_^ \ ^ I i__l. 
12 14 16 2 4 6 8 1 0 ' 

SOLUTIOM CONCENTRATION, UsOg.'g/l 

F I G U R E / . - E lu t ion equi l ibr ium isotherm, 
Experlmerital k inet ic 

data fbr the system are 
shown in figure 8. These k ine t ic data were-obtained by contacting the eluant 
and the res in in,a s t i r r ed reactor-and withdrawing solution samples a t pre
determined times. 
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Temperature 24* C 
Aqueous : resin 4 ' 
Mixing speed 500 rpm 
I.5M NH4CI +Q.I!Vt NH^HCOg 

IRA 4 3 0 , 47.6 g/l U3PQ 

10. 20 /30 40 50 

TIME, minutes 
60 70 8 0 9 0 

FIGURE 8, - Kinetic doto on elution with ammonium chloride and IRA 430 resin. 

• ABSORPIICfN COLUMN TESTS 

Operat ing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the coun te rcu r ren t 2- inch-ID absorp t ion 
column were determined using a coarse bead (approximately 16 by 20 mesh); 
s t rong -base anionic: r e s i n Amberl i te ' IRA 430 wi th the s y n t h e t i c feed s o l u t i o n 
p rev ious ly described.. The o r i f i c e - p l a t e s were pe r fo ra t ed with one: cen te red 
29/64- lnch-d lameter hole per p l a t e , and the column was d iv ided by these p l a t e s 
i n t o va r ious equa l he ight sectitons for the d i f f e r e n t t e s t s . The coluihn was 
f i t t e d wi th motorized va lves ac tua ted b y e lee t r i e t imers to c o n t r o l the Pn-^off 
flows of- the s o l u t i o n and iresin. P r e c i s i o n c o n t r o l pf the s o l u t i o n flow r a t e 
was obta ined with an automatic a i r diaphragm -valve coupled to a magnetic .flow
meter c o n t r o l ...systera._ . , • 

The fol lowing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the absorp t ion column were studied,: 

1-, So lu t ion flow r a t e , 

2 . Compartme.rit h e i g h t , 

3 . ' s p a c i n g above the r e s i n bed. 

E f fec t of So lu t ion Flow Rate 

The optlmurn s o l u t i o n flow r a t e per u n i t area, of column diameter i s a 
major c o n s i d e r a t i o n when des igning a column system. The l i m i t i n g raaxlraum flow 
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rate is the flow that will carry resin over the top of the column. The mini
mum solution flow rate to the column is that which will prbvide the minimum 
amount of resin fluidization required for mechanical transfer of the resin 
during the withdrawal cycle. However, as the flow rate increases above.this 
minimum, the solution residence time per foot of column-he.ight decreases.. 
When this solution residence time decreases to the minimum time necessary for 
efficient absorption, a taller column may be required. Optimum economic 
design would require tradeoffs among the four parameters of column diameter, 
column height, solution flow rate, and uranium recovery. 
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The e f f e c t of s o l u t i o n 
flow r a t e i s i l l u s t r a t e d in 
f igures 9-10 which show the 
s o l u t i o n column, ab so rp t i on 
p r o f i l e for four s o l u t i o n 
flow r a t e s wi th 1-foot com
partments and aqueous- to-
r e s i n flow (A:R) r a t i o s of 
200:1 and 4 0 0 : 1 . ' The A:R 
flow r a t i o i s the r a t i o of 
s o l u t i o n flow r a t e t o r e s i n 
flow r a t e . For both A:R 
r a t i o s , i nc r ea s ing the so lu 
t i o n flow r a t e increased the 
length of column requi red to 
ob ta in the same amount of 
uranium absorp t ion from the 
s o l u t i o n . The optimum so lu 
t i o n flow r a t e for a column 
of approximately four teen 
1-foot compartments wi th a 
s i m i l a r s o l u t i o n and r e s i n 
would be 15 ga l lons per 
minute per square foot ' 
(gpm/ft=) . 

This optimum can be 
a t t r i b u t e d t o s o l u t i o n re t en 
t i o n t ime; t h a t i s , the solu-

- t i o n must be i n con tac t with 
the r e s i n for a c e r t a i n mini
mum t ime. With higher so lu 
t i o n flow r a t e s , the time 
requirement forces the 
absorp t ion to take place in 
-a higher caiipartment. Tlie 
e f f ec t of t h i s con tac t time 
can be i l l u s t r a t e d by the 
exper imenta l k i n e t i c data 
shown in f igure 11 . As 
sho\vm. i n f igure 11 , the 
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FIGURE 11. - Kinetic data on NH4HC03-uranium solution and IRA 430 resin. 

initial portion of the rate curve for uranium absorption from fresh feed solu
tion onto unloaded resin is extremely steep. Changing the contact time of the 
solution and resin in this steiep part of the curve by chariging the flow rate 
of the solution would significantly affect the absorption efficiency. 

Effect of Compartment Height 

The multiple-compartment column can be considered as an assemblage of 
individual agitated stages in which absorption is achieved by a series of mass 
transfers from the solution to the resin. To be effective, the column must 
provide'the required number of transfer stages, each having sufficient solu
tion retention time for a reasonable approach to equilibrium mass transfer. 
As discussed in the previcxis sections , the solution retention is critical 
because the transfer of uranium from the solution to the resin sites is not 
instantaneous.. 

The stage height .is of particular consequence because it can affect both 
the column construction cpst and the inventory of resin required to fill the 
column. 

• Figure 12 shows the uranium extraction profile of the column when oper
ating the 1- and 2-foot compartments. The solution flow rate' was, 10 gpm/ft^ 
with a 200:1 A:R ratio. These curves indicate a marked decrease in absorption 
with the 2-foot compartments. By segregating the resin into compartments, 
extraction has been improved. Therefore, the optimum compartment height recom
mended is 1 foot. 
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Spacing Above the Resin Bed 

During the normal oper
ation of the absorption col
umn, eluted resin is fed.into 
the top compartment of the 
absorption column and the 
resin level is maintained by 
an automatic controller. 
The eluted resin is the 
lightest resin in the column 
and, therefore, the resin 
bed in this top compartment 
is the most expanded bed in 
the column. As a resin 
increment is withdrawn from 
the bottom of the column, 
the resin in the rest of the 
column compartments moves 
down. When steady-state 
operation has been achieved, 
only a fixed amount of resin 
is transferred from compart
ment to compartment during 
each discharge cycle. As 
the resin in each individual 
compartment'absorbs the ura
nium from the solution pass
ing through that compartment, 
the density of the resin 
beads increases causing less 
b^d expansion in that com
partment. This decrease in 
bed expansion coupled with 
the transfer of equal nimibers 
of resin beads gives rise to 
empty spaces above the resin 
in the compartments below 

16 the top compartment. Solu
tion density changes are con
sidered negligible (maximum 
0.007 percent). 

The open spacing above 
the resin beds for the various 
stages is shown in figure 13 

for several solution flow rates at an A:R ratio of 400:1. Increasing the solu
tion flow rate stretches the working length of the column. In other words, 
for the 7.5 and 10 gpm/ft^ , as shown in figure 10, the loading is completed in 
the first 5 and 8 feet of the column. No spacing occurs for these flow rates. 
For 15 and 20 gpm/ft^ the loading occurs higher in the column, and the density 
change associated with it also occurs in the upper compartments. 
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ELUTION COLLTMN TESTS 

O p e r a t i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e c o u n t e r c u r r e n t e l u t i o n column were d e t e r 
mined u s i n g tlie s t r o n g - b a s e a n i o n r e s i n A m b e r l i t e 'I.Rt\ 430 wi t i i t he 1.5-H NII4CI 
and 0.1-M Nl-l̂  HCO3 e l u a n t p r e v i o u s l y d e s c r i b e d . For t he i n d i v i d . u a l t e s t s the 
r e s i n was loaded t o a p p r o x i m a t e l y 60 g / l U3 0^ from a u r a n y l c a r b o n a t e c i r c u i t 
i n a Utah u r an ium m i l l . To o b t a i n a low e f f l u e n t v a l u e from t h e a b s o r p t i o n 
co lumn, a r e s i n e l u t e d davn t o 5 g / 1 U3 Og .was s e t a s t h e r e q u i r e m e n t f a r . t he 
p r e s e n t s e r i e s of t e s t s . The o r i f i c e p l a t e s were p e r f o r a t e d w i t h one c e n t e r e d 
h o l e pe r p l a t e as f o l l o w s ' f o r t he t h r e e column d i a m e t e r s t e s t e d : 

l - i n c h - I D column = 5 / 1 6 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r h o l e . 

2 - i n c h - I D column = 2 9 / 6 4 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r h o l e . 

4 - i n c h - I D column = 1 5 / 1 6 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r h o l e . 

The columns were d i v i d e d by t h e s e o r i f i c e p l a t e s i n t o v a r i o u s e q u a l - h e i g h t s ec 
t i o n s fo r t h e d i f f e r e n t t e s t s . The columns were f i t t e d wi t l i m o t o r i z e d .va lves 
a c t u a t e d by e l e c t r i c t i m e r s t o c o n t r o l t he on -o f f f lows of t h e s o l u t i o n and 
r e s i n . P r e c i s i o n c o n t r o l of t he s o l u t i o n flow r a t e was o b t a i n e d w i t h an a u t o 
m a t i c a i r d i a p h r a g m ' v a l v e c o u p l e d t o a m a g n e t i c f l o w i i e t e r c o n t r o l s y s t e m for 
t h e 2 - and 4 - i n c h - I D c o l u m n s . A h e a d . t a n k and r o t a m e t e r c o n t r o l l e d t h e s o l u 
t i o n f low t o t h e l - i n c h - I D column. 

The f o l l o w i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e MCIX e l u t i o n column were s t u d i e d : 
(1 ) s o l u t i o n f low r a t e , (2 ) A:R flow r a t i o , (3 ) .column d i a m e t e r , and (4) s e c 
t i o n h e i g h t . Both s o l u t i o n flow r a t e and A:R flow r a t i o d e t e r m i n e r e s i n r e s i 
dence t i m e ; t h e s e r e l a t i o n s h i p s a r e d i s c u s s e d i n t he f o l l o w i n g s e c t i o n s . 
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FIGURE 14. - Effect of resin residence time on elut ion 
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Resin Residence Time 

The amount of time the 
resin is' in contact with the 
solution in the column is 
designated as the resin 
residence time. Test data 
indicate that this resin 
residence time shows a direct 
relationship with the degree 
of uranium elution. Resin 
residence time is plotted 
against overall column elu
tion efficiency in figure 14. 
This resin residence time is 
a function'of the following 
parameters: 

1. S o l u t i o n flcjw r a t e . 

2 . A q u e o u s - t o - r e s i n 
flow r a t i o . 

3 . Column h e i g h t . 
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The column height was held constant throughout the present series of tests and 
the effects of changes in the solution, flow rate and the A:R ratio are dis
cussed in the next sections. 

Effect of Solution Flow Rate 

There are major design considerations when determining the eluant flow 
rate. Because better eluticjn is obtained with longer resin residence times, 
the lowest possible eluant flow rate is desirable. However, the minimum solu
tion flow rate to the column is determined by the resin fluidization required 
for mechanical transfer of the resin during the withdrawal cycle. This flow 
rate is approximately 2-0 gpm/ft^. As in the absorption column design, the 
optimum design would require tradeoffs among the four parameters of column 
diameter, column height, solution flow rate, and desired resin elution. 

The effect of solution flow rate is shown in figures 15-18. The minimum 
eluant flow rate as mentioned previously is approximately 2.0 gpm/ft^. 
Approaching this value would approximate the optimum eluant flow rate that 
would give the maximum resin residence time for a given column length while 
still being able to mechanically operate the resin withdrawal system of the 
column. The two eluant flow rates studied in this series of tests were 2.7 
and 4.0 gpm/ft . These tests were made to investigate the effect of increased 
flow rates on elution. At. a constant A:R flow ratio, Increases in the eluant 
flow rate reduce the resin residence time. For the tests shô ?̂n in figures 15 
and 17 with A:R ratios of 10:1, the resin residence time was still adequate at 
the higher eluant flow rate of 4.0 gpm/ft^ to allow resin elution of 90 per
cent or greater. Hmi7ever, at the A:R ratio, of 6:1, resin elution is reduced 
significantly with the increase in eluant flow rate as shown in figures 16-18. 
Therefore, an eluant flow rate of 2 to 2.7 gpm/ft^ is considered optimum and 
allows a maximum resin residence time while still permitting mechanical oper
ation of the resin withdrawal system of the elutioti column. 
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Effeî t of Aqueous-to-Resin Flow Ratio 

The A:R flow ratio influences both the degree of resin elution and the 
eluate grade. The equilibrium isotherm in figure 7 shows about a 2:1 A:R 
.flow ratio constraint when plotting a McCabe-Thiele operating line (2̂ ). In 
addition, a mechanical constraint involving the entrained eluant withdrawn 
with the resin limits the minimum A:R flow ratio to about 4:1. To obtain low 
effluent values frcm the absorption circuit, a well eluted resin (<5 g/1 UgO^) 
from the elution column is desirable. Also desirable, from the elution column 
is a high eluate.grade (>10 g/1 UaO^) for ease in the subsequent uranium pre
cipitation and reduced eluant chemical requirements. In the present series of 
tests, ammonium uranyl carbonate precipitated out of eluates exceeding about 
4.5 g/1 UgOe. The addition of 0.05 M NajCOg to the eluant has been suggested 
to avoid this precipitation problem and to allow eluate grades of at least 
12 to 14 g/1 UgOg. This modification should be considered for future 
investigation. 

As mentioned previously, the effect of the A:R ratio directly determines 
the resin residence time. To obtain a high-grade eluate (>10 g/1 UgOg) the 
A:R ratio would have to be 6:1 or less when using an entering resin concentra-

' tion of approximately 50 to 60 g/l UaOe- With the minimum solution flow rate 
; of 2.0 gpm/ft^, the desired A:R ratio of 6:1 or less limits the final uranium 
1 concentration on the resin at the column heights tested. With a taller-column 

sufficient resin time would be obtained with the minimum eluant flow rate and 
ah A:R ratio of 4:1 to 6:1. • 

' - . • 

i The effects of the A:R ratio from 10:1 to 6:1 for different flow rates, 
'- section heights, and column diameters are shown in figures 19-24. In every 
I comparison of elution performance, the reduced.A:R ratio of 6:1 decreased the 
j elution efficiency. As stated previously, with a taller column sufficient 
I resin residence time could have been obtained at 6:1 A:R and elution effi

ciency increased. 

[ '. Effect of Column Diameter 

Column diameter is determined by the eluant flow rate, the amount of 
resin to be eluted, and the. A:R ratio. Wall effects that might hinder mixing 
in the smaller diameter columns and change the elution characteristics were 
studied in this series of tests. Tests utilizing the same conditions were 
run using 1-, 2.-, and 4-inch-ID columns. The results from these tests are 

I shown in figures 25-26 and indicate very little difference in elution effi
ciency between the three column diameters. Because of differences in the 

' total length of column used for the various experiments, the.abscissa of the 
I graphs are marked with offset scales. 
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FIGURE 21. - Effect of aqueous-to-resin flow ratio on elution efficiency (2-inch-ID column, 
2-foot compartments, solution flow rate 2.7 gpm/ft2). 
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FIGURE 25. - Effect of column diameter on eluti.on efficiency (1-foot compartments, solution 
flow rote 2,7 gpm/ft^, aqueous:re"sin 10:1). 

Effect o:fCompaa:tment Height 

I-n the e lu t ion column, separation into, stages is c r i t i c a l - Resin density 
changes are favorable in the absorption column, but the reverse- is t r u e ' i n the 
elut ion column. Loaded r e s in , which is the highest density r e s in , is t r ans 
ferred from the bottom of the absorption column to the top of the e lut ion 
column. As the res in moves down through th i s column, i t is eluted and i t s 
density decreases thereby increasing i t s bed expansion. This bed expansion 
can cause the l ighter resin beads t o be pushed into the next higher compart-
ment which cbhtains denser res in beads. If this . t rerid continues, top- to-
bottom mixing (heavy loaded beads to the bottom and eluted beads to the top) 
would occur and be detrimental to the elut ion operation. The 1-3 percent 
density change pf the splut ion i s negl ig ib le . Exact ful l res in withdrawals 
are very Important in elutio.n. Fractional resin withdrawals draw out the 
heavy or more loaded iresin in the bottom compartments leaving the. more eluted 
res in in, the column. 
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As shown in' figure 27, when using .an A:R r a t i o of 10:1 and holding a l l 
other variables constant', the increase from 1- to 2-foot section heights had 
l i t t l e effect on elut ion efficiency. When the section height was increased to 
5 fee t , a s ignif icant decrease in elut ion efficiency occurred. This decrease 
also occurs at a higher flow rate of 4-0 gpm/ft^ as shown in figure 29. In 
figure 28, which shows t e s t s having an A:R ra t io of 6:1,- thie increase of the 
section height from 1-foot to the 2- and 5-foot heights-caused a marked 
decrease in elut ion efficiency. When the A:R ra t io i s decreased from 10:1 
(f ig . 27) to 6:1 (f ig. 28), the res in residence time becomes more c r i t i c a l . 
As shown in figure 27, ample time allowed the e lut ion efficiency in the 2-foot 
section height to approach the 1-foot r e s u l t s . The resu l t s shown for the 
5-foot sections in figures 27-28 and the 2-foot sections in figure 28 indicate 
that increased res in residence time could not overcome the detrimental effect 
of the mixing in the longer sect ions . This is also shown at a .higher flow 
rate in figure 30. The data indicate that a compartment height of 1-foot pro
duced the most ef f ic ient e lut ion -per foot of column height over a range of 
operating conditions. 
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SUMMARY 

This work was done to support recent developments of in s i tu ammonium 
bicarbo'nate leaching of uranium ores. The applicat ion of the mult iple-
compartment, ion-exchange columns system provides an ef f ic ient method of pro
cessing the leach l iquor. 

For the 16-foot t a l l absorption column (fourteen 1-foot compartments) 
with the recommended l-foot compartment height , a feed solution flow rate of 
15 gpm/ft^ with an A:R ra t io of 400:1 was considered optimum and achieved 
99 percent absorption of uranium from the 0.15-g/l U30̂  leach liquor. This 
provides a 60-g/l Ug Cfe loaded res in for the elut ion circuit . . 

For ' the elut ion c i r cu i t a 16-foot- ta l l column with the recommended l-foot 
compartment height and an eluant flow rate of 2.7 gpm/ft^ would a t t a in about 
92 percent elutioii of. uranium from the res in . This is at an A:R r a t i o of 6:1 
and would provide a 9-g/l UgCD̂  eluate grade and a 5-g/ l H^OQ exi t ing res in 
concentration. Higher eluate grades and/or lower exi t ing res in concentration 
could be obtained by increasing the column length. Resin residence time was 
the c r i t i c a l factor in determining res in e lu t ion efficiency. The indicated 
res in residence time required to produce an eluted res in containing <5 g/1 
UgOg was 160 to 190 minutes. 
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR URANIUM' ION EXCHANGE FROM AMMONIUM 
BICARBONATE SOLUTIONS IN A FLUIDIZED SYSTEM 

by 

D. E. Trout, ' I. L. Nichols,2 and p. C. Seidel 3 

ABSTRACT 

A fluidized countercurrent ion-exchange system was developed, operated, 
and evaluated by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. The 
system consisted of integrated multiple-compartment absorption and elution 
columns in which the solution flows were continuous except for short periods 
when resin increments were withdrawn. The exchange of uranyl carbonate 
between a simulated in situ uranium leach liquor and a strong-base ion-exchange 
resin together with the subsequent elution with an ammonium chloride solution 
was studied. The effects of the number of sections, section height, amount of 
resin withdrawal, solution flow rate, and column diameter were investigated. 
The kinetic and equilibrium relationships for the absorption and elution steps 
were also examined. The experimental data indicate a strong interdependence 
between variables. Solution retention time appears to be a major limiting' 
variable in the absorption process , while resin residence time is the deter
mining factor in the elution process. The column was efficient over a range 
of conditions, but close control was needed for optimum operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bureau of Mines uranium research is conducted in support of its objective 
to help assure an adequate supply of uranium for national needs by making tech
nological improvements in the processes for extracting uranium from ores and 
low-grade uraniferous materials. Part of the research is concerned with devel
opment of ion-exchange extraction procedures for recovering uranium at less 

I cost from in situ leaching solutions. 

The initial application of ion exchange for the recovery of uranium from 
alkaline leach liquors occurred during the 1950's, but the use was not exten
sive. Recently interest has revived because the technology is being used to 

I Chemical engineer, Boulder City Metallurgy Engineering Laboratory, Bureau of 
Mines, Boulder City, Nev. 

I Metallurgist, Salt Lake City Metallurgy Research Center, Bureau of Mines, 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 

' Research supervisor, Salt Lake City Metallurgy Research Center, Bureau of 
Mines, Salt Lake City, Utah. 



recover uranium from a lka l ine leach l iquors produced by in s i t u leaching opera
t i o n s . The uranium-bearing alkal ine leach liquor is contacted with an anionic 
r e s in and the uranium exchanges as an anionic uranium carbonate complex. This 
complex is then eluted from the res in by displacing the uranium complex with 

Resin feed 
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FIGURE 1. - Multiple-comportment ion-
exchange column. 
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another anion such as Cl~. The uranium i s recovered from the e lua te by v a r i 
ous p rec ip i t a t i on techniques; the f ina l uranium mi l l product i s designated as 
"yellow cake," which is normally shipped to other operations for further ref in
ing and conversion to UFg . 

A var ie ty of ion-exchange systems have been used; some of these systems 
have been described by Merri t t (2)-* Each of the systems has both advaintages 
and l imi t a t ions ; for example, some systems can handle only c l a r i f i e d feed 
so lu t ions , while other systems require r e l a t i v e l y large resin inventories and 
higher cap i t a l investments. During research by the Bureau of Mines on recovery 
of uranium from d i l u t e mirie waters , a new low-cost system of ion exchange was 
developed that is applicable to both c lear solut ions and many slime s lu r r i e s 
Ci> 5_, 7_, 9 ) . The pritnary component of th i s system has been designated as the 
multiple-compartment ion-exchange (MCIX) column; a generalized schematic i s 
shown in figure 1. In th i s column, the upflowing feed solut ion f luidizes the 
ion-exchange r e s in in a ser ies of compartments. The compartments are sepa
rated by o r i f i ce p l a t e s ; the or i f ice openings cons t i tu te about 5 percent of 
the column c ross - sec t iona l area. The feed solut ions flow upward at rates of 
about 10 to 20 gallons per minute per square foot. This f lu idizes the res in 
in each compartment, but the flow through the or i f ices prevents the res in from 
dropping into a lower compartment. Per iod ica l ly , the feed stream is momen
t a r i l y in te r rup ted , a discharge valve is opened, and an increment of res in is 
discharged. This operat ional cycle permits the increments of r e s in to move 
down through the column countercurrent to the solut ion flow. A similar column 
arrangement can a l so be used for e lu t ion of the loaded res in . 

A 14-inch-diameter MCIX absorption column and a 4-inch-diameter fixed-bed 
upflow e lu t ion column were f ie ld tes ted on uranium-bearing mine water at 
Bingham Canyon, Utah, and Grants, N. Mex. The same system was tested on alka
l ine leach s lu r ry a t Moab, Utah. A 6-foot-diameter column was hydraul ical ly 
tes ted in Salt Lake Ci ty , Utah. A 20-inch-diameter absorption column was 
tes ted on acid leach s lur ry at Edgemont, S. Dak. Laboratory t e s t ing with a 
2-inch-diameter column showed that i t was feasible to use a compartmented 
column for countercurrent e lu t ion (6̂ ) • 

Previous cost estimates indicated considerable savings over conventional 
res in- in-pulp (RIP) basket-type operations because the res in requirement for 
the compartmented columns was determined to be about 35 percent of the amount 
needed by basket-type RIP c i r cu i t s of the same throughput capaci ty . Based on 
1972 costs and mil l ing 2,000 tons of ore per day, i t was determined that the 
cap i ta l required for a hypothetical ion-exchange plant using MCIX columns was 
73 percent of the amount for a so lvent -ext rac t ion plant and the operating 
costs for the ion-exchange plant were 81 percent of the solvent ext ract ion 
p lan t . 

'Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the l i s t of references at 
the end of th is r epor t . 

L 
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MCIX columns a re i n commercial use 
for gold recovery from cyanide s o l u t i o n s 
u s ing coarse a c t i v a t e d carbon p a r t i c l e s , 
and p ro to type columns a r e i n use for 
uranium a b s o r p t i o n and e l u t i o n . 

During the p a s t y e a r , t he Bureau of 
Mines has conducted exper imenta l s t u d i e s 
t o de termine MCIX column des ign r e q u i r e 
ments for the a b s o r p t i o n of uranium from 
ammonium b i ca rbona t e s o l u t i o n s s i m i l a r 
to those produced by i n s i t u l each ing 
o p e r a t i o n s . Design c r i t e r i a were a l s o 
developed for the e l u t i o n of the loaded 
r e s i n wi th an ammonium c h l o r i d e e l u a n t . 
This work i s a c o n t i n u a t i o n of s i m i l a r 
work on ac id s o l u t i o n s ( 8 ) . Both i n d i 
v i d u a l and i n t e g r a t e d a b s o r p t i o n and 
e l u t i o n c i r c u i t arrangements were used 
dur ing t h i s work. 

EQUIPMENT 

The main component of the absorp
tion equipment used in the current 
experimental program was a 2-inch-inside-
diameter (ID) by 16-foot-high glass col
umn composed of l-foot sections as shown 
in figure 2. The elution studies used 
1-, 2-, and 4-inch-ID columns. The 
l-inch-ID column was composed of 6-inch-
high sections while the 2- and 4-inch-ID 
columns were composed of 12-inch-high 
sections. The maximum total height of 
the 1- and 2-inch-ID columns was 22 feet 
and 16 feet, while the maximum height of 
the 4-inch-ID column was 17 feet. A 
detailed flowsheet of the columns system 
is shown in figure 3. Individual com
partments were separated by orifice 
plates that had openings equivalent to 
approximately 6 percent of the column 
cross-sectional area. The column was 
constructed so that the compartment 
height could be modified by substituting 
full-diameter couplings for the orifice 
plate couplings. Rosenbaum and Ross 
state the following about the use of 
these orifice platesr 
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FIGURE 3. - Flowsheet of the MCIX columns system. 

"Observation has shown that when a regulated flow of solution 
passes upward through a column of closely sized resin at a rate 
sufficient to fluidize the resin, vertical mixing occurs over the 
length of the column. In effect, the entire colvmin serves as a 
gently agitated reactor; and under these conditions, equilibrium 
stringently limits the absorption kinetics and efficiency. By 
assembling the resin column out of short segments, each separated by 
a perforated plate, vertical mixing still occurs within each segment 
of expanded-bed resin, but the net overall effect is of multiple-
stage absorption or elution yielding more rapid and complete ion 
transfer than obtainable in a noncompartmented column of equivalent 
height. 

"Under ideal operating conditions, each compartment is nearly 
full of fluidized resin in equilibrium with the upflowing solution. 
If the quantity of resin in any compartment is initially in excess 
of the equilibriimi volume, the excess resin moves up through the 
perforated plate into the next compartment. If the quantity of 
resin is less than the equilibrium volume, the compartment will not 

I 
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be completely filled. Downward movement of resin between compart
ments can occur only when the velocity of the solution flow through 
the holes in the perforated plates is less than the terminal settling 
velocity of the resin particles. An increase in solution flow rate 
or density will cause the resin bed to expand. When using coarse 
bead resins , minus 16-mesh plus 20-mesh (Tyler) , perforated plates 
that have an open area of approximately 5 percent are satisfactory." 

COLUMN OPERATION 

The column is operated with a continuous upflow of solution except for 
the scheduled resin withdrawals. During these resin withdrawals, the auto
matic solution inlet valve closes, and the automatic resin outlet valve opens 
to discharge a programed amount of resin from the column. The discharge 
periods are approximately 3 to 6 seconds for the l-inch-ID column and 6 to 
12 seconds for the 2- and 4-inch-ID columns. The time interval between with
drawals from the absorption column is determined by the amount of resin to be 
discharged per withdrawal cycle, and this is a function of feed solution flow 
rate, feed solution concentration, and desired resin loading. The time inter
val between withdrawals from the elution column is also determined by the 
amount of resin to be discharged per withdrawal cycle; this time interval is a 
function of feed resin concentration, eluant flow rate, desired resin elution, 
and desired eluate grade. The actual time during which the resin discharge 
valve must be open to discharge a programed amount of resin is a function of 
the valve opening configuration and the bed expansion. During column opera
tion, the solution flows were controlled by automatic instruments; and the 
open time interval on the resin discharge valve was set by trial and error 
adjustments. Figure 4 shows the sequence for one cycle of the resin discharge 
operation. The 4-foot compartment shown is made up of l-foot glass sections 
and full-diameter couplings. 

The solution flow rate controller is a critical component of the system. 
Some of the previous work did not: have the precise flow rate control necessary 
to assure steady-state operation. Without this control, the resin migrates 
from one compartment to another at random, and the column conditions remain 
transient. Solution flow control for the 2- and 4-inch-ID colirains was main
tained by an automatic system which consisted of a magnetic flowmeter, a con
troller, and an air diaphragm valve. This system had a precision of ±1 percent 
of the maximum flow rate through the magnetic flowmeter. A head tank and 
rotameter maintained the flow rate for the l-inch-ID column. Both the absorp
tion and the subsequent elution were conducted at room temperature. 

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION 

The absorption column feed solution used for these tests simulated the 
composition of a uranium leach liquor obtained from a Texas in situ pilot 
plant operation. The composition and pH of this clear, simulated mill solu
tion are listed in table 1. 

TABLE 1. - Analysis of synthetic feed solution in grams per liter 

^ % 
0.15 

N^^HCOg 

1.0 
Mg 

0.12 
PO4 

<0.001 
K 

0.30 
Na 

0.20 
Cl 

0.75 
Al 

<0.01 
Ca 

0.20 
SO4 

0.75 
pH 
7.2 
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0 sec - stori - resin bed at f;i\'.-rj|^strite Ifv. 
9 sec - end of withdrawal. 

60 sec - resin bed approachii. . i i fpdy i io t t Lv i' 
FIGURE 4. - Sequence of resin withdrowol cyc!<- f;oi,-, MCIX ((tiaoij it j . . 
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EQUILIBRIUM AND KINETIC TESTS . ''• . 
-••.: , — i s I 

Laboratory tests were made to collect uranium equilibrium "data during 
absorption and elution of a strong-base anionic resin. Kinetic data were deter
mined for the elution step. This information was used for both the planning 
and the evaluation of the column operations. ,1 

<• ' i . . . 
The equilibrium isotherm for the absorption feed solution and Rohm and 

Haas Amberlite IRA 430 resin^ is shown in figure 5. This isotherm ̂ as obtained 
by a crosscurrent, pyramid-type, absorption technique similar to that used in 
solvent extraction shakeout tests described by Treybal (fig. 6). The isotherm 
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FIGURE 5. - Equilibrium isotherm for uranium-NH4HC03 solution and IRA 430 resin. 

'Reference to trade names is made for iden t i f i ca t ion only and does, not | imply 
endorsement by the Bureau of Mines. '• 
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sys tem. 

i s extremely favorable for 
absorption in th is 'system 
and indica tes tha t lew/ t a i l s 
(<0.001 gram per l i t e r (g/1) 
U3 Cfe ) are possible even with 
s l i gh t ly loaded recycle 
res in (<10 g/1 \ ^ % ) 

The equil ibrium iso 
therm for the eluant and 
Amberlite IRA 430 ,is shown 
in figure 7. This isotherm 
was developed by the cross
current , pyramid-type, 
absorption technique. The 
eluant used for these t e s t s 
was a 1.5-M NH4CI and 6.1-M 
NH4HCO3 so lu t ion with j ; natu
r a l pH of approximately 7 . 3 . 
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FIGURE 7. - E lu t ion equi l ibr ium isotherm. 
Experimental 'kinet ic 

data for the system are 
shown in figure 8. These k ine t ic data were obtained by contact ing the eluant 
and the iresin in a s t i r r e d reactor and withdrawing solut ion samples at pra 
determined times. 
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Temperature 24° C 
Aqueous : resin 4:1 
Mixing speed 500 rpm 
I.5M NH4CI + O . I M NH4HCO3 

IRA 4 3 0 , 47.6 g/l UjOg 

10 20 30 40 50 

TIME, minutes 

60 70 80 9 0 

FIGURE 8. - Kinetic data on elution with ammonium chloride and IRA 430 resin, 

ABSORPIION COLUMN TESTS 

Operat ing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the c o u n t e r c u r r e n t 2 - inch- ID abso rp t ion 
column were determined us ing a coarse bead (approximate ly 16 by 20 mesh) , 
s t r o n g - b a s e a n i o n i c r e s i n Amberl i te IRA 430 w i t h the s y n t h e t i c feed s o l u t i o n 
p r e v i o u s l y d e s c r i b e d . The o r i f i c e p l a t e s were p e r f o r a t e d w i t h one cen te red 
2 9 / 6 4 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r hole per p l a t e , and the column was d i v i d e d by these p l a t e s 
i n t o v a r i o u s e q u a l h e i g h t s e c t i o n s for t h e d i f f e r e n t t e s t s . The column was 
f i t t e d wi th motor ized va lves a c t u a t e d by e l e c t r i c t i m e r s t o c o n t r o l the on-off 
flows of the s o l u t i o n and r e s i n . P r e c i s i o n c o n t r o l of t h e s o l u t i o n flow r a t e 
was ob ta ined w i t h an automatic a i r diaphragm va lve coupled t o a magnetic flow 
meter c o n t r o l sys tem. 

The fo l lowing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the a b s o r p t i o n column were studied!] 

1. Solution flow rate. 

2. Compartnnent height. 

3. Spacing above the resin bed. 

Effect of Solution Flow Rate 

The optimxjm solution flow rate per unit area of column diameter is a 
major consideration when desigrvLng a column system. The limiting maximum; flow 
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rate is the flow that will carry resin over the top of the column. The mini
mum solution flow rate to the column is that which will provide :he minimum 
amount of resin fluidization required for mechanical transfer of the resin 
during the withdrawal cycle. However, as the flow rate increases above this 
minimum, the solution residence time per foot of column height decreases. 
When this solution residence time decreases to the minimum time necessary for 
efficient absorption, a taller column may be required. Optimum economic 
design would require tradeoffs among the four parameters of coltimn diameter, 
column height, solution flow rate, and uranium recovery. 
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The effect 
flow rate is illustrated in 
figures 9-10 wh 
solution column 

of solution 

ich show the 
absorption 

profile for four solution 
.flow rates with l-foot com
partments and aqueous-to-
resin flow (A:R) ratios of 
200:1 and 400:ll The A:R 
flow ratio is the ratio of 
solution flow rate to resin 
flow rate. Forjboth A:R 
ratios, increasing the solu
tion flow rate increased the 

I 
length of columt̂  
obtain the same 

required to 
amount of 

uranium absorption from the 
solution. The o 
tion flow rate f 
of approximately 

ptimum solu-
or a column 
fourteen 

l-foot compartments with a 
similar solution and resin 
would be 15 gallons per 
minute per square foot 
(gpm/ft=) . 

This optimum can be 
attributed to solution reten
tion time: that is, the solu-
tion must be in contact with 
the resin for a certain mini
mum time. With higher solu
tion flow rates , the time 
requirement forces the 
absorption to take place in 
a higher compartment. The 
effect of this contact time 
can be illustratecd by the 
experimental kinetic data 
shown in figure 11. As 
shown in figure 11 , the 
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FIGURE 11. - Kinetic data on NH4HC03-uranium solution and IRA 430 resin. 

i n i t i a l port ion of the r a t e curve for uranium absorption from fresh feed solu
t ion onto unloaded res in is extremely s teep. Changing the contact time of the 
solut ion and r e s i n in th is steep part of the curve by changing the flow ra te 
of the solut ion would s igni f icant ly affect the absorption ef f ic iency. 

Effect of Compartment Height 

The multiple-compartment column can be considered as an assemblage of 
individual ag i t a t ed stages in which absorption i s achieved by a se r i e s of mass 
transfers from the solut ion to the r e s in . To be e f f ec t ive , the column must 
provide the required nvraiber of t ransfer s t ages , each having su f f i c i en t solu
t ion re tent ion time for a reasonable approach to equilibrium mass t ransfer . 
As discussed in the previous sec t ions , the solut ion re ten t ion i s c r i c i c a l 
because the t rans fe r of uranium from the solut ion to the res in s i t e s i s not 
instantaneous. 

The stage height i s of par t icu la r consequence because i t can affect both 
the coliram construct ion cost and the inventory of res in required to f i l l the 
column. 

Figure 12 shows the uranium ext rac t ion prof i le of the column when oper
ating the 1- and 2-foot compartments. The solut ion flow r a t e was 10 Igpm/ft^ 
with a 200:1 A:R r a t i o . These curves indicate a marked decrease in absorption 
with the 2-foot compartments. By segregating the res in in to compartments, 
extract ion has been improved. Therefore, the optimum compartment height recom
mended is 1 foot . 
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During the normal oper
a t ion of the absorption col 
umn, eluted res in is fed in to 
the top compartment of the 
absorption column and the 
r e s in level i s maintained by 
an automatic controMer. 
The eluted res in is the 
l i gh t e s t res in in the colvimn 
and, therefore , the res in 
bed in th i s top comjjartment 
is the most expanded bed in 
the column. As a res in 
increment i s withdrawn from 

FIGURE 12. - Effect of compartment height on uranium ab- ^^^ ^ ° " * ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ^ cUumn, 
sorption (solution flow rate 10 gpm/ft2, 2 ^^^ " ' ^ " ^ " *^^^ ^ " * ^ ° ^ ' ^ ^ 
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SAMPLE PORT POSITION, feet from twftom of column 
16 

inch-ID column, aqueous:resin 200:1). 
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14 

FIGURE 13. - Effect of solution flow rate on spacing 
above resin bed in absorption column 
(2-inch-ID column, l-foot compart
ments, aqueous:resin 400:1), 

column COTipartments 
down. When s teady-sta te 
operation has been achieved, 
only a fixed amount 
i s t ransferred from 
ment to compartment 
each discharge cycle. As 
the res in in each individual 
compartment absorbs the ura
nium from the. solution pass
ing through that compartment, 
the density of the res in 
beads increases causing less 
bed expansion in that com
partment. This decrease in 
bed expansion coupled with 
the t ransfer of equal numbers 
of r e s in beads gives r i se to 
empty spaces above the res in 
in the compartments 

16 the top ccmpartment 
t ion density change 
sidered negl igible 
0.007 percent ) . 

below 
Solu-

s are con-
(maximum 

The open .spacing above 
the resin beds for the various 
stages is shown in figure 13 

for several solution flow rates at an A:R ratio of 400:1. Increasing the solu
tion flow rate stretches the working length of the column. In other words, 
for the 7.5 and 10 gpm/ft^, as shown in figure 10, the loading is completed in 
the first 5 and 8 feet of the column. No spacing occurs for these fllow rates. 
For 15 and 20 gpm/ft the loading occurs higher in the column, and the density 
change associated with it also occurs in the upper compartments.' 
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ELUTION COLUMN TESTS 

O p e r a t i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t L C s of t h e e q u n t e r c u r r e n t e l u t i o n columr. were d e t e r 
1.5-M NH4-CI 
t e s t s t h e 
t e c i r c u i t 

mined u s i n g t h e s t r o n g - b a s e a n i o n r e s i n A m b e r l i t e IRA 4 3 Q w i t h the . 
and 0.1-M NH^HGOg e l u a n t p r e v i o u s l y d e s c r i b e d . For t h e i n d i v i d u a l 
r e s i n was l o a d e d t o i a p p r o x i i n a t e l y 60 g / l U3 0y from a u r a n y l carbDns 
i n a Utah u r a n i u m m i l l . To o b t a i n a low e f f l u e n t v a l u e from t h e a b s o r p t i o n 
co lumn, a r e s i n e l u t e d down t o 5 g / 1 ,llape was s e t a s t h e re .qu i ren ien t f o r t h e 
p r e s e n t s e r i e s of t e s t s . The o r i f i c e p l a t e s were p e r f o r a t e d w i t h one c e n t e r e d 
h o l e p e r p l a t e a-s f o l l o w s f o r t h e t h r e e column d i a m e t e r s t e s t e d : 

1 - i n c h - i p co lumn = 5 / 1 6 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r h o l e . 

2 - i n c h - I D . co lumn = 2 9 / 6 4 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r h o l e . 

4 - i n c h - I D co lumn ?= 1 5 / ' 1 6 - i n c h - d i a m e t e r h o l e . 

The c;oluTiins were d i v i d e d by t h e s e o r i f i c e p l a t e s i n t o v a r i o u s e q u a l - h e i g h t s e c 
t i o n s f o r t h e d i f f e r e n t t e s t s . The columns were f i t t e d w i t h m o t o r i z e d v a l v e s 
a c t u a t e d by e l e c t r i c t i m e r s t o Gonf ro l t h e o n - o f f f lows of t h e s o l u t i o n and 
r e s i n . P r e c i s i o n c o n t r o l of the s o l u t i o n f low r a t e was o b t a i n e d w i t h an a u t o 
m a t i c a i r d i a p h r a g m v a l v e c.oupled t o a m a g n e t i c f l o w m e t e r c o n t r o l s y s t e m fo r 
t h e 2 - and. 4 - i n c h - I D co lumns - A head t a n k and r o t a m e t e r c o n t r o l l e d t h e s o l u 
t i o n f low t b t h e l - i n c h - I D co lumn. ., 

The f b l l o w i r i g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e MCIX. e l u t i o n column were , s t u d i e d : 
(1 ) s o l u t i o n f l o w r a t e , , ( 2 ) A.:R f low r a t i o , ( 3 ) column d i a m e t e r , and ( 4 ) s e c 
t i o n h e i g h t . B o t h s o l u t i o n f ldw r a t e and A:R f l o w r a t i o d e t e r m i n e r e s i n r e s i 
dence t ime.; t h e s e r e l a t i o n s h i p s a r e d i s c u s s e d i n t h e f o U o w i n g ' s e c t i o n s . 
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Res in Residence Time 

The amount of time the 

r e s i n i s in cont a 
s o l u t i o n i n the c 
d e s i g n a t e d as the 
r e s ide nee t ime. 
i n d i c a t e t h a t t h i s re"sin 
r e s i d e n c e time shows a d i r e c t 
r e l a t i o n s h i p wi th the degree 
of uranium e l u t i o n . Resin 

c t with the* 
olumn i s 
r e s i n 

Test da ta 

125 175 225 375 425 

FIGURE 14. 

275 •325 

TIME, minutes 

Ef fect of resin residence time on e lu t ion 
e f f i c i ency . 

475 

r e s i d e n c e time i s 
a g a i n s t ovexa l l ct 
t i o n e f f i c i e n c y i n f igure 14. 
This, r e s i n riesidenee time i s 
a func t ion of the 

1 

parameters :'' 

p l o t t e d 
olumn e lu-

foi lowing 

,1. Solution flow rate. 

2. A que ous-to-re sin 
flow ratio. •; •• 

3. Golumn height :» 
% 
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The column height was held constant throughout the present series of tests and 
the effects of changes in the solution flow rate and the A:R ratio are dis
cussed in the next sections. 

Effect of Solution Flow Rate 

There are major design considerations when determining the eluant flow 
rate. Because better elution is obtained with longer resin residence times , 
the lowest possible eluant flow rate is desirable. However, the minimum solu
tion flow rate to the column is determined by the resin fluidization required 
for mechanical transfer of the resin during the withdrawal cycle. This flow 
rate is approximately 2.0 gpm/ft^- As in the absorption column design, the 
optimum design would require tradeoffs among the four parameters of colimm 
diameter, column height, solution flow rate, and desired resin elution. 

The effect of solution flow rate is shown in figures 15-18. The minimum 
eluant flow rate as mentioned previously is approximately 2.0 gpm/ft j. 
Approaching this value would approximate the optimum eluant flow rate that 
would give the maximum resin residence time for a given colimm length while 
still being able to mechanically operate the resin withdrawal system of the 
column. The two eluant flow rates studied in this series of tests were 2.7 
and 4.0 gpm/ft^. These tests were made to investigate the effect of increased 
flow rates on elution. At a constant A:R flow ratio, increases in the eluant 
flow rate reduce the resin residence time. For the tests shown in figures 15 
and 17 with A:R ratios of 10:1, the resin residence time was still adequate at 
the higher eluant flow rate of 4.0 gpm/ft^ to allow resin elution of 90 per
cent or greater. However, at the A:R ratio of 6:1, resin elution is reduced 
significantly with the increase in eluant flow rate as shown in figures 16-18. 
Therefore, an eluant flow rate of 2 to 2.7 gpm/ft^ is considered optimum and 
allows a maximum resin residence time while still permitting mechanical oper
ation of the resin withdrawal system of the elution column. •, 

L 
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FIGURE 15. - Effect of solution flow rate on elution efficiency (2-inch-ID column, l-foot 
compartments, aqueous:resin 10:1). 
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FIGURE 17. - Effect of solution flow rate on elution efficiency (2-inch-ID column 
compartments, aqueous:resin 10:1). 
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Effect of Aqueous-to-Resin Flow Ratio 

The A:R flow ratio influences both the degree of resin elution and the 
eluate grade. The equilibrium isotherm in figure 7 shows about a 2:1 A:R 
flow ratio constraint when plotting a McCabe-Thiele operating line (2̂ ). In 
addition, a mechanical constraint involving the entrained eluant withdrawn 
with the resin limits the minimimi A:R flow ratio to about 4:1. To oibtain low 
effluent values from the absorption circuit, a well eluted resin (<5 g/1 Uj Ĉ  ) 
from the elution column is desirable. Also desirable from the elution column 
is a high eluate grade (>10 g/1 U3 0^) for ease in the subsequent urainium pre
cipitation and reduced eluant chemical requirements. In the present series of 
tests, ammonium uranyl carbonate precipitated out of eluates exceeding about 

suggested 
to avoid this precipitation problem and to allow eluate grades of at least 
12 to 14 g/1 UgOg. This modification should be considered for future 
investigation. 

As mentioned previously, the effect of the A:R ratio dire6tly determines 
the resin residence time. To obtain a high-grade eluate (>10 g/1 uJOg) the 
A:R ratio would have to be 6:1 or less when using an entering resin I concentra
tion of approximately 50 to 60 g/1 UgOa. With the minimum solution flow rate 
of 2.0 gpm/ft , the desired A:R ratio of 6:1 or less limits the final uranium 
concentration on the resin at the column heights tested. With a taller column 
sufficient resin time would be obtained with the minimum eluant flow rate and 
an A:R ratio of 4:1 to 6:1. 

The effects of the A:R ratio from 10:1 to 6:1 for different flow rates, 
section heights, and column diameters are shown in figures 19-24. In every 
comparison of elution performance, the reduced A:R ratio of 6:1 decreased the 
elution efficiency. As stated previously, with a taller column sufficient 
resin residence time could have been obtained at 6:1 A:R and elution effi
ciency increased. 

Effect of Column Diameter 

Column diameter is determined by the eluant flow rate, the amount of 
resin to be eluted, and the A:R ratio. Wall effects that might hinker mixing 
in the smaller diameter columns and change the elution characteristics were 
studied in this series of tests. Tests utilizing the same conditions were 
run using 1-, 2-, and 4-inch-ID columns. The results from these telsts are 
shoxm in figures 25-26 and indicate very little difference in elution effi
ciency between the three column diameters. Because of differences in the 
total length of column used for the various experiments, the abscissa of the 
graphs are marked with offset scales. 
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FIGURE 19i - Effect of aqueous-to-resin f low rat io on elut ion ef f ic iency (2- inch-ID column, 
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lution 

Resin density 
is true in the 

Effect of Compartment Height 

In the elution column, separation into stages is critical, 
changes are favorable in the absorption column, but the reverse 
elution column. Loaded resin, which is the highest density resin, is trans 
ferred from the bottom of the absorption column to the top of the elution 
column. As the resin moves down through this column, it is eluted and its 
density decreases thereby increasing its bed expansion. This bed expansion 
can cause the lighter resin beads to be pushed into the next higher compart
ment which contains denser resin beads. If this trend continues, top-to-
bottom mixing (heavy loaded beads to the bottom and eluted beads to the top) 
would occur and be detrimental to the elution operation. The 1.3 percent 
density change of the solution is negligible. Exact full resin withdrawals 
are very important in elution. Fractional resin withdrawals draw out the 
heavy or more loaded resin in the bottom compartments leaving the more eluted 
resin in the column. 
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FIGURE 26. - Effect of column diameter on elution efficiency (2-foot compartments, solution 
flow rate 2i7 gpm/ft^, aqueous:resin 6:1). 

As shown in figure 27, when using an A:R r a t i o of 10:1 and holding a l l 
other var iables cons tan t , the increase from 1- to 2-foot sect ion heights had 
l i t t l e effect on e lu t ion eff iciency. When the section height was increased to 
5 fee t , a s ign i f ican t decrease in e lu t ion efficiency occurred. This decrease 
also occurs a t a higher flow rate of 4.0 gpm/ft^ as shown in figure 29. In 
figure 28, which shows t e s t s having an A:R r a t i o of 6 : 1 , the increase of the 
section height from l - foot to the 2- and 5-foot heights caused a marked 
decrease in e lu t ion eff ic iency. When the A:R r a t i o i s decreased from 10:1 
(f ig . 27) to 6:1 (fig- 28) , the res in residence time becomes more c r i t i c a l . 
As shown in figure 27, ample time allowed the e lu t ion efficiency in the 2-foot 
section height to approach the l-foot r e s u l t s . The re su l t s shown for the 

.5-foot sect ions in figures 27-28 and the 2-fpot sections in figure 28 indicate 
that increased r e s in residence time could not overcome the detrimental effect 
of the mixing in the longer sec t ions . This is a lso shown a t a higher flow 
rate in figure 30. The data indicate that a compartment height of 1-fpot pro
duced the most e f f i c i en t e lu t ion per foot of column height over a rangp of 
operating condi t ions . 
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SUMMARY 

This work was done to support recent developments of in s i t u ammonium 
bicarbonate leaching of uranium ores. The appl ica t ion of the mul t ip le -
compartment, ion-exchange columns system provides an .e f f ic ien t method of pro
cessing the leach l iquor . ( 

For the 16-foot t a l l absorption column (fourteen l-foot compartments) 
with the recommended l-foot compartment height , a feed solut ion flow ra te of 
15 gpm/ft^ with an A:R r a t i o of 400:1 was considered optimum and achieved 
99 percent absorption of uranium from the 0 .15-g/ l UgÔ  leach l iquor . This 
provides a 60-g/ l U3 Ĉ  loaded resin for the e lu t ion c i r c u i t . 

For the e lu t ion c i r c u i t a 16-foot - ta l l column with the recommended l-foot 
compartment height and an eluant flow rate of 2.7 gpm/ft^ would a t t a i n about 
92 percent e lu t ion of uranium from the r e s in . This i s a t an A:R r a t i o of 6:1 
and would provide a 9 -g / l H^^ eluate grade and a 5-g/ l V^OQ ex i t ing r e s in 
concentration. Higher e lua te grades and/or lower ex i t ing res in concentration 
coulcl be obtained by increasing the column length. Resin residence time was 
the c r i t i c a l factor in determining res in e lu t ion eff iciency. The indicated 
resin residence time required to produce an eluted res in containing <5 g/1 
UaOg was 160 to 190 minutes. 
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DETERMINING THE SOLUBILITY OF ALUMINUM HYDROXIDE IN ALUMINATE SOLUTIONS AND (R) §!!» O 
THERMODYNAMIC ASSESSMENT OF SOLUTION STABILITY ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ 

!™ ̂  CS 

A. I. Lainer, Ya. S. Babitskii, I. P. Sova, and M. B. Chernomordik ^ ^ S 

In general, alumina is produced by the Bayer method using a technology which con
tains two basic processes (leaching and aluminate decomposition) and a series of 
ancillary operations designed to prepare the raw material and the intermediate prod
ucts. The speed of the heterogeneous processes of aluminum hydroxide solution 
during bauxite leaching and of aluminum hydroxide crystallization during decomposi
tion of the aluminate solution can be described by the heterogeneous kinetics equa
tion i.-hPi'r n 

where k is the coefficient of solution or crystallization speed, F is the phase 
interface, C is the concentration of dissolved material in the solution, and Co is 
the concentration of material in a saturated (equilibrium) solution, its solubility. 
Under conditions in which thermodynamic factors have a decisive effect, i.e., the 

reaction is limited by attainment of the equilibrium state, the absolute supersatu
ration of tJie solution may serve as a numerical index defining the stability of the 
solution [1] : 

P=C—C„. J 2)' 

This has a negative value for an unsaturated solution, and can be used to define 
the capacity of a solution to dissolve or to precipitate the dissolved material 
quantitatively in absolute units. 

Equation (1) ta)ces the following form when applied to.alumina production processes: 

i a 
(3) 

where a and agq are the AI2O3 concentrations in the aluminate solution and in its 
corresponding equilibrium solution respectively. 
However, when aluminum hydroxide passes into or out of aluminate solution a change 

takes place in the weight and volume of the solution, accompanied by changes both in 
the aluminum oxide concentration and in the alkali concentration in the solution, in 
spite of the fact that the amount of alkali in it does not alter. 
This interrelationship makes it impossible to define the amount of aluminum hydrox

ide added to or taken from a unit of volume or weight of two aluminate solutions une
quivocally by reference to the difference in the aluminum oxide concentrations of 
tiiese solutions. In addition, if allowance is made for the fact that it is the 
eaount of alkali in the solution that determines the solubility of aluminum hydrox
ide in it, it becomes clear that the aluminate solution alkali concentration in 
explicit form cannot be used for quantitative assessment of the potential of a solu
tion to dissolve aluminum hydroxide. 
Consequently the concentration values for an equilibrium aluminate sdlution, though 

defining the state of the solution as a system with zero chemical potential, do not 
permit a quantitative assessment of the deviation of an actual solution from that 
•state. In other words, the use of the term (agg - a) in (3) is incorrect. 
The most reliable experimental data and observations in research on aluminate solu

tions are reconcilable with recognition of the ionic nature of the solution. Let us 
consider the aluminate solution as a caustic soda solution in which the alkali is 
present in the form of Na+ and 0H~ ions; as aluminum oxide dissolves in it, the 0H~ 
ions are replaced by AlOI ions according to the equation 

Alj03+20H-=2A!07-fHs0. (4) 

In this case the equilibrium aluminate solution can be described as an equilibrium 
nonogeneous system consisting of AlOJ and Na"*" ions in an aqueous medium. The corre
sponding ion concentrations in such a solution can be calculated by reference to 
known concentrations for an equilibrium aluminate solution 

' k •• 

1000/1 

3 ' ( ' 0 0 - 6 2 - n - T O S " ) 

ion/loOO. g .H ,0 , 

(5) 
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c. = 
lOOOa 

• ion/IOOO gr H , 0 , 

(6) 

where 
The 

[ 2 ] : 

n and a are the aluminate solution NazO and AI2Oa concentrations, wt. %. 
chemical potential of each of the ions can be described in the following form 

M„=(iS+RrigYaCA. 

Hn̂  =Jx*4-firigY„Cw, (8). 

where 
an inf initely 

Pj^ are the chemical potential of the AIO2 and Na ions respectively in 
dilute aqueous solution, R is the universal gas constant, T is the 

temperature, and Ya ^ ^ ^ Yn ^ ^ ^ the respective activity co
efficients of SIO^ and Na"*" respectively. 

In view of that fact that aluminum hydroxide and oxide 
are practically insolizble in water it may be assumed that 

Ya = 1-
It is assumed in the case of salts whose cations and 

anions have similar physical properties that cation activ
ity is equal to anion activity [2]. This permits the 
assumption as a first approximation that the activity co
efficient Yn is equal to the average activity coefficient 
for NaOH. Data on the activity coefficients of NaOH solu
tions with a concentration of 0-17 mole per 1000 g of 
water in the 0-70° C range are given in [31. 

The following may be written for an equilibrium aluminate 
solution, as for any equilibrium system: 

(9) 

where v^ = Vj, = 1 are the respective stoichiometric coef-

S 10 20 iO ifO 50 j H ;• 

Relationship of alumi
nate oxide solubility 
to NaOH solution ac
tivity at various 
temperatures, °C: 
1) 30; 2) 40; 3) 60; 
4) 70. 

f i c i e n t s . 
I t f o l l o w s from ( 9 ) , t a k i n g a c c o u n t of (7) and ( 8 ) , t h a t 

= , Rr lifitt. 
(10) 

where C^ is the concentration of AlOz ions in the equilib
rium (saturated) aluminate solution. 

The C;̂  value defines the solubility of aluminum oxide in 
NaOH solution according to its concentration and tempera
ture. 

The Figure shows the relationship of solubility of alumi
num oxide in NaOH solution to the activity of that solution. The relationships were 
plotted from concentration values for equilibrium aluminate solutions at 30, 40, 60, 
and 70° C [4-8], converted using formulas (5,6). The Yn values were calculated frora 
reference data in [3] according to the Cu concentration and the temperature. 

The practically linear nature of the relationship for a constant temperature leads 
to'the conclusion that the solubility of aluminum oxide in NaOH solution at a given 
temperature is directly proportional to the activity of that solution. 

In alumina production by the Bayer method, at temperatures not exceeding 100° C 
aluminum hydroxide trihydrate is the principal product of reaction between the solid 
phase and the solution, in both the solution and the decomposition processes. In 
these circumstances three molecules of water are introduced or taken out with each 
aluminum oxide molecule, which amounts to 0.529 g of water with each gram of.alumi
num oxide. The change in the NaOH solution concentration and the corresponding 
change in its activity caused by this phenomenon can be taken into account if the 
concentration of the NaOH solution is calculated by the formula 

;v = 
I29n 

IOO — 1,529a 
(11) 

In these circumstances the following amount of aluminum hydroxide trihydrate is 
dissolved in each 100 g of such a solution: 

I 5 2 , 9 a 

ICO — 1.529a (12) 
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Obviously the A values calculated by formula (12) for equilibrium aluminate solu
tions will be the solubilities of aluminum hydroxide trihydrate in NaOH splutions 
with concentrations calculated by formula (11). 
Analysis of empirical data on NaOH solution activity coefficients showed that the 

relationship of y^ to concentration and temperature can be fairly well represented 
by an expression in the following form in the range corresponding to alumina produc
tion by the Bayer method: 

Yn=fti+''tA'+''37"-i-6,/Vr-fft,\». (]^3) 

Taking account of (10), the analytic expression for the relationship of aluminum 
hydroxide trihydrate solubility to concentration and temperature will take the fol
lowing form: 

Af=e^(b^•i-b,.V-hb:,T-^-b^NT-i•b^^"}N, (14) 

(9) 

where b^ are constants. 
In view of the fact that the range of changes in the variables Ap and N is great 

and not evenly represented by experimental findings, the minimum sum of the squares 
of the relative errors should be chosen as the criterion of approximation in seeking 
the coefficients in (14). 
Identification of model (14) is made difficult by the fact that not all the coef

ficients are included in J-t linearly. Generally known methods of minimizing the 
functionals such as gradient or random searches are very laborious, requiring a 
large number of mathematical iterations. These methods often fail to ensure good . 
convergence-. 
A method was used to find the bi coefficients included in model (14) in which the 

parameter evaluation algorithm in matrix form is reduced to the following. 
Let us use the following notation: Y is the m column vector of measurements of the 

output varialjle; ij/ (x,b) is the empirical formula; B is the p column vector of the 
unknown parameters; X - m x z is the matrix df measurements of the output variable. 
A linearized problem is solved at each step in the iteration process, for which 

the (p = 1) vector of parameters Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , p, (p -i- 1) , is recorded. The 
following procedure meets the standard of the method of least squares. 
1. The error column vectors are computed 

2. Matrices are compiled 

D,= y--if.(x. B,), l = i , , 2 , .... p.,(p-i-\). 

r = |D,iD,;...;D,i...jDp+,i 

W-[ 1 1 i.--| , ,• ••; 1 J-

3. The matrix of coefficients of equations of hyperplanes corresponding to the 
linearized problem " 

L=TH-

is computed• 
4. Matrix L is broken down into matrices S (the first p columns) and P: [the 

(p = l)-th column, the signs of the column elements being replaced by the opposite 
signsJ. 
5. The next approximation to the desired solution is calculated by the method of 

..least squares: 

. . B'=—(S'S)-'S'P. 

6. An iteration process is formed by defining a new set of parameters taking 
account of B* and the repetition of the procedure set out, if the condition of proc
ess termination has not been fulfilled. 
It is known from [9] that algorithms similar to that discussed have a tendency to 

Degenerate when the parameter vectors are replaced one at a time. To avoid this and 
^ make computation of matrix L less laborious, a simplex algorithm was developed; a 
'eature of this algorithm is the use of a parameter basis in the form of a regular 
P-dimensional simplex. The orthogonal properties of the latter make it possible to 
obtain matrix L without solving systems of equations in explicit form. The next 
Approximation of B* (or the point obtained with allowance for it) is used as the 

. center of a new simplex, the size of which varies according to the course of search 

.for the solution. 
^analytic expression for the solubility of aluminum hydroxide trihydrate was 

Ootained by processing data on aluminate solution equilibrium composition on a "Nairi" 
conputer, using the algorithm given: 



sm 
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-4ph= c " ^ ( - 4 3 8 7 . 8 7 - I - 1644.15Af + ' 22.271 - 4 . 3 6 A ' r + 1 .B06N')N, 
(15) 

where T is the temperature, K. 
The results computed using expression (15) show a fairly close coincidence with 

the equilibrium composition data if allowance is made for the fact that these data 
were obtained by a wide range of both Soviet and foreign researchers, using various 
methods. The error exceeds 7% in only 10 of the 128 equilibrium composition values 
processed. 

The overwhelming majority of deviations do not exceed 5%. The standard deviation 
in relation to the range of changes in solubility examined is 1.2%. 
The relationships obtained can be used to express analytically the absolute super-

saturation of aluminate solution with aluminum hydroxide trihydrate. If allowance 
is made for the fact that there are (100 - 1.529 a) grams of NaOH solution with con
centration N in 100 g of aluminate solution, we can write the following, taking 
account of (2): 

p = (/I - Ap) 
100 —1.529a 

100 
il ,529a— Ap 

100—1,529a 
100 (16) 

The absolute supersaturation g computed in accordance with (16) quantitatively 
defines the stability of the aluminate solution. It defines the potential capacity 
of the solution to dissolve or to precipitate aluminum hydroxide trihydrate. 
An adequate mathematical model of alumina production processes can be constructed 

on the basis of Eq. (3), using supersaturation 8, with a view to optimizing these 
processes. 
Work is in progress at present at the Dneprovsk Aluminum Plant to set up an auto

mation system for a number of processes in alumina production, using the results 
discussed. 
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Abstract—Normal dode,tyl mercaptaritvas evaluated as a collec
tor for flplaUon of .sulfide minerals anti preciotts rnetah. The 
reagent is from the class of normal Hiercaptoalkdnes (riralkyl 
thidls),.and is commercially available i'n the form, ofa mixture of 
ndodecyl tnercaptun, the primary constituent, and a isidtet-
soluble dispersant, under the trade name PennfloatO'^'i3.* 
Repdrt'ed:aTe;resutts of bench-scale flotation experiments on 
rriany corrirjiercially treated base -meidl ahd_ pfecibus metal 
sulfide ores. Dosages, points of addition, and flolation pH were 
drhong the variables studied. Mast'notable results were irir 
creased cppper, •molybdenum, and precious rnetals recbveries. 
Dosages of dodecyl mercaptan on sorhe ores were consideTably 
lower than requiredfoT conventional collectors. The reageni 
wasshown to be a highly effective and versatile collector on vir
tually all ofthemoTe than 30 sulfide ore types examined. 

Introduction 

An analysis of a commercial flotation operation cannot be 
undertaken without considering the effectiveness and charac
teristics of'the mineral collector. Wtiile manyoperations show 
satisfactory metallurgical performance, others are characteriied 
by low recoveries of certain metals. Factors such as inadequate 
liberation, surface tjxidiatioh of sulfide minerals,' orthe adverse 
or depressing action of some modifying agents, often inhibit 
high recoveries. Under such conditions, it is the collector that 
often controls the ultimate metallurgical performance. 

Perhaps the best example of the limitations of some collectors 
is in byproduct recovery of molybdenum from copper ores. ' 
Recoveries at many plarits have traditionally been iow, being 
ascribed to mqlybiienite lockiiig with gangue minerals or 
because of low ore grades. To illustrate the impact of low 
recoveries, consider that in .1976, pver 204 Mt of porphyry cop
per-molybdenum-bearing ore were milled in the US. Of the 
nearly 40 kt of contained molybdenum metal, fully 51%, or 
about 20 kt of molybdenum, were discharged to tailing^ areas. 
In today's metal markets, this translates to'a considerable dollar 
value. A similar situation existsfor other metals (copper, nickel, 
precioiis metals, etc.) although to lesser extents. What is 
required to increase the recoveries of molybdenum and other 
metals is a rnineral collector with powerful adsorption proper
ties. 

One type of collector was found to be very efficient for sulfide 
mineral flotation and, moreover, has resulted in significant in
creases in recoveries of molybdenuin, copper, precious metals, 
and other raetals from numerous ore types. 

Earliest studies of dodecyl mercaptan were done at the 
laboratories and pilot plant of Palabora Mining Co. in South 
Africa by A. Wiechers,. The reagent is presently used in 
Palabora's main concentrator, resulting in a 5% increase in 
copper recovery over that obtained with more conventional 
collectors. 

In early 1977, Pennwalt Corp, authorized Haien Research 
Inc. to begin studies of a newly developed flotation reageiit, 
normal dodecyl mercaptan, as a collector for sulfide minerals. 
Dodecyl mercaptan, a long-chained collector from the class n-
alkyl thiols, is now conimercially available from Pennwalt Corp. 
under the tradename Peimfloat 3. The commercial reagent is a 

' i^Mj.rradsmark. Pennwalt.Cprp-
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mixture of ri-dodecyl rnercaptan, the primary constituent, and a 
water-.soluble dispersant. 

Initial studies with dodecyl mercaptan atHa:ten Research's 
Tucson laboratories centered on copper-molybdenum ores from 
US operations. After encouraging initial results on these ores, 
especially with respect to increased rnetal recoveries, study pf 
dodecyl mercaptan branched out to other types of sulfide ores, 
including several from Canada. 

The object of the research prpgram was to evaluate normal 
dodecyl rricrcaptaii, in the form of Pennfloat 3, as a collector for 
a variety of base metal and precious metal sulfide ores in direct 
comparison with other collectors under bench scale conditions. 
This direct approach was chosen in lieu df more fundamental, 
studies, to offer an early indicatioii of the collector's charac
teristics and its potential applicability in commercial flotation 
operations: Such practical data would be available for more 
detailed optimization studies at the commercial operation.-

R ea gent D escri pt i on 

Pennfloat 3, in its conimercially available foran, is a mixture 
of.n-dodecyl mercaptan, the primary constituent, and a water-
soluble dispersant. The reagent is u ^ d full.strength and can be 
handled aiid distributed in the plant in the same manner as 
other.full strength collectors. Pennfloat.3 has a flash point of 
greater than 93°C and a specific gravity of 0.873. The reagent 
has a stable and lengthy shelf life and is biodegradable. 

Experimental Procedures 

Samples of various ore types designated for study were fur-; 
nished by commercial operators, Airepreseritative.sample of mill 
feed (grinding circuit feed) was obtained. Upon receipt at 
Ha^en' s Tucson laboratory, the ore was prepared for test work 
and head assays examined initially for confirmation with the 
operator' s estimated yalues. 

Standard or operational laboratory flotation conditions, fur
nished by the operators, were used foir initial tests on most ores. 
On some, for which no laboratory information was supplied, 
bench conditions were designed to simulate typical, operating 
practice. 

A requirernent was that no modifications viiould be made to 
the operators' standard conditions, such.as.fineness of grind, 
flowsheet, flotation,times, and major reagent practice (pH 
modifiers, depressants, activators, etc.). Occasionally, however, 
minor changes were made to the reagent scheme to examine 
other conditions and'prdyide additional data onthe collector. 

Initial tests on each ore involved control tests to reproduce, as 
possible, typical results using standard 'laboratory conditioning 
and reagents, arid to provide data fordirect comparison with 
tests using dodecyl mercaptan (Pennfloat 3). The correlation 

D.R. Shaw is senior project engineer, Hazen Research Inc., 
Tucson, AZ. SME preprint 79-33B, SME-AIME Fall Meeting, 
Tucson, AZ, Oct 1979. Manuscript Aug. 20,1979. Discussion bf 
this paper must bessubmitt'ed, in duplicate, prior to Aug. 31, 
1981. 
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Ore 

A 

B 

C 

Table 4—Effect of Dodecyl Mercaptan as Aux 

Collector 

Type 

Z - l l . Z S 

Z-11,Z-6 
Pennfloat(TM)3 

2.11. Z.6 

z i i . z -e 
Pennlloat(TM)3 
Z-11 

Z.11 
Penntloat(TM)3 

Dosage, 
g(t 

105 

60 
40 

100 

50 
20 

55 

45 
25 

Product 

Rougher concentrate 
Rougher tailing 

Rougher concentrate 
Rougher tailing 

Rougher concentrate 
Rougher tailing 

Rougher concentrate 
Rougher tailing 

Bulk concentrate 
Tailing 

Bulk concentrate 
Tailing 

Mary Collector 

Weight 

% 
15.54 
84.46 

16.28 
83.72 

11.25 
88.75 

12.03 
87.97 

8.76 
91.24 

10.67 
89.33 

on Gold Ores 

Assays, Olslrtliullon 
g/t Au % Au 

77.83 
1.68 

73.71 
1.03 

36.00 
0.240 

36.69 
0.103 

19.54 
0.411 

15.43 
0.274 

89.5 
10.5 

93.3 
6.7 

95,4 
5.0 

97.7 
2.3 

84.6 
15.4 

87.0 
13.0 

Copper rougher concentrale plus pyrite rougher concentrele 

Precious M e t a l Ores. 

Cold ores. Dodecyl mercaptan (PennfloatfS) was evaluated as 
a collector for flotation ofgold values in ores from three foreign 
operations. The occurrence of gold values in each ore was 
largely associated with iron sulfides; discrete gold was uncom
mon. The results of test comparing dodecyl mercaptan with the 
standard xanthate collectors are shown in Table 4. 

The most effective use of dodecyl mercaptan was in conjunc
tion with reduced dosages of the operational collectors (xan
thates). Gold recoveries were from 2.4 - 4% greater than ob
tained with operational collectors. Although seemingly only a 
slight increase in gold recovery, the 2.4% increase, for example, 
would represent a potential increase in operating revenue of ap
proximately $84p 000 annually (based upon 2.3 kt/d and gold 
value of S8/g. 

The experimental collector was also very effective as a 
primary collector in the absence of xanthates. High gold 
recoveries, comparable to those obtained under standard con
ditions, were obtained with dosages of dodecyl mercaptan as low 
as 70% of standard collector dosages. 

It was concluded from these studies that dodecyl mercaptan 
was very effective for flotation ofgold values associated with iron 
and other sulfide minerals. The potential for applying the 
reagent successfully to other ore types which contain gold values 
was indicated. 

Platinimi group metals ore. The effectiveness of dodecyl mer
captan (Pennfloat 3) for flotation of platinum group metals, 

98 _ 
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0 WaoorOit-KS—fl/r ^ s ^ 
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gold, and nickel values was examined on one ore from a foreign 
operation. The ore was characterized by its very low sulfide 
mineral content and by an abundance of talc. Test results com
paring dodecyl mercaptan with the operational collectors are 
shown in Table 5. Grade-recovery curves for nickel, platinum 
group metals, and gold flotation with dodecyl mercaptan are 
shown in Figs. 5-7. 

Dodecyl mercaptan was found effective for flotation of 
platinum group metals, gold, and nickel, and resulted in 
significantly improved recoveries. Highest recoveries were ob
tained using the experimental collector in conjunction with the 
operational collector, sodium isobutyl xanthate. Nickel and 
platinum group metal recoveries increased approximately 13% 
and 10%,respectively, while gold recovery increased about 27% 
over those obtained with xanthate alone. 

Dodecyl mercaptan was also effective as a primary collector 
on this ore. Recoveries of nickel and precious metals increased 
over those of the operational collector, but not to the same ex
tent as with dodecyl mercaptan as the auxiliary collector. 

Although metal recoveries increased vrith dodecyl mercaptan, 
selectivity in rougher flotation was reduced as a result of excess 
talc flotation. Higher dosages ofthe talc depressant, sodium 
carboxymethyl cellulose, would likely be required to control 
selectivity. However, in cleaning tests, conducted with standard 
talc depressent dosages, upgrading of rougher concentrates 
provided concentrate grade of 7 — 9% Ni, or just slightly lower 
than in the control test. 

In light of the obvious high value of platinum group metals 
and gold, the use of dodecyl mercaptan appears attractive on 
this and other similar ores. 

Coneclof Additions, qranmionoe o< Ore 

Z-U Pcfinlloal 3 

O lao -

O 180 • 25 

/> 180 SO 
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Fig. 4—Molybdenum grade-recovery relationship primary 
molybdenite ore. Fig. 5—Nickle grade—recovery relationship. 
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^ Developments in Soiution iViining 
Portend Greater Use for in Situ 

Leaciiing 
.D'ARCY A. SHOCK 

IVIahager C'entra! Research 
Continental Oil Go. 

In, this year's i-eview, the concept of solutipn min
ing has been expanded to include total .'iojution as 
well as the technology of leachj-ng, or'pa rti a I, solulion 
metiiods. Leaching methods continue to make strides 
in tlie processing of rtietallic minerals, pafticularly 
in copper- an'd uranium production. Mo quantitative 
data are available bri the increase of leach operations; 
how.ever, it is kiidwn that tliere we're nidie systems 
installed.in 1,96.9 and that the. eatiniated 15% of U.S. 
domestic productign of copper produced iii 1968'was 
by leach methods,' While the number of plublications 
appearing during the. year wei-e; few,""' llieie wiere 
special sessions in this field at the AIME Annual 
Meeting and SME Fall Meeting in ia.|fl and mp.re 
scheduled lor these meetings in 1970. Signilicant 
areas that should be mentioned are: the- continuing 
interest in bacteria to convert sulfide suitur to acid 
thus reducing reagent costs in both copper and ura
nium sulfide ores, the e.xploration of leaching agents 
other than common mirieral acids or alkaline solu
tions,'" ktiletic studies of leatli mechani.sms and the 
developrrierit Of microfractures for increased leach 
solutioh penetration by use of chemical or atomic 
|xplo3ivei."' 

Nuclear Explosives and Sotijtion lyjirring as a Team . 

The, experimental copper leach "Project Sloop" 
p'roposed by Kennecott,' using an atornic explo-sive 
to fracture flie low grade oxidized copper zone, near 
Satrord, .Ariz.,, edhtinued to be postponed due to lack 
o"l funds and otlier prbbleriis. The experiments in gas 
sands in Nevv Mexico and Colorado, "Gasbuggy" and 
"Ruiison,'-' were completed successfully so that some 
of the Gontainment objections'have been miniiiiized. 

The status of technology of total sblution riiining 
was well reviewed in'pap.ers given at the AIME An
nual Meeting, S.olution Mining Symposium-in Februr-
ary, and the papers given at the Third Symposium 
on Salt, April 21-24, 19'69, held at Cle ve land, Ohio, 
sponsored by the Northern Ohio Geological Society-
arid the Sblution Mining Research Institute. The im^ 
portance of solution mining oiC salt is reflected in the 
gi'Owihg number of brining operations which accom
pany salt productidn for the chemical industry. It is 
estimated that approximately 5Q% oflhe salt which 
goes into chlorine production is. now produced by 
jrining oi' solution miriing methods. Of majo'r sign if-
cance is the growing ri umber ôf LP gas storage In-
itallatioris; which -are lo'cated in salt beds; Of the 23& 
LP gas storage facilities in Operation -iri ;i966, 177 
ivere located in salt strata. Of these, 76 were single 
iayities in salt domes and 101 were in bedded salt. 
The storage, capacity in salt represented lli) million 
3hl' of the 125 miliion, total capacity." The .storage 

capacity of LP gas is projected to reach 150 riiillioh 
bbl capacity by 1970,"' thus one can anticipate a coh-
.tinuing development, of new cavities. Th.e solution 
mining of potash has been accomplished in Canada 
by Kallurii for a number of years. The application of 
hydratillc fracturing arid coritrolled potash removal 
in these beds wias reported at, the Solution Mining 
Syinposium,;" • .. 

Two WeHSystems Capture The Most Attention 

The mechanism of solution of salt for a sinile well* 
seems id be sufilcieriUy understood to satisfy present 
operations. 'Husband and. Shook, of the Saskatchewan 
Researcli Council," reported on tlieir continuing re
search ot the single well system. Current research 
and development seems to have turried to interest in 
the two-well system. On the theoretical side, Jessen 
presented his work on .a multi well system including 
the solution mechariisiris taking place in horizontal 
an'd vertical fra'ctures.'''"' The technirjue of connecting 
wells by hydraulic fractu ring and removing the sol
uble salt seems to be sufficiently well establLsiied to 
practice bn-an operational basis.""'"'"" Brief mention 
of solutipri removal of troriii and borax wsis reported 
af-the Thi r d Salt. Symposium 

In, summary, the technique-oi leaching-of metallic 
ores, particularly in copper, continues to. grow with 
in-anium leaching also being important, In-situ leach
ing is in an interesting experimental stage. Its appli
cation to various, field situations can be anticipated. 
In the total sdlution extraction area, there is consid
erable evidence 'that the mechanisms of removal in 
the multi well, ih-situ system are receiving more 
thorough study'and that the hydraulic fracttiring 
techrii que is being used as a practical operative tech
nique. The rtext few years should show some inter-
festing developmerits in solution extractio'n methods, 
pai'ticularly applications in in-situ recovery. 
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Developments in Solution Mining 
Portend Greater Use for In Situ 

Leaching 

if 

D'ARCY A. SHOCK 
Manager Central Research 

Continental Oil Co. 

ŷ  In this year's reviews, the concept of solution min-
|:.ing has been expanded to include total solution as 
^ well as the technology of leaching, or partial solution 
$. methods. Leaching methods continue to make strides 
fS/in the processing of metallic minerals, particularly 
"fin copper and uranium production. No quantitative 

-data are available on the increase of leach operations; 
:; however, it is known that there were more systems 
gi installed in 1969 and that the estimated 15% of U.S. 

j'V;> domestic production of copper produced in 1968 was, 
^ by leach methods.' While the number of publications 
^appear ing during the year were few,''* there were 
!^ special sessions in this field at the AIME Annual 
^Meet ing and SME Fall Meeting in 1969 and more 
:^scheduled for these rheetings in 1970. Significant 
^ a r e a s that should be mentioned are: the continuing 
^ in t e re s t in bacteria to convert sulfide sulfur to acid 
^ ' thus reducing reagent costs in both copper and ura-
W nium sulfide ores, the exploration of leaching agents 
p othei- than common mineral acids or alkaline solu-
,if' tions,'''' kinetic sludies of leach mechanisms and the 
^̂ ; development of microfractures for increased leach 
^ solution penetration by use of chemical or atomic 
^ : explosives.''' 

Nuclear Explosives and Solut ion Min ing as a Team 

The experimental copper leach "Project Sloop" 
proposed by Kennecott," using an atomic explosive 
to fracture the low grade oxidized copper zone near 
Safford, Ariz,, continued to be postponed due to lack 
of funds and other problems. The experiments in .gas 
sands in New Mexico and Colorado, "Gasbuggy" and 
"Ruiison," were completed successfully so that some 
of the containment objections have been minimized. 

The status of technology of total solution mining 
was well reviewed in papers given at the AIME An
nual Meeting, Solution Mining Symposium in Febru
ary, and the papers given at the Third Symposium 
on Salt, April 21-24, 1969, held at Cleveland, Ohio, 
sponsored by the Northern Ohio Geological Society 
and the Solution Mining Research Institute. The im
portance of solution mining of salt is reflected in the 
growing number of brining operations which accom
pany salt production for the chemical industry. It is 
estimated that approximately 50% of the salt which 
goes into chlorine production is now produced by 
brining or solution mining methods. Of major signif
icance is the growing number of LP gas storage in
stallations which are located in salt beds. Of the 236 
LP gas storage facilities in operation in 1966, 177 
were located in salt strata. Of these, 76 were single 
cavities in salt domes and 101 were in bedded salt. 
The storage capacity in salt represented 110 million 
bbl of the 125 million total capacity.' The storage 
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capacity of LP gas is projected to reach 150 million 
bbl capacity, by 1970," thus one can anticipate a con
tinuing development of new cavities. The solution 
mining of potash has been accomplished in Canada 
by Kalium for a number of years. The application of 
hydraulic fracturing and controlled potash removal 
in these beds was reported at the Solution Mining 
Symposium." 

Two Well Systems Capture The Most At tent ion 

The mechanism of solution of salt for a single well 
seems to be sufficiently vmderstood to satisfy present 
operations. Husband and Shook, of the Saskatchewan 
Research Council," reported on their continuing re
search of the single well system. Current research 
and development seems to have tui-ned to interest in 
the two-well system. On the theoretical side, Jessen 
presented his work on a multiwell system including 
the solution mechanisms taking place in horizontal 
and vertical fractures."'" The technique of connecting 
wells by hydraulic fracturing and removing the sol
uble salt seems to be sufficiently well established to 
practice on an operational basis."'"-"'" Brief mention 
of solution removal of trona and borax was reported 
at the Third Salt Symposiumi 

In summary, the technique of leaching of metallic 
ores, particularly in copper, continues to grow -with 
uranium leaching also being important. In-situ leach
ing is in an interesting experimental stage. Its appli
cation to various field situations can be anticipated. 
In the total solution extraction area, there is consid
erable evidence that the mechanisms of removal in 
the multiwell, in-situ system are receiving more 
thorough study and that the hydraulic fracturing 
technique is being used as a practical operative tech
nique. The next few years should show some inter
esting developments in. solution extraction methods, 
particularly applications in in-situ recovery. 
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[57] ABSTRACT 
Directed thrusts are generated in rock by detonating 
explosive charges in groups of drill holes therein, the 
drill holes being aligned so that the maximum thrust 
from the substantially simultaneous detonation of 
charges in a group of holes is exerted in a direction 
close to one in which the rock has been found to be 
particularly vulnerable to failure, i.e., a direction that 
is at an angle of 60° to a representative normal of a 
densely populated set of Joints in the rock and that 
also is close to a direction of maximum principal tec
tonic stress should one be found. 

17 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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holes, the substantially simultaneously detonated 
DIRECTED>THRUST BLASTING PROCESS groups of charges are detonated in succession with 

„ „„ ^ , „ ^ ^ ^ „ „ ^ .»„ ,^»,.^y^», respect to other such groups, the time interval between 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION the detonations of sua:essive groups of charges being 

1, Field of the Invention 5 sufficient to permit the pressure in the vicinity of the 
The present invention relates to a method of blasting next group of charges to retum to its ambient level. 

wherein one or more explosive thrusts are generated in Directions in which the rock is particularly vulnera-
rock in directions in which the rock has been found to bie to fiailure are thrust directions which are opiimum 
be particularly vulnerable to failure. for sliding the joints in a densely populated set of joints 

2. Description of the Prior Art '0 in the rock, especially joints that are already under 
Blasting processes have long provided man with a shear stress for sliding in the same direction, owing to 

powerful tool for performing useAil work, affording the existing tectonic stresses in the rock. Accordingly, a 
energy required, for example, for excavation opera- direction of vulnerability to failure generally will be a 
tions of various kinds, i.e., operations in which material direction which is at an angle of 60° to a representative 
is dug out and removed at or below the earth's surface ' ̂  normal of a densely populated joint set in the rock, and 
either to form a useful cavity or to derive profit from preferably also close to a direction of maximum princi-
the removed material, e.g., in mining. More recently, pal tectonic stress if the rock is under anisotropic tec-
blasting processes for fracturing deep rock have be- tonic stresses. 
come increasingly important as it has become neces- Because the common plane in which the drill holes of 
sary to tap deep mineralized rock masses, e.g., ore ^^ each group lie has its normal oriented along the maxi-
bodies or oil pr gas reservoirs located from about IOO mum thrust exerted by the detonations in the holes of 
feet to about a few thousand feet beneath the earth's the group, this normal is purposely oriented close to a 
surface, in order to supplement or replace dwindling direction of the rock's vulnerability to failure. This 
energy sources and minerals supplies. The fracturing orientation of the plane containing the drill holes al-
procedure is required to prepare the masses for such in ^̂  lows the energy produced by the detonation to work in 
situ recovery operations as leaching of ore or retorting combination with the pre-existent directions of weak-
of oil shale in place. ness in the 'rock, thus utilizing the explosive energy 

The preparation of large volumes of deep rock for in more effectively and thereby reducing the cost of ex-
situ operations by blasting requires the emplacement of plosive fracturing processes, 
enormous amounts of explosives in the regions to be 30 nF«;rRnmON OF T H F DRAWiNn 
fractured, which in tum entails the drilling of vast num- " ' ^ ' ^ DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
bers ofshot holes therein. To some extent, drilling costs FIG. I is a schematic representation showing the 
can be reduced by drilling holes of smaller diameter edges of planes in whicb drill holes are to be located 
than is required to accommodate the size of the explo- with respect to a specific joint system in the present 
sive charges to be employed, and enlarging or "spring- 33 process; 
ing" the lower parts of the shot holes, located in the FIG.2 is a plot of the measured principal tectonic 
segment of rock to be fractured, to produce chambers stresses described in Example 1; 
having the volumes required to hold the explosive FIG. 3 is a plot of joint normal positions used to 
charges. Nevertheless, the costs of such large blasts will determine dense jointing directions as described in 
be substantial. Therefore, any procedure which can ^ Example 1; 
increase the effectiveness of the blasting process, Le., FIG.4 is an angular plot of the direction of maximum 
produce more useful work (e.g., fracturing) in a given principal tectonic stress and dense jointing directions 
volume of rock per weight of explosive used, and described in Example 1; 
thereby allow larger separations between stot holes or FIG. 5 is a drill hole pattem laid out for the direction 
a smaller explosive charge per shot hole would add ^̂  of vulnerability to failure found in Example 1; 
considerably to the value ofthe blasting process. FIG. 6 is a plot of joint normal positions used to 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION ^ f e a;*"*^ ^°"*^"* * ^ * * ° " ' "" ' ^ ^ ^ ^ " 
The invention provides a method of generating a FIG. 7 is a drill hole pattem laid out for the directions 

directed thrust, and preferably a succession of directed ^^ of vulnerability to £ailure found in Example 2; and 
thrusts, in rock, each by the substantially simultaneous HG. 8 is a drill hole pattem laid out for a trenching 
detonation of explosives in an oriented coplanar group operation described in Example 3. 
of holes in the rock, comprising: In the present process, explosive charges in a plural-

a. forming one or more groups of drill holes in the ity of drill holes are detonated in a maimer such that 
rock, the holes in each group being a rank of adjacent ^̂  there is at least one, and preferably a succession of 
holes lying substantially in a common plane whose multiple-hole detonations, each detonation being a 
normal defines a predetermined thrust direction, and group-detonation, i.e., the substantially simultaneous 
said plane being oriented in a manner such that the detonation of charges in a group of adjacent holes in 
thrust direction is within about 20° of, and preferably rank. The holes in each group or rank lie substantially 
substantially coincides with, a direction in which the ^ in a common plane and their detonation exerts a maxi-
rock has been found to be particularly vulnerable to mum thrust normal to the common plane, i.e., in a 
failure by virtue of existing jointing anisotropy and horizontal direction when the plane is substantially 
pcKsibly also by virtue of anisotropic tectonic stresses; vertical. Consequently, a succession of detonations 

b. loading the drill holes with explosive charges; and produces a succession of thrusts into the surrounding 
c. detonating tbe charges in each group of drill holes ^̂  rock mass, the direction of each thrust being dependent 

substantially simultaneously, whereby the group-deto- on the orientation of the common plane in which the 
nation exerts a thrust against the rock in the predeter- holes ofthe group lie. In the present process, the orien-
mined thrust direction. With multiple groups of drill tation of the common plane is such that the thrust 
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direction, i.e., the normal to the plane, is aligned in a Prior to laying out a drill hole pattem in the present 
direction chosen to cause maximum shear displace- process, it is necessary to identify the various directions 
ment of existing joints in the rock. To accomplish this, in which the rock to be blasted is most densely jointed, 
the common plane has a normal that is oriented at an Often, the jointing will be relatively simple, with the 
angle close to (i.e., ± about 20°) 60° to the normal of a 3 great majority of the joints easily being assigned mem-
densely populated joint set in the rock. In some cases, bership in a major set of joints by inspection, the joints 
there may be more than one direction of dense jointing, in each major set being nearly parallel and the mean 
and the common planes of some drill hole groups can direction of each major set being clearly distinct from 
be oriented so that the explosive thrust will be exerted the mean direction of every other major set In such 
to cause maximum sliding of one set of joints, and the '0 cases, the directions in which the rock is most densely 
common planes of other drill hole groups to cause jointed can often be closely estimated by measuring the 
maximum sliding of another set of joints. colatitude and azimuth of the normal (that is, the 

In the present process the orientation ofthe common amount of dip and its compass direction) of a typical 
plane ofthe group of drill holes is related to the jointing joint in each set The proportion of joints belonging to 
and stresses in the rock, but the orientation of this '^ each set can be estimated by choosing a random sample 
plane with respect to the horizon is not critical. How- of joints and counting those that belong in each major 
ever, in most blasting situations the holes will lie in a set, assignment of each joint to a set being done by 
substantially vertical common plane, and the maximum inspection. 
thrust exerted by the group-detonations therefore usu- In most cases, however, such a direct approach «nll 
ally will be substantially horizontal. Accordingly, the 20 notbeacceptableowingtothecomplexity of the joint-
direction of the rock's vulnerability to fiailure generally ing system or the limited amount of data available, or 
is referred to herein as a horizontal direction, and the the desirability of avoiding bias arising from the assign-
tectonic stress as a horizontal stress. ment of joints to a set by inspection. Well-developed 

Referring now to FIG. 1, the lines (dashed) denoted methods exist for obtaining the directions of most . 
as BHP represent the edges of a first set of parallel ^̂  dense jointing in such cases. Such methods are de-
vertical borehole planes spaced evenly apart from one scribed, for example, in Structural Ceology, M. P. Bill-
another. Lines BHP' (dashed) represent the edges ofa ings, Ed. 3, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall Inc., 
second set of evenly spaced-apart parallel vertical 1972; and in the United States Bureau of Mines Re-
borehole planes that intersects the first set Multiple, ports of Investigations RI 7669 (Mahtab et al., 1972) 
spaced boreholes are to be drilled in one or both ofthe 30 and RI 7715 (Mahtab et al., 1973). Typically, these 
borehole planes. The normals to the two sets of bore- methods involve (a) measuring the colatitude and azi-
hole planes (dashed lines) are horizontal and are ori- muth of the normal of each joint in a randomly chosen 
ented at an angle of 60° to the normal (dotted line) of set of, for example, 100-1000 joints; (b) plotting these 
a plane ofthe indicated densely populated vertical joint measured coordinates of each normal as the point 
system. In this manner the thrusts from the detonations 35 where it will intersect a sphere centered on the normal, 
of explosive charges in the holes in borehole planes and (c) determining the denaty ofthe plotted points as 
BHP and BHP', which are normal to planes BIO> and a fimction of position on the surface ofthe sphere. This 
BHP', are made at an angle of 30° to the plane of the density usually is expressed as a percentage of the plot-
joint system. Thrusts made at such an angle generally ted points that lie within a circular area centered on the 
are optimum for sliding the joints existent in the rock. ^ point to be assigned a density, each circular area having 
When the tectonic stresses in the rock are such that a 1/200 of the area of the surface of the sphere. Such a 
maximum principal tectonic stress is not present a circular area is one whose radius subtends 10.37° from 
single joint plane system preferably is subjected to a the center ofthe sphere. Those positions on the suiface 
succession of thrusts from altemately reversed direc- of the sphere where the density of plotted points 
tions, e.g., by the simultaneous detonation ofa group of *̂  reaches relatively high values represent the normals to 
charges in a BHP plane alternating with tbe detonation planes in the rock that are nearly parallel to relatively 
of a group of charges in a BHP' plane (FIG. 1). In this large proportions of the joints. A Lambert azimuthal 
manner, the thrust of each group-detonation reverses equal-area (or Schmidt) projection can be used to 
the direction of shear from the thrust of the previous make an equivalent plot in a plane instead of on a 
detonation. Two joint plane systems can be worked by ^0 spherical suiface. 
generating a succession of thrusts from altemately dif- The strikes and dips can be measured on oriented 
ferent directions, one to preferentially shear the joints core, or on exposed joints on nearby underground or 
in the first system, followed by a thrust from a different surface outcrops. One may use, for example, an acous-
direction to preferentially shear the joints in the second tic imaging and mapping method wherein acoustic 
system. ^̂  signals are reflected from anomalies in the surrounding 

In the present process, when the rock is found to be rock with the emitting and receiving transducers 
under anisotropic tectonic stresses, i.e., when the dif- mounted in a drill hole drilled in the rock, as described 
ference between the maximum and minimum principal in Engineering & Mining Joumal, Feb. 1970, pp. 
tectonic stresses is 200 psi or more, the normal of the 93-96. 
common plane of each group of boreholes preferably ^ In the present process, a direction of most dense 
also b as close as possible to the direction of maximum jointing is a direction such that at least S% of a mea-
principal tectonic stress (horizontal stress for a vertical sured random sample of joint normals lie within 10.37° 
plane). In such a case, blasting will reinforce the tec- of it and preferably such that it coincides with the 
tonic shear and the set of joints will &il more easily. mean direction of all joint normals lying vinthin 10.37° 
The blasting thrusts should be exerted so as to persis- ^^ of it 
tendy shear the set of joints showing the greatest tec- The mean direction of a group of joint normals (in 
tonic stress, and the thrusts should be in the same direc- this case, for a group of joints that are nearly parallel) 
tion that reinforces the tectonic stress. can be calculated from the measured dips and azimuths 
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by Retationahips (4) and (5) found on pages 8 and 9 of 
the above-mentibned Biireau of Mines Report of Inv^-
tigattons RI-7669, as follows: ÎCT'IBJH 

^,»tan-< t ( f . ) ' + («TO>'l"* ^ 

oj I dips and^azimutha of dcn|^ j^intmg dlrecltons 
» , ) having direction cosines fq. Hij, flj) 

« i i dj-1 dips and^azimu 
fi, 1 W ' t o ($h ffj) with direction coiinei 

< r , - t an - ' - # ^ ! 

cja&Bf 
s i n * 

A = 

- ^ = cess & j . 

f cos'«r 
t s i n ^ 

A-™-

Cos A + «n 

i»A-ft 

'^1r> 

ffj sin ft 

j _ ^ 10 ™ 60° =• (i A+ mfcnij +' «j ni = sin +j;coi tfj siii s j coi 
W ™ r e ft + sin fl) lin &/<i| sin ft + coo * / e « oj 

/i = sin ^ COS (T̂  
mi = siil (^ sin <ri For hDiizpntal directions, oj = 9Ci° 
rt( = c o s ^ ^ ^ 
i = 1,2, — N ,t -• * " ' " ^ •" sin ^1 COI <rj cos ft + sin A iin ft sin ft 
jL= 1, 2 , — M a n d 
0j = mean dtp of a group of joints designated j {that 

is, the colatittule of the mean nonnal of theigroup 
^ofjoints) ™ * •"• " " ' ( " i - A , 
o-j = azimiith of Il» mean dip bf the group of joints 20 ' 

(that is, aamuth of the horizontal component gf 
the mean normal of the group of joints) 

N = number of joints whose normals plot within the 
circle having 1/200 of the area of the sphere 

M = nuinber of nu^t densely joiiited directions jS 
^ i = dip of the ith joint Preferably the magnitude ami direction of the hori-
o- i = asmutfa of the dip of the itih joint zontal components of the tectonic stress in tlw rock is 
A directipn of dense jointing {$i, vj) which also coin- also determined. Hiis can be done by any one of sev-

cides with the mean directipn of all joint normals lying eral stress relief methods or by ain hydr^Iic fracturing 
within 10.37° of it can bne found by the foUowing pro- 30 method. 
c^s of successive a{>proxiii^tions; Any of the direc- The sb-ess relief methods alt rely on either measure-
tions of dense jbintihg close to a local den&ity maximum ment of the change in dimensions exhibited by a small 
is chosen as a starting point, or a local d^isity maxi- volume of rock when it is cut loose from a nx:k forma-
mum calculated by a cdrnputerpragram Kich as that tion that is under stre^, or on measurement of the 
described in the United States Bureau of N̂ Gnes Infor- j j stie^es r^uired to restore the original dimensions to 
mation Circular lC-8624, A Computer Program for such a volume of rock (F. T. Williams and A Owei^ 
Qusterihg IkUa Poirits on the Sphere (Slmnley et al., Tunnels & Tunnelling (London) 5,. 13^-42 {1973) No. 
1974) can be used. The niean direction of all measured 2). 
joints lying within 10.37° of this first direc^on is calcu- The hydraulic fracturing niethod, as presently pr^-
lated, using the relatktnships ̂ ven above. Has calcu- 40 deed, relies on a determination of the hydraulic pres-
lated dtrectu>n becomes a new starting jpdint and again sures required to initiate frticture of the wall of drill 
the mean direction ofthe new set of joints tying witfain holes in an unstrrased sample, and also ofa drill hole in 
10.37' of it is calculated. TIw procedure is r e n t e d the foimation in qu^tion, axui the pressure required to 
until the calculated mean direction ooinddra with the hold the latter fracture open, once it is formed, and the 
one previoualy csUculated, 45 compass orientation of the fracture in the borehole 

IMrectibns of vuhierability to feiliue are found by walll. Th^ method is reviewed by B. C. Haimson^ Symp 
determining the horizsntal directions (ft and ft') that Soc. Intemat d « Roches; Nancy, 1971, VoJ. II, Paper 
make an angle of « y with tiie liomials that map each of , No. 30, with a specific example of stress deteimination 
the most denselyjointed directions dipping at least 30° Ln deep rock using this method. 
(Le., for which 30° < $, « 90°. - 50 For determination of the nagnitude and direction of 

For deiKe jointing that B along vertical or nearly the horizontal coraponents of the tectonic stress iii 
vertical planes, whose normals tiierefore lie within a deep rock accessible only throug boreholes drilied 
few (tegiees of the boHzonfaJ plane, and which there- down fliom the surfece. the KydrauUc fracturing 
fore have valuM qf$} tiiat are close to 90°, tiiisis easily method is ttie easiest to use at tiie present state of the 
done by simply taking compass-directions (0j and ^j') .55 ait, and is therefore preferred. 
that are ± 60fl fit>m the value ot &, corresponding to if the difference between tte maximum and mini-
each of tiiese densely jointwl directions. In tiie general mum priricipal horizontal tectonic stresses measured as 
case, however, ft and ft' can be found graphicaUy or by described atove is 200 psi or more, then the value of ft 
solving ttie foUowing ©quatioii for ft, for each of Af or ft' that is selected is the one which is closest to ttie 
directions ttiat are most densely, jointed directions: 60 meaaired azimutii of ttie maxiinum principal Iwrizontal 

t^tonic stress. If several valu» of ft or ft' lie within 
A - d. - COS- C ^ y ] 10° of ttiis dttectwn, and they are derived firam direc-

*" • tions of appreciably differing jointing density, tten the 
one derived from the more densely jointed direction is 

ThsequationwiU h|ive two solutions (ft and ft') for ^5 selected. 
30° <-$, <150°, one sdlution for <̂ j = 30°(or 150°) and Ifthe difference tetween the measured minimum and 
no Kilutions for 0° « $, <30°and 150° < | j « 18.0°. maximum principal horizontal tectonic stresses is less 

than 20b psi, then one can choose either (a) a value of 
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ft or ft' derived from the most densely jointed direc- holes, are preferred in order to avoid vibration prob-
tion, or if there are several choices derived from about lems associated with larger blasts, 
equa] jointing density, preferably one that is close to Adequate directivity of the thmst of tte planar 
those from one or more other densely jointed direc- charge group requires that all explosive in the group be 
tions or (b) two or three values of ft or ft' that are 5 consumed in a very short length of time. Variables that 
oriented within 90° ± 10° or 120° ± 10° of each otter. tend to reduce such directivity are: large variabUity in 

Once the direction(s) of vulnerability to failure (ft cap initiation times, a high velocity of sound in the 
and ft') have been found, a two-dimensional pattem of rock, a low detonation velocity of the explosive com-
drill hole locations is laid out, the locations teing prising tiie array, and a large spacing between detona-
evenly spaced on a horizontal line or on a set of hori- '0 tors in a charge, hi general, the spacing between deto-
zontal, evenly spaced parallel lines tiiat are peipendicu- natots in a hole should be govemed by Uie following 
lar to ttie chosen value (or values) of ft or ft'. If several relation in order Uiat Uie maximum ttirust be exerted in 
values of ft or ft' have been chosen, ttien a horizontal ^ dnection wiUiin 10° of Uie desired direction: 
line or a set of evenly spaced horizontal parallel lines is 
laidout perpendicular to each chosen value of ft or ft'. '^ 
A substantially vertical borehole is drilled at each loca- R s 2 D lo.oj -^—s"!"* 
tion. 

If the rock is to be blasted in a single thrust, all of the 
drill holes on one horizontal line perpendicular to ft or where: . , , . - _, 
ft' comprise a single group, and Uie explosive charges 20 R = separation of electncaUy fired detonatore in a 
loaded therein are detonated substantially simulta- borehole 
neously. In most instances, however, it wUI be tenefi- ^ = detonation velocity of tiie explosive to be miti-
cial to subject the rock to a succession of thrusts and ^^^ 
Uierefore to form multiple groups of drill holes on one -S = separation of holes in Uie group C = velocity of 
or more horizontal lines perpendicular to each chosen 23 sound in tte rock 
value of ft or ft', and to c^tonate in succession the ^ = standard deviation of the explosion times of si-
charges loaded into tiie groups of holes. Subjecting tte multaneously mitiated blasting caps, for tte type of 
rock to multiple explosive thrusts in succession allows cap and firing current to te used, 
one, inter alia, to take advantage of the incremental 
swelling of fracture zones that is achievable when blast- 30 î nnna: 
ing is conducted in flooded rock, as described in my (AD' -S '+T* <« ( -jr-m lO*)*-(0.17-4—)' 
co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 382,845, 
filed July 26, 1973 now U.S. Pat No 3,902;422. , ^ ^ . ^..^^-u,^,.riabiii.yof«„i„H-tionpoin» 
Therefore, in a preferred embodiment of the present *" 
process the drill teles form a pattem of multi-hole 35 • o m -S •» 
groups, tte teles of each group lying on the same line ** '"•**' c" *' 
(i.e., in a common plane), and groups preferably being 
located on a set of paraUel lines (i.e., in a set of parallel por sufRcientiy stert charges, one detonator per 
planes) witii rnultiple ^ u p s per Une andj^tii Uie ^̂ ârgB should te sufficient, but Uie use of longer 
groups evenly distributed in plan view^If Uie difference *0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ die use of a larger numter of detona-
tetween Uie maximum and minimum terizontal prmci- ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j^^ 
^tectonic stresses has been found to te ^ t e r than can te used to Specify Uie required simultanwusly of 
200 ps. Uien the groups of teles are laid out on a set of ^ .^^^ andtte maxim^ aUowable spacing te-
paralle Imes aU runmng m the same direction, i.e., Imes -.„^_ :_:,;„,__ • j _ .^ _ .:_• _ • i.-,-^ . 

J- 1 . .u o u- u • i „_ - . . .u_-I-L.; 4< tween mitiators havmg a given timmg variability. In 
perpendicular to the ft which IS closest to tte direction " , . _ ' ^^. „ , - " . . . j . . 
if tte maximum principal tectonic stress. If U« differ- ^ ^ ' . " J*?^? "° •°"8er ttian «/2 can te mitiated 
ence tetween Uie stresL is less, Uien two interacting ' ^ ^ J . ^ * ' * " " * ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ' I T ^ ^ T , ^ Uie charge, a 
sets of parallel lines perpendicular to ft and ft' may te ? ^ " ° / ° 2 8 " " ^ ^ ^ «=^ ^ ^ T ^ *"? * ^ ^ % 
cons t ruB and groljs of teles drilled on teUi sets of " [ ""^r placed no farther Uian W2 from eiUier end of 
ll̂ g^ <r •- 30 the charge, and charges longer than R will require two 

Tlie explosive charges in each drill hole group are °f ™°« ' ^ ' ^ fP^****j^^ ? ' ^ ^ ^ "° ^^"^^ 
detonated substantiaUy simultaneously, and Uie groups than R and no farther Uian m frtjm erther end of Uie 
are detonated in succession. When tte holes lie in in- ™?Ke- , . . , 
teisecting planes, Uie detonation ofa group of teles in " * « rock to te blasted is ateve Uie phreatic surface, 
one of tiie sets of planes alternates wiUi that of a group S3 >t« preferable to flood ttie rock m ttie vicinity of each 
of teles in tiie ottier set The time tetween successive ff°^P °^ •» ' « witii vrater before detonating Uiem. If 
group-detonations is sufficient to permit the pressure * e rock to te blasted is below the phreatic surface, it 
resulting from one detonation to reftim to its ambient "s preferable ta aUow ground water to percolate into 
level in the vicinity ofthe next group in tte succession. open fi:acture3 left by tte previous blast before the 
As a rule, when tte successive groups of teles are ^ î ext blast is made adjacent to it Thus, tte present 
adjacent to each otter, the time interval tetween process preferably is carried out in conjunction with 
group-detonations is at least 2d/C, where <f is the spac- the process for blasting in flooded rock d^cribed in my 
ing between a tele in one group and a tele that is ateve-mentioned co-pending U.S. patent applicatin 
closest thereto in an adjacent group, and C is the veloc- Ser. No. 382,845 now U.S. Pat No. 3,902,422, tte 
ity of compressional waves in the rock. 63 disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer-

The size ofthe drill hole groups can vary, e.g., ateut ence. Aluminum-containing water gel explosives are 
from two to eight holes per group, but in most instances the preferred explosive for this type of blasting because 
small groups, e.g., groups of ateut from two to four of their high energy density, good water resistance. 
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ability to fill a terehole to high loading density, safety. For 60° from the joint normal represented by the 
and reasonable cost center of Circle 2: 

For tereholes where the barren overburden is at least 
as thick as the underlying rock, e.g., ore, to te worked a. = 95* - -• 1 co»W . 
by blasting, it is particularly desirable to minimize the ^ sin 60* 
amount of drilling required to emplace the charges. 
This can te done by increasing the volumes of the The values of ft which satisfy this equation are: 
tereholes at the depths where the charges are to te 
placed. The volume of a tele can te increased by /a, = 40.3*, iS," = 149.7' 
springing it to a larger volume with one or more prelim- '" 
inaiy explosive charges or by reaming the deep parts of No horizontal directions exist that tear 60° from a joint 
t t e tele to larger volume, using an expansion bi t termal represented by the center of Circle 3 . 

The following examples serve to furtter Ulustrate d. The maximum terizontal principal stress direction 
specific embodiments of the process of the invention. (.fn) and the values of ^,, ft', ft, and ft' that represent 

'5 thrust directions found ateve to te optimum for shear-
^xample 1 jng joints are plotted in FIG. 4. The direction /S,' 

A body of copper ore lying tetween the depths of (49.5°) is seen to te the optnnum direction along which 
320 and 570 feet is to te fragmented by explosives to to direct the thrust ofthe explosions, tecause it is quite 
prepare it for t t e leaching-out of copper values in close to the direction of t t e maximum principal stress 
place. (55°). 

a. Three tectonic stress measurements are made by e. Sue evenly spaced, horizontal parallel lines are laid 
ttie hydraulic fracturing method at depths of 370,445, out perpendicular to ^,', on a spacing appropriate for 
and 520 feet in each of three coreholes drilled into ttie the separation of ranks of tereholes in this rock, for the 
ore at vndely separated positions (a teut 500 feet apart) , , charge diameters that are to te used. For example, 
in the ore to te blasted. The average horizontal princi- "s>ng an explosive comprising a gelled mixture of 
pai tectonic stresses obtained from Uiese measure- 29.6% monomethylamine nitrate, 18.9% ammonium 
ments, which are plotted in FIG. 2, are: nitrate, 10.5% sodium nitrate, 11.0% water, and 30% 

powdered aluminum (by weight) in 10-inch-diameter 
tereholes (to te chamtered by reaming) in monzonite 

Magnitude Afimuth porphyry rock, a spacing of about 90 feet tetween lines 
w • u • . .n.^ • I ^S^ fPtgraTntt) is used. Evenly spaced hole positions are laid out on 
Maumum Horizontal Pnncipal 830 55* , , . , , , , . , • r-,..^ <. t 

Stress (<r„) (Compresnve) each of these paraUel Imes, as stewn m FIG. 5, the 
Minimum Horizontal Principal 210 145* spacing between holes teing the same as the spacing 

Stress (O-H) (Compressive) 
tetween the lines. T t e substantially vertical tereholes 
are drilled one or a few at a time and then chamtered 

b. The strikes and dips of ttie joints are measured in by ""der-reaming t t e ore body in the 320-570 foot 
oriented core, previously taken >^tt, a triple core barrel T ' T t l ^ t ^ " ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^^^ volume at c .u -yin etr\ c . j .t. • .. i • It. . i .™ u „ i „ this depth mterval by a ractor of a teut seven in this from the 320-570 feet depth mterval m the three holes u i»l- * u v J i. • .u u i r 1. 
used in obtaining ttw tectonic stress condition in Step 40 ^ ^ - P^J? of chamtere^ holes Uie holes of each pair 
(a). A Schmidt E j e c t i o n of Uie resulting data for 131 S^^^ " ^ ^ . " ^ - ^ S ? l !. ̂ " ^ shown connected 
joints is shown in FIG. 3 . In Uiis figure, 4 denotes Uie l'^'^ ' ^ ^ " " « " " C " 5 ) . . » 1 ^ P^"^ °f holes teing 
plotted positions of joint normals where Uiey intersect -" . fff icred posrtion on adjacent Imes, are Uien l<«ded 
r. „ r , u„te.^it.. ™ u - „ _-_•—»j .u - -J,.^..!. „^A wtb the same explosive and one pair of teles deto-
the upper half of a sphere centered on the normal; and . j . ^ . ,. • r . t . .. 
I 1 ^ J -x .t^ .» -L-,!^ u_ .: 1 or. ^e *u^ o«.o «* «k<. 4< nated at a time so as to exert a succession of thrusts on 
1,2, and 3 denote circles havmg 1% ofthe area of the 45 , • .1. « . j - T-,. ^ . - r.t. 
. . . / u- u 1 . 1 *.u - „« » the rock in the ft direction. The fragmentation of the 
hemisphere (which plot as ovals of the same area on a _ • • „ j • j j 1. j _^ c .t. 
Schmidt projection) centered on tiie mean positions of ° ' ^ "̂  T ' ^ V ^ *^^^"** J ' ^ l ' ^ f ^ K ° \ *** 
aU joint n o p a l s ttiat plot in Uie circle. TTw several T ^ f e ' e n ^ of core fragment at least 2 mches long 
mok densely jointed directions are identified by ^ *•»"* ^ ^ ' ^ " S * "Stained tefore blastmg. 
crosses. Their coordinates are as follows: 50 EXAMPLE 2 

An oU shale formation lying tetween t t e depths of 
c«^ofcii;^te2; t - M ' ? ' - " v 600 and 850 feet is to te fragmented by explosives to 

Center of Circle 3: £ = 20* &," 2S0* prepare it for retorting in place. 
55 a. Tectonic stress measurements made by overcoring 

c. The horizontal directions Uiat make angles of 60° !"«*?«ls » ' ^ ^ h o ' « b o r ^ ^ " * underground work-
wiUi Uie most densely jointed directions found in Step " S ^ ™ ^ « ^ ^how Uiat the proiapal tectonic 
(b) are found by solving Uie foUowing equation: ' ^ " ^ «»^^ese deptiis are as foUows: 

For 60° from the joint normal represented by the 
center of Circle 1: 60 ., . , inclination 

Magnitude Azimuth iram vertical 
(pn) (degrees true) (degrees) 

a , e /M -1 . cos 60* 

3, = 350*-cos- |^S-gOr 

The values of ft which satisfy this equation are: 

Pl = 290.5*. fl,' = 49.J* 

<rii 

o-o 

" • a 

1100 
(compressive) 

280 
(compressive) 

170 
(compressive) 

35 

92 

181 

169 

IOO 

84 
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Inasmuch as era and 0-33 are nearly horizontal and 

differ by only 110 psi, the shear provided by horizontal 
tectonic stresses is too small to have an important influ
ence on the blasting results. 

b. The strikes and dips of a random sample of joints ^ 
exposed in the underground workings are measured 
and plotted on a Schmidt projection, shown in RG. 6. 
Three directions of dense jointing as folio-.'."! are dis
closed by this plot: 

:o 
Center of Circle 1: 
Center of Circle 2: 
Center of Circle 3: 

'5̂ . = 90* 
8.-66* 
*. = 8r 

» , = 0* 
& - 0* 
ff,= 280* 

c. Since tectonic stresses can te neglected, and since ' 5 
the center of Circle 1 defines a nearly vertical jointing 
direction Uiat contains a clear majority of joints, hori
zontal directions /S, and /3,' that are inclined 60° from a 
densely jointed direction are ft = 60° true and fit' = 
300° true. . 20 

d. Sets of 25 horizontal evenly spaced (80 feet) paral
lel lines are constructed perpendicular to the directions 
60° tme and 300° true (i.e., perpendicular to ^1 and 
ft'), as shown in FIG. 7. The intersections of these two 
sets of lines are evenly spaced locations on the lines, 25 
and are chosen as terehole locations. The teretele 
locations are paired as shown in RG. 7 so that mem
bers of each pair lie on the same line and approximately 
equal numters of evenly interspersed pairs lie along 
teth of the sets of parallel lines. (Other arrangements 30 
Uiat meet these conditions also exist.) The tereholes 
are then drilled to a depth of at least 850 feet. The 
holes are then reamed with an expansion bit to increase 
their diameter over the depth interval 600-850 feet 
Pairs of tereteles, as chosen ateve, are loaded with 33 
explosives up to approximately the 600 foot level and 
detonated simultaneously. Another adjacent pair of 
teles is then loaded and detonated simultaneously. The 
terehole size and explosive are t t e same as those in 
Example 1. This process is continued until all tereholes ' ^ 
in the pattem have teen detonated, the detonations 
altemating frxim one set of paraUel lines to the other to 
shear the shale back and forth. The fragmentation of 
the shale is increased as evidenced by core fragment 
size measurements. *^ 

EXAMPLE 3 

Blasting is to te undertaken and then a trench exca
vated along the center of a city street so as to obtain 
good rock breakage, yet to minimize t t e amount of 50 
explosive required per round and to maximize the 
amount of rock broken per pound of explosive. The 
rock is a sedimentary formation that is densely jointed 
paraUel to weU-defined tedding planes that dip 33° in 
t te direction 160° true. The trench is to mn in the 53 
direction 100° tme. 

In this case, tectonic stresses are neglected. The 
blasting is arranged to exploit the jointing parallel to 
the bedding. 

The strike and dip of the bedding give: 60 
I , = 33° 

^, = 160° 
ft= 160°-t-23.4°= 183.4° 
ft'= 160° - 23.4° = 136.6° 65 

The terehole arrangement based on these values is 
shown in FIG. 8. In order to minimize backbreak, the 
rock is pre-sheared with reduced charges shot in 1.5-

inch-diameter holes drilled along the outiine of the 
trench (groups of holes denoted 1, 2, 3, and 4). The 
direction in which the trench is teing driven makes /3,' 
a more favorable thrust direction than Pi. Conse
quently, each set of holes to te simultaneously deto
nated (i.e., groups denoted S, 6, 7, 8, and 9) to break 
up the rock within the pre-sheared perimeter is drilled 
on a line perpendicular to 136.6° true. The explosive 
used to similar to that descrited in Example I, but 
contains no aluminum. The groups are detonated in 
num.erical order starting with Group 1. 

The holes in each of these groups of holes are deto
nated simultaneously, and there is an appreciable time 
interval between the detonation of one group and that 
of the next. The rock is effectively broken from the 
detonations. 

I claim: 
1. A method of generating a directed thrust in rock 

comprising: 
a. forming in the rock a group of adjacent drill holes 

which lie substantially in a common plane whose 
normal defines a predetermined thrust direction, 
said plane being oriented in a manner such that the 
thrust direction is at an angle in the range of a teut 
from 40° to 80° to a representative normal of any 
densely populated joint set in the rock; 

b. loading the drill holes with explosive charges; and 
c. detonating the charges in the group of drill holes 

substantially simultaneously, whereby the group-
detonation exerts a thrust against the rock in the 
predetermined thrust direction. 

2. A method of claim I wherein said group of driU 
holes are formed so as to Ue in a substantially vertical 
common plane. 

3. A method of claim 1 wherein said group of driU 
teles are formed in a manner such that the thrust direc
tion defined by the normal to their common plane is a 
direction which, in addition, is closest to the direction 
of a maximum principal tectonic stress. 

4. A method of claim 1 wherein multiple groups of 
driU holes are formed, the substantially simultaneously 
detonated groups of charges teing detonated in succes
sion with respect to other such groups, whereby each 
groufMletonation in the succession exerts a thrust 
against the rock. 

5. A method of generating a succession of directed 
thrusts in rock, each by the substantially simultaneous 
detonation of explosives in an oriented coplanar group 
of adjacent holes in the rock, comprising: 

a. forming substantially vertical drill holes in the rock 
in a pattem ofa pluraUty of groups of adjacent driU 
holes, the holes in each group lying substantially in 
a common plane whose normal defines a predeter
mined thmst direction, said plane being oriented in 
a manner such that the thrust direction is a substan
tially horizontal direction that is at an angle in the 
range of ateut from 40° to 80° to a representative 
normal of any densely populated joint set in the 
rock; 

b. loading the drill holes with explosive charges; and 
c. detonating the charges in a pattem such that the 

charges in each drill hole group detonate substan
tially simultaneously and the substantially simulta
neously detonated groups of charges are detonated 
in succession with respect to other such groups, 
whereby each group-detonation in the succession 
exerts a thrust against the rock, the time interval 

'. tetween the detonations of successive groups of 
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charges teing sufficient to permit the pressure in 10. A method of claim 5 wherein said group of drill 
the vicinity of the next group of charges to retum holes are formed in a manner such that tte thrust direc-
to its ambient level. tion defined by the normal to their common plane is at 

6. A mettiod of claim 5 fiirther including Uie step of an an^e of substantially 60° to said representative nor-
determining said representative normal of a densely ^ mal of any joint set , ^ . 
„^„,.i.><>/4;.,™, 0-.!,«t„.\ .^^....^ „ .u« 1..,:,..̂ .̂  ....A 11. A method of claim 5 wherein successive groups 
populated jomt set by (a) measunng the colatitude and , , . ^ . j . . . • c . i . i . . 
X.̂ —...I. Fr rf.- __i -* u • • . • I _i., of charges are detonated at intervals of at least about 
azimuth of the normal of each joint m a randomly ,„ -,,? „ . 
. , r • • .̂  /L» . • L J 10 milliseconds. 

chosen sample of joints, b) plottmg Uie measured ,2. A mettiod of claim 5 wherein ateut from two to 
coordmates of each nonnal as Uie pomt where it will Q̂ ^ight drill holes are formed in tiie rock per group lying 
mtersect a sptere centered on Uie normal, and (c) substantially in a common plane. 
determining Uie density of Uie plotted points as a fimc- 13. A mettiod of claim 12 wherein two drill teles are 
tion of position on tte surface ofthe sphere, the direc- formed in the rock per group lying substantially in a 
tion of the representative normal of a densely popu- common plane. 
lated joint set teing a direction such that at least 5% of 15 14. A method of claim 5 wherein said drill hole 
the sample of joint normals lie within 10.37° of it groups lie in a plurality of parallel planes. 

7. A method of claim S wherein said group of drill IS. A method of claim 14 wherein tte holes of a 
teles are formed in a manner such Uiat Uie Umist direc- plurality of said drill hole groups lie in a common plane, 
tion defined by Uie normal to Uieir common plane is a ^^- ^ mettiod of claim 15 wherein said drill hole 
direction which, in addition, is closest to Uie direction 20 groups are formed in a manner such Uiat said plurality 
of a maximum horizontal principal tectonic stress. 9^ I ^ ^ ^ ' f'̂ ^* T T ^ ^ l " , ^ ' " ^ ' ^ f ^ ^ ' ^ ' - S ' t ^ f 

8. A meUiod of claim 7 further including Uie step of "* '" '= ' ' " " i " ^^.^ .'^, ^ " ^ ^ ^ T J ! " ' ^ < 1 " " ^'"'^ 
.,. ._ . . . . - . .. • groups are detonated, altemating tetween groups lymg 

measunng Uie magnin.de and direction of ttie honzon- on ttie two intersecting sets of paraUel planes, 
tal components of Uie tectonic stress m Uie rock by a ^ „ ^ ^gt^od of claim 1 wterein said directed tiimst 
stress reuef method. is generated in a deep segment of mineralized rock so 

9. A mettiod of claim 7 fiirUier including Uie step of as to produce a network of fractures Uierein to prepare 
measuring the magnitude and direction of the horizon- said segment for the in situ recovery of mineral vjilues 
tal components of the tectonic stress in the rock by an therefixim. 
hydraulic fracturing method. ,(, • « • » 
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Dynamic Tensile Strength of Lunar Rock Types 

S T E P H E N N . C O H N A N D T H O M A S J. A H R E N S 

Seismological Laboratory, Califomia Institute of Teclmology, Pasadena, Califomia 91125 

Tbe dynamic tensile strengths of four rocks have been detennined. A flat plate impact experiment is 
used to generate ~l-^-duration tensile stress pulses in rock samples by superposing rarefaction waves to 
induce fracture. A gabbroic anorthosite and a basalt were selected because they are the same rock types 
as occur on the lunar highlands and mare, respectively. Although these have dynamic tensile strengths 
which lie within the ranges 153-174 MPa and 157-179 MPa, whereas Arkansas novaculite and Westerly 
granite exhibit dynamic tensile strengths of 67-88 MPa and 95-116 MPa, respectively, the effect of 
chemical weathering and other factors, which may aflect application of the present results to the moon, 
have not been explicitly studied. The reported tensile strengths are based on a series of experiments on 
each rock where determination of incipient spallation is made by terminal microscopic examination. 
These data are generally consistent with previous determinations, at least one of which was for a signifi
cantly chemically altered (hydroxylated) but physicaUy coherent rock. The tensile failure data do not 
bear a simple relation to compressive results and imply that any modeling involving rock fracture con
sider the tensile strength of igneous rocks under impulse loads distinct from the values for static tensile 
strength. Generally, the dynamic tensile strengths of nonporous igneous rocks range from ~ 100 to 180 
MPa, with the more basic, and even amphibole-bearing samples, yielding the higher values. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Central to impact and explosive cratering processes, under
ground explosive excavation and fragmentation, and plan
etary accretion via large tedy interactions is the dynamic 
fracture tehavior of rock. Experimental high velocity impact 
craters (submillimeter to decicentimeter radius range) pro
duced in pristine rock and glass show that a major portion of 
the mass fractured by impact is in the form of plates spalled 
concentrically about the crater [Horz, 1969; Vedder, 1971]. Ex
cavation processes and consequently the final ejecta distribu
tion and partitioning of energy strongly depend upon the 
brittle tensile faUure characteristics of the rock, probably 
more so than compressional failure mechanisms. Lateratory 
experiments and numerical modeling show that crater evolu
tion and ultimate shape are sensitive to the faUure tehavior of 
rocks [Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968; O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1976; 
Melosh, 1977]. 

Developing predictive capabilities in the field of explosive 
cratering has required examination of the dynamic fracture 
and fragmentation of rock [Shockey et a l , 1975; Curran et a l , 
1977], and the possibility of in situ retorting of coal and oU 
shale, which requires prior mbblization, has attracted atten
tion to its tehavior under dynamic loads as weU [Murri et a l , 
1977]. Furthermore, Matsui and Mizutani [1977] propose that 
the dynamic strength and deformation tehavior of rocks com
posing planetesimal surfaces may have been important in con
trolling accretion of planetesimals in the early stages of plan
etary fonnation. 

Most studies of the strength of rock have been in the quasi-
static regime of hydrauUc or mechanical press experiments 
with strain rates as low as 10"' per second ranging up to 3 X 
10' per second obtainable with Hopkinson-bar apparatuses. 
The tensUe fracture strength of rock exhibits very little depen
dence on strain rate at rates below ICP per second but in
creases dramaUcaUy at the higher strain rates produced by 
shock waves in explosion, impact, and the highest strain rate 
Hopkinson-bar experiments [Rinehart, 1965; Stevens, 1974; 
Kumar, 1968; Grady and Hollenbach, 1977]. Quasi-static ten

sUe tests, such as employing the Brazilian geometry, demon
strate a stronger dependence on specimen size and geometry 
than strain rate [e.g., Price and Knill, 1967], Care must be ex
ercised in comparing fracture strength values over the range 
of strain rates, since the low strain rate experiments aU main
tain uniaxial stress states, in the test material, whUe the shock 
wave techniques produce uniaxial strain. Nevertheless, Ku
mar's examination of temperature effects upon the compres
sive fracture strength of rock suggests that a thermal activa
tion process dominates at low strain rates, but inertial and 
frictional shearing controUed faUure appear to dominate faU
ure processes at strain rates tetween 10' and 10* per second 
[Janach, 1976]. Grady and Lipkin [1980] have examined a se
ries of tensUe faUure models and point out several previous 
models and a wide class of data suggesting that tensUe frac
ture strength is proportional to the cute root of strain rate. 
However, suflScient data on the tehavior of various brittle ma
terials, under high rate loading, are lacking. 

In this study we have selected two basic igneous rocks, a ba
salt and a gabbroic anorthosite, tecause these are the same 
rock types as occur on the lunar mare and highlands, for de
termination of dynamic tensUe fracture strength. Two other 
rocks, Arkansas novacuUte and Westerly granite, were also 
tested for comparison with previous studies and different tech
niques. At a strain rate between 10* and IO' per second the 
rock samples are subjected to l-/is-duration tensUe stress pul
ses in a flat plate impact experiment. The stress level is varied 
to determine the stress which produces fracture initiation and 
growth. This is detected by microscopic examination for in
cipient spaU cracks in polished thin sections made from the re
covered samples. WhUe such an approach does not determine 
the strain rate dependence, the conditions of fraclure are ap
propriate for cratering and other dynamic tensUe fracturing 
processes. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Copyright © 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. 

Paper number SOB 1328. 
0148-0227/81/080B-1328$01.00 

A dynamic tensUe stress pulse is produced by superposing, 
along the midplane of the study sample, two converging 
planar rarefaction waves, each originating from a free surface 
reflection ofa compressive wave [Shockey et a l , 1973; Curran 
et a l , 1973]. Protected recovery of the free-flying rock target, 

1794 
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Fig. I. Sketch of muzzle area of gas gun showing recovery tank, sample holder, and alignment fixture. The velocity of 
the projectile is determined both by the travel time between laser beams and by the duration of the interruption of the 
third beam by the projectile. After impact the sample breaks its supports and flies freely into the target trap, where it is 
protected from further damage. 

after the initial impact, aUows it to be sectioned and micro-
scopicaUy examined. 

The experimental system (Figure 1) utUizes a 40-mm bore 
powder gun fitted, for these experiments, with a compressed 
gas breech firing system which provides velocity control in the 
desired range of 10 to 90 m/s. This produces tensile stresses 
between 27 and 243 MPa (0.27 to 2.43 kbar). The 75-g projec-
tUe, machined from polycarbonate, fits in the banel without O 
rings or other seals to resist motion. Resting in the banel dur
ing evacuation to 100 pm Hg, it is retained by a strand of fine 
magnet wire which breaks when the stored charge of com
pressed air is dumped through the breech. 

The impact plate is mounted on the front of the projectile. 
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) sheet stock is used for the 
impact plate material in these experiments, since it has a low 
shock impedence [Barker and Hollenbach, 1970]. The impact 
plate is press fitted into the projectUe so that it is supported 
circumferentiaUy, making its rear face a free surface. 

Tension is produced in the rock target by superposing two 
converging, planar rarefaction waves in a uniaxial strain con
figuration (Figure 2). The initial impact tetween the impact 
plate and the rock target produces compressional shock waves 
propagating away from the plane of contact into each me
dium, putting both into uniaxial compression. The wave trav-

SHOCK WAVE INTERACTIONS 
PMMA(FLYER) ROCK TARGET TIMEf/iS] 

I 1 - I 

LU 
a: 
y -
V) 

y ^ T 

T > ^ R 

20 .00 

0X)0 IMPACT 

.36 COMPRESSION 

.89 

1.10 SEPARATION 

1.41 

1.59 FIRST TENSION 

1.76 FRACTURE 

2.00 

2 .40 

2.63 COMPRESSION 

frnm 

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of sequence of 11 states produced upon interaction of shock waves developed at 
impact. In the diagram encompassing both target and impactor the vertical direction represents stress. Initial compres
sional waves propagate away from the impact plane, are reflected from the free surfaces of the target and impactor plate, 
and then superpose in the middle of the target to create uniaxial extension with ~l-/is duration. Tbe timing of tbe events 
depicted depends on the wave velocity and thickness ofthe target and impactor plate, while the stress level is controlled by 
the material impedances and impact velocity. 
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eling into the impact plate reflects off of the free rear surface 
as a relief wave and propagates back to the contact plane, re
ducing the stress in the plate to zero. The geometry, in each 
experiment, is chosen so that the impact plate reUef wave 
reaches the contact plane, reducing the stress to zero at the 
same time that the forward propagating wave in the target re
flects from the target's free surface as a reUef wave; this cone-
sponds to the fifth state depicted in Figure 2. The two rarefac
tion waves propagating in from the surfaces ofthe target drop 
the stress in the target to zero, but each wave is accelerating 
material away from the plane of potential tensUe faUure so 
that when they meet, they superpose to produce tension, 
shown in the seventh state, 1.59 ps after impact. The figure de
picts two cases. If no fracture occurs, then the two waves prop
agate to the sample's surfaces, bringing the whole target into 
tension; this is shown by the dashed lines. The two waves each 
reflect from the free surfaces as compressive waves and propa
gate to the midplane, dropping the stress to zero in their path, 
and superpose in the middle to produce compression, begin
ning a new cycle. This cycle repeats untU the energy is dis
sipated. The midplane of the target is held in tension for at 
most ~1 fis between states 7 and 11. This interval is con
troUed only by the velocities of propagation and the thickness 
of the target and impact plate;, it can be increased by using 
proportionaUy thicker elements. 

In the case where fracture does occur, the free surface 
created by the fracture radiates a compression wave which 
drops the stress in the target to zero as it propagates away 
from the fracture surface. This is depicted in Figure 2 by ig
noring the dotted lines and hatching. If fracture is induced in 

the target, the period of tension is reduced to the time interval 
between initial tension and the development of the fracture so 
that in practice, whUe unfractured samples experience ~l-/is 
intervals in tension, samples which do fracture are held in ten
sion for shorter periods of time. 

The rock target is machined to approximately 20-mm diam
eter and 6-mm thickness with parallel faces, one sUghtly bev
eled to aid identification in thin section. The target is then fin
ished on a surface grinder and hand-lapped to within 5 /im of 
flatness across the face. Using a brittle wax tooling compound, 
it is suspended in a loose-fitting aimulus so that its impact sur
face projects forward sUghtly. The moiinting annulus and tar
get are then fastened to the recovery vessel by three spring-
loaded alignment screws. The impact surface of the target is 
oriented normal to the axis of the banel by reflecting an axial 
laser beam back down the banel. The impact plate on the 
projectUe is also carefuUy fitted normal to the axis of the pro
jectUe to insure planar impact. 

The target assembly is positioned in front of an aperture in 
the recovery vessel, as shown in Figure 1. This permits the 
rock sample to fly freely into the recovery vessel after snapp
ing its wax supports upon impact but prevents the larger-di
ameter projectUe from foUowing. The target, or target pieces if 
fragmentation occurs, coUects in a cloth sack which seals as it 
flies free of its support. The sack and enclosed rock target are 
decelerated and cushioned by loosely stuffed rags and foam 
rubber in the recovery chamber. 

During the experiment, only the impact velocity of the pro
jectUe is recorded, from which the dynaniic stress may be cal
culated, as described below. The velocity of the projectUe 

TABLE 1. Properties of Rocks 

Rock 

Arkansas 
novaculite 

Westerly 
granite 

Beaver Bay 
gabbroic 
anorthosite 

Ralston basalt 

Minerology, 
% by volume 

100% quartz 

37% K feldspar 
30% plagioclase 

(An 10-20) 
26% quartz 
6% mica 
1% opaques 

. 67% plagioclase 
(An 60-90) 

26% pyroxene 
5% opaques 
2% limonite 

63% feldspar 

15% plagioclase 
(An 70-90) 

15% pyroxene 
(augite) 

5% opaques 
2% limonite 

Grain 
Size, mm 

0.01 

0.1-0.8 
0.2-1.0 

0.2-0.6 

0.4-0.7 

0.1-0.7 

<0.1 

0.7-1.2 

1-1.5 

Texture 

equigranular, 
occasional 
100-/mi fragments 

equigranular 
subhedral 

intergranular, 
euhedral equigranular 

subhedral 

fine grained feldspar 
matrix 

euhedral phenocrysts 

euhedral phenocrysts 

Flaw 
Structure 

oriented 
cracks 
up to 0.5 mra 
[Shockey et a i , 
1974] 

cracks up to 
0.3 mm 
[Hadley, 1976] 

Density, 
g/cra^ 

2.6» 

2.6* 

3.0t 

2.8t 

Ultrasonic 
P Velocity, 

km/s 

6.0' 

5.0* 

6.8t 

6.4t 

/r, PMMA 
Impact 
Plate, 

IO«kg/mVs 

2.7 

2.6 

2.8 

2.8 

The modal fractions, from Rosiwal analysis, are approximate. 
^Grady and Hollenbach (1978]. 
tThis study. 
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prior to impact is determined by the sequential interruption of 
three laser beams, one at the muzzle and two which traverse 
the banel (Figure 1), during the final 40 cm of projectUe 
travel. Each beam is monitored by a photodiode detector that 
triggers a time interval counter which is halted when the next 
beam is interrupted. The counters provide an accuracy of ± 10 
ps, and beam spacing is measured to ±0.5 mm, resulting in an 
overaU precision of ±0.5% for average interval velocities [Ah
rens et a l , 1971]; however, over the velocity range of 10 to 90 
m/s the projectUe is stUl accelerating as it approaches the 
muzzle of the banel so that increases of 20% were not tmcom-
mon between the first and second average interval velocities. 
We reUed instead on the velocity of the projectUe as it leaves 
the banel, which was measured by recording, on a dual-trace 
oscUloscope, the signal from the third laser detector with a 
caUbrated 10-kHz time signal on the second trace. The veloc
ity is then determined from the length of the projectUe and the 
time interval that the laser beam is blocked. Measuring the in
terrupt time from the photographic record of the osciUoscope 
trace is, the principal limit on accuracy. The overaU accuracy 
varied from ± 1% to ±4% depending how close the actual ve
locity is to the predicted velocity and hence whether the signal 
occupies most of the oscilloscope sweep. 

To maintain a state of uniaxial strain in the target samples 
during the tensUe pulse, the sample must have a sufficiently 
large diameter that reUef waves from the edges do not propa
gate into the region of interest. As the tensUe state ends, at 
each point, after the shock wave has traversed at most twice 

the tliickness of the sample beyond that point, the minimum 
diameter to assure strictly uniaxial strain in the center of the 
target is 4 times the thickness. In this experiment the target 
must be smaUer than the projectUe to allow recovery so that in 
practice, a ratio of 3 to 1 is employed. Consequently, relief 
waves from the initial compressional phase wUl reach the cen
ler ofthe target during the tensUe phase, shifting the dynamic 
stress state somewhat by increasing the tension acting on 
planes normal to the impact plane and increasing the axial 
stress level approximately 15%, but the greatest principal 
stress wiU still act normal to the impact plane. Our calcu
lations of stress levels assume uniaxial strain, ignoring this ef
fect. 

Induced tensile spaU fractures are expected to Ue normal to 
the axis of greatest principal tension and will therefore be par
aUel to the impact face. In this experiment the strain rate and 
length of time at tension are held essentially fixed whUe the 
stress level is varied by varying the impact velocity; thus it is 
the stress level at which crack growth is initiated, tmder dy
namic loading, that is detemiined. 

DYNAIVIIC STRESS LEVEL 

The intensity of the tensUe stress created by combining the 
two reUef waves in the target is a function only ofthe densities 
and wave velocities of the target and impact plate, and of the 
impact velocity. We have assumed that the reUef waves travel 
at the same velocity as the compression waves and that atten
uation of the stress waves is low so that the magnitude of the 

(a) ARKANSAS NOVACULITE 8 5 MPo (b) WESTERLY GRANITE 106 MPa 

WESTERiarGfWlNiTE 125 MPa (d) WESTERLY GRANITE 
I I 

I mm 

mmm^Q 

Fig. 3. (a) Reflected light photomicrograph of overlap of two adjacent induced cracks in Arkansas novaculite in a 
sample which showed 11 2- to 4-mm cracks running entirely across both cross sections, (b-d) Westeriy granite targets 
stressed at increasing levels to demonstrate fracturing, indicating that the dynamic tensile strength is exceeded (Figures 36 
and 3c), and the widening and fracturing on multiple planes and fragmentation that develops at higher stresses Figure 2d. 
The impaa plane is paraUel to the long dimension in each image. 
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tensional stress developed equals the compressional stress 
level in the first phase of compression. 

The level of compressional stress is govemed by the famU
iar momentum and stress equations. Let us define the foUow
ing parameters: 

Pi, p, respective initial state densities of the impact and tar
get materials; 

u„ u, respective particle velocities, after passage of initial 
shock waves, relative to the laboratory; 

c„ c, respective longitudinal (P) wave velocities of impact 
and target materials; 

a,, a, principal stress component acting normal to plane par
aUel to impact surface, for impact plate and target; 

Up impact velocity of the projectile. 

Then the momentum equation, appUed both to target and im
pact plate, becomes 

a, = P/:M, OI = PfilVp - "/) (1) 

At the impact plane we have continuity of both displacement 
and stress, yielding 

o, = 

u, = u, o, = o, 

o, 
P,c,\ 

PiCiPiC, 

PiC, + pfi, 
U„ = KU„ (2) 

and 

which relates the stress level, in the target, to known quan
tities. 

The impact plate material, PMMA, has been extensively 
studied by Barker and Hollenbach [1970]. Its density is 1.18 g/ 
cm', and, in the low-stress regime relevant to this study, it has 
a shock wave-speed of 2.8 km/s. The speed of rarefaction 
waves exceeds that of the compressional waves by no more 
than 5%, al these stress levels, and this difference is ignored. 
AS only the impact velocity is measured during the experi
ment, the actual shock wave velocities in the target and im
pact plate, for each experiment, are unknown. However, the 
measured variation of shock wave velocity wilh stress level is 
smaU in PMMA over the range of interest. WhUe rock materi
als show substantial increases in longitudinal velocity under 
uniaxial stress conditions between stresses of zero and 50 MPa 
[Tocher, 1957], it is shown below that these variations are not 
important to the determination of stress levels. For the rock 
samples it is assumed that the shock wave velocity is equal to 
Ihe ultrasonic longitudinal velocity measured in this sludy. 
We also assume that the elastic moduli and consequently the 
propagation velocity do not change significantly as the rock 
goes from compression lo exiension. FaUure of this assump
tion would imply that the tensUe stress produced is different 
from the compressive stress which is determined by (2). The 
shape of the stress wave as it propagates through the largei is 
also unknown; however, in Grady and HoUenbach's experi-

(a)GABBRCWii i iHg^^ (l^ GABBROIC ANC«i>«)SITE 205 MPa 

f ^ w S (d) RALST8N B/^ALT 179 MPa 

Imm 
J 

Fig. 4. (a-d) Reflected light photomicrograph of cracks in gabbroic anorthosite and Ralston basalt indicating that the 
dynamic tensile strength is exceeded. In each of these samples a series of cracks traverses the entire cross section close to its 
midplane. Propagation of fractures both through grains and along grain boundaries is illustrated by difi'erent views of the 
same sample of Ralston basalt (Figures 4c and 4d). The impact plane is paraUel to the long dimension in each image. 
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TABLE 2. Record of Shots for Each Rock 

Impact 
Velocity, 

m/s 

14.9 

21.0 

21.6 
24.7 
28.3 

32.7 
34.7 
38.8 

86.9 

29.2 
36.4 
39.2 
44.8 
46.2 
52.1 
57.2 

101.5 

38.3 
38.5 
39.8 
42.0 
50.6 

51.6 
52.1 
54.8 
62.0 
73.3 
73.8 

21.5 
22.7 
34.6 
37.6 
41 
42.7 
43.1 
45.8 
56.0 
63.8 
70 

Stress, 
MPa 

40 

57 

58 
67 
76 

88 
94 

105 

235 

76 
95 

102 
116 
120 
135 
149 

264 

107 
108 
111 
118 
142 

144 
146 
153 
174 
205 
207 

60 
63 
97 

105 
115 
119 
120 
128 
157 
179 
195 

. •• 
Comments 

Arkansas Novaculite 
0.3-mm crosshatched grid of cracks 

presumed induced by thin sectioning, since 
cracks are also seen in mounting 
material 

0.3-mm crosshatched grid of cracks 
presumed induced by thin sectioning, since 
cracks are also seen in mounting 
material 

no cracks 
no cracks 
0.3-mm crosshatched grid of cracks 

also in mounting material 
11 2.0- to 4.0-mm-long cracks 
2 2.0- to 4.0-mm-long cracks 
3 chains, perpendicular to impact 

plane, of 0.5-mm cracks trending -45° 
to impact plane 

fragmented 

Westerly Granite 
no cracks 
no cracks 
18 2.0- to 4.0-mm-long cracks 
coalesced cracks across entire section 
coalesced cracks across entire section 
coalesced cracks across entire section 
coalesced cracks across entire section 

and macroscopic fracture/failure 
fragmented 

Gabbroic Anorthosite 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
3 4-mm cracks normal to impact plane 
2 6-mm-long chains of cracks normal 

to impact plane 
no cracks 
1 2-mm crack parallel to impact plane 
5 2- to 4-mm cracks at midplane 
coalesced cracks across entire section 
coalesced cracks across entire section 
coalesced cracks across entire section 

Ralston Basalt 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
no cracks 
10 2- to 4-mm cracks across entire section 
spaU along midplane; half with free 

surface in one piece, impact half in four 
• pieces 

(2),_ is smaU. This is due to the low shock impedence, /,. (prod
uct of density and wave velocity), of PMMA compared lo the 
rocks studied. From (2) we have 

ments, where a record of free surface velocity ralher than 
sample recovery is obtained, rise limes conesponding to strain 
rates of 10*-10' per second are observed for rarefaction waves 
[Grady and Hollenbach, 1977, 1979]. 

While the shock wave velocities of the rocks studied are not 
measured, the effect of these uncertainties in K, the propor-
tionaUty factor relaling impact velocity and induced stress in 

3P. £^ 
dc, a, 

c, dK /, 
K dc, 11 + /, (3) 

which relates fractional change in shock wave velocity lo re
sulting fractional change in the value determined for stress. 
Substituting the values for PMMA and selected rocks (Table 
I) into (3) yields 

da, c, 
T ^ - < 0 . 2 . 
d c , CT, 

which shows that a 10% variation in the elastic wave velocity 
produces less than 2% change in the value of stress deler
mined. Thus the difference between the shock wave velocity, 
in a particular experiment, and the ultrasonic velocity used lo 
calculate stress may be neglected. The values of K relating 
stress in megapascals to projectUe velocity in meters per sec
ond range between 2.6 and 2.8, shown in Table I for the se
lected rocks. 

LITHOLOGIES OF ROCKS 

Four competent, low-porosity rocks were selected for dy
namic lensUe fracturing in this study. A range of textures is 
explored. The mosl finely textured material is a 10-/tm grained 
quartzite (novacuUte). The remaining three rocks have ig
neous origins wilh grain sizes ranging from 0.1 mm lo 1.5 mm. 
AU samples of each Uthology were made from the same piece 
of source rock at the same orientation. No effort has been 
made lo examine variaiions in behavior due lo orientation, 
since Shockey et a l [1973] concluded in their study of Ar
kansas novacuUte, which shows a strong prefened flaw orien
tation, that dynamic strength properties are independent of 
orientation. One sample of each material was selected for thin 
sectioning to establish a baseline crack distribution for com
parison to the cracks produced by the impact experiment. 
None of these conlrol sections showed flaws greater than 0.5 
mm in length, nor were any prefened orientations of the 
larger flaws observed which might confuse identification of in
duced spaU cracks in a target when examined microscopicaUy 
after recovery. In addition to the control samples, for each 
rock several tests were made at low stress levels which faUed 
to produce spaU cracks, and so the above statements apply to 
these sections as weU, confirming the general absence of 
cracks which we identify as spaU cracks, in unstressed sam
ples. The distinguishing properties of each of the four rocks 
are given below and in Table I. 

Novaculite, from Hot Springs, Arkansas, is a micro-
crystalline (10-^m grain size), homogeneous quartzite com
posed of uniform-sized, randomly oriented quartz grains ce
mented wilh siUca. This material is transparent to a thickness 
of about 0.2 mm, permitting extensive microscopic examina
tion. Ils dynamic lensUe strength and fragmentation proper-
lies have been studied by Shockey et a l , [1973, 1974], who 
also report an intrinsic, oriented system of flaws up to l-mm 
maximum diameter (sample courtesy of D. Grady). 

Gabbroic anorthosite, from Beaver Bay, Miimesota, is a ho
mogeneous, fine grained (0.2-0.7 mm) rock composed primar-
Uy of plagioclase and pyroxene. Under microscopic examina
tion it shows only slight alteration and no porosity, cracks, or 
flaws, although these are assumed to exist on some scale. 
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TABLE 3. Dynamic Tensile Strength and Crack Lengths 

Rock 

Arkansas novaculite 
Westerly granite 
Gabbroic anorthosite 
Ralston ba.salt 

Dynaraic 
Tensile 

Strength, 
MPa 

67-88 
95-116 

153-174 
157-179 

Stress, 
MPa 

88 
102 
153 
179 

Crack Distribution (Full Length) 

1.5-2.4 mm 2.5-3.4 mm 3.5-4.4 mm 

1 8 2 
2 9 7 
2 2 1 
4 5 1 

The dynamic tensUe strength, as defined in the text, is shown for each rock along with the stress level 
and distribution of cracks, by size, for the sample tested at the lowest stress level producing dynamic ten
sUe faUure. 

Westerly granite, quarried in Westerly, Rhode Island, is a 
widely studied, medium grained (0.1-1.0 mm) granite primar-
Uy of feldspar and quariz. The crack density and geometry in 
Westerly granile are reported by Hadley [1976]. She observed 
no cracks greater than 0.3 mm, wilh a scanning electron mi
croscope, in unstressed samples. 

Ralston basalt, quarried near Golden, Colorado [Mizutani 
et a l , 1977], is a homogeneous, fine grained (0.2-1.5 mm) un
weathered porphyritic basalt which shows no porosiiy or 0.5-
to 5-mm cracks when examined microscopicaUy (sample cour
tesy of H. Spetzler). 

Ralston basalt and the Beaver Bay gabbroic anorthosite 
were chosen mainly because these are nominaUy the same 
rock types as are present on the lunar mare and highlands, re
spectively. Thus the behavior of the basalt and gabbroic 
anorthosite is expected to be representative of the pristine lu
nar crust under impact cratering processes. The other rocks 
were chosen for comparison lo previous sludies, some using 
different techniques to determine the same properties. 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Targets are removed from the recovery vessel in the cloth 
sack in which they are sealed after flying free of the mounting 
aimulus. In general, ihey are intact and competent, exhibiting 
no visible failures at the surface, except for very highly 
stressed samples, which may spaU into two equal pieces along 
their midplane or fragment. Some Arkansas novacuUte sam
ples, because of the transparency of this rock, displayed obvi
ous intemal crack surfaces. The sample disks are cut diametri
cally. The two halves are mounted with impact faces together 
and impregnated with epoxy. The cut surface is polished and 
moimled on a sUde, and a thin section is cut and polished, re
sulting in two separate paraUel section views of the internal 
fracturing of the sample. 

Cracks 0.1-4 mm are easily delineated and photographed 
(Figures 3 and 4) using reflected light microscopy. In trans-
milted Ught, the high contrast between adjacenl grams, partic
ularly in the igneous rocks, enables easy identification of grain 
boimdaries bul obscures the crack traces which often foUow 
along them. Since the cracks are generaUy not open, Figure "id 
being an exception, the accentuation due lo the polishing 
process is necessary lo see them at aU. 

Distinguishing possibly preexisting cracks from induced 
cracks is problematical, since the samples cannot be examined 
prior to testing. Consequently, il is assumed that every crack 
observed in thin section was produced by the impact experi
ment. This is in general untrue, since Arkansas novacuUte and 
Westerly granite have documented natural flaws with maxi
mum diameters less than 1 mm [Shockey et a l , 1974; Hadley, 

1976] and the Ralston basalt and gabbroic anorthosite pre
sumably also have natural populations of flaws. Neverthe
less, examination of targets recovered from low-stress shots 
and those never stressed show that the population of 0.5-nim 
and larger cracks is low, since none were observed in 24 thin 
sections. In addition, induced cracks are expected to Ue paral
lel to the impact surface, as mosl of those observed were 
found; naturaUy occurring cracks would not be expected lo 
show such a preference. 

The number, location, and orientation of cracks are re
corded for each recovered target. Figures 3 and 4 show some 
examples of the observed cracks in each of the rocks studied. 
In each photomicrograph the impact face is paraUel to the 
long dimension so that the observed cracks are normal to the 
maximum principal tension, as expected. Crack initiation and 
growth begin, for each rock, over a range of stress levels pre
sumably reflecting statistical variatibiis in the distribution of 
flaws from sample lo sample. This effect is demonstrated in 
Table 2. Stress levels at or sUghtly above the level which pro-

TABLE 4. Comparison of Dynaraic TensUe Strengths by Various 
Authors 

MeUiod 

Free surface velocity 
puUback signal 

Free surface velocity 
puUback signal 

Terminal examination 

Terminal examination 

Free surface velocity 
puUback signal 

Free surface velocity 
puUback signal 

Terminal examination 

Free surface velocity 
puUback signal 

Free surface velocity 
puUback signal 

Terminal examination 

Dynamic 
Tensile 

Strength, • 
MPa 

Arkansas Novaculite 
149 

73-108 

38-42 

67-88 

Westerly Granite 

i n 

45 

95-116 

Basalt (Various) 
114 

130 

157-179 

Author 

Stevens [1974] 

Grady and 
Hollenbach [1979] 

Shockey et a i 
[1973] 

this study 

Stevens [\914] 

Grady cmd 
Hollenbach [\919] 

this study 

Stevens[\914] 

Grady and 
Hollenbach [1919] 

this study 

The terminal examination method is described . herein. TensUe 
strength may also be determined by measuring the drop in velocity of 
the target's free surface due to the arrival of the compression wave 
generated by the expanding tensUe crack. The technique is described 
by Grady and Hollenbach [1979]. 
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duces crack growth cause several fractures to form. Adjacent 
fractures tend to terminate with sUghl overlap of their respec
tive crack tips as in Figures 3a and 4b. 

We define the dynamic tensUe strength lo be the tensUe 
stress which produces a chain of nearly coplanar cracks trav
ersing the whole cross section of the target; however, this 
stress is less than the stress which produces sirength faUure, 
since the cracks need not coalesce. Figures 3a-3c-.and 4a^-4d 
show cracks induced by dynamic tensUe stresses close to the 
dynamic tensUe strength of the particular rock. The fractures 
are essentially confined to one surface intersecting any tra
verse through the target except where adjacent crack tips 
overlap. Applying the above definition of dynamic tensUe 
strength yields a range of values ofstress as shown in Table 2. 
At the low end is the maximum stress consistently failing lo 
produce a series of tensUe cracks at the midplane of the target. 
At the high end is the minimum stress which repealably pro
duces cracks along the entire cross section. Consequently, we 
prefer to view the dynamic tensUe strength of each of these 
rocks as a range of stress levels, as shown in Table 3, rather 
than a single value with associated enor bars. 

The two 'Itmar' rock types exhibit the highest dynamic len
sUe strength of the rocks tested. Gabbroic anorthosite faUed 
over the range 153-174 MPa, and Ralston basaU at 157-179 
MPa. Westerly granite also demonstrated exceptional strength 
at 95-116 MPa, and Arkansas novacuUte, wilh a dynamic ten
sUe strength range 67-88 MPa, showed itself stronger under 
dynamic loads than most other sedimentary rocks [Grady and 
Hollenbach, 1979]. In calculations where a simple dynamic 
fracture strength criterion is suflicient, these values are more 
appropriate to describe rock behavior under shock loading 
than are sialic fracture strengths, which have often been ap
plied but which are considerably lower. 

While terminal analysis provides no direct observations of 
the fracturing process, il does permit us to place constraints on 
the crack growth velocity in the sample. Table 3 displays the 
dislribution of cracks, tabulated according to fuU observed 
lengih, for the lowest stress shot, for each rock, which pro
duced a continuous line of spall cracks at the midplane of the 
sample. The longest crack traces observed, in each rock, are 
sUghtly greater than 4 mm long. If we assume bilateral crack 
growth, then the maximum crack lip propagation is approxi
mately 2 mm, and if this occurs during the first tensUe cycle, 
which lasts ~ 1 ^ , il impUes an average crack velocity close to 
one-third the longitudinal wave velocity, which has been ob
served by Shockey et a l [1973]. 

DISCUSSION 

The values for dynamic tensUe strength determined by the 
terminal examination method of this sludy and Shockey et a l 
[1973], and by Stevens [1974] and Grady and Hollenbach 
[1979], using the drop in free surface velocity due lo the com
pression waves radiating from the induced spaU crack, do not 
agree well, as shown in Table 4. Besides disagreement in val
ues detemiined by the two different techniques, which can be 
attributed to experimental differences, there also exist dis
agreements between values determined by separate studies us
ing the same methods. Table 4 shows that these disagreements 
are not systematic. 

Il is perhaps tempting to ascribe these differences lo sample 
variabiUty, but more likely the inconsistency is due to the in
adequate description of rock brittle faUure by the single-pa
rameter dynamic tensile strength. Nevertheless, where a 

simple faUure criterion is desired and its imprecision is toler
able, the presently delermined dynamic lensUe sirength pro
vides a useful description of the dynamic faUure of rock. 
Table 4 shows that wilh the exception of a single experiment 
on one sample, the dynamic tensUe strength of nonporous ig
neous rocks ranges from 100 lo 180 MPa, wilh the more basic 
rocks producing the higher values. We beUeve the greater len
sUe sirength of basic rocks, which includes Grady and HoUen
bach's [1979] Dresser basalt which contains significant quan
tities of amphibole, is an unexpected bul significant result. 
The dynamic tensUe strengths of igneous rocks are much 
higher than ever delermined tmder quasi-static tensUe condi
tions. The static strength of granite, for example, measured by 
Rhinehart [1965], is 6.8 MPa, whUe the dynamic values in 
Table 4 range between 45 and 127 MPa. 

Il is clear that igneous rocks, and the lunar rock types in 
particular, are highly resistant to short-pulse tensUe stresses in 
the range 100-150 MPa, much greater than the values as
sumed in previous crater modeling studies [O'Keefe and Ah
rens, 1976]. The present high values of the dynamic tensUe 
strength should be used in future efforts to model bolh accre
tion and fragmentali' . processes relating to the formalion of 
solar sysiem objects, ..jid for' impact and explosive cratering 
and excavation sludies. 
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Abstract. . Metax sulfides, chiefly 
pyrite and minor sphalerite associated 
with the Herrln (No. 6) coal member of 
the Pennsylvania Carbondale Formation, 
have been concentratrd in a coal refuse 
deposit In southern Illinois. Oxidation 
of pyrite has produced highly add waters 
with high concentrations of Iron, zinc 
(up to 200 parts per million) and toxic 
trace elements that have leached downward 
to a water system perched on glacial 
drift. 

Chemical, petrographic, low-tempera
ture ashing and x-ray diffraction were 
performed on cores. The data show that 
economic recovery of zinc and other trace 
metals Is unlikely at this site. Energy 
(coal) recovery at the Superior Washer 
site is possible If resultant environ
mental problems are considered In the 
planning. 

Introduction 

Coal after mining requires benefici
ation to remove excess rock and mineral 
matter. After crushing, the low-denlsty 
coal is separated from the more dense 
rock and mineral waste In a fluid medium. 
The rejected material Is known as gob. 
Turbid waste water from spent separation 
fluids' and coal rinsing is sent to a 
holding pond for clarification by 
settling. The fine, laminated sediment 
accumulated in such an Impoundment Is 
known as slurry. Slurry deposited prior 
to the development of more efficient 
extraction methods can contain large 
quantities of fine coal. 

In the past, coal wastes were de
posited ne=r the preparation plant with 
economic convenience being the only 
consideration. Easily eroded gob and 
slurry deposits were abandoned after 
mining and processing operations ceased 
CWewerka, et al., 1976; Schubert, et al., 
1978). • 

Illinois Basin and Appalachian 
bituminous coals contain pyrite, much of 
which becomes concentrated In coal 
wastes. The pyrite, when exposed to 
atmospheric moisture and oxygen, is 
oxidized and dissolved. This releases 
iron,, sulfate and hydrogen ion to 
meteoric water Infiltrating through the 
wastes. Catallzed by an iron oxidizing 
bacterium, Thiobacillus Ferroxidans, the 
oxidation of pyrite proceeds rapidly 
(Singer and Stumm, 1970). Highly acid, 
iron sulfate waters developed In the 
wastes leach alkaline earths and heavy 
metals from associated minerals. Sul
fide-bearing coal waste deposits are 
characterized by a lack of vegetation, 
rapid erosion and serious degradation of 
surface drainages by silting and object
ionable runoff quality. 

Currently, there are over 14,000 
acres of abandoned coal wastes in the 
Illinois Basin. There are over 1,000 
abandoned deposits in Illinois and 711 
of tiiese pose serious environmental 

problems CSchubert, et al., 1978). 
ProDosals for the solution cf these 

problems are numerous and vary widely in 
approach. They fall Into three basic 
categories: 1) Chemical treatment of the 
wastes or the acidic runoff; £) Recovery 
of Industrial clays, metals and energy 
or use of coal wastes as construction 
aggregates or fill material; 3) Burial 
of wastes by back-filling of abandoned 
mine voids or reclaiming the land by 
gradlnK, liming and revegetation. Since 
processing: methods varied with time and 
place and because of spatial variations 
in coal seam mineralogy, no two waste 
deposits are chemically and physically 
identical. The questions of treatment, 
materials recovery, or burial and re
clamation may have to be evaluated for 
each deposit individually (Wewerka, et 
al., 1976). 

In 1978, a project was funded by the 
Office of Surface Mining through Argonne 
National Laboratory to study one such 
waste deDOslt for the following environ
mental and economic purnoses: 1) to 
detennine mineral distributions and 
their relationships to subsurface water 
chemistry; 2) To determine the possible 
economic content of the deposit In terms 
of metals and energy; 3) To suggest how 
such information may be used in planning 
for economic recovery or reclamation of 
the land. 

Site Description 

The Superior Coal Company washer is 
located in Macoupin County, Illinois 
CFiprure 1) where orevlous underground 
mining has exhausted the Herrln (No. 6) 
Coal (Smith and Bengal, 1975). Se
lection of the study site was based ucon 
1) ease of access to vehicles and eouio-
ment, 2) Droxlnlty to Consolidated k l i i , 
a similar coal waste site recently re
claimed and being monitored by the Land 
Reclamation Program of Argonne National 
Laboratory, and 3) oroximlty to other 
sites, whose poor quality runoff collect
ively degrades Cahokla Creek, the major 
drainage In this area. In a 15 square 
mile area o.f its headwaters Cahokla 
Creek receives acid drainage from at 
least 10 abandoned coal waste deposits of 
varying size. 

The No. 6 Coal is a member of the 
Pennsylvanian Carbondale Formation and 
is about 330 feet (101 m) below the sur
face In this area. The Carbondale is 
overlain by about 250 feet (76 v.) of 
shales, limestones and thin coals of the 
Pennsylvanian Modesto Formation. If 
present the overlying Shoal Creek Lime
stone of the Pennsylvanian Bond For
mation is thin and is covered by about 
"0 feet (12 m) of Illlnolan glacial till 
and 10 feet (3m) of Wlsconslan loess 
(Smith, 1961; Wlllman, et al., 1975). 

The Suoerlor Coal Company ooerated 
four shaft mines between 190^ and 195^. 
The mine oroducts were processed at the 
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central washer site. During that time, 
over 900,000 cubic yards (688,000 m3) of 
coal wastes were produced, covering 
roughly 58 acres. 

Two small gob piles near the center 
of the site rise 50 and 60 feet (15 and 
15 m) above a much larger area of low, 
graded gob. One small (1 acre) exposure 
of slurry, about 2 feet (.6 m) thick, 
lies on the northeast boundary of the 
site (Figure 2). Evidence for more 
siurry can be seen around the entire 
northern perimeter of the graded gob area 
where erosional gullies dissect the gob 
embankment;', burled soil and loess. Out
crops of slurry, roughly 3.3 feet (1 m) 
thick, can be found lying on the soil 
ana burled by about 2 meters of gob. 
Similar evidence of thin, discontinuous 
buried slurry is found along drainages 
south and east of the gob piles. Un
dulations in the upper slurry contact 
and the normally flat slurry-sediment 
laminations indicate that gob was graded 
over the slurry material while It was 
still wet and plastic. The slurry 
materials are otherwise typical in 
appearance, being grey-black, laminated, 
and ranging from sand to clay in 
particle size. 

The gob materials are distinctly 
inhomogeneous, showing a wide range In 
size and composition. Blocks of massive 
pyrite can be found along with pyritic 
nodules and Impure coal and shale frag
ments containing finely disseminated 
pyrite. Shale, claystone and coal 
fragments are present In very small 
sizes. ;Green, yellow and white metal 
sulfates are often found- on the more 
weathered shale and coal partings and 
also Impart color to the ublaultous 
clays. 

The gob material transported by 
storm runoff Is better sorted and 
homogenous. This gob is primarily 
compose-1 of small, well sorted fragments 
of grey shale with sorae coal (Figure 2). 

The entire deposit rests upon a 
flat lying Wisconsinan loess surface 
(Figure 3). The loess surface slooes 
gently to the east toward Spring Creek 
(Figure 2), the upper northeast branch 
of the Cahokla Creek system. Erosional 
gullies dissecting the gob are more 
numerous in the northeast and southeast 
sectors of the deposit and form two 
peripheral drainage systems which flow 
separately into .'pring Creek (Figure 2). 

The streambeds of al.'' surface are 
filled with several feet of silt and 
are highly unstable, carrying signifi
cant subsurface flow. Surface flow is 
generally net apparent in lower portions 
of the larger gullies, but Is perennial 
in the peripheral systems and drainages 
to Spring Creek. Reconnaissance of the 
site in May of 1978 yielded specific 
conductivities between 1̂ 940 and 89OO 
umohs/cm at 17°C and pH values near 3.0 
for peripheral drainages south and 
southeast of the gob piles. 

Sampling and .Methodology 

In June of 1978, 34 cores were 
collected from gob and slurry materials 
at 11 stations at the Superior washer 
site (Figure 2). To study the weathering 
profile, a maximum of four samples were 
taken at each station at denths ranging 
from 0.1 (.3 feet) to 6.7 (22 feet) 
meters. Some of the cores were analyzed 
for mineralogy using X-ray diffraction 
and petrographic techniques. They were 
also analyzed for total carbon, ETU and 
vjhole rock elemental content. All ceres 
were analyzed for total sulfur, sulfate, 
sulfide, and organic sulfur and were also 
ashed in a low-temnerature oxygen-plasma 
asher using methods described by Rao and 
Gluskoter (1973). 

After coring, the hole at each 
station was augered to a deoth below the 
water table and cased with Pvc pipe for 
later water samnle collection, with the 
exceotion of the monitoring well at 
station 2 (PlKure 2) in the exposed 
slurry area, the water table was con
sistently found to be above the gob/loess 
contact (Figure 3). 

Field measurements for water samoles 
Include sreclfic conductance, temnerature, 
PH, Eh and dissolved oxygen. Samole 
sDllts for anion analyses were refriger
ated and analyzed within four days of 
collection. Cation sample snllts were 
filtered and then acidified for later 
analysis. All analyses were performed 
using standard wet chemical, selective 
lon electrode, and atomic absorption 
techniques. The results for well waters 
collected in March of 1979 are reported 
in Table 1. 

.Metals 

The waters are highly concentrated 
In Iron and sulfate and have a low pH 
(Table 1) as a result of pyritic oxida
tion and leaching. The chemically ag
gressive acid waters have also leached 
significant amounts of the common ions, 
Ca2+, Mg2+, Na*, and K+. X-ray di.*"-
fraction analyses of solids showed 
gynsiim, lllite, montmorillonite, and 
i5ossibly a regular lllite-
montmorlllonlte nixed layer clay as the 
likely sources of these ions. No 
carbonate sources for Ca^* or Mg2+ were 
found by either X-ray or petrogranhic 
techniques. 

The high aqueous aluminum values of 
up to 11,100 pom CTable 1) also indicate 
the imnortance of clay minerals to 
leachate chemistry. No other aluminum 
sources (e.g. feldspars) oould be found 
in the mineralogic analyses. Kaolinite 
was found on X-ray traces, but the 
diffraction neaks vrere well defined, 
indicating little or no destruction of 
the crystal structure. Kaolinite is 
more resistant to acid attack than the 
other clays and nrobably is not a 
significant contributor to the high 
aoueoQS aluminum concentrations. 
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Seven gob cores were analyzed by 
ICAP spectroscopy (Lechler and Lelnlnger, 
1979) "for a number of elements, including 
aluminum (Table 2). According to Robl, 
Bland, and Rose (1976), economic recovery 
of aluminum from coal wastes is marginal 
at 9.5 weight percent. This is twice the 
highest aluminum value (core 7-1) and 
over three times the seven core average 
(2.85 ') from the Superior coal washer 
wastes. 

Aqueous zinc concentrations are 
generally much lower than the major lons, 
but are proportionally higher than normal, 
reaching a maximum of 559 ppm for moni
toring well 11 (Table 1). Sphalerite Is 
known to concentrate in the No. 6 coal 
and some authors have suggested the 
potential for zinc recovery from 
sphalerite concentrated In coal wastes 
(Robl et al., 1976; Cobb, et al., 1979). 

Por the Superior washer wastes, 
sphalerite was identified by reflected 
light petrography for only the deeper 
cores. Particularly for station 10, 
sphalerite was not found in the two 
shallovfer cores from 0.1 and 1.54 meters, 
but was found at 3-0 meters and, more 
abundantly, at 6.6 meters. When the 
whole rock elemental zinc analyses are 
plotted against core sample depth 
(Pigure 4), a similar Increase with depth 
is indicated. Apparently sphalerite has 
been more severely leached near the gob 
deposit surface, and the zinc values 
from deeper cores may be more representa
tive of the wastes as they were deposited. 

The highest zinc value obtained 
(core 804, Table 2) for any sample was 
0.12 weight percent. This is 25 times 
lower than the 3% tenor for zinc ore 
indicated by the Bureau of Mines (1975). 
Even though the wastes are easily 
accessible and handling costs would be 
low compared to mining operations, 
economic recovery of zinc or any other 
trace metals from the Superior washer 
site is not indicated. 

to ashing weight loss for the three 
slurry samples and one got sample can be 
seen in figure 6. With more such analy
ses, a good regression relationship 
could likely be established, but the 
figure Indicates that the slurry samples 
selected for thermal analysis are reore-
sentatlve of the range to be found at the 
Sunerlor washer. Total carbon also in
creased with increasing BTU content and 
ashing weight loss for the four sa.moles. 
In ascending order, the total carbon 
values were 41.2, 52.7, 56.3 and 62.5 
weight percent for samples 10-1, 4-2,. 
3-3 and 5-3 respectively. In the absence 
of detectable carbonate minerals, most of 
the carbon is likely to be organic carbon 
from coal. 

With the exceotion of the exoosed 
slurry at station 2, all slurry found at 
the Suoerlor washer is burled under gob. 
Pigure 2 shows the location and thickness 
of slurries encountered In core sampling 
as well as the approximate position of 
the main slurry pond before burial. Using 
the average thickness in this area (1.19 
m), an estimated 1.4 x io't m3 of slurry 
may be burled In the north half of the 
site. Discontinuous burled slurry south 
of the gob piles are not included In the 
estimate. 

Bulk density measurements for seven 
slurries from two nearby sites (Miller 
and Cameron, 1978) averaged .713 g/cm-̂  
(range .66 to .76 g/cm^). Using this 
average and the above volume estimate 
gives a total mass estimate of 1.0006 x 
10° kilograms. Using the median slurry 
heat content (average ash for 8 slurry 
samples) of 896O BTU/lb (4980 cal/g) 
yields a total energy estimate of 1.93 
X 10I2 BTU or 5.79 x 10° Kw hr. If all 
the above assumptions are valid then the 
total energy estimate for the slurry 
materials at the site is thought to be 
reasonable. 

Environmental 

Energy 

Sub-samples from all 34 cores were 
ashed in a low-temperature oxygen 
plasma asher. Because of the abundance 
of coal fines concentrated in the slurry, 
the eight slurry cores had lower ash 
content than any of the gob samples. The 
weight loss upon ashing (100 % ~ % ash) 
for the 34 gob and slurry samples is 
shown as a frequency distribution In 
figure 5. 

Using the ash values as a guideline, 
three slurry samples were selected for 
total carbon and BTU analysis; those 
having the highest, lowest and nearest 
to mean ash content. The gob sample 
having the highest ashing weight loss 
was also analyzed. Total carbon was 
analyzed on a LECO carbon determlnator 
and the thermal content was obtained 
using a Parr oxygen bomb calorimeter. 

The relationship of thermal content 

Pour forms of pyrite were found at 
the Sunerlor washer; massive pyrite, 
cleat coat pyrite, plant replacement 
pyrite and finely disseminated framboidal 
pyrite. Carruccio and others (1977) con
cluded that the finer pyrite forms, 
notably framboidal pyrite, are more 
readily, oxidized due to their greater 
reactive surface area. Framboidal oyrite 
and nlant cell renlacement pyrite were 
identified netrogranhically in the 
deepest samples from two stations. 
Secondary cleat coat oyrite (< .5 mm 
thick) was identified visually In the 
deener samples, having apparently 
oxidized to white and yellow sulfates on 
cleats of coal fragments from the 
shallowest samoles at each station. 
Massive pyrite fragments were found In 
samples from all denths. 

Quantitative sulfur analyses per
formed on all 3"̂  cores (Table 3) gave 
evidence of a rough Increase in sulfide 
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sulfur with sample depth, but a more 
clear relatio.nship may have been masked 
by random sampling of the reactive 
massive pyrite blocks. Sulfate sulfur, 
however, showed no correlation to sample 
depth. The reasons for this lack of 
correlation is that aside from gypsum, 
sulfate solid concentrations would be a 
function of reactive sulfide availability 
and the degree of sulfate saturation In 
waters, percolating through the solids. 
Sulfates formed near the surface are 
likely to be dissolved by undersaturated 
waters and transported downward to zones 
of increasing sulfate saturation. 

In order to reduce sample bias 
effects and maximize the depth dependence 
of oxidized versus unoxidized sulfur, a 
ratio of sulfate to sulfide was plotted 
against sample depth (Figure 7). When 
compared to the site-wide average, a 
marked Increase .in the sulfate: stilflde 
ratio Is noted for depths less than two 
meters. In this two meter zone, called 
the oxidized zone in Flgiu-e 2, the sul
fide oxidation and leaching has been more 
Intense than at greater depth. 

Since the production of acid depends 
upon the oxidation of pyrite oxidation 
(Singer and Stumm, 1970), the presence of 
an oxidized zone may be Important envlrorv 
mentally. The well water samples from 
the gob pile area are generally higher 
In total dissolved solids than are those 
from.the graded gob area (Table 1). It 
may be in part due to the longer 
percolation path to the water table 
"(Figure 31 but it is also possible that 
waters in the gob pile area encounter a 
proportionally larger amount of acid 
producing sulfides below the oxidized 
zone. 

Recovery of coal from the slurry at 
the Superior washer would require dis
turbing the gob materials at the risk of 
exposing fresh pyrite to oxidation. 
Proper management of such sites is 
essential to prevent further degradation 
of ground water. 

Conclusions 

1) The coal wastes at the Superior 
washer contain no economically recover
able concentrations of metals. 2) They 
do, however, contain roughly 2.0 x 10^*^ 
BTU 9or 5.8 X 10° Kw-hr) of recoverable 
slurry energy. 3) Recovery of slurry 
would necessitate disturbing gob 
materials, possibly exposing fresher acid 
producing pyrite to the atmosphere. 
4) The portion cf the gob requiring dis
turbing is tl'.in and mostly oxidized. It 
would not be necessary to disturb the 
gob piles where larger concentrations of 
sulfide may occur at depth. 5) Under
standing of oxidation and leaching in coal 
waste piles can aid in sound reclamation 
planning and further environmental damage 
to ground water can be avoided. 
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Table 1. 

TDS 
T(°C) 
Acidity 
(as CaO,) 
DH ^ 
Eh(mv) 
Ca 
Kg 
Na 
K 
Al 
Fe 
Zn 
Cd 
Mn 
SOl) 
Cl 
S102 

Groundwater oua Llity wl 
(3/10/79). Concentrat 

MW-1 

9070. 
3.0 

1050 

1.42 
+ 323 
523. 

13.1 
114. 
73.1 
294. 

3840. 
2.54 
0.09 
0.f4 
4000. 

10. 
190. 

Wells 

{•t-i-2 

3830. 
1.0 
800 

3.20 
+290 
365. 
380. 
246. 
1.3 

. 6.9 
33.1. 
0.75 
0.09 
37.3 
2600. 

90. 
•50. 

.thin the 
ion units 

in Graded 

rw-3 

12330. 
2.0 

12400 

1.30 
+ 327 
355. 
22.8 
18.8 
25.2 
596. 
5040. 
1.22 
0.09 
7.00 
6100. 

6. 
140. 

Gob Ar 

MW-4 

14780. 
2.7 

12000 

1.62 
+353 
309. 
47.2 
41.5 
35.2 

1260. 
4910. 
10.1 
0.14 
6.00 
8000. 

20. 
120. 

Superior Mining Comoany coal 
are in parts oer 

•ea 

MW-5 

14100. 
3.0 

10400 

2.27 
+242 

47. 
14.5 
106. 
183. 

1260. 
5290. 
6.07 
0.17 
— 
7000. 

43. 
120. 

MW-7 

8800. 
0.0 
6800 

1.65 
+ 380 
347. 
31.9 
16.3 
9.6 
330. 

2350. 
7.39 
0.12 
__ 
5600. 

9. 
92. 

million. 

Gob ?11( 

m.'-9 

173790. 
15.5 

39700 

2.47 
+182 
558. 
34.6 
138. 
263. 

4620. 
25700. 

138. 
1.07 
— 

142,000. 
25. 
200. 

wastes 

; Wells 

W.'l-ll 

260210. 
12.0 
75800 

3.35 
+70 
522. 
53.7 
20°. 
87.3 

11100. 
43900. 
'559. 
0.87 
--

198,000. 
13. 
290. 

•MW - monitoring well at station H 
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Table 2. Elemental analyses of core samples from the study area. 

gob core' gob core gob core gob core gob core sob core got core 
7-1 7-2 8-1 8-4 9-1 9-2 9-3 

Depth 
Al 
Pe 
Hg 
Ca 
Na 
V 

Hn 
Ti 
p 
3a 
Cd 
Cu. 
Mo 
Pb 
Sr 
Th 
U 
Zn 

0.13 m 
4.66 
4.01 
0.22 
1.55 
0.34 
0.8.-. 
0.002 
0.293 
C.22 
0.277 
0.001 
0.0018 
0.0013 
0.0036 
0.0147 
0.0005 
0,8064 
0.0026 

1.09 m 
3.77 
6.64 
G.32 
r.63 
0.36 
•:.90 
0.005 
0.250 
0.70 
0.00 
0.0003 
0.0060 
O.OC24 
0.0024 
C.OO72 
0.0001 
0.0161 
0.0166 

0,10 m 
1.72 
6.37 
0.08 
2.06 
0.14 
0.71 
0.002 
0.285 
0.04 
0.0309 
0.0002 
0.0016 
0.0006 
0.0043 
0.0116 
0.0005 
0.0029 
0.0031 

5.87 m 
4.11 

13.78 
0.17 
1.32 
0.11 
0.65 
0.008 
0.197 
0.16 
0.0102 
0.0029 
0,0044 
0 
0,0052 
0.0101 
0,0007 
0,0056 
0,1205 

0.13 n 
1.67 
8.39 
0.07 
0.99 
0.33 
0,92 
0.002 
0.345 
0.05 
0.0434 
0.0004 
0.0025 
0.0004 
0.0054 
0.0124 
0.0005 
0.0038 
0.0052 

1.37 m 
1.11 
6.29 
0.04 
2.44 
0.07 
0.90 
0.001 
0.251 
0.05 
0.0260 
0.003 
0.0028 
0.0011 
0.0036 
0.0134 
0.0005 
0.0030 
0.0056 

2.97 m 
2.94 

13.43 
0.13 
1.31 
0.15 
0.67 
o.oos 
0.207 
0,10 
0,0185 
0.0016 
0.0035 
0 
0.0041 
0.0122 
0.0005 
0.0058 
0.0589 

•All gob core solids were analyzed by ICAP spectroscooy accordlne to methods 
described in Lechler and Lelnlnger (1979). Elemental analytical values 
reported above are all given in lonits of weight percent of whole sample. 
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Table 3. Forms of sulfur, as wt. % S in whole sample, in 34 cores (11 stations) 
from the Superior coal washer (SL = slurry, GB = gob). 

Sample 
(sta-*-) 

1-1 
1-2 
1-3 
1-4 
2-1 
3-1 
3-2' 
3-3 
4-1 
4-2 
5-1 
5-2 
5-3 
6-1 
6-2 
6-3 
7-1 
7-2 
.7-3 
7-4 
8-1 
8-2 
8-3 
8-4 
9-1 
9-2 
9-3 
10-1 
10-2 
10-3 
10-4 
11-1 
11-2 
11-3 

Type 

GB 
GB 
SL 
SL 
SL 
GB 
GB 
SL 
GB 
SL 
GB 
GB 
SL 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
SL 
SL 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 

• GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 
GB 

. GB 

Deoth 
(m) 

0.13 
0.62 
1.10 
1.82 
0.16 
0.10 
1.46 
1.56 
0.10 
1.50 
0.10 
1.53 
3.05 
0.11 
1.50 
2.73 
0.13 
1.09. 
1.48 
2.25 
0.10 
1.32 
3.11 
5.87 
0.13 
1.37 
2.97 
0.10 
1.54 
2.98 
6,55 
0.11 
1.57 
3.04 

Total 
s 
2,28 
3.33 
2.46 
1.72 
1.31 
1.92 

15.89 
1.49 
1.74 
2,32 
2.75 
7.37 
2.60 
3.87 
3.66 
5.59 
2.95 
5.18 
2.39 
2.13 
6.50 
17.30 
22.48 
16.52 
4.61 
6.37 
9.46 
2.90 
3.20 
21.41 
12.09 
5.79 
3.75 

11.59 

Sulfide 
S 

0.50 
0.86 
0.53 
0.43 
0.14 
1.00 

13.41 
0.67 
0.60 
0.75 
0.57 
4.49 
1.15 
0,47 
2.91 
3.91 
0.53 
2.30 
0.96 
0.86 
2.16 

14.60 
19,89 
14,52 
1,85 
0.86 
6.31 
1.05 
0.67 

19.97 
8.66 
2.02 
1.56 
7.63 

Sulfate 
S 

. 1.15 
1.32 
1.01 
0.51 
0.45 
0.04 
1.29 
0.14 
0.38 
0.67 
1.70 
1.59 
0.35 
2.91 
0.49 
0.97 
1.81 
2.30 
0.58 
0.53 
3.70 
2.05 
1.30 
1.23 
2.20 
4.32 
2.67 
0.87 
1.73 
0.16 
2.48 
3.23 
1.31 
3.10 

Organic 
S 

0.63 
0,65 
0.87 
0.79 
0.73 
0.83 
1.19 
0.68 
0.76 
0.91 
0.48 
1.30 
1.10 
0.49 
0.26 
0.72 
0.61 
0.58 
0.84 
0.73 
0.65 
0.65 
0.73 
0,75 
0.56 
1.18 
0.48 
0.98 
0.80 
1.28 
0.95 
0.54 
0.88 
0.S6 
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Figure 1. Location of study area showing limit of 
Herrln (No. 6) coal. 

AM>Raxi t iAr t BOiMDAirr 
OF OLO SLURftr POND 

Figure 2. Distribution of materials and location of 
sampling stations at the Sunerlor coal washer. 
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Figure 3. Dlagramatic cross-section of materials at the 
Superior washer (vertical scale exaggerated), 
1 • station number. 
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Figure 6. Heat content (BTU/lb) vs. weight 
loss upon low temnerature ashing. 
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I EFFECT OF ALUMINATE SOLUTION CONCENTRATION UPON N E P H E L I T E CAKE LEACHING' 

UDC 6 6 9 . 7 1 2 . 1 

B. 1. Arlyuk, N. S. Shmorgunenko, L. I. Finkel'shtein, 
T- A. Dzhafarova, and T. A. Kirillova 

Compounds containing aluminum oxide and alkalis Na20'Al203 and NaaO-FezOadecompose 
in the process of cake leaching; the extent of their decomposition is governed by the 
fineness of cake grinding and by leaching time and temperature. Extraction of alumi
num oxide from calcium aluminates also depends upon the aluminate solution soda con
tent. 
In addition, the calcium silicates 2CaO'Si02, NaaO'CaO-SiOj, and 2Na208CaO'5Si02 

decompose in part in the process of leaching, and the silica goes into solution. In 
these circumstances the liberated calcium and part of the silicon oxide react with 
the solution constituents, leading to secondary losses of alumina and alkali due to 
the formation of hydrogarnets 3CaO'Al203. nSi02"(6-2)H2O* and sodium hydroalumosili-
cates Na20-Al203'l*7Si022H20. 
The processes of secondary losses of alumina and alkali in leaching and the reac

tions in autoclave and thorough desiliconization are identical, being expressed by 
the following chemical equations: 

2CaO.SiOs-r2H,0-»CaO.SiO,.HjO+Ca»+ +20H- , ( 1 ) 

a0.Si0,.H,0-.Ca«+-i-Si0 | - + H , 0 . ( 2 ) 

Ca'++C05--.CaCo,, (3 ) 

3Ca«*+2AI0r-f0,5SiO|--|-3OH--|-3.5H,O-3CaO.AI,O,.0,5SiO,.5H,O. ( 4 ) 

2Na*+2AIOr-f-1.'Si05--h3.7Hj0- NajQ.AIjOj. l,7SI0j.2Hs0+3,40H-. ( 5 ) 

Reactions (1-5) take place in leaching and autoclave desiliconization, reactions 
(3,4) take place in thorough desiliconization. 
It follows from these equations that the spe«d of the reactions is governed by the 

aluminate solution concentration, i.e., by its Al203(A102), Na20c.t(0H~), and 
Na20̂ 3j.j3(C03~) content. 
In processing nephelites, the concentration of the solutions in hydrochemical cake 

processing usually alters as follows in the stages from leaching to desiliconizing: 
from 80-90 to 70-80 g/liter A1203, from 70-80 to 65-76 g/liter Na202 .̂(ac from 1.4-
1.45 to 1.6-1.7), and from 15-16 to 9-10 g/iiter iia.20gg^j.i^. The reduction in concen
tration is due to solution desiliconization and causticization. 
Partial hydrolysis of aluminum oxide, i.e., reaction (6) is also possible, in view 

of the fact that the solution composition is in the hydrargillite formation region in 
the Na20-Al203 - H2O system at the caustic ratio values adopted in the technology, 
Oc = 1.4=1.7: 

AlOj + 2HjO-.A/(OH)3+OH-. (6) 

These reactions relate to the system Na20 - AI2O3 - CaO - Si02 - CO2 - H2O, which has 
been studied in the form of separate simple subsystems by a number of researchers in 
recent years: N. I. Eremin, 1. Z. Pevzner, V. M. Sizyakov, and otJiers [1-3]. The 
available data are essential for defining the ranges of existence of the various 
phases and to reveal the chemical mechanism of the reactions. However, the difficulty 
of studying this six-constituent system and the effect of kinetic factors upon the 
process make it essential to study the effect of the basic parameters upon cake and 
solution processing results to obtain the best possible figures. 
The effect of the solution caustic ratio was studied under laboratory conditions 

with the cake used in the leaching stage at the Achinsk Alumina Combine. 
The cake had an alkali ratio R2O : AI2O3 = 1, a lime ratio CaO : Si02 = 2.01, and 

19.2% porosity in paraffin (for the -10+5 mm fraction); extraction in standard leach
ing 84.5% AI2O3, 85% R2O. The -10+5 mm cake fraction contained 22.3% fused material 
(moisture capacity w = 6.8%), 60.2% of material intermediate between fused and normal 
(w = 15.2%), 11.6% normal material (w = 26%), and 5.9% green material (w = 37.2%). 
Agitation leaching of the cake was simulated in the laboratory investigations; the 

cake was ground to less than 1 mra in size (6.5% over 1 mm, 32.5% under 0.08 mm) and 
leached at a liquid-to-solid ratio of 2.5 for 15 min to produce aluminate solution of 

* In leaching and autoclave desiliconization n =0.5, in thorough desiliconization 
n s 0.1. 

L. E. Beletskaya and Z. V. Dmitrieva participated in the work. 
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75-

the prescribed composition. The mud was agitated three times for 15 min each time in 
solutions with a twofold reduction in concentration in each successive repulping and 
then washed with hot water at a liquid-to-solid ratio of 3. Plant solutions contain

ing - 1.2 g/liter Si02 were used as the initial solutions. 
The leaching experiments were carried out at 60-85"C with a 

final aluminate solution content of 75-95 g/liter AljOa, ^ 15 
g/liter Na20carjj, and â , = 1.3-1.8. The results obtained with 
a constant alumina concentration in the aluminate solutioh 
(85 g/liter AI2O3) at 65, 75, and SS'C are shown in Fig. 1 in 
the form of the relationship of alumina and alkali extraction 
from the cake to the aluminate solution caustic ratio. It is 
apparent that a rise in â , > 1.3-1.4 in the solutions leads 
to a substantial (5-7%) reduction in alumina extraction; 
raising the leaching temperature from 65 to 85"'C also causes 
a substantial (3-4%) reduction in alumina extraction. Alkali 
extraction from the cake remains practically unchanged when 

falling somewhat (about 2%) when the temperature 
frora 65 to 85°C. 

The effect of temperature upon the leaching process [accel
eration of the dicalcium silicate decoitposition reaction 
(1,2) and desiliconization reactions (4,5)] is well known 
[4,5]. 
The results of changes in the solution carbonate alkali 

content (the difference in the Na20j,3j.jj concentration in the 
initial and final solutions) are also given in Fig. 1, for an 
analysis of the reasons for the effect of the solution ctg 
upon losses of alumina during leaching. 
The change in carbonate content is obviously similar to the 

slope of the alumina extraction curves. This indicates that 
causticization of soda, reaction (3), takes place in the 
region of relatively low aluminate solution a_ values (a^ < 
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1.45-1.5), due to carbonate formation by the calcium ions 
which pass into solution when dicalcixim silicate decomposes. 
Causticization of carbonates is insignificant at â , values > 
1.45-1.55, because in this case the calcium reacts mainly 
according to reaction (4), which leads to the formation of 
hydrogarnets and to increased losses of alumina from the so
lution. 
It is observed on analyzing the experimental results ob

tained that there is a relationship between the caustic ratio 
of the solution corresponding to the beginning and to the 
sudden change iri alumina extraction from the cake and the 
temperature and concentration of the aluminate solution. If 
the caustic ratio of the solution at a given aluminum oxide 
concentration and temperature proves to be equal to or 
greater than the values which correspond to the curves shown 
(Fig. 2), the reduction in alumina extraction from the cake 
will be very substantial: over 3-4% (solid lines) or - 1% 
(dashed line). 
The changes in the degree of solution causticization ac

cording to the caustic alkali content correspond to equilib
rium in the Na20 - CaO - AI2O3 - Si02 - CO2 - H2O system. In view 
of the presence of areas of existence of calcite and hydro-
values are reduced, the solutions prove to be in the CaCOs 

formation region. This leads to a reduction in the secondary losses of alumina when 
dicalcium silicate decomposes under leaching conditions, due to the reactions of so
lution causticization, combination of calcium to form calcite, and reduced hydro
garnet formation. 
The experimental results obtained take into account the effect both of equilibrium 

(including the concentration of aluminum oxide and silicon in the solution) and of 
kinetic factors governed by temperature, the composition of the solution, and the 
surface of the controlling solid phase upon the causticization process (Fig. 3). 
The compositions of the final solutions are close to the practical equilibrium 

when the carbonate content does not alter significantly during the leaching time. 
It follows from the data given that it is desirable to obtain a^ values < 1.4-1.45 

in the aluminate solution during leaching in order to increase alumina extraction 
from the cake. 

Fig. 1. Changes in ex
traction of constitu
ents from cake and in 
carbonate content ac
cording to caustic 
ratio of aluminate 
solution containing 
85 g/liter Al O and 
15 g/liter Na O^arb 
at 65, 75, and SS^C: 
1 - Al 0 extraction, 
%; 2 - R O extraction, 
%; 3 - chcuiges in con
centration of soda 
Na O, g/liter. 

garnet in it when the a. 

•-* 
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• •?s S! sa JJ .so: 
Al,p„ 9/1 

Fi'g. "2. Relationship .0.08 mm 
of' maximum a ^ value 
correspondirig to 
changes in alumina 
iextractioh from 
cake to aluminate 
solution GOnGentra-

Ih view of the fact that there may be losses qf .alumina ̂ due 
to solution hydrolysis at reduced aq values, special investiga^ 
tions were carried out which showed: that there' is no solution 
hydrolysis under Ieaching conditions at a temperature over 
T C G , an J i i ^ O i content of 15-80 g/liter, and oc > 1.2-1..25. The 
solutioris decbmpoise extrejhery slowly with p>rbldnged standing dr 
cooling. The reason for the increased stability of the solu
tions is the presence of silicon, which has a stabilizing in
fluence,,. 

The effect of carbonate alkali .upon the agitation leaching 
process was studied with Achinsk Alumiria Combine cake charac
terized by extraction in standard, ieaching of 84.6% Al203 and 
83.,7% RjO with an alkali ratio of 1.032 and' a lime ratio, of 
1:..?9, Porosity of the -10+5 mm .fraction in paraffin was 25.4%. 
in the initial cake the -10+5 mm fraction contained 1.5% green 
material, (moisture capacity w = 28:.6%'), l4% normal cake (w = 
18.4%), 69.6% of cake between normal and fused in quality (w = 
i5.,4%), and 14.9% fused materikl (w = 10.6-%).. Prior/to ieach
ing the cake was ground to 4.5% over 1 mm and 27.9% under 

1,4- 65»C; 2,5 -
75''C; 3,6 - SS'C; 
change in Al2 0j ex^ 
traction of 3-4% 

Leaching was carried out at 60-90'c with 55-120 g/liter 
Ai203, 5-55 g/liter Nazdj,^^]^, arid otg = 1.4-1-7. Plant solutions 
were used for the experiments. 

The experimerital results,, of studying the effect of carbonates 
upon alumina ahiJ alkali extraetioh from cake are given iri Fig. 
4. An increase in carbonates from 5 to 15-20 g/liter helps to 

tiofi at the :follow- iricrease alumina extraction by 1-3% at 60-75*^0, but at 90 °C it 
ing temperatures: leads to reduced alumina extraction. Extrac .tion of alkali from 

the cake decrease's somewhat as the carbonate concentratipn 
rises, especially when the leaching temperature rises above 
75 »G. 

It follows from the data in Fig. 5 that the beneficial effect 
C ) and approxi- of carbdnate alkali in agitation leaching is intensified when 
mately 1% (—•—). the aluminate .solutiori concentration rises above 70 g/1iter. At 

a<j, = 1.7, however, the benefi
cial effect of carboriates upon 
alumina extraction is not ap
parent. 

In analyzing the experimental 
material, the available' data on 
the' Na20- CaO--AljOs - SiOj - COj 
- H20 system [1,3] and also the' 
results obtained -relating to 
aluminate solutiori Si02 cdntent 
should be' taken into account in 
qualitative fbr?Tn. 

Thus solutions containing 
more than 5-10 g/liter Na'j0̂ 33̂ )3 
are apparently in the CaCO, 
formation range when the AI2O3 
concentration is iow> < 70 g / ' 
•liter, arid ctp = li4.. Therefore 
an increase in the carbonate 
content of 10-15 g/liter 
^^ 2 Pb ar b leads t o c au .s t ic i z a -. 
tion of the sblution, also 
helping to increase the solu
bility of Sidi and consequently 

i coritributihg to an increase in 
the degree of decomposition df 2CaO*iSi02. and to secondary losses of alumina and al-
« l i as a result of .formation of sodium hydroalumosilica'tes (i,2,.5) . 
With anAlaOj coricentration of > 70 g/liter, qg - 1.7, and 20-40 g/liter .NazOcarb 

4je solutions .are probably in the hydrogarnet formatiori range; this is indicated by 
the low causticization of soda; Chariges in the carbonate content in this range do not 
therefore lead to combiriaition of calcium td fdrm calcite.. 
The equilibrium carbonate concentration for a cdhcentration of 70-10,0 g/liter AlaOj 

sSL"*^ ^ ^ ' ^ is apparently close to 5-10 g/liter NajOcaj^t). Increasing the solution 
content therefpre leads to increased causticization as a result of the decompo-

eo 20 SB, SB '̂ C'O 6 s ,7B 'ea •,'," tf TS eo S3 

Fig. 3. Chariges in soda concentration in cake 
leaching at 65, 75., arid 85 "C with the fol Id wiriĝ  
Al^Qs concentratiohs, g/liter: 1 - 75; ,2 - .85; 
3 - 95; the upper part pf the curves .shows the 
^'^aO^arb content.of the initial solutions, the 
lower part the final solution conterit. 
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s i t i o n of dicalcium s i l i c a t e and 
the formation of calcium carbo- "Ŝ . 
n a t e . Hydrogarnet formation i s re - 'j_ 
duced in these circumstances, 'n 
which cuts the l o s s e s of alumina 
and increases e x t r a c t i o n from the 
c a k e . •• ' '^ ' 

CONCLUSIONS 

« | 5 « ; ^ • ^ " ^ • ^ ~ a Z ^ - - § ' = • : ^ . = ^ ^ = . 

ttoo-

eo 

-ti^ 

20 25 30 3S 10 IS 50 

N».Ocarb, 5 /1 

Fig. 4. Relationship of extraction of AI2O3 
(1-3) and R2O extraction (4-6) to soda content 
in cake leaching, in aluminate solution con
taining 85 g/liter AI2O3 at OLQ = 1.43(a), o.̂  = 

" at 1.70 
90°C 

(b) : 1,4-at 60°C; 2,5-at 75°C; 3,6 

S5 

o j i 
< 79 

77 

1x1=̂  
^ 
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Fig. 5. Relationship 
of AI2O3 and R2O ex
traction to aluminate 
solution composition 
at 75°C, o-c = 1.4; 
AI2O3 concentration, 
g/liter: 1 T 55; 2 -
70; 3 - 85; 4 - 100; 
5 - 120. 

5. B.I. Arlyuk, E. 
No. 8, 42-45. 

1. It was established that alumina ' i 
extraction increased by 3-4% in 
cake leaching as a result of re- it 
ducing the caustic ratio from 1.6 ji,' 
to 1.3-1.4 in aluminate solution :\ 
containing - 15 g/liter Na20caj.i3» 5, 
a subsequent reduction in a^ has '1 
little effect. .-̂  

2. It was established that alu- 5 
mina extraction frora cake in- . .| 
creased by 1-3% with an increase . ̂  
in the carbonate alkali content F. 
from 5 to 15-25 g/liter Na20carb ^ 
at an aluminate solution concentra- • 
tion AI2O3 > 70 g/liter, a^. - 1.4, 
and a temperature of ~ eO-TS'C. : 
An increase in temperature, and 1 
also an increase in the caustic ;. 

ratio of the solution, lead to a reduction in the effect of •' 
carbonates upon alumina extraction. Increasing the sblution 
carbonate content leads to some reduction in alkali extrac
tion from the cake. j 
3. The reason for these effects of aluminate solution com

position upon alumina extraction is the decomposition of di
calcium silicate when the cake is leached, calcium and sili
con oxide going into solution. In view of the presence in 
the system of regions where calcite and hydrogarnet exist, 
changes in the composition of the solution govern the degree 
of causticization of soda and the formation of hydrogarnet, 
which is one of the main sources of alumina losses in 
leaching. J 
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UDC 622.: 

_Effect of the composition of the culture medium on the bacterial decompo. 
sition of aiuminosuicates 

P I Andreev, L V Lycheva and V Ya Segodina (Odessa Agricultural Instilu-j 

In connection with the continuing increase in the pro<|uction of alumina tht 
question of extending the mineral-raw material base of the aluminium indu*. 
try becomes more and more acute, particularly with respect to the proces' 
sing of high-silica aluminium ores, the effective utilisation of which is only 
possible with the development of effective methods for desiliconising. One 
of the promising methods in this respect is microbiological desiliconising, 
i . e . , leaching of aluminosilicates by means of micro-organisms. 

Of the whole range of micro-organisms the most active in the decompo
sition of these minerals are bacteria of the Bacillus mucilarginosus tyjK, 
the so-called "silicate" bacteria. These bacteria were isolated from soil bj 
V G Aleksandrov and were called "silicate" on account of their ability to 
break down aluminosilicates with the rele ise of silicon. In the dense niiroi;o 
free medium A-27 a pure culture of "silicate" bacteria gives round, conipit: 
transparent colonies with uniform rounded edges reminiscent of a drop ol 
colorless liquid. The bacteria have the form of rods, the average size ot 
which is (4.2-6.0)x (1.2-1.4) 1̂ . They ai-e Gram-negative and covered by a 
capsule of significant dimensions. The spores are of oval form an measure 
2.6x1.3^. 

The effectof the culture medium on the variation in the pH of the suspewiij 
as a function of the leaching time was investigated. A strain of "silicate" 
bacteria isolated from soil with an increased phosphorus content was used. 
Ore with the following composition was submitted to leaching %: 38.5 AljO, 
aS.aSiOu; 1.3FeO; a.SFeaOa; O.SPaOfe ; O.GCaO; 1.500,. The ratio ol iht 
weight of aluminium oxide to silicon dioxide (the silica ratio) amounted to 
1.07. 

The experiments were carried out in a 1-litre flask shaken periodically oa 
a shaker. The sample size was 50g. The solid content of the pulp was 105. 
The concentrationof microorganisms was Stu (turbidity units, correspondi;« 
to 5-10^ cells/ml). The particle size of the investigated material was O.lnis. 
The experiments were carried out at a constant temperature of 28-30 C in i 
thermostat with fourfold repetition. The reproducibility of the experiments 
was good. The investigations were carried out in three versions: 1) Ore • 
bacteria + 1% solution of glucose; 2) ore + bacteria + boiled water, i.e., 
the gi<owth of the bacteria in the pulp was realised on the mineral medium; 
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J) ore + boiled water (control). 

Tlie bacterial solutions were changed after 12 days contact between the 
ciicroorganisms and the ore. The results from experiments on the effect of 
!he composition of the culture medium on the variation in the pH of the pulp 
»ith time are shown in the figure. Both in a carl)ohydrate medium and in the 
mineral medium ttie pH of the suspension decreased (acidification of the 
siedium) with Increase in the length of contact between the bacteria and the 
ore, ajid in the control experiment the pH was in the range of 7.4-7.6. The 
(il decreases more significanUy when ttie medium with carbohydrates is used. 
Lo six days (he pH had decreased from 7.2 to 5.5, i. e. , by 1.7 units, and then 
in (he next six d ^ s it only decreased to 5.0, i .e . , by 0.5 unit. After replace
ment of the bacterial liquid (Oie old solution was decanted and fresh solution 
las added in the same volume) the form of the curve for the variation of the 
pH remained close to that in ttie first twelve days. A similar pattern was 
jbserved during leaching in a carbohydrate-free (mineral) medium except 
•Jilt Uie decrease in the pH of the medium here was rather slower than in the 
medium with the carbohydrate. 

Analysis of the metabolism products showed the presence of amino acids 
I'jch a lysine, arginine, aspartic acid, and threonine, a small amount of 
flutamic acid, glycine, alanine, and valine (total content of amino acids 
1.381 g/1), and also organic acids (citric, oxalic, malic, tartaric), which 
twas possible to determine quantitatively, in the medium after bacterial 
tjcatment of the minerals. The appearance of organic acids in the suspen-
iion is evidently the main reason for the decrease in the pH of the suspen-
iion. Since the content of acids in the suspension is a function of the number 
•i competent microorganisms, the significant reduction in the pH of ttie solu-
•.on in the medium containing carbohydrates is a consequence of the more 
.-ipid growth of micro-organisms in i t 

Analysis of the form of the curves in ttie figure makes it possible to con-
:ijde that it is expedient periodically to renew (change) the bacterial suspen-
î n, and the length of a single application of the suspension should not 
acced 5-6 days. The main factor which reduces Oie intensity of growth 
tti multiplication of the bacteria is clearly Uie accumulation of deleterious 
Mtabolites and 0i« decomposition products which depress the micro-
i.'tanisms. Thus, periodic or continuous replacement of the bacterial 
•Jluiions is a necessary condition for the development of a rational tech-
u}ue of bacterial leaching for aluminosilicates. 

A specific relationship is observed between the variation In the pH of the 
s<dium with time and ttie composition of the culture medium witti the degree 
(leaching of ttie aluminosilicates (table). 

The data in the table show that "silicate" bacteria actively leach silica 
t.Tim ttie ore, irrespective of the composition of the culture medium, but 
Eist extensive desiliconization occurs with the use of a medium containing 
rirbohydrates (glucose) at a concentration of 1%. The quality of the concen-
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Conclusions 

l.The development and activation of "si l icate" bacteria in the presence of 
iluminous ore occur most effectively in a carbohydrate culture mediura. 

2.The fundamental possibility of replacing the carbohydrate culture medium 
lj>' a mineral medium was demonstrated. This is an extremely important 
lactor in the industrial utilisation of the meUiod. 

3. An essential condition for effective leaching of silica from ores is per i 
odic (after 3-5 days) or continuous replacement of ttie bacterial solutions 
tn order to remove metabolites and leaching products from the process . 

4.Ftu'ther investigations must be undertaken in the isolation of mutant 
strains of "silicate" baicteria which develop vigorously in mineral (carbo
hydrate-free) culture media and are capable of actively decomposing s i l i 
cates and aluminosilicates. 

pll 
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0 6 « « Z"*"! days 
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Fig. Effect of the length of leaching of silicate aluminium ores by Uie strain 
of "silicate" bacteria and of the composition of the culture medium on 
the variation in the pH of the bacterial suspension. Composition of 
medium: 1-Ore + boiled water, 2 - o r e + bacteria + boiled water, , 
3 - o r e + bacteria + 1% solution of glucose. 
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UDC 689 J 

Evaporation and thermal dissociation of mercuric sulphide (Discussion) 

A D Pogoi-elyi and D M Tysh (NorOi-Caucasian Mining-Metallurgical InsU
tute - Department ol General Metallurgy) 

Summary 

The temperature dependence of the saturated vapour pressure of Uie black 
modification of HgS was determined: 

lg P?,gSB (mm Hg) = - ^ 5 ^ + 9.31C6 

The relation between the dissociation constant of ttiis sulphide aixl temper
ature was obtained for 573-7730K 

20237 lg KHgSg = IgO^g • Ps J = - 1 ^ +17.338 atm' 

It was shown that the degree of dissociation of HgS vapour in equilibrium 
wiUi solid HgSg at 300-500^0 is not grea ter Uian 1%. 

UDC 669.2 

Kinetics and mechanism of hydrothermal reaction of sphalerite wiUi copper 
sulphate 

S S Naboichenko, V I Neustroev, V K Pinigin a«l I F Khudyakov (Urals 
Polytechnical Institute -Department of ttie Metallurgy of Heavy Nonferrous 
Metals) 

The reaction of copper sal ts with sphalerite has been mentioned in papers 
on mineral formation^); Hengelein and Hlrsch") and, more recently, oUier 
investig.itors have investigated the catalytic effect of copper ions in Uio 
autoclave oxidation of sulpliides; in work by A A Tseft and others this 
effect was used in schemes for salt-type leaching of lead-zinc raw mater
ial and then, in order to Increase the selectivity, in the autoclave dezinc
ing of copper-zinc materials^). However, there have hardly been any theor
etical Investigations Into the effects which ar ise in Uie sphalerite-copper 
sulphate-sulphuric acid-water system at increased temperatures. Below, 
as a supplement to Uie previously published material *), we examine Uie 
kinetics of the reaction of sphalerite wiUi an acidified solution of copper 
sul{Aate. 

We used synthetic and natural samples of sphaleri tes . The former (Uie 
a-ZnS modification) was obtained by Uie method of gas-transport reactions 
' ) , and Uie natural samples were isolated from single minerals from a num-
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ber of Soviet deposits. After grinding the required particle size class was 
class was washed out on standard screens . The working solutions were p r e -
piied in distilled water from reagents of chemically pure and analytical grades . 
The experiments were carried out in a 1-litre autoclave designed by the Gipro-
.'jjcel' Institute; in order to determine the mechanism of the process more 
jccurately we used a rotating thermostated vessel (V = 45ml); contact between 
ttie sulphide and the solution was secured only at the beginning of agitation (on 
eic attainment of the required temperature). 

In the solutions we determined copper, iron QI and HI), zinc, and sulphuric 
icid. The initial sulphides and activated residues were investigated by chemi-
cil, mineral-petrographic, Xray, derivatographic, and Xray crystallographic 
atcroa-ialysis methods. The change in the volume of the solution on account 
}{the removal ol samples was taken into account in Uie calculations. The c r i -
trrion for the development of the process was the extraction of zinc (iron) and 
t e degree of precipitation of copper present in the initial solution. 

The kinetic curves had parabolic form, which is characterist ic of processes 
• ilh diffusion resistance increasing with time on account of the formation of a 
nlckening film. (Its presence was established by mineral-petrographic and 
Iray crystallographic microanalyses). The kinetic data were trsatad by means 
i the Ginstling-Brounshtein equation (6), which proved suitable particularly 
SDr a degree of conversion (a)^0.2. To analyse the kinetic data we used the 
wmlnal rate constant (K, min"^) of the above-mentioned equation. The investi-
(ttcd parameters , their variation intervals, and the resul ts are given In 
ublel. 

The transfer of zinc into solution increases with increase in the amoimt of 
wjiper sulphate added. In the initial period of the reaction ( rOOmin) or with 
t deficiency of copper the zinc dissolves more rapidly than the copper is p r e -
;i[iitated. However, even with CuSC^/ZnS^l.O-1.3 the extractionof zinc inc-
«ises less appreciably. The higher the Initial acidity (with C u S Q / Z n S > l ) , 
ct less the zinc dissolves and the less the copper is precipitated. With CuSQ,/ 
l:S< 1 increase In acidity promotes the exti-action of zinc. Temperature has 
t t greatest effect on tiie extraction of zinc (£„ = 74.5kJ/mole) and particularly 
14 Uie precipitation of copper (Eg = 96kJ/mole), and Uie acidity of Oie final 
aitutloiis increases a t the same t ime. With increase in temperature from 140 
s 200°C the content of elemental sulphur in the residues from the treatment 
ucreases from 0.3 to 8.8%. The effect of Uie intensity of agitation on Uie d i s -
t.-U)ullon of copper and zinc and also on the nominal rate constant is small . 
U the cakes the proportion of copper in the form of secondary sulphides amoun-
W 10 86-97%. Chalcocite and covelline were detected by mineral-petrographic 
nulysls. Their presence was confirmed by Xray crystallographic (URS-60, 
'••KRKD camera, asymmetric recording) and Xray microanalysis (Cameca 
iutrument). 

Die data Irom phase analysis of the residues and the character of Uie dissolu-
^ of zinc, the precipitation of copper, and the accumulation of acid make it 
iî Miblo to suppose that the reaction of sphalerite with an acidified solution of 
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copper sulphate is described by the following overall reactions: 

CuSQ, +ZnS —».CuS + ZnSQ, AG°aee = -62.3kJ/mole. 

SCuSQ, + 5CuS +4HaO —t-4CuaS +4H3SO4 AG°399 = -193.1 kJ/mole 

T 
I 

8CuS0« + 5ZnS + 4HaO —»-4CuaS + SZnSO^ +4HaS0« 

^ ° a e e = -386.9kJ/mole 5 

We called process (1) the simple exchange reaction and process (3) the aci: 
exchange reaction. These processes and the effect of the main parameter* 
on them were investigated in a series of balancing tests (0.5M solution of 
copper sulphate); the weight of sphalerite (44M fraction) was calculated wis 
allowance for the chemical and phase analysis of the samples, their acid 
content (0.157g HaSQt/g), and the stoichiometry of the reactions. During 
treatment of the experimental data we assumed that the zinc was only rcprf 
sented by sulphide forms and the dissolution rates of ttie sulpdiide and oxi
dised forms of iron were the same. From the zinc content of the solutions 
calculated the amount of precipitated copper and the amount of covelline (w 
med (reaction 1), and from the varying acidity we calculated the amounl U 
copper in Oie chalcocite form and, accordingly, the proportion of reacted 
covelline and copper sulphate (reaction 2). On th>3 basis of ttiese data wc 
estimated the degree of conversion of covelline to chalcocite and the dis
crepancy between the calculated and experimental (from the content in iJic 
final solution) amounts of precipitated copper; the discrepancy between tht 
calculated and experimental data was used as a criterion for the reliabilitr 
of the method.Whenthe vessels were rotated at a rate of 30-60rpm (T=30mln, 
0.1Msulphurlcacid,t = 200OC,natural sample,44Mfraction), 91.5+0.2% of \U 
copper was precipitated, and 51.3 i 1.2% of the zinc was dissolved, i.e., 
over the indicated range the intensity of agitation does not affect the chart 
teristics of the process; subsequent experiments were carried out wiUi 
n = eOrpm. 

In the experiments with samples of various particle size (t = 200''C, nat
ural sample, O.IN sulphuric acid) it was established that wiOi the sphaler
ite fraction of -44M Oie copper was fully precipitated after 60min, sind 
here 55.2% of the zinc and 75.5% of the iron passed into solution. WiUi the 
(74-44)M fraction 79.5% of the copper was precipitated, and 47.8% of the 
zinc and 55.4% of Oie iron were dissolved, and comparable characterisUcj 
were obtained only after 2h. Thus, the characteristics of the process art 
improved significantly wiUi Increase in the degree of dispersion of the 
sphalerite. Subsequent experiments were carried out witii the -44M frac
tion of sphalerite. 

In the experiments with various samples of sphalerite (t = 16O°C,0.25M 
suli^urlc acid, T = 60-120min) it was established tiiat the synthetic sul
phide is characterised by the lowest reactivity: Extraction of zinc 10-15? 
lower aitf precipitation of copper 25-40% lower than for natural samples ti 
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,;fialerite. A direct correlation was found between the iron content of the 
ii.-nple and the precipitation of copper or dissolution of zinc. Witti a lead 
.anient of more than 0.8% in the sjiialerlte the extraction of zinc deteri-
;;ites, and the precipitation of copper increases proportionally. Evidently, 
( positive role of Isomorphous impurities is due to an increase in the 

;.-,'stal lattice parameters, which weakens the Me-S bond. This leads to 
i: Increase in the reactivity of the natural samples compared with the 
î nthetic sphalerite. 

Data on Oie effect of temperature, the initial acidity, and the reaction 
ri! are given in table 2. The agreement between the calculated and experi-

untal data Is quite satisfactory, ^he relative error is not greater than 
8%). The results are consistent with tiie data in table 1. With increase 

- temperature the process develops more rapidly and more fully, the free 
tu-klity increases at the same time, and the proportion of chalcocite in 
M final residue increases. With Increase in the initial acidity (^ 0.25M 
aphuric acid) the extraction of zinc and iron into the solution and, par-

vularly, the precipitation of copper decrease, the increase in the amount 
i Iree sulphuric acid is less appreciable, and the bulk of the copper is 
;feclpitated in the covelline form. An Increased temperature diOO'̂ C) 
ntiins the general pattern of the process, but the degree of conversion 
i covelline into chalcocite becomes more appreciable. The Eg value of 
i'..v and iron in reactions (1-3) amounts to 79.5, 105.3, and 95.5kJ/mole 
.tspectively, and this indicates an identical mechanism for the dissolu-
:i:n of zinc and iron, while the precipitation of copper is the result of 
.iicUons (1) and (2). The role of process (2) becomes"particularly appre-
:tible at Increased temperatures (>160°C). According to reaction (3), 
3( sphalerite reacts with copper suljAate in a ratio of 1.6:1 (or 62% of 
u stoichiometry of reaction 1). Experiments carried out with this ratio 
ifc7»ed that 96.8% of the copper is precipitated only after 5h; 83% of the 
:uc and 89% of tiie iron pass into solution, and the covelline is converted 
iao&t completely (> 95.3%) into chalcocite. More complete breakdown 
•t the sphalerite clearly requires an increased consumption of copper 
•lifhate and a much longer treatment time. 

Oiemical, phase, and Xray diffraction analyses, Xray microanalysis, 
ui mineral-petrographic analysis of the residues from the reaction of 
•jtilerite with copper suljiiate confirmed the existence of covelline, chal-
-xlte, and compounds of the Cua_,̂ S type (where 0<x<l) . The sphalerite 
i.'iln was surrounded by chalcocite, aiid here substitution of si^alerite 
>• chalcocite occurred from the periphery of the grain towards its centre. 
'.î ivldual grains of sphalerite completely converted into chalcocite were 
fjstrved. Its colour was greyish-blue (in contrast to the light-grey colour 
^ Htural chalcocite), and this was due to the covelline impurity. Covel-
.-* ts encountered fairly frequently (no less than 10% of the area of the 
•i'-'tion), and its formations precede the formations of chalcocite. On the 
brtvatogram of the sidialerite treated with copper sulphate solution two 
ifirly defined endothermic effects appear (at 470 and 590°C), corres-
Aoltng to the dissociation of compounds of the Cug.xS and CuS type.The 
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Table 1: Conditions and characteristics of ttie reaction of sphalerite wlBn i 
V = 0.8 litre, T = 60min) ' 

Experimental conditions 

[CuSQj 
tZnS] 

0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
1.3 
1.8 
2.4 
0.7 
(1.2)** 

1.3 

1.0 

[HaSOj 

0.1 

0.05 

0.1 
0.2 

0.4 

0.1 

0.1 

tOc 

180 

180 

140 
160 
180 
200 
180 

•) K is ttie nominal constant in 
*•) The data in brackets relate 
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VnVc 

0.53 

0.53 

0.53 

0.23 
0.43 
0.53 
1.06 

Uie Ginst 
s to ttie e 

Content in sol . g/1 

Zn 

2.11 
2.63 
3.02 
3.17 
3.5 
3.8 
2.2 
(3.65) 
(3.4) 
3.5 
(2.9) 
3.7 
(2.2) 
1.35 
2.15 
3.17 
4.7 
2.64 
2.80 
3.02 

•3.64 

Cu 

0.006 
0.014 
0.05 
2.55 
5.8 
9.5 

-0 .03 
(3.35) 
(3.37) 
0.16 
(4.5) 
0.06 
(5.4) 
6.95 
5.6 
2.55 
0.01 
0.6 
0.35 
0.05 
0.02 

HaSO, 

7.2 
11.2 
11.0 
1U.9 
11.0 
11.4 

6.9 

21.0 

35.9 

10.6 
11.3 
14.0 
15.8 
10.9 
11.0 
11.0 

-
_ 

ling-Brounshtein equation 
xperiment witti CuSO,/ZnS 

' ^ 

1 
fc-idillcd solution of copper sulphate (natural sample, wt 13.5g, 

1 
Y i e l d ; 
resm-4 

91.2 
97.2 
97.5 
S»7.6 
98.S 
99.7 
99.2 

95.2 

: 
lUU 

103 ' 
1U4 
109 
136 

97.8 
M.O 
97.5 
99.8 

= 1.2 

Content in 
residue % 

Cu 

13.4 
28.4 
28.8 

28.7 
29.0 
26.9 

25.2 

|26.3 

15.3 
21.6 

t 33.7 
(U.S 

25.0 
21.8 
26.9 

Zn 

39.3 
30.5 
34.4 
31.3 
2 9.5 
23.9 
31.0 

31.6 

29.2 

. 
22.0 
16.3 
11.9 

31.8 
34.4 
30.5 

S 

28.2 
28.3 
28.3 
28.5 
27.9 
27.0 
28.8 

29.4 

28.5 

27.0 
26.9 
24.3 
23.3 

29.6 
28.3 
28.8 

Extraction 
% 

Cu 

99.9 
99.7 
98.4 
70.1 
56.6 
42.6 
99.6 

(65.4) 
(65.0) 
98.6 

(55.4) 
99.0 

(41.4) 
23.6 
37.7 
70.1 
99.2 
84.2 
91.0 
98.4 
95.9 

Zn 

19.2 
27.9 
34.4 
43.4 
43.6 
52.1 
18.8 
(50.7) 
(46.8) 
29.3 
Q9.8) 
30.8 
(30.7) 
18.4 
29.1 
43.4 
65.6 
29.8 
31.5 
34.4 
41.0 

K-10* 

Zn 

0.13 
0.2 
0.35 
0.47 
0.52 
0.87 
0.51 
(1.1) 
(0.44) 
0.29 
(0.6) 
0.21 
(0.2) 
0.1 
0.25 
0.47 
3.16 
0.26 
0.30 
0.35 
0.42 

' min"' 

Cu 

8.0 
5.6 
3.5 
-
-
-
5.4 

(0.6) 
(0.49) 
3.8 
(0.45) 
2.7 
(0.3) 
0.2 
0.4 
1.8 

10.0 
2.7 
3.2 
3.5 
4.0 

Qr„ 
Qzn 

0.84 
1.24 
2.32 
2.15 
2,00 
1.9 
1.06 

(1.06) 
(1.1) 
1.31 
(1.28) 
1.32 
(1.32) 
1.7 
1.7 
2.15 
2.0 
2.4 
2.34 
2.32 
1.92 
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Table 2: Effect of temperature, acidity, and reac 
solution (CuSO^ : ZnS = 1) 

•ijri time bn ttie reaction of sphalerite with copper sulphate 

*) Amount of precipitatied copper by analysis of 
**j Amourit of precipitated copper calculated.by 
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«lution 
i« equation for reactions (l)-(3) 

t°c 

160 

180 

200 

160 

200 

200*** 

T min 

15 
30 
60 

120 
180 

15 
30 
60 

Iio 
15 

. 30 
60 

180 

60 

,60 
120 
180 
300 
240 

CHJSO, 
M 

. p.l . 

CIO 
0.25 
0,50 
0.75 
i.oo 
0,10 
0.25 
0.50 
6.75 
1.00 
0,10 

Extraction 
% 

f.. 

i n 

19.1 
28:3 
37.5 
45,1. 
50.8 
32.4. 
3 9 ^ , 
48.9 
55,.2 
45.0 
52.6 
55:2 
50.̂ 8 
48.8 
47,1 
4;7,1 
47.0 
55.2 
57.9 
58.2 
"57;6 
54.3' 
59.9 
69,2 
76;5 
82.8 
79.1 

Fe-

24.5 
32.5 
42;2 
54'.9 
65.4 
27 ;0 
41.4 
58.1 
71.6 
44''.0 
64i6 
75,5 
65:4 
64.0 
62,6 
61.0 
'60 ;3 
75,5 
t5;5 
74.8 
72.5 
68,6 
:63.7 
73.3 
82.2 
89.3 
85.7 

MI, SO, 
.tr.; ' 

6v2 
8.1 

10,5 
14.4 * 
17.1. 
12.3 
15.3 
18-. 8 
21.2 
17.2 
20.4 
21.2 
17.1 
13.2 

9;9' 
7.1 
4.0 

21.2 
1'9.6 
18.3 
-17.7. 
16.7 
13.9 
I7;i 
19.8 
22.! 
20.9 

Precipitation of-copper-

Total 

o:. 

30.8 
42.4 
5'6.0 
73,9 
36.5 
54.0 
68,8 
88.1 

lU'J 
74.9 
51.2 

IW 
ao.s 
T9,4 
71.7 
71.2 
69.5 

m 
J9.9 
V9.8 
H.9 
92.4 
67,7 
78.9 
W.7 
%.% 
n.li 

• _ 

Q*i 

31.6 
44.7 
'58.9 
74.3 
85,4 
54.0 
68.-8 
84.6 
96.5 
76.7 
91.4 
97:2 
85.-3 
77.3 
70,2 
65.8 
C4.1 
97.2-
97.5 
95.9 
93.5 
88,0 
63.6 
75.4 
84,7 
^ . 9 
88;5 

Including 

reaction 

f*' 

70.2 
72.4 
72.8 
70.4 
69;3' 
65,4 
65,8-
66j7 
66.6 
65.8 
65.8'; 
"66.6 
•69.4 
73,9 
78,6 
83.7 
85.9 
66.6 
69;3 
70.8 
70.9 
71:7 
66.4 
65i4 
64s4 
63,6 
63.9 

Qe-Qc 
Qe 

2,6 
5.3 
5;2 
0;6 
1.3 
0.0 
0.2. 
2,8 
3.5 
2,5 
0.5 
2.8 
1.3 -
2.5 
6.1 
V.e 
7.9 
2.8 
.2.5 
4.6 
2.4 
5.0 
6i'l 
4.3 
2.2 
4.6 
3.7 

Degree of 
conversion 
of .CuS into 
•• ' C a a $ % 

71.0 
63,6 
62.1 
70.1 
73.6 
88.5 
86;0 
82.9 
83.5 
86.8 
86.4' 
83.7 
73,6 
5:9-1 
45.6 
33,8 
27.8 
83.7 
73.9 
69,0 
67.8 
66,5 
83-.8 
88.6 
92C4 
95,3 
94.2 
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loss inweight'of the initial.sphalerite. at 1050°G by 6.5'ab3.% is lower ^ 
for tt:ie treated material. These data-also: confirm the change in the ih^ 
coniposition of sphalerite after its hydrothermal treatment with copper 
sulfhate,solutions. ;^|(urioiir ci sUicoo opmpoimds In;alkaline eolutu 

The kinetics of the investigated processJare complicated by tiielUmsi^lj y^cHeva, V N Makarenko a«i NI Eremin ( 
secondary copper.sulphides witti-fprm; their continuity, evaluated.in:i^iL^2ietit of the MetaUurgy of Light aM"Rare B 
first approKimaUpn from tiie valuesd£ the PilUng-Bedwbrth criterion')/iq ' « -o 
(Kp_B for the. ZnS-CuS sysbem=in reaction 1 aiid»ZnS-CuaS system in rei 
tion 3 ainpuhts to 0.84 and 0;92 respectively) is extremely signtficant.M; 
the begitining of the process the cdpper-is precipitated on tiie spihaleritsS' 
mainly iiii the formof CtiS,, and the formation of sulphides rf'-the CuaS^j^ucai intefe^^ cases. The effe 
(the film of-which is less permeable) is a secondaiy process arri occurt | r "' -- ' • • 
as a resultof- reactipri of ttie cpyellirie with copper sulphate. This pjio^^ 
promotes the precipitatibn of copper atid. develops intensively attempeit,! 
tures above 160°G.. For more cotnplete pre cipitation,of copper from Ui«|[ 
solution^witii sphalerite ^inc cohcehtreate) it is;expedient to use incm* 
ternperature aiiH tp add the precipitant oh the basis of ZnS/CuSQjil; 'ia' 
order tp dissolve the zinc (e.g., from a collecUve concentrate) moder« 
temperatures (riot more than 160°C) and an increased consiimption ot'i 
persulphate., i . e . , CuS04/ZnS>l, are tnpre suitable. 

otine c tibh witti Bie, use of high -silica argillac 
ifiiiution, the desiliconisii^ of raw bauxites by 

T^.i' raw bauxites witti alkaline solutions is de 
i:*iastabie solubility of sbdiuni hydroaluminp. 
lid in me solution when kaDiinitesdissolves, ' 
IH.JLS depends Ori ttte crystal structure of hydi-s 
ifi'.-i-e, thecomposittonof the solution, airi thi 
i •.•u-rature thei«' are dataon ttie desilicomsing 

,̂ i'jm hydroxite. At the.same time it is know 
.-Hi the desiliconising of the ^olution during t 

•f;iT>.silica for a longer'i^riod ); Inttiepresei 
•;;ti|»;-"itDo- investigations into the behaviour of thi 

Thehigh vaiueslor the appire rit--activation energy are evidently due to'f.ki.site-kaolinite potassiun 
the specific. t:haracteristics'ot the difiusion of ttie hydrated copper" ions^j.-yj^s. 
towards the surf ace of ttie sphalerite through the. layer of insoluble re B .̂ 
tion products. A detailed study ot the mechanism ot the process «< l "^ ; l 
special, investigations. '.';SI»-

-.•m 
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mi: 

••:iii investigation we used a sample of bauxi 
ar,. wt,%: 7.95SiOa, .48.05Alj,O3, 26.91Fe3 

i-..-We.used a saniple of kaolinite containing 
!i^ about 97%' of kaolinite and about 3%. of qua 
1 .-jrried out in stairiless-steel 100-ml beake 
-"-<•.i.nt leaching temperature (80°C), deterrni 
.'1 e.tperimerits, was maintained. After des iii 
I i*parated/fromisoliitioii and washed'with hot 

|-.^:iu'ions-af Oie so'lid and liquid phases were 
-T •:.•!. For identification of the solid phases w 

•jstal-optical, and.Xrjyr c ly stal log rai*iic 

>< i a! lefGOmin for the sodiurh solutipn (cur\ 
.^*. I '•' Wissiurri'.sdlution (curve 2), aM'3,8g/ l 1 
' ; ^ *̂-'̂ - icurve 3). The concentration of silic a.in 
. I f f '"•'̂ •'•- ̂  nia.\imurri .and then decreases fairly ra 

;_ .^as*-;:;. tation of SHAS with a compositipn close ti 
mr-,̂  *:ent'course.in the process was observed c 

' •^?^^^" "-"^'"^^ed .solutions (curves 2-and 3); whili 
; , 'A '^^^. .^ in ttie solution for a fairly long time,. I 
•^^•.k '*''̂ ''<>n .ttie kinetic curve has a flatter for 
,vp|•5si^..r stability 'of me aluminosilicate. ion in 
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UNDERGROUND MINING 

|\n all new rig for Magmont shaft would have 
Ccmponent |u r t New - Up.graded Cost 

Engines (3 @ $30,000.00) $90,000.00 — $90,000.00 
Drawworks .- — .$20,000.00 20,000.00 
Mud pumps ' 

1—1,000 60.000.00 - 60.000.00 
1 - 850 - . — — 

Power transmission — 20.000.00 20,000.00 
Substructure — ' 15.000.00 15.000.00 
Derricit — 3,000.00 3.000.00 
Blocksihook, etc 40.000.00 — 40.000.00 
Miscellaneous — 5,000.00 5.000.00 
Drill s t r i n g . . ; . . . . . . . . . . 134.000.00 — 134,000.00 
Choke manifold (10,000 psO.. . . 25,000.00 — • 25,000.00 

Total .$349,000.00 $63,000.00 $412,000.00 

U N i v E R s s T Y OF m m -•-^^-. 
- mBuum iminm^ ' • ' ^S^ 

cost twice as much as new and used parts 5 " 
All new rig Cost ' ' - ^ ^ ' -
Engines (3) $ 9 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 ' ^ 
D ra wwork s 90.000 00 ̂ '"^-" 
Mud pumps (2) 1-1.000 '. -. 115.000 0 0 . ^ - : 

1 - 850 _ . . - . . i ^ ^ ; 
Power transmission 52,000.00 § * ? ' 
Substructure '-.-J^i-
Derrick ". 1 5 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 ^ - ' 
Blocks, hook. etc. 40.000.00 5^-?: 
Miscellaneous auxiliary equipmeni..." 65.000.00 . ' ^ - i ; : 
.Drill.string/..•„.,....,.., ; . . . . - . ; ; . . - . • . . ; . . , . . . . . . . • : : . ; . - . . . . . -282.000:00 f^^- -
Choke manifold (10.000 psi) 25.000.0oi i* : | 

Totai ..'. . . . . . . . ! . . $ 9 0 9 . OOO.OO'I 

The estimated cost of a nuclear leaching experiment on copper ore 

Cost estimates for Project Sloop Project Sloop, a proposal by Kemiecott Copper Corp. 
to the Atomic Energy Commission, would provide for a 
joint $13-miIlioa contained 20-kiloton nuclear blast and 
solution mining experiment at its Safford, Ariz., copper 
porphyry. If the project is approved by Congress and 
proceeds as planned, it should go a long way in proving 
or disproving the feasibility of nuclear blasting for the 
preparation of an oxide zone of low-grade deposit for 
in-situ recovery of copper. After the blast, the recovery 
would further be accomplished by using solution recovery 
holes and piping in imderground, access drifts below the 
chimney created by the blast. The pregnant solution would 
be pumped to the surface precipitator (see E / M J , Novem
ber 1967, p 116). 

Some comparisons of the nuclear shot with other big 
blasts in mining indicate that more rock has been broken 
with conventional blasts than the estimated 1.3-miUion 
tons that the proposed 20-kiloton nuclear device would 
break. Other production blasts, however, have broken to 
one or more free faces, while the proposed nuclear shot 
-would be a contained experiment. Other large blasts in 
the recent past include: 

" ! ) • International Nickel Co.—Frood mine—5.25-million 
tons with 464 tons of powder. 

2) Climax Molybdenum—1.25-million. tons in a glory 
hole blast with 208 tons of explosives. 

3) Minnesota taconite mine—^broke 1.3-million tons 
using 850 tons of high energy slurry (Hercules Powder 
Co. .report). 

Phase 1 
Reid start-up and initial support facilities 
Pre-shot sampling holes - -• -, 
Site safety studies 

Total Phasel . . ;..., 

Phase 2 
Project start-up and support facilities 
Rehabilitation of existing workings 
Scientific program and explosive diagnostics 
Emplacement hole 
Emplacement, stemming -.-. 
Operational support • 
Communications ^ 
Post-shot drilling, re-entry and testing 
Miscellaneous construction 
Engineering inspection 

• TotalPhase 2 

. $ 7 5 0 . d M . ^ f i 

. $ 5 , 7 5 0 , 0 0 O M f J 

Phase 3 
Underground re-entry and rehabilitation 
Leach solution and recovery-system 
Post-shot sample and solution input holes 
Underground process piping and pumping system 
Copper precipitation plant • . 
Process water supply 
Leach plant operating costs—one year 

-Public and industrial safety monitoring . 
Project evaluation '• . ' 

• Total Phase 3 '. 
Total ProjMt S loop. . . ; . . . 

•• .•..--..:3S%J.:r.V 

. .$6,675,000.^^^"; 
.$13,175,0001' 

The cost of leaching U^OB in stopes and pumping solution to the surface 
The economic advantages of microbiological processing entire mine was converted to bacteria operation The economic advantages of microbiological processing 

have given new life to some mines and, in other cases,-
will allovv the leaching of low-grade ore (see.E/MJ, Octo
ber 1967, p 75). At Stanrock Uranium Mines Ltd., Stan
rock, Ontario, Canada, the use of bacteria leaching pro
vided the answer to the question of "how to stay in busi
ness," in the face of skyrocketing costs by conventional 
mining methods. 

The high-pressure washing of stopes at Stanrock, begin
ning in 1963, increased production from 27,100 lb of 
UjOg in 1962 to 105,300 lb in 1963. Uranium recovery 
frpm mine water at that time was 7% of total production. 

Between July and October of 1964, mining costs in
creased to $5.09 per lb of UjOg recovered. This allowed 
only 410 perJb.profit. As a result of the high costs the 

186 

entire mine was converted to bacteria operation at the;,? 
end of October 1964, B y the sununer oi 1965; bacterial, •^.. 
leaching was credited with lowering production costs to f?*j 
$3.30, per lb of UjOg. Heating of mine intake air during ..i;., 
the winteradded 500 to.total UjOg costs.-.The conversion ..i'.^ 
to corrosion-resistant materials in the mine solution circuitv^; ' 
resulted in a 500 per lb UjOg direct savings in chemicals-̂ ;:̂ '« 
and pump maintenance supplies. '••J^j--

Stanrock is recovering 15,000 to 16,000 lb of VaOa'-f^-' 
monthly from 1,200 stopes having an average floor ^^^idF 
of 6,000 sq ft each. " i ^ p ^ 

To eliminate the need of neutralizing mine solutions, ̂ -̂̂-Vv 
316 stainless-steel pump components, rubber-lined solu-,^^. 
tion lines in the shaft, and plastic distribution lines werei^^-r 
installed in the mine. 

E/MJ—June. 

mmm 
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AUOF, =A10F + A1F2 (3) 

2AlFa + 3HjO = AljOj f 6HF (4) 

Only peaks for aluniinium fluoride are found on lhc X-
ray pattern. Aluminium oxide .nnd o.xyfluoride a re amor 
phous lo X- rays . 

Al 630OC the water is finally removed, and the Al-O-H 
group changes into an AI-0 ijroup. Only peaks for ahi
minium fluoride were found by X-ray phase analysis. 

Al 680OC sulilimalion ot aliiniiniuni fluoride, fornied by 
reaction (3), begins. With further heating of the material 
the aluminium oxyfluoride dissociates to form aluminium . 
fluoride and a-alumina according to the reaction: 

3A10F = AIF3 + AUOa (5) 

This p rocess is exothermic, which was confirmed many 
times by a thermal method. Consequently, the possible 
reactions in Ihe sublimation oi Iho compound when healed 
to 1000°C (mass-spectroi i ielr ic analysis) can be r e p r e 
sented in the following form: 

2Al(OH)F2-3HsO(,„,id) - 2Al(0H)Fs ^^^ ' ^HaOg.^^ (6) 

2Al(OH)F5-.3H20(soli.O • A10Fga.«-. AlFg^-f ffljOgas (7) 

2Al(OH)F,-3H,0(,„ , id5 - Al .OF, g.,̂  -^ll^O.,,, (8) 

2 A U 0 H ) F , ( , „ , i j ) . . A l , 0 J (3„ , i d ) ^Al'P^K...+3"F^.us(9) 

*) AljOajj,^^,! *'^^ found in the residviG of tlie evaporation 

(Sii-iC i/ .CA/X' 
Extract ive capacity of organic sulphides 

V S Chekushin (Krasnoyarsk Institute of Non-Ferrous Metals 
and Rare Metals) 

Conclusions 

1. During the heat treaiment of Al(OH)F, 'LSHjO die fol
lowing processes take place in succession: At 300°C 0.5 
molecule of wa,ter is removed, and the compound changes 
inlo AKOHjFjHjO; al 400OC one molecule of water is 
removed, and the compound changes to A1(0H)F3 : at 475-. 
eSOfX; Al(OH)Fj is completely dehydrated, ch.anging into 
AI^OF, and then inlo AlOF: the AIF3 which forms is 
partly hydrolvsed: al 68OOC AlF, begins to sublime: al 
750-850"C Al'oF dissociates to form AlF, and a-Al^Oa 
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- Department of the Metallurgy of Noble 

The use of organic monosulphides as extractants for noble 
metals a r i s e s from specific charac te r i s l ics of the liotero-
alom. The reactivity of sulphides in the chemical reactions 
which accompany extraclion is determined by the electron-
donating and electron-accepting ])owor of the sulphur atom, 
which depend to a considerable degree on thc composition 
and s t ruc ture of the grovi))S of substituents associated with 
it and a re expressed in the different displaccn^cnts of Uie 

, electron density at the lieteroatom. 

At the present time experimental dala from iiivestipation 
of die reactivity of monosulphides in relation to compounds 
of metals in gi-oups III and tV of Uie periodic systeni and 
halogens have accumulated together with data nn the e lec 
tron donating characleri.stics of aliphatic and cyclic com
pounds^)"). 

Tho aim of the present wm-k w:is lo undertake further 
invest itral ions inlo the re:icl ivity of sul])liides with various 
compositions and siructure.s. As subjects for invesliga-
lions we took aliphatic sulphides with chain lengltis be 
tween Cs and C, having normal s i ruclure and Iheir iso
m e r s , diphenyl sulphide, and the fractions of pelroleum 
sulphides obtained froni Arlansk oil"'') and largely r e p r e 
sented by combinations of monocyclic (fraction 1), bi-
cyclic (fraction 2), and tricycle (fraction 3) compounds. 
The i'eactivily of Uie extractants was assessed by means 
of the thermodynamic .characteris t ics , which were deter 
mined from the concentration constants for the ex t rac
tion of C P I C I ^ I ^ " by thc integral form of the Van't Hoff 
equation ') . In the calculations of Uic extraction con
stants we started from the assumption that monomolecular 
bisulphates with the composition [PtCU-2S]. where S is 

thc extractant. accumulate in the organic phase. The flH, 
AS and CC values for extraction a re not standard but can 
be used for the arguments which foUow(iable 1). 

Tabic 1: The thermodynamic cliaracteristics of extraction by organic 
sulphides In toluene (2980K) 

E.xtraclani 

Diethyl sulpliide 
Diprojiyl sulphide 
piisopr<ipyl sulphide 
Dibulyl sulphide 
Djisoliulyl sulphide 
Diniiiyl ."iulphido 

. l.so;uityi sulphide 
Uilie.syl sulphide 
Dilieptyl sulphide 
Oiplioiiyl sulphide 
Kraclion 1 
FracUon 2 
Fraclioii 3 
Fraclion 4 

^H kcal/mole 

19.6 
15.5 

•16.3 
12.8 
13.0 
11.5 
12.7 
10.5 
10.51 
8.12 

14.4 
12.8 
8.12 
7.04 

AS, eu 

70.6 
54.6 
58.6 
45.0 
46.0 
40.2 
44.6 
35.8 
36.6 
27.2 
51.5 
45.3 
31.0 
28.2 

AG„ kca^'mole 

-2.20 
-1.35 
-1.9 
-1.0 
-1.2 
-0.9 
-1.05 
-0.5 
-0.74 
-0 .28 
-1.5 
-1.2 
-1.43 
-0.76 

The extraction of melals by sulphides is accompanied by 
Ihe formalion of stable c:o-ordinalion bonds M-S with r e 
distribution of charge between the interacting atoms. The 
polaris:ibility of Ihe p:irtners is tlierefore of important 
significance. The refractions of the sulphur atom f?!)(S) 
in (he compounds were dislri juled by nieans of the cxper-
imcnl.il valuesof (he molecular refractions (MI?,)) and the 
group increments for the hydrocarbon radicals^) . From 
t.able 2 it is seen thai Rj5{S) in aliphatic .sulphides depends 
little on the coniposition and s t ructure of the radicals and 
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Table 2: The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the reac t iv i ty of organic monosulphides 

Reagent 

(C jHJaS 
(C^Hrj^S 
( IZO-CjHJaS 
(C4H,)^S 
( I Z O - C » H J , S 
(C5H, , ) ,S 
I Z 0 - C 6 H , i S C , H , , 
{C6Hi,) ,S 
( C , H j J , S 
(CeHe),S 
Fraction 1 
Fraction 2 
Fraction 3 

I s e V ) 

8.43 
8.31 
8.38 
8.23 
8.36 

_ 
_ 
-

7.8 

K B - 1 0 = 

1.26 
.1.82 
2.16 
2.62 
2.97 
2.98 
3.08 
3.34 
3.4 
8.31 

15.4 
15.4 
27.6 

MRo c m ' 

28.59 
37.99 
38.OG 
47.28 
47.39 
56.61 
56.56 
65.87 
75.24 

-

R,,(S)cm' '^) 

7.99 
8.06 
8.11 
8.11 
8 .12. 
8.15 
8.16 

-
-

__ 

k c a l / m o l e ' ) 

19.95 
29.96 
37.76 
39.96 

-
49.84 

-
59.69 
69.57 
55.3 

AIl^R 
k c a l / m o l e ' ) 

34.00 
23.10 
17.60 
17.2 
13.0 
10.1 

-
4.2 

-0.2 
70 

E(C-S)* 
kca l /mole 

77.07 
71.18 
69.58 
.70.2 

-
68.12 

-
67.04 
67.62 
75.45 

AXj 

0.380 
0.366 
0.361 
0.362 

-
0.360 

-
0.356 
0.357 
0.377 

ic-c 
c m " ' 

1258 
1235 
1248 
1222 
1216 
1214 

-
1208 
1202 

E , (S)V 

-0.54 
-0.63 

.-
-0.66 

-
-0:71 

-
-0.77 
-0.73 
-0.83 
-0.61 
-0.65 
-0.73 

•) AH^S was taken as equal to 66.2kcal /niole°) 

varies belween 7.99 and 8.16cm^ 
diethyl lo diamyl sulphide. 

in the transition, from 

The electron-donating potentialities of the hctero-atom 
were assessed by means of Uie ionisation potentials I^ '') 
and the basicity constant Kg, determined by a conducto-
melric method''). From table 2 it follows Uiat thc nucleo-
philiccapacity of the reagents increases somewhat wilh 
increase in Iho chain length of the hydrocarbon radical 
and also with increase in the numl^er of rings in the mole
cule. The thermal effect of extraclion var ies in line wilh 
the variation of Kg for Ihe sulphides and decreases with 
increase in their ionisation potentials. 

The electronegativity concept is based on the e lec t ro
chemical difference in the interacting par t ic les and is e s 
sentially a function of the bond energy ' ) . It is natural 
that the effective electronegativity will differ from Uiat 
of the atom, depending on the nature of thc groups added 
to the sulpliide sulphur. In the l i t e r a t u r e ' " " ' ' ) e lcc t ro-
negatiyity sca les were proposed for radicals , bul they 
are evidently far from complete and cannot be used for 
theoretical evaluation of the effective electronegativity 
of the sulphur. The bond energies E(S-C) of the ex t rac 
tants were therefore determined by a thermochemical 
method'"") (table 2). The obtained values for E(C-S) a re 
the Uiermal effects of bonding and consequiintly only 
characterise thc actual bond energ\' approximately. 

The order of variation in the bond energies of a he tero-
atom with substituents can often be traced in the charac
ter and direction of the shifts of the corresponding fre
quencies of the vibrations of the bonds in the IR region 
of the spectrum. Since tlie band for the slrplcliing vibra
tions of the C-S bonds in.sulphides, located in the region 
of 700-550cni ' ' ' ' ' ) . is weak in intensity and is not suit
able for qualitative and semi-qualitative investigalions, 
the band for the stretching vibrations of the C-C bonds 
of the hydrocarbon skeleton i/^..,. = 1200-1300cni"' was 
used as a character is t ic*^) . The o rders of variation 
were s imilar for E(C-S) and i^(C-C) (table 2), and.this 
can provide ovidoncc for thc regular decrease in Ihe 
effective eleclronegalivity oflhe sulphur atom (flX^;) 
wilh increase in the chain length of the :iU;yl radicals . 
Compared with dialkyl sulphides, the sulphur in the 
diphenyl sulphide molecules is the most eleclroncgalive. 
Thc obtained data are consistent wiUi the o rders of var 
iation in K,j and I^. 

The nucleophilic charac ter i s l ics of sulphide sulphur 
are extremely res t r ic ted and, as was shown above, de
pend liltle on the s i ruclure and composition of both 
aliphatic and cyclic compounds. In addition, they can
not explain the high sirength of the M-S bonds in the 
solvates which form. II can be supposed that additional 
interactions arc possible in the M-S system on-account of 
the manifestation of Uie electron-accepting character is t ics 
ofthe extractants . There are references to the e lec l ro-

philic character is t ics of sulphide sulphur in the l i t e ra tu re ' ° ) . 
As a character is t ic of Ihe accepting charac ter i s l ics of the 
hetero-aloin we used the half-wave potential for Uie caUiodic 
reduction of Uie e.xlractant E((S), which is not a str ict ly 
cor rec t expression for the eroclropliilicity of thc sulphur 
bul is evidently functionally related-lo il. 

The relation between the half-wave potentials for the 
cathodic reduction of palladium from the PdCla-25 solvates 
ahd thc E i (S ) value for the relation of the sulphides is given 
in fig. 1. There is a correlation between Ihese values; in
crease in the electron-accepting character is t ics of Uie sul
phides leads to a shifl of Iho reduction potential of palla
dium towards negative values. In lurn, there is a relation 
between Ei(S) for the reduction of the sulphides and its 
effective electronegativity (lable 2), and this confirms Uie 
regular increase in the electron-accepting charac ter i s t ics 
of the sulphur atom with decrease in the chain length of 
Ihe hydrocarbon radical in the extractant. Consequently, 
some decrease hi the nucleophilicity of Uie reaction cen
tre of die extractant in the aliphatic and cyclic compounds 
is compensated by the increase in ils electrophilic poten
tiali t ies. 

C j C S ) V 
-OS -os' -01 -0.1 

r •' '•5--' 
•a Tne dependence of the 
^ half-wave p o t e n t i a l fo r 
Ul 
ei the r educ t ion of PdClj,-
-i 3S on El for the r educ -

u t i o n of Che s u l p h i d e s : 
£ I) (C,H^)iS: 2) fCjHyJjS; 
" ^ j ; (C„H,j)^S: 4) IC^I!^^)^S; 

. ' 5) (C^H,,)^S: 6) (CjH^^)^S; 
71 f r a c t i o n 1 : 8) f r a c t i o n 
2; 9) f r a c t i o n 1; 10) f r a c 
t i o n A: 11) (Cf^llr^l^S. 

•O.i 

The parlicipalion of Uie sulphur as an electron acceptor 
in M-S bonding during the formalion of Uie extracted sol-
vale is confirmed by the existence of a relation between 
Ihe changes in free energy of exlraclion and the half-wave 
poiential for tho reduction of the sulphides (t;ibles 1 and 2). 
Here Ihc .shift of Ei(S) inlo die region of negaiive values as 
a rule leads to an increase in AG^.. A character is t ic fea
ture of the extraclion process for the chloride complexes 
of divalent platiiium with organic sulphides is the compara-
livcly small change in free energ\', while the enthalpy and 
entropy change witliin wider limits (table 1). The greater 
the heat of extraclion, the smal ler ihe change in the entropy 
of the system. It can be supposed that the thermal effect 
of extraction increases willi increase in Ihe nucleophilicity 
and with decrease in the electrophilicity of the sulphur. The 
participation of sulphur as an electron acceptor in the r e 
action with a metal ion involves considerable' expenditures 
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on reconstruclion of tho electronic s t ructure of both tlie 
helero-atom itself and of ils partner in Uie bond. This ex
plains the subsequent decrease in the thermal effect of 
exlraclion. 

The entropy of the co-ordination bond in Ihe solvate :ind 
the entropy of extraction a r e functionally related. II is 
interest ing lo nole that AS ^ cor re la tes with the e lec l ro-
phil ici tyof the sulphides (fig. 2). 

ilSc 

30 

F i g . 2 
T'ne dependence of uiie 
chang-i i.n entropy of 
-extraction fr-r PtCl l , ' 
on E{ I c r iho reduction 
o f the siil,:ihides: 1) 
rC.Wfs,',.?; 2) i C H j ^ j i " ; 
3)' IC,.H,).^S; -1) (C;.'.', ,;jS,,. 
5) fCtH, j ) ; .? ; (-1 fC,H,i) ,S.. 
7) fC^HsJjS; S! f rac t i on J ; 

. " I f r ac t i on 2. 

-O .S -<a -Oi El (5 ) V 

If die foniv.ition of the o bonds in llie solv-.ile is secured 
by the donating charac ter i s l ics of tho sulphur atom, ils 
accepting aljililies can Ije attributed lo parlicipalion in a 
IT bond, especially as thc hctero-atom has vacancies at 
the 3d sub-level. The idea of the realisation of a n bond 
in the case of soft par tners was put forward by Chal t ' ' ' ) 
in a development of thc Pearson concept ' " ) . In the works 
of Mazalov o.t a l i a ' " ) , however, it '.vas the suli.jocl of doulit. 
We do not intend lo confirm Uiat a n bond is in fact for
med in the investigated sys tems , but the electron accept
ing characleri-slics of sulphides have a substantial effect 
bolh on the stability of lhe ."jolvants which form and on 
the extraction process as a whole. 

Conclusion 

Thc effectiveness of the extraclion of L ^ ' C L J ' - in
c reases Willi increase in the electrophilic cha rac ie r i s 
iics of Uie extractants . i.e. with decrease in the rdiain 
length of the hydrocarbon radical and wilh deci'ease in 

the nuniber of rings in sulphides of the aliphatic s e r i e s 
and industrial fractions. 
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.1 
Charac ter i s t ics of the Ihermal operation of tuyeres in top blast t reatment of melLs (by way of discussion) 

Yu B Shnionin, Yu D Dekopov, and B V Lepikhin (Leningrad Minitig Institute) 

UDC 669.2 

ri 

The cooled tuyeres used in llie top blast treatment of mattes, 
cast i rons , and ferronickel ojierate for a limited time on 
account of gradual disintegration of the copper iieads'"^). 
The disintegration is due to the con.'^idcrable heal fULXcs on 
the local section of Uie head, which gave r ise to an abrupt 
increase of temperature in the. wall of the head and subsequent 
fusion or dissolution in the molt. Thernial s t r e s s e s in Uie 
svall material which a r i s e here also play a specific role^). 
Heat is transmitted from die balh to the hiyere by convection 
when Ui'e head is flushed by melt ejected from Uie seal of 
Ihe blast. 

Del.-iiled investigalions inln Ihe lhcrm;il nperaiinn of tuyeres 
during l,op blast t reatmeni of copper-nickel mnllcswei-e-
underL'iken during t r ials on continuous converting at the 
Pechenganikel' .Mining-Metallurgical Combine')*). Thev 
showed thai cooled tuyeres mostly operate with .'i crusl a I 
the head is periodically removed or melted, after whicli Ihc 
tuyere undergoes a unique kitid of Ihermal shock, and this 
is Uie direct cause of disintegration. The lengUi of s e r n c e 
of the tuyere between repa i r s depends on the number and 
intensity of the Ihermal shocks lo which it has been subjected. 

In the pre-sent ar t ic le the charac ter i s t ics of Ihe thermal 
operation of the tuyere a r e examined from the standpoint of 

i ls possible mathematical simulation. • According to experi
mental data, the lhcrm;il operation of Uie tuyeres consists 
of periods of nonslationary increase of the temperatures in 
the wall of the head (thermal shock), subsequent stabilisation 
of die temperature field in the head, and finally conditions 
close to a steady slate . It is of greatest interest to model 
Ihe thermal shock, since this gives rise' lo disintegration of 
the tuyere. 

The exporimonuil temperature di.agrams, i-ecordod on the 
.-icciion of Ihe wall at greatest risk in respecl of burning, 
.s-liiiwed lh;il tho Ihermal shock is chai-acterised by a stepwise 
incre:isc of lemperalure a t a rate of 20-40OC/sec for 5-15 
see . The maxinium lemperatures (300-lOOOOC) a r e main
tained for tens of seconds and then gradually decrease to 
riteady viilues after a few minutes. The decrease in the tem
perature during such decay of the thermal shock can be 
descriljed suffiiienlly accurately by an empirical formula 
of the following lype: 

t n;ax t - =-, (1) 1 -> lil.; 

where: i „„,; = the ma.ximum temperature reached at a given 
point on the wall during the Ihermal shock 
OC ;,. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Atlantic Richfield Company began operating a commercial uranium 

solution mining project in Aprii, 1975 in Live Oak County, Texas, 

10 miles southwest of the town of George West (Figure 1). The 

operation is designed to produce 250,000 pounds of U3O8 per year 

and is jointly owned by Atlantic Richfield Conipany, Dalco and U. S. 

Steel. 

The proprietary process employed in this operation consists of in

jecting an alkaline leaching solution into the ore-bearing forma

tion through a pattern o i injection wells. The uranium-bearing 

solution is then removed through producing wells using submersible 

pumps in central production welis. The produced solution is pumped 

through a pipeline to thc plant area where the ur.inium is extracted. 

The barren solution is refurbished and returned to the pattern area 

for reinjection. 

The injection field and plant site are located in the drainage of 

Spring CreeK, a small intermittent stream tributary to the Nueces 

River. Land use in the area is primarily agricultural -- cattle 

ranching and farming -- but several producing gas fields are pre

sent in the areas as well. 

A nine month environmental baseline study was conducted on the 

property beginning in February, 1975. Plants and animals of the 

Clay West area were identified and representative terrestrial and 

aquatic communities were analyzed. Physical and chemical . 
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parameters of the soils were described and analyzed. The surface 

and underground waters were analyzed chemically; radionuclides, 

heavy metals, nutrients, and pesticide concentrations were 

measured in the creek sediments; bacteriological measurements were 

made in creek water and sediments; radionuclide and chemical levels 

in plants and animals, both terrestial and aquatic, were measured. 

These studies, though not required by existing state or federal 

laws, were considered necessary to assess the existing conditions 

before operations began on site. 

The in-place leaching technique for uranium mining eliminates the 

environmental disturbances associated with open pit or underground 

mining. No grinding and crushing of ore is needed, nor are large 

tonnages of waste tailings produced. Surface subsidence is not 

expected since less than 5 pounds of uranium is present per ton of 

rock and even complete removal of such small amounts should not 

cause subsidence. 
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Solution raining has fewer environmental problems than conventional 

mining. Members of the Texas Water Quality Board recognized the 

differences which exist and have recently formulated new environ

mental control procedures which apply specifically to solution 

mining. Some of the solution mining activities which are of parti

cular concern are discussed in the following pages. 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The produced uranium-bearing solution is pumped through a pipeline 

from the pattern area to the plant area. The first pattern area 
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consists of a nest of 125 fluid injection, production and monitor 

wells (Figure 2). Injection wells have four inch casings and are 

spaced 50 feet apart on a square grid. Production wells have a 

6 inch casing and are located in the center of each square. 

A block flow sheet of the plant is given in Figure 3. The produced 

solution goes through parallel trains, each consisting of a carbon 

column and an ion exchange column in series. The carbon column 

removes any sand present in the produced solution and the ion ex

change column extracts the uranium. The depleted solution is 

treated with chemicals and returned to the field fcr reinjection. 

The uranium retained in the ion exchange column is removed periodi

cally with a sodium chloride solution. Uranium-bearing solution 

from the ion exchange column is passed through a charcoal column 

for removal of impurities and then to a precipitation tank where the 

uranium is precipitated as yellowcake slurry. The yellowcake 

slurry is clarified, filtered and dried to produce a granular 

yellowcake product. 

lems than conventional 

Board recognized the 

irraulated new environ-

eically to solution 

ties which are of parti-
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-nped through a pipeline 

:ie first pattern area 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Sources of waste solutions to storage reservoirs, the backwash 

reservoir and atmospheric discharges are shown in the block flow 

sheet (Figure 3). These waste solutions pose a relatively small 

problera and are adequately controlled by conventional means. There 

is one area, however, that deserves special attention and that is 

the effect of the uranium solution mining process on the chemical 

nature of water present in the ore body. 
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Waste storage Reservoirs 

The chemical wastes frora the plant are pumped into surface reser

voirs lined with heavy chlorinated polyethylene. The reservoirs 

are designed so that the net annual evaporation rate is equal to 

the maximum volume of chemical wastes generated every year. Ade

quate freeboard is provided to accommodate periods of high rainfall 

and low evaporation. Waste solutions from these reservoirs are 

disposed of in deep disposal wells on site as discussed later in 

this paper. 

Backwash Reservoir 

The carbon columns used to trap sand from the produced solution are 

backwashed periodically, requiring a source of clean water. A 

backwash reservoir provides this clean water and is also used as a 

settling pond. This reservoir" is made of reinforced concrete. 

The water is recirculated and evaporation losses made up by using 

water from a fresh water well. The chemical assay of the pond water 

changes little from the original fresh water. 

Air Quality 

Air quality problems are minimal in uranium solution mining since 

no grinding or crushing is involved and insignificant emissions 

occur. The yellowcake drying system is the only source of air 

emissions in this plant. The exhaust gases from the dryer pass 

through two stages of scrubbing before being discharged to the 

atmosphere. Texas Air Control Board has examined the operating 

plans for these facilities and has issued a letter of exemption 

from the requirement of a permit. 

Leachinq Zone 

The leaching operation 
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potable water due to na 
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Leachinq Zone 

The leaching operation will modify the chemical nature of water 

present in the ore body. This zone was not originally a source of 

potable water due to naturally occurring high levels of radium. An 

extensive water well sampling and analysis program was formulated 

in consultation with the Texas Water Quality Board, the Department 

of Health and the Water Development Board. The details are shown 

in Table 1. The sampling and analysis program prior to the start of 

circulation of leaching solutions, constitutes a necessary data base 

and clearly defines the aquifer composition at the start of the 

leaching operation. 

There are two primary environmental considerations related to the 

leaching process: 

1. Prevention of leakage of contaminants out of the ore body. 

2. Restoration of the water in the ore body after conclusion 

of leaching. 

1. Preventio"- -' T.p.aVaae rif Leachin" "='̂ln̂ir1rv 

Initially the leaching operation will be controlled by balan

cing the injection and production rates and adopting other 

reservoir management techniques. Each of the injection and 

production lines is equipped with direct reading flow meters 

and a daily check is made to balance the total production 

against total injection. Monitor wells (Figure 2) around the 

leach area are sampled regularly to detect any migration of 

injected solutions. If migration is detected, injected and 

produced volumes are adjusted to counteract such migration. 

All injection and production wells in the pattern area are 
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cased and cemented to the surface, preventing upward migration 

of injected solution. Four shallow monitor wells drilled in 

the pattern area are sampled and analyzed routinely to detect 

any upward leakage of leach solution. 

at the well bore would be 1< 

a distance of one mile the r 

This provides a safety facte 

fracturing of the injection 

2. Oro Bodv Restora'•I'̂ n 

Present plans for ore body restoration are to pump solutions 

out of the ore body and into deep disposal wells until ion 

concentrations are reduced to acceptable levels. Pilot tests 

demonstrate that chemical solutions are readily displaced by 

native ground water when the solutions are pumped from the 

ore body. Other alternatives to pumping the solutions from 

the ore body will also be studied. 

Disposal Wells 

Two deep disposal wells, one of which has been completed, will be 

used for the present operation (Figure A). These two wells will be 

drilled to a total depth of about 4 500 feet. The upper water and 

ore-bearing sand (Oakville) will be isolated by 600 feet of steel 

casing cemented over the full length. A second string of steel 

casing is set through the upper casing from the surface to the 

total depth of the well and cemented from the bottom up to the 

surface. The waste material will be injected down steel tubing 

through perforations opposite the injection zone. The injection 

zone will be isolated by a packer and a non-corrosive fluid will be 

placed in the annulus between the tubing and casing. Calculations 

of the pressure gradient resulting from twenty years of injection 

at an average rate of 150 gallons per minute into 100 feet of the 

500 feet of net available sand show that the differeatdal pressure 
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CONCLUSION 

The commercial uranium-leaching process ha.s receiysd and will con

tinue to receive considerable technical monitoring, related to its" 

environmental impacti. An environraental task force has been prqah-

iied by Atlantic Richfield to define and act on the-environmerital 

needs of the present operationf.- An environmental baselinii: study pf 

-the area has .been completed.- It 'is-.believed that w.ith proper 

monitoring and controls, solution mining of uranium can be' conducted 

with a minimal irapact on-the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

In situ extraction for copper, gold and uranium, generally in'volves 
several common alterriative processes and techniques. These include 
dump leaching, heap leaching, leaching of fractured ore in-place or 
•faore hole mining and unit operations such as cementation, solvent 
extraction, ion-exchange or carbon-in-pulp. Since the metallurgical 
effectiveness and economics of such processes and unit operations 
are weli established, it would 'be possible to select the optimum al
ternative for e:ctracting either copper, gold or uranium from their 
ores using in situ extraction technology. In this paper, efforts 
have been made to provide metallurgical evaluation as well as capital 
and operating costs for the various processes and unit operations. 
Attempts have also been made to utilize the above costs in preparing 
feasibility studies for in situ extraction of these metals. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nl 
ill If 

li: 
' ' ' J l 

•2'S 

.A 
The ever increasing demand for today's metals, the necessity for 

treating complex and lower grade ores, -with higher operating costs, 
the need for conserving' our dwindling minerals resources, and the 
public awareness of environmental pollution factors make it manda
tory to develop new techniques for extracting metals. In this 
endeavor, it is inevitable that in situ mining and in-place extraction 
technologies will be increasingly employed in metal production. 

i 
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In situ mining is the in-place extraction of metals from ores 
located within the confines of a mine or in dumps, ore heaps, slag 
piles, and ta;iling ponds. These materials represent an enormous, 
untapped, potential source of all types of metals. The field of in 
situ mining encompasses the preparation of ore for subsequent in
place leaching, the flow of solutions through rock masses and within 
rock pores, the leaching of minerals -with inexpensive and regenerable 
leaching reagents under conditions prevailing in-place, the generation 
and regeneration of such solutions, and the recovery of metals or 
metal compounds from the metal-bearing solutions. Accordingly, the 
overall scope of this potential mining method embraces interdiscip
linary science and technology requiring application of the principles 
of basic sciences, mineral technology, hydrology, and economics. 

It is not inconceivable that eventually our ore reserves will con
sist largely of low-grade, refractory and inaccessible new deposits 
and low-grade zones near previously worked deposits, caved ore and 
stopes filled with submarginal ore, •waste dumps, tailing ponds, and 
slag heaps. In situ mining promises economic recovery of metals from 
such types of deposits and sources. 

Heretofore, this kind of mining has been more or less limited to 
the extraction of copper from low-grade materialsi however, it has a 
mouh greater potential than this. Practically all metals are suscep-
tiable to leaching in the in situ environment^ Processes will soon 
be developed for the in-place extraction and recovery of metals such 
as lead, zinc, nickel, manganese, uranium, silver, gold, molybdenum, 
and mercury. ' • 

Advantages of in situ mining include environmental attractiveness 
due to less land disturbance, improved, mineral utilization due to 
working on lower and submarginal ores, and favorable economics due to 
earlier return on investment. Some of the disadvantages of the pro
cess are: possible contamination of ground water, potential land 
subsidence, and lack of field and operational experience. 

A detailed bibliography on in situ leaching technology has been 
compiled by Twin Cities Mining Kesearch Center of the United States 
Bureau of Mines (l). 

Recent laboratory studies, pilot plant operations, and several 
plant practices have conclusively demonstrated the effectiveness of 
in situ extraction of copper, uranium and gold. Heap leaching, leach
ing of fractured ore in-place and bore-hole mining technology have 
all been applied in practice and have been found to be economically 
•viable. Although in the above operations different metals are ex
tracted, the unit operations involved in all the practices are more 
or less common. These Include.drilling, blasting, hauling, primary 
crushing, ore handling, pad preparation, leaching, cementation, 
solvent extraction, carbon adsorption ion-exchange, electrowinning. 
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and the like. Moreover, these unit operations, especially those per
taining to extraction, are interchangeable and any new developments 
in extraction technology of one metal, say gold, may be applicable to 
uranium and copper. Accordingly, the in situ extraction technology 
and economics for copper, gold and uranium have much in common and 
since the metallurgical effectiveness and economics of unit processes 
and operations are well established, it should be feasible to select 
the optimum flowsheet for extracting either copper, gold or uranium 
form their ores. . . . . . 

In this paper efforts have been made to illustrate the common 
technology and economics of in situ extraction for copper, gold and 
uranium by providing examples of plant practices, by citing capital 
and operating costs for various unit operations, and submitting 
appropriate feasibility studies. 

ra SITU MINING TECHNIQUES 

There are basically three distinct applications and associated 
leaching systems encountered in the field of in situ leaching, de
pending mainly in the physical location of the ore deposit. These 
situations are illustrated in Figure I. 

Typical examples of Type I are the numerous dump leaching opera
tions practiced by the open pit copper mines in the Southwestern 
United States (2). Dump leaching, in general, is a convenience for 
open pit mining operations to dispose of lower grade (submarginal) 
stripped naterial in a remote area with the intention of recovering 
the valuable metals contained therein. Because of limited available 
area and placement consideration, such dumps are built to a substan
tial depth. The leaching of such piles, either through spraying or 
ponding of solution, is relatively slow and inefficient'. Neverthe
less, the production of copper from such dump leaching operations at 
the present amounts to about 200,000 tons of copper per year in the 
United States or approximately 15 percent of the total production. 
It should be noted that the effectiveness of copper extraction in 
these dump leaching operations has been partially attributed to bac
terial oxidation of sulfide minerals. 
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Several successful heap leaching operations for extraction of 
copper, gold, and uranium as carried out in the United States 
(Arizona, Nevada, Texas, New Mexico, and Wyoming) also belong to Type 
I. Heap leaching is a system in which low grade or mixed oxide-
sulfide ores are leached in relatively small heaps on prepared pads 
or surfaces with positive drainage over a shorter leaching period 
under controlled conditions. In some cases the ore is brought to a 
designated site for treatment and removal, followed by piling of fresh 
ore on the same site for treatment. 
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Figure 1 

THREE TYPES OF IN SITU LEACHING SITUATIONS . . 

(According to Dr. Milton Wadsworth) 

Other viable in-place leaching examples of Type I are the truly 
in situ leaching systems in which the ore is broken in-place by some 
type of blasting technique followed-by percolation leaching of the 
fragmented ore mass. Appropriate collection galleries are provided to 
collect the leach solution for subsequent recovery of metal and re
circulation of the barren solution for additional leaching. Since the 
ore is broken and left in place, such leaching systems are economical
ly attractive. Ranchers Exploration and Development Corporation's Old 
Reliable Mine operation in Arizona and the Big Mike Mine in Nevada are 
fine examples of this in situ leaching method (3, k ) . 

Also included in Type I are the classic in situ leaching operations 
of the Miami and Ray Mines, Arizona, in which the leaching has been 
carried out on fractured submarginal ore zones resulting from block 
caving operations. In the case of.the Miami Mine operation, it has 
been estimated that 85,000 tons of copper metal have been produced 
over a 15 year period since completion of the underground mining oper
ation in 1959, with an estimated recovery of a'bout 60 to 70 percent of 
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the metal left in place. The leaching operation continues -with no de
crease in recovery rate and no immediate end in sight (5). 

Type II includes the leaching of relatively shallow deposits located 
less than 300 meters from the surface and which are under the water 
table. Such'deposits may need to be fractured in-place and the solu
tion drained in order to commence the alternate leaching and drying 
cycles. On the other hand, metal values from such deposits may be 
extracted by utilizing the bore hole mining technology as is currently 
practiced by at least one uranium mining operation in the United States. 
The 'bore hole mining technique usually consists of a properly designed 
pattem of wells suitable for injection of the leaching solution and 
recovery of metal-bearing liquors. The wells are like water wells ex
cept that the casings are perforated for optimum leaching conditions 
(6, 7, 8). 

Type III involves relatively deep-seated deposits in excess of 300 
meters and under the water table. Leaching of such deposits through 
chemical mining has been proposed by La-wrence Livermore La'boratory, 
University of California, after fracturing the ore body by conven-tioial 
or nuclear- devices. Leaching at such depths is enhanced by direct 
oxidation of sulfide minerals due to increased solubility of oxygen 
resulting from hydrostatic head (9, 10). 

A listing of various U.S.A. commercial and pilot plant operations 
employing the a'bove three types of in-place leaching techniques in 
the extraction of copper, gold and uraniiim are given in Table 1. 
These examples of practical and economic operations clearly indicate 
that the in situ extraction technology has developed into a matured 
and a viable metal extraction process. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
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Feasibility Studies 

A well organized and realistic feasiblity study should include: 
confirmation of ore reserves and grades, an effective mine plan, 
leaching and metal recovery flowsheet, preliminary capital and oper
ating cost estimates, determination of rate and cost of production 
and selling price of end products, and a cash flow analysis and return 
on investment (ROl) study. The profit potential and the viability of 
the project can then be accurately assessed by all the parties con
cerned •with the development of the mine. Such a feasibility study 
also assists in screening and evaluating v a r i o u s choices and options 
involved in mining- and processing. This is especially true for the 
development of lower grade deposits, since the paramount question here 
is the selection of the best method of extracting the metal values 
from a particular deposit. 

In the case of in situ leaching, especially, the feasiblity study 
plays a very significant role since the percentage recovery of metal 
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TABLE 1 
IN SITU LEACHING PRACTICES IN USA 

Dump Leaching 

1. Several copper operations in Southwest U.S.A. 

Heap Leaching 

1. Bluebird Mine, Arizona (copper) 
2. Inspiration Mine, Arizona (copper) 
3. Johnson Camp Mine, Arizona (copper) 
k. San Juan Mine, Arizona (copper) 
5. Carlin and Cortez Gold Mines, Nevada (gold) 
6. Round Mountain Mine, Nevada (gold) 

In Situ Leaching (Copper) 

1. Miami, Arizona (block caving operation) 
2. Ray, Arizona (block caving operation) 
3. MoTintain City,Nevada ('block caving, operation) •-.. . 
' U . " Old Reliable, Arizona (coyote blast) 
5. Big Mike, Nevada (pit wall blast) 
6. Zonia,. Arizona .(coyote blasts). 
7. Nuclear Blast (AEC - Kennecott concept for deep-seated deposits) :i| 
8. Kennecott's Experiment (near Safford, Arizona) 

In Situ Leaching (Uranium) .. ' . . . . ' . . . ". •- •. . :.-

1. Utah Mining and Construction Company, Shirley Basin, Wyoming 
2. Mine Water Leaching at Grants, New Mexico 
3- Bacterial Leaching at Elliot Lake, Canada 
.It. Wyoming Minerals,,Bruni, .Texas • • ' 
5. Wyoming Minerals, Ray Point, Texas 
6. Arco-US Steel-Dalco, George West, Texas . u .. 
7. Union Carbide, Duval County, Texas 
8. Exxon, Powder River Basin, Wyoming 
9- Mobil Oil Corporation, V/ebb County, Texas 

under in situ leaching en'vironment is very difficult to predict. 
Even though the laboratory or pilot plant tests indica'te a certain 
recovery, say 60 or 70 percent, there is no guarantee 'that in actual 
practice it would be possible to attain the specified recoveries. In ' 
'such cases, it behooves the mine management to carry out the above 
feasibility study and cash flow analyses at 60, 50, hO, 30, 20, and iO 
percent recovery levels. If the cash flow and thus the economic via
bility of the project does not appear to be favorable for 50 or kO 
percent recovery levels, then it would be preferable to cancel the 
project or undertake additional laboratory and field studies in order 
to increase the confidence level of the economically a.̂ ceptable recov--
ery figure. On the other hand, if the feasibility study appears fav
orable for 30 to 20 percent recovery levels, all efforts shotild be 
made to initiate the in situ leaching operation as soon as possible. • 
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As a matter of fact, the economic viability of in situ leaching 
operations through realistic feasibility studies have been confirmed 
by recent in situ leaching experiences at Old Reliable Mine, Arizona 
and Big Mike Mine, Nevada (by Ranchers Exploration and Development 
Company), both of which proved economically successfxil at 15 to 20 
percent overall copper extractions. 

Since the cash flows and thus the overall economic feasibility of 
an in'situ leaching venture.may be influenced significantly by the 
price of metal, it is customary to carry out the above feasibility 
studies at selected metal prices below and above jthe prevailing price. 
In this way, the mine management is in a better position to assess the 
economics of the venture under different economic climates. 

TABLE 2 
ESTItlATED CAPITAL COSTS FOR UNIT PROCESSES 

Unit Processes Basis 

Copper (Uo,000 Ibs/D;'U,000 gpm at l!o_gpl Cu) 

Cementation 
Solvent Extraction 
Electrowinning 
Total SX-EW 

$35-l*0/lb Cu/D 
$150-200/ft se t . area 
$60to70/ lb cathode Cu 
$135 to 170/lb Cu/D 

Gold (200 oz'/D; 2,000 gjim;' O.O'iiS oz.'Au/T'solutio'n.:' 

Carbon Adsorption $250-300/gpm 
Desorptlon-Electrowinning $1,750-1,SOO/oz Au 
Total ADS-DES-S'f 

Uranium (2,750 Ibs/D; 2,000 gpm at 0.125 gpl U3O8! 

Ion BIxchange 
Precipitation 
Total IX-PPT 

$1,750-2,000/gpm 
$it50-500/lb U3b8/D 

Estimated Cost 

$1, too,000 to 1,600,000 
$3,000,000 to U,000,000 
$2,1*00,000 to 2,800,000 
$5,̂ *00,000 to 6,800,000 

$500,000 to 600,000 
$350,000 to 360.000 
$850,000 to 960,006 

$3,500,000 to It, 000,000 
$1,237,500to 1,375,000 
$it,737,500to 5,375,000 

Finally, in the case of extracting luranium by ['bore hole mining" 
technology, the overall operating costs vary from $5.00 to $17.00 per 
pound U3O8 produced. Since the current price of uranium in the U.S.A. 
is in excess of $25 per pound U3O8, it may be possible to treat uran
ium ores containing grades as low as 0.02 percent 

Case Histories 

U3O8. 

of the in situ In order to demonstrate the economic viability 
leaching systems and to demonstrate the usefulness of preliminary 
feasibility studies, t̂ wo case histories, one of in situ leaching of 
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copper and the other pertaining to bore hole mining of uranium, will 
be reviewed. The economic evaluation for in situ extraction of gold 
has already been presented in a pre-vious paper by the authors (l6). 

(l) In Situ Leaching for Copper 

The hydrometallurgical processes currently available for 
treating oxide copper ore include dump leaching, heap leaching, 
vat leaching, agitation leaching, and in situ leaching in com-
bination with the conventional cementation (with scrap iron) or 
the newly developed solvent extraction-electrowinning system for 
copper production. - .. • 

Capital and Operating Cost Estimates 
t . 

From the vie^wpoint of economics, the net return from a mining ven
ture using a specific process, such as in situ leaching, will depend 
upon the quantity and quality of metal extracted from the ore. The 
overall economics will also be influenced by the capital cost of unit 
processes (cemeiitation, solvent extraction, electro^wlnning, etc.), 
the operating cost of unit operations (drilling, blasting, leaching, 
etc.), the cost'of reagents, supplies, and utilities, and the pre- . 
vailing prices of metals and by-products. For these reasons, the 
economic feasibility of any new venture and process must be considered 
in light of all these and many more potential factors. 

• Table 2:'.shows -the estimated capital costs for unit processes en- . 
coimtered in typical in sitj^ leaching operations for extraction of 
specified quantities of copper, gold and uranium. It should be noted 
that in some cases the capital cost is based on quantity of metal pro- "•"•WW a ' 

Ha. duced per day while for others, it is possible to estimate the capital ";gj: 
cost of similar processes for other production schemdules (pounds or 
ounces per day) and leach solution -volumes (gpm). 

-Tables 3 and 1* show the estimated costs for various unit operations 
encountered in in situ and heap leaching extraction of copper, gold' • 
and uranium. As can be seen, the cost of solvent extraction-electro
winning of copper is considerably less than for ce^^^jtation. The 
primary reason for this difference is the additional cost of smelting 
and refining ($0.20 to $0.28 per pound) required for impure copper in 
comparison to high purity cathode copper produced in the solvent ex
traction-electrowinning process. i^Si 

.'•^. 
It is also interesting to note that in the processing of gold ores .. 

either by in situ or heap leaching, the overall operating costs vary 
from $1.U8 to $1.89 per ton. These figures indicate that, using . • 
these leaching techniques, it may be profitable to extract gold values 
from ores averaging 0.03 to 0.05 ounces per ton when the price of gold.i 
is above $100 per ounce gold. 

UN 
Fractiuring. in plac 
Mining (drilling. 
Crushing (primary, 

CO 
Leaching (heap; pa 
Leaching (in situ. 
Cementation 
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Cost/lb. Cu (in si 
Cost/lb. Cu (in si 
Cost/lb. Cu (heap-
Cost/lb. Cu (heap; 
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Leaching (heap wit 

NaCN; 3.0 lbs 
Carbon adsorption, 
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Cost/T' (In .'situ-ca 
Cost/T (heap with 

URAI'i 
Bore hole drilling 
Leaching (drilling 
Cost/lb. U3O8 (in 
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ES, Will 
iof gold 
> (16). 

TABLE 3 

ESTIMATED'DIRECT OPERATING 
COSTS POR IN-PLACE EXTRACTION 

• for 

'aching. 
In com-
iron) or 
yrstem for 

nag ven-
L depend 
i . The 
t of unit 
Jtc), 
saching, 
e pre-
, the 
considered 

ses en-
ion of 
.. be noted 
metal pro-
he capital 
ioiuids or 

operations 
iv, gold 
i-electro-
.' The 
t smelting 
copper in 
Ivent ex-

gold ores 
osts veiry 
using 
gold values 
ice of gold 

UNIT OPERATION ESTIM^^TED COST 
Fracturing in place (with development) $0.30 to O.ltO/T 
Mining (drilling, blasting, hauling and dumping) O.UO to 0.50/T 
Crushing (primary, secondary,'tertiary) - •0.11-0.'22'*-0.33/T 

COPPER ORE(AVERAGING 0-5 TO 1.0^ Cu) 
Leaching (heap; pads; U.O lbs. HgSOi^/lb 
Leaching (in situ, k . 6 lbs. HgSOj^/lb. Cu 
Cementation 
Smelting, refining, and transportation 
Solvent extraction-electrowinning 
Cost/lb. Cu (in situ-cementation) 
Cost/lb. Cu (in situ -SX - EW) 
Cost/lb. Cu (heap-cementation) 
Cost/lb. Cu (heap - S X - E W ) 

Cu) $0.35 to 
0.22 to 
0.10 to 
0.20 to 
0.07 to 
0,39 to 
0.15 to 
0.50 to 
0.26 to 

0.ft5/T 
0.32/T 
0.12/lb. 
0.28/lb. 
0.09/lb. 
0.U6 
0.22 
0.66 
0.1*2 

GOLD 0RB(AVERAGIHG 0.03 TO 0.06 O Z . / T ) 
Leaching (in situ; 1.0 lb. NaCN; 3.0 lbs. CaO) 
Leaching (heap with pads; 1.5 lbs. 

NaCN; 3.0 lbs. CaO) 
Carbon adsorption, desorption & electro-. .. 

winning ''• - ' '••'-.•.-" - . . - • - . -•-. - ... -.. 
Cost/T (in situ-carbon adsorption-EW) 
Cost/T (heap with pads-carbon adsorption-H-f) 

$o7l*5 to 0.55/T 

0.55 to 0.65/T 

0.16 to..'o.20/T 
1.U8 to 1.58 
1.79 to 1.89 

URANIUM ORE (AVERAGING 0.05 to 0.10^ U3OR) 
Bore hole drilling (with casing) $13.00 to l8.00/ft. 
Leaching (drilling and carbonate leaching) 2.00 to 3.00/lb. 
Cost/lb. UjOg (in situ leach-IX-PPT) 5-00 to 7-00 

fCumulative at each stage. 

In the. case history illustrated here, we are concerned with a 
5 million ton oxide copper deposit with a grade of 0.66 percent 
copper. The in situ leaching system employed will consist of 
blasting ore in-place and leaching the broken ore with sulfuric 
acid under the in situ environment followed by recovery of cop
per from leach solution by solvent extraction and electrowinning. 
The leach system and recovery plants are designed to produce 
16,000 pounds of copper per day over a 7-year mine life. 

The capital and operating costs as shown in Table 5 are taken 
from the pertinent data provided in preirious tables. Table 6 
shows the preliminary cash flow analysis for this particular in 
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TABLE k 

COST COMPARISON {0 .66% Cu = 8.0 lbs./ton recovered) 
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS PER TON ORE 

Unit Operations Conventional 

(strip ratio = 1:1) 

In Situ 

Drilling 
Blasting 
Hauling 
Dumping 
Crushing 
Ore Handling 
Leaching 
Metal Recovery (SX-EW) 
Supervision and 

Administration 

Total 

Cost/lb. 

$0.70-0.90 

Drilling) $0.35-O.U5 
Blasting] 

0.15-0.30 
0.10-0.15 
0.1*0-0.50 (with pad) 
0.56-0.6!* 

0.35-O.ltO 

$2.26-2.89 

$0.28-0.36 

0.20-0.30 
0.56-0.61* 

0.25-0.30 

$1.36-1.69 

$0.17-0.21 

-m 

P.'V.H.'U-ETERS 

Ore Reserve 
Grade 
Mine Life 
Estimated Recov( 
Daily Prodiictioi 

C-IPITAL COST 

Leaching facilH 
S.X-E'rf (with LIX 
Supporting faci; 
Cost for proces: 
Cost for fractu: 
Total capital c< 

.DPEHATING COST FO! 

situ leaching operation. As can be seen, the payout time (time 
required' to pay back the capital expenditure) is about two to • ••• 
three years with a return on investment of 30 percent. (ROI is -̂, 
the average compound interest rate at which the expected net 
cash flow, discounted to present trorth, would return cash outlay: 
in full.) Obviously, this study indicates sui economically 
attractive venture. 

(2) Bore Hole Mining for Uranium 

The in situ mining of lower grade uranium ores has received 
increasing attention in recent years due to the favorable price 
of uranium in the free market. An in-place extraction technique i:| 
of considerable promise is so-called "bore hole" mining in which 
the uranium is recovered by drilling into the ore body, circu
lating a lixiviant fluid to dissolve the mineral, extracting the '5| 
uranium values from the pregnant solution, regenerating and re
cycling the lixiviant. Such a technique is economically and 
en'vironmentally attractive in extracting uranium values from 
deeper, lower grade reserves. 

Operating income 

I.ncome tax (1*8^) 

•.'et ope ra t ing incc 
Investment c r e d i t 
•iet Income 
'I'orking cap i t a j . (; 
Cash flow 
?ayout -time 
HOI (d i scounted tc 

'<'3 
• A H 
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TABLE 5 

PRELII>IINARY FEASIBILITY STUDY 
IN SITU LEACHING FOR COPPER 

PARAMETERS 

Ore Reserve 
Grade 
Mine Life 
Estimated Recovery 
Daily Production 

CAPITAL COST 

5,000,000 tons 
0.66^ Cu 
7 years at 715,000 TPY 
60^ or 8.0 lbs/ton 
l6,000 lbs. 

Leaching facilities $ 200,000 
SX-W (with LIX inventory) 3,300,000 
Supporting facilities 100,000 
Cost for processing 
Cost for fracturing (5M54 tons at 0.1*0/T) 
Total capital cost 

OPERATING COST FOR PROCESSING 

$3,600,000 
2,000,000 
$5,600,000 

$1.06 per ton 

TABLE 6 

PRELU'IINARY CASH FLOW AÎ ALYSIS 
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR) 

Capital (3,300,000 + 2,000,000) 
Sales (5,760,000 lbs. at $0.6o) 

Operating (715,000 at $1.06/ton) 
Depletion (l5^ of sales) 
Depreciation (straight line) 
Local tax and insurance (3% of capital) 
Total operating cost 

Operating income 

Income tax (1*8̂ ) 

Ket operating income 
Investment credit (10^ capital or H net income) 
Net Income 
Working c a p i t a l (20^ of t o t a l ope ra t i ng c o s t ) 
Cash flow 
Payout t ime 
ROI (d i scounted t o p r e s e n t worth) 

$5,600 
3,1*56 

758 . 
518 
757 
276 

2,309 

1,11*7 

551 

596 
298 
89I* 
1*62 

1,707 
3 .1 y e a r s 
30i5 

'• 

5 
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In the evaluation of a m-aniura-mineralized block as a poten
tial producer by In-place leaching using the bore hole mlQing 
'technique), it is first necessary to establish, a grade-thickness 
product which will cover development cost^ and operating costs 
with something left over-for recovery of investinent in plant'and 
equipment aiid for profii:. Thi's -grade-thickness product is then ,i 
a cutoff- parameter' for det.emjining whether another hole .is iii- ,i 
eluded in reserves or excluded. • , - -- -,, .•; ''̂  

• . 1 

Gnce the holes have been classified as pofential ore Or •wsiBt'e,'' 
the reserves in each potential block can be estimated, for ex-' ;. 
ample, 'by the ore outline method. . T:'̂  

Development costs for determination of whether -a hole i's or is. 
not -a potential contributor 'to ore includ.e: .•; 

1. Costs of drilling and casing, injection .and productidn 
wells.• 

2. Pumps-. - : ^ \ 
3.-- Surface pipi'ng and electrical requirements to bring an ore.'J 

block into production. 

Operating- costs In the field include: 

1. Cjperatlng and repair costs of injection of •solvent-.and of 
r'eageiits. required to convert uranium minerals to soluble "̂ ^ 
f o n n . . . . ^ • • -

2. Operating and repair costs of pumping the pregnant aol-
ution-frpffl collecting point to the ion exchange»plant and 
costs for recovering the ur,aniuEi.;mineral's. 

Now-jan injection .and production,•well pattern can be 'finalized and 
any necessary adjustments to development costs can be made. . The cap-' 
ital cost for the. piping to carry the vsolution -from the ore blocks to 
the ion. exchange plant, the- capital cost of the ion exchange and pre
cipitation plant, and other ancillary equipment can be estimated. 

A cash flow arialysis is now made to. determine whether:: the grojject 
haa satisfactory profit p.otentiai. At this, stage-, it is; necessary to ' 
be sure that aL> realistic estimate of the true thickness-of "strata" 
which -will be penetrate'd b y solution has Keen made. Large amounts of 
reagents will often be consumed In reactions in sub-or.e grade zones, 
above and below the "pre Interval," Also, there will often be .one or 
more sub-ore zones within an ore i.nterval which will 'cpnsum:e reagents. 

Eeonoro 

"i-.r̂ e qf Operat io 
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;-:.:serves 
Con'tained U^Og 
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Uaoital Cos t , Le 
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TABLE 7 
IN SITU URANIUM LEACHING OPERATION 

Bore Hole Mining 
30 Ft Ore Zone at 1*00 Ft Depth 
1*,000,000 Ton Deposit at 0.1 Percent U3O3 
8,000,000 Po\mds 
5,600,000 Povinds U3OS a t 70 Percen t Recovery 
1,000,000 Pounds U3O8 Per. Year 
2,750 Pounds Per Day 
5-6 Years 
Ion Exchange-Precipitation 
Acid at 100 Pounds H2S0i, Per Ton of Ore 
2,000 GPM 
0.125 gpl U3O8 
$3,1*00,000 
$5,000,000 (IX=$1*,000,000; PPT=$1,000,000) 
$8,1*00,000 
$3.00 Per Pound U3O8 
$1*.00 Per Pound U3O8 
$7.00 Per Po\md U3O8 

Cut-off Grade Based .On: 
Operating Cost at $8.00 Per Pound - O.O62 Percent U3O8 
(derating Cost at $l6.00 Per Pound - 0.032 Percent U3O8 
Operating Cost at $2l*.00 Per Pound - 0.020 Percent U3O3 

1 

P 
il 
•S-t 
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TABLE 8 
IN SITU URANIUM LEACHING ECONOMICS 

(Bore Hole Mining IX-PPT) 

Cash Plow (In Thousands of D o l l a r s pe r 

C a p i t a l Cost • ' 
Net Sa les ' ( a t 70^ E x t r a c t i o n ) 

( a t 35^ E x t r a c t i o n ) 
Costs and Expenses: 

T o t a l Operat ing 
Deprec ia t ion ( l ) 
Deple t ion (2) 
I n d i r e c t Cost (3) 
T o t a l 

Opera t ing Income 
Income Tax (1*) 
Net Opera t ing Income 
Investment Cred i t (5) 
Net Income 
Cash Flow 
Pay-Out in Years 
Return on Investment (6) 

- - - • - - • -

$ 8 / l b 

$ 8,1*00 
-- 8,000 .. 

7,000 
1,500 

_ 
350 

8,850 
(850) 

(850) 

(850) 
650 

13 .0 

Year) 
P r i c e of U3O8 

$16/: 

$ 8,1*00 

8,000 

7,000 
1,500 

-
350 

8,850 
(850) 

(850) 

(850) 
650 

13 .0 

lb 

$ 8,1*00 
.16,000 

7,000 
1,500 
3,520 

350 
12,370 

3,630 
l ,7li2 
1,888 
- 81*0 

2,728 
7,7lt8 

1.1 
86^ 

''i-^-^gK;'. 

$ 2 l * / l b . ' ^ ^ , 

$ 8,i*o^B 
^KoooWm 

-- " " " ^ wMfT 

" ' ' t ^TO ' 
7 , 0 0 ^ ^ 
1 , 5 0 C ^ » 
5,23o'^§ 

350^P 
llt,13CR^Ki 

9 , 8 7 0 ! « : 
1*,738'^P^ 
5 . 1 3 2 f ^ 

81*0'^^; 
5.97l^B^ 

12.75?^P 
o-7.^^m. 

117? '• 'l^M 

Notes: (1) 
(2) 

(3)' 
{ h ) 
(5) 

(6) 

Depreciation - straight-line, 5-6 years 
Depletion - Lesser of 22^ of net sales or 50^ of 
ope.rating income without depletion ' '• 
Indirect Cost -̂  3% of' total operating cost 
Income Tax - 1*8̂  
Investment Credit - 10^ of capital cost for the first 
year, not to exceed 50^.of net operating income in one 
year ' ' ' ,; 
Rate of Return Discounted to Present Worth 
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Table 7 gives the details of the capital and operating costs for ' 
the second case-history involving the feasibility of extracting uran
ium values from a given sandstone deposit. Table 8 shows the finan
cial analysis for the project under consideration. 

As can be noted, the bore hole mining technique appears to be a 
very attractive method for extracting uranium from lower grade ores. 
At' the old price-df- $8.00'per pound U3O8 the project is. not .econom
ically favorable.. However, at. uraniijm.price of over $l6.00 per. pound, 
the project appears to be very attractive with ROI in excess of 85 
percent. 
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I 
by MILTON H. WARD 

Vice President 
Ranchers Exploration ancl Development Corp. 

I Ranchers selected in situ leaching of a 
I' four-miliion ton copper ore body as an 
|- alternative to conventional mining 
I because o i the favorable return projected. 

ic deposit offers the possibility of turning 
to conventional methods if in-place 

leaching does not proceed as planned 

| : - ^ " 
| n n H E "NEED FOR additional metal and mineral 
% X prodiiction will continue ils upward spiral as the 
^ropulaiion and standard of living of the world in-
I crease. Thc scarcity thai forecasters predict could be-
»como a reality unless technology rises to meel the 
K;c.halkr>ge. Historically, the need begeis ihe soluuon, 
Sand while there is a lirnil lo what technology can ac-
|tcoiiiplish, il is clear that we have not approached all 
^ihc available possibilities in the mineral industry. 
| . '.'"he next few decades should offer mankind an abun-
l^iint opportunity to apply new thinking and technical 
Icapabilily to fulfill our ever expanding needs. An in-
|c'ca.sing porlion of the requirements for mineral re
s' sources will come.from an old but little-used method, in 

% —- <=-
* The term "in situ leaching" as used here designates a 
I-meihod for exploiting a mineral deposit that remains in 
'̂  ils original position or one which may have been frac-
I tural or shattered but otherwise has not been removed 
|f-f:om its geological selling. Solution mining, which in-
|-̂ vol-.'C5 thc removal oflhe valuable mineral wilhoul af-

EARTH SOEiiSI LAB. 

feeling thc hosl rock, involves a number of the same 
techniques and conditions as in situ leaching. Neither 
method is new, and the removal of metal by in-place 
leaching dates fron; ancienl times. Its use in extracting 
copper from mincd-oui properlies is not uncommon on 
this continent, but in receni years the technique has 
been used morc often in extracting uranium, undoubt
edly because there are morc uranium properties avail
able for such treatment. 

Advantages bf in situ leaching are several 

The method will wilhoul question be applied more 
frequently and on a greater variety of melals in the fu
ture, since il oders the following advantages; 

1) Low capital and operating costs 
2) Minimum disturbance oflhe environment 
3) Reduction of development lime 
4) Prcscrvaiion of natural resources 
Elimination of conventional mining and processing 

results in a lower capital and operating cost. Steps elim
inated or reduced may include mining, transporting, 
crushing, grinding, waste and tailings di.sposal, and land 
reclamation. Benefits gained by eliminating these steps 
depend on the mineralizalion of the deposit, ils configu
ration and the processing meihod used. 

Need and cosl of protecting the environment have 
been made all loo clear to the mineral industry. This 
painful experience, caused by externa! forces, has re
cently shown a slight change toward reasonableness, 
bul il will continue lo plague an industry which now 
recognizes that environi..catal standards arc on-going 
concerns. In silu leaching can aid in alleviating this 
problem in a number ol ways.niciuaing eiiminaiiun ui 
reduction of surface, disturbance. There is a po.ssibility 
Ihat ground water in the leach area may be contami
nated, but il is more likely that overall water pollution 
will .be reduced. This reduction results from elimination • 
of lailings and spoil seepage 
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.̂  pj^^ctice can expand mineral reserves 

XMiiicral resources and reserves can be increased and 
gipandcd as a direct result of in silu leaching. Low-

.• trade ore and prolorc may be exploited by this practice, 
. automatically creating additionui reserves in an oper: 

ating area. StopedrOul, caved, and gob-filled stopes can 
also be leached in place following converilional mining. 
Mineralized properties .that are uneconomical to work 
j ^ Standard methods may be reclassified as ore. Since in 
situ leaching does hot require personal access to (he 

• working place, exceptionally deep ore bodies, ore un
derlying a surface that cannot bedislurbcd and ore in 
w«k country rock may be exploited. 

• it'Factors-required for successful production from in 
l^Bta leaching are: . 
: ^ l ) .A mineral or metal that can be satisfactorily dis-
.^^•r^Solved when contaclcd by the leaching solution, 
-5 2) A deposit that is naturally permeable or one which 

..'^S^Jcan be made permeable so that flow and contact 
'-JJ'Sfe-'-'̂ -

^l^occur, - - . 

R9r°:1'r:Alternative methods for breaking an ore body 
lor inipiace teaching 

a|?rJ.;^;^:,-Jr^-'_ i ^ H ^ Nuclear-Blastin 

.. - -. .-»';v-=x' -?.":'.f;-',Ti"i': 
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3) An impervious or nearly impervious harrier that 
confines or restricts pregnant solulions so ihat 
they may be directed to a recovery-point, 

4) A hydrometallurgical method for extracting the 
valuable metals from the pregnant solulions. 

Metal must be.amenable to Ieaching. Copper and 
uranium arc two metals that are now succes.sfully 
leached from gangue material. Additionally, sulfur, 
potash and salt are being recovered by being cither 
dissolved or transported in suspension to thc process
ing plant. While these two methods are difTcren;,, they 
have a number of sirhilarities: mineral contacted with 
a media, dissolved or melted, transported as fiiiid and 
recovered in a marketable form. 

When considering'a particular deposit, the method 
for extracting the valuable material niust be researched 
and tested to determine the optimal recovery, that can 
be anticipated. Such work can be undertaken using drill 
core or bulk samples. Metallurgical tests should include 
column leach tests (drip or flood), roll tests, or small vat 
tests to determine the cxtraolion, reagent consumption, 
and characteristics ofthe pregnant solution. 

Permeable deposit Permeability of the deposit is a 
necessity since the percolating solutions must contact; 
the ore: Therefore, early in the inve.siigauon, porosify.' 
and permeability determinations should be underiaken 
on representative samples. The ore body may be nat
urally permeable due tq the nature of its formation, or 
fractures may be created artificially. Thus, the deposit 
may be broken by nuclear br conventional blastmg (see-

-fie. 1^. cavine follnwinp nrevinn.s mining, hre.rikflof. 
created by undercutting the ore body and inducin£z cav
ing, drilling and blasting from surface, arid fluid-or 
pressure fracturing of some lype. 

There has been a great deal of planning and lest work 
on nuclear blasting, but little field application hd- been 
undertaken on a commercial ore body. Il requires.a rel
atively thick ore body in order to capitalize.pn the . 
chimney collapse. Several such ore deposils are avail
able and extensive planning was undertaken on Projeci 
Sloop, bul the actual blast never rnaterializcd. . 

In using explosives to shatter an ore body, consid
eration must begiven tothesize and disiribuiion of bro
ken ore following the blast. If ihe broken material is too 
fine, there is a possibility of blinding or forming a crusl 
which could disrupt flow oflhe leach solulion. If ihe ore 
breaks too large, adequate surface area would not be 
exposed and recovery would suffer. Additionally, it is 
more likely that short-ci.'cuiting and channoling will oc
cur if the ore breaks coarsely. Size of the broken rock 
Will depend on the characteristics and .frequency of nat
ural fractures in the ore area, as well as the rock cru.sh-
ing and shearing strength. Size distribution will not be 
uniform throughout the ore body because of proximily 
to the explosion and ihe amount of confining weight, 
bul this problem can be minimized by proper distribu
tion ofthe blasting agent! 

If possible, a stress response program should he un
dertaken to aid in designing the blast. Seismic velocity 
and pressure measurement.s should be determined dur
ing stress wave propagation studies because these char
acteristics are significant in evaluating poiential.blast 
performance. Such a sludy can indicate whether lhc 
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ock wiii absorb thc energy of thc blast rather than 
,r:,n.sfcr fractures. . , .,. 

Solution control. Afler leaching and permeability re-
yuircmcnis arc met, the problem of containing thc on-
noyv solulions must be considered. Ideally, ihe ore body 
would be enclosed on the sides and bottom by an imper
vious barrier (fig. 2). Solutions would migrate through 
ihc ore body, dissolve ihe valuable material and flow 

•kjino a solution-collecting system. Unfortunately, there 
aic few. if any, ore bodies which fit this ideal. Il is nOl 
too unusual to have an impervious stratum above or be
low lhc deposit, bul an ideal leach pad is rare. However, 
it may be possible lo creale'such a pad by injecting ce-
nicni or chemical grout (fig. 3) to form curtain walls 
and a floor under the Teachable deposit. 

A sialic waler table immediately below the ore body 
(iiR. 2)'inay also act as a barrier, and if one does not ex-
ii:, il may be possible to create one by injection. The 

.fiow and collection of solulions may also be controlled 
by establishing a negaiive pressure zone in the coliec

rtion area. This zone can be created by drilling wells and 
'. caniinually draining the percolating liquors, or by driv
ing a collection drift under the ore body. The pregnant 
loluiions migrate to Ihe siimp or drift and are Irans-
portcU tb the processing plant. 

„ If an ore body must be shattered prior to leaching, it 
is possible that a barrier'would be formed by the blast 

4i.«:lf, as in the case of nuclear blasting where radio
active glass is formed below the detonation poinl. Con-

•Tntional blasting may also form a barrier below the 
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Fig. 2. Solution contro l barr iers. Ideal ly, the ore body 
: »»oold be enclosed on sides and b o t t o m by an i m -
porvious barrior but there are f e w , if any, ore bodies 

"Sttiog this deal 

Fig. 3. Solut ion contro l barr ier us ing g rou t t o fo rm 
K- curtain walls and f loor under leachable deposi t 
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lowest point of the explosion by compacting rock di
rectly below the blast. 

Project recovery. Methods for extracting the rnetal 
in solulion will vary depending on the lype of melal, 
the location and size of the deposit, and risk factors in
volved. Copper may be precipitated to form cement 
copper, or solvent extraction and electrowinning may be 
used to produce cathode copper. Recently, extensive de
sign work has been undertaken on portable solvent ex
traction-electrowinning units, and such modular com
ponents will no doubt be uscd in the future. Portability 
of ihese plants allows them lo be considered for smaller 
ore bodies and shorter-term operalion.s. Uranium'leach-
ing is currently utilizing a number of ion exchange units, 
and more will be applied as lower-cost plants are devel
oped. -

Feasibility of hydrometallurgical methods is greatly 
affected by the grade of the collected solulions. In lime, 
the grade of the incoming solution decreases, creating 
economic and technical problems if the plant was de
signed for a higher grade of solulion. The metallurgist 
will have lo cope with the problem of solution purifica
tion, separation in rnulti-metal solutions, and regenera
tion of the on-flow solutions. New thinking will be re
quired to apply technology thai has been developed in 
sophisticated chemical and metallurgical plants to the 
in situ leaching situation. 

Ideas appl ied on Old Reliable.project - • 

Many ofthe ideas presented above have been applied 
by Ranchers Exploralion and Development Corp. at the 
Old Reliable properly. Old Reliable, located in the 
Copper Creek Mining Area of the Gaiiuro iiiuuiuaina, 
is about nine miles east of Mammoth, Ariz. (fig. 4). 

This projeci is thought lo be the first applicalion of 
explosives to shatter an entire ore body for in situ leach
ing. The portion of the deposit considered for leaching 
contained approximately 4-million tons of 0^80 percent 
copper with mineralizalion occurring as chalcociie,* 
chalcopyrite, malachite, chalcanthite and chrysocolla. 

' It occurred in and peripheral to a near-vertical breccia 
pipe with host rocks being extrusive lavas of Cretaceous 

Fig. 4. Location of Old Reliable property 
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ace. The hosl malerial was intruded and mineralized by 
thc Copper Creek granodiorite, which is Laramide in 

age-
The ore body was exposed by erosion and conlained 

thc typical leached cap, oxide copper zone, chalcocite 
enrichment and chalcopyrile-pyrile zone The major ore 
area was almo.st 400 fl in diameter, und the bulk of llie 
deposit extended from the surface lo a depth of about 
500.fl. That portion nearest the surface conlained less 
than 0.40 percent copper, but the grade increased with 
depth, reaching an average of aboul 2.0 percent in the 
enriched or supergene zone. 

-The property had been mined on a iimited basis by 
conventional methods,.bul was inactive from 1954 unlil 

• October 1970, when Ranchers leased it from Occidental. 
- Minerals Corp. and Siskon Corp. Earlier the deposit 
"had been developed.on two levels. These levels were ex

tended and a new level driven about 150 fl below the 
peak of the mountain by Kop^Ran Developmenl Corp., 
a .Ranchers .subsidiary. Both diamond drill and bulk 
saniples were taken from the difTerent levels for metal
lurgical testing. The metallurgical laboratory at Ranch
ers'-'Bluebird mine, Miami, Ariz., along with an inde
pendent research laboratory, performed column leach 
tests dn representative samples. 

. " " • ' ' ' i a ^ i ^ i - • ' • • • • . ' . • : • ; • 

-Lab tests'gave favorable results in leaching 

. :Results of the tests appeared satisfactory, but since 
there was a question about how the laboratory tesis 
would compare wilh actual leaching, an additional com
parison was desired. Fortunately, a history of leaching 

• - . ^ - M r ^ : . • • - • . ' ' . ' - • - ' 

• • % ^ - - : 

•_ Fig.'S..Blast seqiientbe. Viewers at an observation point three" mile's 
away from blast felt only a minor rolling tremor 

experience had been accumulated ut the Bluebird mine. 
with numerous comparisons of leach tesling lo actual 
practice having been recorded. It was decided to run 
tests on the Bluebird ore parallel with that of Old Rcli- ' 
able so that comparisons of recovery could be obtained..' 
The results oflhis study indicated that thc Old Reliable 
ore was amenable to ih silu leaching. Bolh the indepcn-' 
dent laboratory and lhc Bluebird metallurgical labora
tory-had given favorable results. 

Permeability and porosity tests were undertaken on 
the samples to analyze the fracture and flow character
islics ofthe ore, and it was soon appareni that the ore 
body would have lo be shattered in order-to obtain the 
required degree of permeability. Several types of ex
plosives wereconsidercd .for breaking the deposit-: nu- -
clear, slurry or amnfionium nitrate. 

Afler serious study, the nuclear possibility was dis
carded, primarily because ofthe cost of safety'and blast 
monitoring. Use of conventional explosives loaded for 
coyote blasting was the meihod selected. Thc deposit 
was well suited for a large blast, being remoicly located 
and situated in the side of a hill so that leaching solu
tions could be drawn off by gravity al the base 

Test blasts made in finalizing blast design-

• Seismic and sample blast tests were initiated to guide 
the planning fo'r the blast. It was irnpei alive thai .dam
age to surrounding structures and water sources be min
imized. Three lest blasts, ranging from 100'lo.4.000 lb. 
of explosive, were made prior to finalizing ihe design. It 
was determined from the lests that no significant struc-
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£i .,,.r-.I damage would be encountered, and this was the. 
^ "'.."yl ais-i:. Skeplics fell that structures a number of 

'k: •''jj^.,, .,u-;.y would be damaged by ground motion during 
% thi- blast but in fact, only a cloud of dust could be seen 
U from Mammoth nine miles away. .Viewers al lhc obser-
^ rjiJ.in puiiii Ihree miles from the blast fell only a minor 

^ fuiliri^lrcinor. (fig. 5) 
ThJ shaiiered ore appears to be broken at least as 
cil :i.N phmiicd and averages less than 11 in. in size. The 

&b'jli: of tiie capping over the ore body was to.be thrown 
off expcsing the low-grade ore, and this was accom--

l-piiihcd. fhe broken ore expanded as anticipated, and 
^cunuol of lhc blast resulted in a minimum amount of 
f cic-jn-up work and terracing. Approximately 6-1/2 mil-

^M-lion ipns of material was broken, and the fractured "zone 
|ar<l resulting surface area is practically identical with 
I ihjl projected. 

' t i p l o s i v e i p l a c e d i n 6 0 0 0 f t o f w o r k i n g s 

The final blast design developed by E. I. du Pont & 
JGOL. vWiicli provided engineering and technical assis-
fUncc for the project, called for four million lb of arn-

iwio.nium nitrate explosives to be loaded throughout 
16.000 ft of 6 X 6 ft coyote tunnels on three levels. The 
i:JC-ib bags of ammonium nitrate were packed in a pre-

^^ticierniincd pattern at specified points in the drifts and 
^crosscuts, Millisecond delays were attached, with an in-
^'ii^.nianeons delay on the lop level, followed by 100 ms 
^j^ckby.'i on the middle level and 150 ms delays on the 
^stjwcr level. 
^ The blast was detonated from a firing bunker one 

'/ 

Mil ton H. Wnrd has heen employed as 
vice president of operations for Ranchers 
Exploration: and Ocvelcpment Corp. for 
three years. Before that he worked for 
Hornesla'<e Min ing Co. as general manager 

. of Homeslake-Sapin Partners f rom-1956 to 
1969. He spent tho prior five years w i t h ;T 
Kerr-fVlcGee Corp.. serving successively as •-' 
mine superintendent, division superin- j 
tendent . general super in tendent and I 

-mineral division engineer. Ward worked as ~. 
a miner and in various engineering and supervisory posit ions for 

, Magma Copper Co. in the period 1955 to 1960. 
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mile from the mine. The completed blasting circuit in
cluded lead wires connected to blasting caps, detonating' 
cord and high explosive primers placed in bags of am
monium nitrate. Dual blasting circuits were utilized to 
reduce the possibility ofa misfire. 

As the ammonium nitrate was loaded, approximately 
80,000 cu ft of sand stemming was blown in place by 
utilizing a stowing machine and by hand-stacking sacks 
of sand. Three days prior to blast time, the area was 
cleared of all livestock and personnel except for the 
arming crew and others directly involved with the blast. 
Safety check points were established and securiiy was 
maintained by ground patrols and helicopter surveil
lance. In addition to Ranchers.ahd du Pont.personnel, 
the following agencies and companies participated in 
the blast: " - " 
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^uted over ore body by.spraying -

U^.Tence••liverrnore• LaboratWry-seismic re- .will further act as a barner to any outward flow of.ulu--

-^H:cording, ' ' . ' • ' 
.•"^j-:* 'Sandia Laboratories—air blast measuring 
:>v^-» E.G.'&."G.^-^rem.ole.J3h6tog.faphy 
.•ij.£;̂  •'.Earth Sciences .Laboraiory—seismic recording 
^^•P^ii . 'A: Blumc;&• Assoeiates^-.seismic -and.•water 
' ^ f ^ s t u d y , •• ' ' • • • " • - ' . 

. • ^ 

> ' ! • 

1^^«;3 A' Blun-ie.& Associates Research'Division— 
1iif-'£" • •^gp#.''-.seismicrecording-., :...-. ,.., .., 
t^Sif,; Explosives Excavation Research Division (Corps 
.̂ |̂̂ 24;*"6f Ehgineers)—seismic recording' 
,«^..Th"ecxpfosives were detonated as scheduled and it ap-
.ss'jiears^lhat the blast was a cornpleie success. Cracks.and 
;i5:f''actures outside-the ore.body.appear to be at a min-
'•^nnum, and structures and watei- flow in the area were 
^.unafl"ected. Surface disturbance, as anticipated, was 
• Jiminimal with only an area.of 450 to 500 ft in diam.eier 
^^beingalTecled; if "conventional open pit mining lech-
j 'niqueshad been: usedl Un area 10 16 15 iiiiies the size of. 
•i:'. ihis area would havebeen disturbed because of pit back-
.<'Slopingand-wastcand tailings disposal areas. 
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:.^ Unbroken ore more permeable than country rock 

'̂ . -.. Methods for containing and controlling' the on-flow 
splution as it percolates ahrough the shallercd ore.d.e- _ 

.••'Serve special attention. Prior to blasting, tests on the 
;• country rock surrounding the ore body indicated ihat 

^ ' the ore was considerably more permeable than the rock. 
. T h i s situation slill exists, as an inspection after the blast 

indicak-d that the permeabiliiy of the broken rock was 
:'•'•: ai least several orders of magniUide greater than the 

. host rock. The density of the pcrinieler rock-was also 
,̂ T-i:;gf̂ :uer than the ore, andit is anticipated that this rock 

Prior to the blast, holes were drilled immediately-be-
low-tl-ie area lo be broken and a static water table was 
.encountered. It appears that the water remained at the "' 
same level following the blast. The plan, called for ih;: ' 
troducing leach solution's oh thesurface-andxrllecling 
the pregnant liquors in a sump at the toe of the broken 
ore near the lop of the sialic water lable. The static'wa- ' 
ter table is to act as a leach pad and limilthe downward, 
flowof pregnant liquors. • . . . , , . ' . 

Leach solution applied as spray on terraces 
• The method for. extracting copper from pregnant li
quors follows standard'iron precipitation practice. The.. 
blasted area has been terraced in benches about. 20 ft 
high and 15 ft wide (see fig. 6). Water required for 
saturating the ore area is supplied from a 17-1/2-in.. 

• _diam wclldrilled on the easiern flank of theSan Pedro 
valley and is pumped through a 6-in."sieel pipeline for 
over six miles. Sulphuric acid-is added lo the water al 
the Icach plant, and a solution.coniaining one gram per 

. liter HjSOj is prepared in the barren solulion pond. • 
This on-flow solution -is gravity-fed lo" two. 200-.hp 

centrifugal pump.s. which pump through twin 6-in. plas
tic lines 2.000 fl-to the terraced area. The solulion is 
then distributed through 2 in. plastic pipes connected 
to rainbirds. The entire s-arface area of the benches 
overlying ore is being sprayed. 

Pregnant solution will be collected al the toe of the 
blast and routed by gravity lo pregnant storage ponds. 
A six-cell precipitalion plant capable of produ-oing 
20,000 lb of. cement copper per day has been coii-

%!inin{; Congress .loiirnnl 



Nole:Biirrcn soln. putnping' sysiem will 
f, c o n s i s t o f 2 ' 5 0 0 GPM pumps 
% and One Spare 

•J-

t 
<v. . .. 

' S ^ 

Fig. 7. Old Reliable^ projeet flow'sheet. Pfaht is capable of producirig 20,000 Ib of cement 
".-copper daily-.• '••'/;;' ; . ' -. • • ' ." • • , , . . , • ' . - . . ''.-f .',- - .. ' / ' 

.;.3>fljucied...Copper in soiution:wiljbe,precipitated on iron, 
• •"pcnodically" flushed frOrhthe cells aiid spread on con- • 

' ' crcle-pad's for drying. Solutioris from the precipitalion 
cells will be-directed to the barren solution pond where 
Iht: pH will, be .adjusled'and the spliilion recirculated to. 

•.:'^jS!liFfJ^ceclat^l%7^^^ ' • 
. . ' ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ; . . . . . . . • . . . . - : ' . • • - . . . . , - . , . . .; , . . . . , . 

• ;'.';^'sk;higher than vvithconventiorial mine • 
: . : J S ' M ^ ^ ~ C - . •• - ' ' • • • • • • . . . 

'•'..'"vjf'The subject rnethod oflfers;a niimber of ad.varitages 
;, •,;t*pd saying^ 5^ risk than.a conye.ntiohal 

/-. .-^a^Jn^-Sorne.caveals: . .-. 
- ?S".JVT^here. is no guarantee ihal metallurgical results 
' t" .̂ ^^ î̂ Kobtairicd in; the ..fabpralbry simulate results that 

••S^lTSiJ.l^.beobtained iripraetice."...'" " " '̂  "..'. . . . " 
. ' • "Slj^^^tfQP^r.rracturing'.df the.ore.body is difficult and 
v. ;.Jj#=?Virequires special.c .7-. .'-. 

),;_j)^ '̂ie blast must be properly explained to the.public 
..r - 's^«AO that.supporl for the project can be obtained. 

. !JI-J!, .?9!"^'ori control niay be a problem because it is 
--.. -'Jgs?«tremeIydilTitull to assure th'at^thc barriers xvill 

. -:'"';^iS^.'^fl^eclive and thai most .solutions will be recovr 
'.'. ." '^^'Ifcd'^r, ..••.•/•.:' ';,. ':-..: l./'J;:-'r- '-....'.• - • ' . ' . . 

r. ,'-."'''"'solution grade may drop to the point that it 
u./i:^i'""ot siisiairia viable ope.ration. Methods,for in-
-'-- creasing such grades must be developed. 

.. ,.|r.J-|J«>'Ss of. the. Old Reliable project is yet-to be. 
J )^t\. 1 h^ amount of copper recovered will depend on 
«h\"'i? '"'^"''on<^d earlier; however, it has been forecast 
v'cm -"̂  ^'^niure will break even with less than a 15 per-
ihf '̂•'̂ ••"'••̂ '"y of the metal values. The risk is high, but 
VMtn'^''^"''''' ^ ' ' '" '•'' '''"^^ '''^''- '̂̂ '̂  following olfers a 
*uft'^r'^"" of typical capital costs that might be in-

.., .-!/. '" '' project of this magnitude .. 

•'•' .1a.^»rji^7j"'... . . - . " • 

I'^^Bs&i-^- •• 

Capital Cost: 

Item 1 
Blasting & terracing 
Mining, hauling. 

heap building* 
Water, power, roads, 
_- other utilities . 
Trecipifation plant. 
. -mobile equipt . 
Sblution eollcction 

& storage , 

; Total capital** '• . 
Estimated recovery • 
Copper recovery, pounds 
Capital cost per pound 

. .'Assume a stripping rstio of 
••Does not include royalties 

. •- ' . , ' • • • " . 

Coyote Blast Open fit Mining 
n Situ Leaching Heap Leaching 

S 950,000 S ' -0-

'-0- • , is.soo.ood 
., .350,000 350,000. . 

, , ,200,000. • .' "200,000 
.- '• 

.100,000 . . 100,000 
S 1,600,000 .S. 7,150,000 

35% • ' • 45% 
•22,400.006. 28.800.000 • 

S.0715 . S.250--..-
.25;!, mining contracted. 
acquLsitions or properly payments , -

This par-ticular ore body is situated such that il could 
have been mined by conventional.methods,.but .ihe in. 
situ method was selected because of the favorable re-
tiirn ihat could be projected. Further, the experience 
gained in this endeavor can be applied to olher ore ood-

. ies and will ofTerguidance for future projects. The de
posit also offers the possibility of using conventional 
methods if the results by in-place leaching do not pro
ceed as planned. 

Shortly after thc blast in March 1972, E. 1. du Pont 
de Nemours purchased an interest of slightly over 20 
percent in the projeci. and it is now functioning as a 
joint operation with Ranchers acting as manager. 
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by MILTON H. WARD 
Vice Prcsiili.'nt 

Ranchers Explotntian and Development Corp. 

Ranchers selected in situ Ieaching of a 
four-million ton copper ore body as an 

alternative to conventional mining 
because of the favorable return projected. 

The deposit offers the possibility of turning 
to conventional methodsif in-place 

leaching does not proceed as planned 

T HE NEED FOR addilional mclal and mineral 
produciion will continue its upward spiral as the 

population and slandard of ining of the worki in
crease Thc scarcity thai forcca.sicrs predict c:oulcl l)c-
come a reality unless technology rise; lo meet the 
challenge. Historically, the need begets ihe solution, 
and while tiicrc is a limii lo what technology can ac
complish, il is clear thai we have not approached all 
lhc available possibilities in the mineral indusiry. 

The nexi few decades should oiler mankind an abun
dant opportuniiy lu apply new thinking and technical 
capabilit)' to fulfill our ever expanding needs. An in
creasing portion of ihe requircnienis for mineral re
sources will come from an old but little-u.scd method, in 

The lerm "in siiu leaching" as uscd here designates a 
method for exploiting a mineral deposii thai remains in 
its original position or one wiiich may have been frac
tured or shallercd bul otherwise has not been removed 
from ils geological setting. Solulion mining, which in
volves thc re.iiioval of the valuable mineral without af

fecting the host rock, involves a number of the same 
teclmiques and coniliiions as in situ leaching. Neither 
IIICIIKHI is new, and llie removal of melal by in-place 
leaching dales from ancienl limes. Its use in extracting 
copper fr(>m mincd-uul properlies is not uncommon on 
this continent, bui in rcccnl years the technique has 
been used morc often in extracting uranium, undoubt
edly because there arc morc uranium properties avail-

\ able for such treatmeni. 

Advantages of in Situ le. iching are several 

. The meihod will wilhoul question be applied more 
l'rc(|uciilly and on a greater variety of melals in thc fu
ture, since it oO'ers lhc fultowing advantages: 

1) Low capital and operating costs 
2) Minimum disturbance oflhe environment 
.3) Reduction of developmenl time 
4) Preservation of natural resources 
Elimination of conventional mining and processing 

resull.s in a lower capital arid operating cost. Steps elim
inated or reduced may include mining, iransponing, 
crushing, grinding, waste and tailings disposal, and land 
reclamation. Benefits gained by eliminating these sicps 
depend on the mineralizalion of the deposii, ils contigu-
ralion and the processing meihod used. 

Need and cosl ii\ protecting the environment have 
been made all too clear io the mineral industry. This 
painful experience cau.sed by external forces, has re
cently shown a sligiit change toward reasonableness, 
bul it will continue to plague an industry which now 
recognizes that eMvironi,.c;iUil standards arc on-going 
concerns. In situ leaching can aid in alleviating this 
problem in .a number ol ways, inciuamg eiiminaiiun ui 
reduction of surface disturbance There is a possibility 
that ground water in the leach area may be contami
nated, bul il is more likely that overall waler pollution 
will Se reduced. This reduction results from elimination 
of lailings and spoil seepage 
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Practice can expand mineral rescrvos 

M ine ra l resources and reserves can he increiiscd and 
expanded as a direct result of in si lu leaching, l .ow-
gradc ore and pro lorc may be exploi ted by this practice, 
automat ica l ly creat ing addi l ional reserves in an oper
at ing area. S loped-ou l , caved, and gol)- l i l led slopes can 
also be leaclied in place fo l lowing convent ional m in ing . 
Minera l ized properl ies that are imeyi inomical to'?-iork 
by standard methods may be reclassified as o r e Since in 
situ leaching does nut require personal access to the 
work ing place, excepl iunal ly decji ore bodies, ore un
der ly ing a surface that cannot he disturbed and ore in 
weak count ry rock may be exploi ied. 

l-actors required fur successful product ion f rom in 
situ leaching are: 

1) A minera l or metal that can he sat isfactor i ly dis
solved when contacted by the leaching so lu l ion, 

2) A deposi t ' thai is natural ly permeable or one which 
can be made permeable so that (low and contact 
occur. 

Fig. 1 . A l ternat ive methods for breaking an ore body 
for in place leaching 
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3) A n impervious or nearly impeiv ious harr ier that 
confines or restricts pregnant solut ions so that 
ihey may be direcled to a recovery point , 

4) A hydrometa l lurg ica l meihod for ext ract ing the 
valuable melals f rom the pregnant solul ions. 

M e t a l must he amenalilo to leaching. Copper and 
uran ium arc two melals that are now successfully 
leached f rom gangue maler ia l . Add i l i ona l l y , sulfur, 
potash and salt are being recovered by being either 
dissolved or t ransported in suspension to the process
ing plant. Whi le these two melhods are dif ferent, they 
have a number of s imih i r i l ies: mineral contacted wi th 
a media, dissolved or melted, transported as f luid and 
recovered in a marketable fo rm. 

When considering a part icular deposi i , the method 
for ext ract ing ihe valuable maler ia l must be researched 
and tested to determine the opt imal recovery that can 
be ant ic ipated. Such work can be undertaken using d r i l l 
core or bulk samples. Meta l lu rg ica l lests should include 
co lumn leach tests (dr ip or f lood), ro l l lesls, or smal l vat 
tests lo determine the ext ract ion, reagent consumpt ion, 
and characterist ics of thc pregnant so lu l ion. 

Permeable deposit. Permeabi l i ty o f ihe deposi i is a 
necessity since the percolat ing solul ions must contact 
the ore. Therefore, early in the invest igat ion, porosi iy 
and permeabi l i ty determinat ions should be under iaken 
on representative samples. The ore body may be nat
ura l ly permeable due lo the nature o f its f o rma t ion , or 
fractures may be created art i f ic ia l ly . Thus, the deposi i 
may be broken by nuclear or convent ional blasting (see 
fie. n . cavint ' f o l l nw im ' nrcvinns min ing hrrMiknop 
created by undercut t ing the ore body and inducing cav
ing, d r i l l i ng and blast ing f rom surface, and fluid or 
pressure f ractur ing of some t ype 

There has been a great deal of planning and test work 
on nuclear blasting, bu l l i t l le field appl icat ion he- been 
under iaken on a commerc ia l ore body, l l requires a re l 
at ively th ick ore body in order lo capital ize on the 
chimney co l lapse Several such ore deposits are avai l 
able and extensive planning was undertaken on Projeci 
Sloop, bul the actual blast never mater ia l ized. 

In using explosives to shatter an ore body; consid
erat ion must begiven to the size and d is i r ibu i ion o f bro
ken ore fo l low ing the blast. I f the broken maier ia l is too 
fine, there is a po.ssibility o f b l inding or fo rming a crusl 
which could disrupt f low o f l h e ieach so lu l ion. I f the ore 
breaks too large, adequate surface area would not be 
exposed and recovery would suder. Add i l i ona l l y . it is 
more l ikely that shor t -c i rcui t ing and-channeling w i l l oc
cur i f the ore breaks coarsely. Size of the broken rock 
wi l l depend on lhc characterist ics and frequency of nat
ural fractures in the ore area, as well as the rock crush
ing and shearing strength. Size d is t r ibut ion w i l l not be 
un i fo rm throughout the ore body because o f p rox im i t y 
to the explosion and the amount o f conf in ing weight, 
bu l this problem can be min imized by proper d is t r ibu
t ion of.the blast ing agent. 

I f possible, a stress response prograni should be un
dertaken 10 aid in designing the blast. Seismic velocity 
and pressure measureniei i is should be determined dur
ing sti ess wave propapal ion sludies liec;iuse these char
acteristics are signif icant in evaluating poteni ia l bhist 
performance. .Such a study can indicale whether the 
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rock will absorb the energy of the.blast ralher than 
transfer fractures. 

Solulion control. Afler leaching and permeability re
quirements are met, Ihe problem of containing the on
flow .solutions must be considered. Ideally, the ore body 
would be enclosed on the sides and boiiom by an imper
vious barrier (fig. 2). Solulions would migrate through 
thc ore body, dissolve the valuable material and flow 
into a solution-collecting sysiem. tJnforlunalely, there 
are few, if any, ore bodies which lit this ideal. IflsSnot 
too unusual to have an impervious slralum above or be
low the deposii, hut an ideal leach pad is rare However, 
it may be possible lo create such a pad by injecting ce
ment or chemical grout (fig. 3) to form curiain walls 
and a floor under the leachable deposii. 

A static waler l;ible immediately below the ore body 
(fig. 2) may also aci as a barrier, and if one docs not ex
ist, il may be possible lo create one by injection. Thc 
flow and collection of solulions may also be controlled 
by establishing a negative pressure zone in ihc collec
tion area. This zone can be created by drilling wells and 
continually draining the percolating liquors, or by driv
ing a collection drift under llie ore body. The pregnant 
solutions migrate to the sump or drift and are trans
ported to the processing-plant. 

If an ore body must be shattered prior to leaching, it 
is possible that a barrier would be formed by the blast-
itself, as in thc case of nuclear blasting where radio
active glass is.formed below the detonation point. Con
ventional blasting may also form a barrier below thc 

L«B&.|aaC.[H/KS 
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Fig. 2. Solut ion contro l barriers. Ideally; the ore body 
wou ld be enclosed on sides and bo t tom by an im
pervious barrier but there are few, if any, ore bodies 
f i l t in i j this deal 

lowest point of the explosion by compacting rock di
rectly below the blast. 

Project recovery. Melhods for extracting thc melal 
in solulion will vary depending on ihe type of meial. 
ihe locaiion and size of the deposit, and risk factors in
volved. Copper may be precipitated lo form cement 
copper, or solvenl extraction and elecirowinning may be 
used to produce cathode copper. Recenily, extensive de
sign work has been undertaken on portable solvenl ex-
Iractipn-electrowinning units, and such modular com
ponents will no doubt be used in the fulurc. Portability 
of these plants allows them to be considered for smaller 
ore bodies and shorter-term operations. Uranium leach
ing is currently utilizing a number of ion exchange units, 
and more will be applied as lower-cost plants arc devel
oped. 

Feasibility of hydrometallurgical methods is greatly 
affected by the grade of the collected solulions. In lime, 
the grade of the incoming solulion decreases, creating 
economic and technical problems if the plant was de
signed for a higher grade of solulion. The meiallurgist 
will have lo cope with the problem of solution purifica
tion, separation in multi-metal solutions-, and regenera
tion of the on-flow solutions. New thinking will be re
quired to apply technology that has been developed in 
sophisticated chemical and metallurgical plants to the 
in situ leaching situation. 

Ideas applied on Old F^eliable project 

Many ofthe ideas presented above ha\'c been applied 
by Ranchers Exploratibn ar.d Development Corp. ai ihe 
Old Reliable properly. Old Reliable, located in the 
Copper Creek Mining Area of ihe Gaiiuro iijuuntain.-., 
is aboui nine miles east of Mammoth, Ariz. (fig. 4). 

This project is thought to be the first applicalion of 
explosives to shatter an entire ore body for in situ leach
ing. The portion of the deposit considered for leaching 
contained approxiniately 4-inillion tons of O.ciO percenl 
copper with mineralizalion occurring as chalcocite., 
chalcopyrite, malachite, chalcanthite and chrysocolla. 
11 occurred in and peripheral to a near-\erlical breccia 
pipe with host rocks being extrusive lavas of Cretaceous 

Fig. 3. Solut ion contro l barrier using grout to fo rm 
curtain wal ls and f loor under leachable deposi t 

Fig. 4 . Locat ion of Old.Re 
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age. The host malerial was inlrutled and mineralized hy 
tht; Copper Creek granodinrile, which is Laramide in 
age 

The ore body was exposed by erosion and cont;iined 
the typical leached cap, oxide copper /one, chak-ocite 
enrichment and chalcopyriie-pyriie /one. The major ore 
area was .-ilmost 400 ft in diameler. and ilie bulk of the 
deposii extended from the surface to a depth of about 
500 fl. Thai porlion nearesi the surface contained less 
than 0.40 percent copper, but the grade increased with 
depth, reaching an average of aboul 2.0 percent in the 
enriched or supergene zone. 

The properly had been mined on a limited basis hy 
conventional methods, but was inactive from 1954 until 
October 1970, when Ranchers lea.sed it from (.)ccidental 
Minerals Corp. and Siskon Corp. L-!arlier the deposii 
had been develoiicd on two levels. These levels were ex
tended and a new level drix'cn about l.'̂ O fi below ihe 
peak ofthe mountain by Kop-Ran l)e\elopiiieni Corp., 
a Ranchers subsidiary. Bolh diamond drill and bulk 
isamples were taken from ihe dilTerenl levels for mclal
lurgical lesiing. The meiallurgical laboraiory at Ranch
ers' Bluebird mine, Miami, Ariz., along with an inde
pendent research laboraiory, performed column leach 
lests on representative samples. 

Lab tests gave favorable results in leaching 

Results of the lests appeared satisfaciory. bul since 
there was a question aboui bow the laboratory lesls 
would compare with actual leaching, an addilional com
parison was desired. Foriunalely. a hisiory of leaching 

experience had been accumulated at the Bluebird mine, 
wilh numerous comparisons of leacli tesling to actual 
pracli-;:e having been recorded, ll was decided to run 
tests on the Bluebird ore parallel with that of Old f<eli-
ahle so thai comparisons of recovery could be oblained. 
The results of this study indicated ihal the Old Reliable 
ore was amenable lo in silu leaching. Bolh ihe indcpcn-
tleni laboratory and the Bluebird metallurgical labora
tory hatl given favorable rcsulis. 

Permeability and porosity lesls were undertaken on 
thc samples lo analyze lhc fracture and flow characier
isiics of the ore, and il was soon apparent iliai the ore 
body would have lo be shallercd in order lo obtain lhc 
required degree of permeability. Several types of cx-
plosises were considered f'or breaking the deposit; nu
clear, slurry or ammonium nilraie 

Afler s.erious study, the nuclear possibility was dis
carded, prim;irily because ofthe cosl of'safel>' and blast 
monitoring. Use of conventional explosi\es loaded for 
coyote blasting was ihe meihod selected, fhe deposit 
was well suiied for a large blast, being remotely located 
and siiualed in the side of a hill so that leaching solu
lions could be drawn oil'by gravity al the base. 

Test blasts made in finalizing blast design 

Seismic and sample blast lests were initiated lo guide 
the planning for thc blast, ll was imperative that dam
age 10 surrounding slruciures and water sources be min
imized. Three lest blasts, ranging from 100 to 4.000 lb 
of explosive, were made prior to finalizing the design. It 
was determined from the tests that no significant struc-. 

Fig. 5. Blast sequence. Viewers at an observation point three miles 
away from blast felt only a minor rolling tremor 
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tural tlamage would be encountered, and this was the 
actual ca.se .Skeptics fell ihal slruciures a number of 
miles away would be damaged by ground molioii during 
the blast, bul in fact, only a cloud of dust could be seen 
from Mammoih nine miles away. Viewers at the obser
vation poinl ihrcc miles from the blast fell only a minor 

. rolling tremor, (fig. 5) 
Tho shattered ore appears lo be broken al leasl as 

well as planned and averages less than I I in. in size I'he 
bulk of llie capping over ihe ore body was to be thrown 
off, exposing the low-grade ore, and this was accom
plished, fhe broken ore expanded as anticipated, and 
control of the blast resiilied in a minimum :imouni of 
clean-up work and lerraciiig. Approxim:ilcly 6-1/2 mil
lion lons of material was broken, and the fractured zone 
and resulting surface area is practically identical with 
that projected. 

E x p l o s i v e s p l a c e d in 6 0 0 0 ft of w o r k i n g s 

The final blast design developed by 11 I. du Pont & 
Co., which provided engineering and technical assis
tance for the projeci. called f"or four million Ib ol'am
monium nitrate cxplosi'a-s to be loaded throughout 
6,000 ft of 6 X 6 ft coyote tunnels on three levels. The 
50-lb bags of ammonium nitrale were packed in a pre
determined patlern al specified poinis in the drifts and 
crosscuts. Millisecond delays were attached, with an in-
stanlaneous delay on the top level, followed by 100 ms 
delays on the middle level and 150 ms delays on lhc 
lower level. 

The blast was detonated from a firing bunker one 

Mil ton H. Wi i rd has boon employed as 
vice president of opor.itionb lor R;inchors 
Exploration ani\ Development Cofp. lor 
ihrco yenrs. Rr:fore that he worked for 
Hoincslakc Mininc] Co. as guncral rnananfir 
ot Horiiesiako-Sapin Partners from 1966 lo 
1969. He spent l l io prior five years w i th 
Kerr-McGoe Corp.. serving successively as 
mine supcriniendoni, division superin
tendent , general super in lendent and 
mineral division engineer. Ward worked as 
a minor and in various onginocnng and supervisory positions for 
IVlagnia Copper Co. in ihe period 1955 to 1960. 
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i 
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.n 
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mile from the mine: The completed blasting circuit in
cluded lead wires connected to blasting caps, detonating 
cord and high explosive primers placed in bags of am
monium nilraie. Dual blasting circuits were utilized to 

' reduce the po.ssibility ofa misfire 
As the ammonium nitrate was loaded, approximately 

80,000 cu ft of sand stemming was blown in place by 
utilizing a slowing machine and by hand-stacking sacks 
of sand. Three days prior to blast time, the area was 
cleared of all livestock and personnel except for the 
arming crew and others directly involved with the blast. 
Safely check points were established and security was 
maintained by ground patrols and helicopter surveil
lance In addition to Ranchers and du Pont personnel, 
the following' agencies and companies participated in 
the blast; 
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Fig. 6. Blasted area has been terracecMn benches about 20 ft h igh and 15 ft w ide . Ac id leach solut ion is d is t r ib
uted over ore botiy by spraying 
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Lawrence Livermore Laboraiory—seismic re
cording 
Sandia Laboratories—airblast measuring 
E. G. & G.—remole phoiography 

• liarih Sciences Laboraiory—seismic recording 
• J. A. Blumc & Associates—seismic and waler 

sludy 
« J. A. Blume &. Associates Research Division-

seismic recording 
• Explosives Excavation Research'Division (Corps 

of Enginecrs)~-seisniic recording 
Thc explosives were detonated as scheduled and il ap

pears thai llie blast was a complele success. Cracks and 
fractures outside the ore body appear lo be at a min
imum, and structures and \\ater flow in lhc area.were 
unalTccieil. .Surface disnirbance as aniicipaled, was 
minimal with only an area of 450 to 500 fl in diameter 
being alVecled. If convent ional open pit mining lech
niques had been used, •.wi area 10 to 15 limes the si/e of 
ihis area would have been disliirbed because of pil back-
sloping and waste and lailings disposal areis. 

Unbroken ore more permeable than country rock 

Methods for containing and controlling the on-flow 
solution as ii percolates through thc shatlcred ore de-
ser\'e special aileniion. Prior to bhisling, tests on the 
country rock surrounding thc ore body indicaied that 
Ihe ore was considerably mure permeable than lhc rock. 
This siluaiion slill exisis, as an iii.spcclion aller ihe blast 
indicaied Ihal lhc permeabiliiy oflhe broken rock was 
al lea.si .several orders of m;igniiiule greater than lhc 
hosl rock. The density oflhe pcrimeier rock uas also 
greater than lhc ore, and it is aniicipaled thai this rock 

will furlhcr act as a barrier to any outv/ard flow of solu-

Prior to the bl.'isl, holes were drilled immediately be
low thc area to be broken and it static water table was 
encountered, ll appears that lhc water remained at the 
same level following thc blast. The plan called for in
troducing leach solutions on the surface and ci-'lccling 
the pregnant liquors in a sump at the toe oflhe broken 
ore near the top ofthe static water table The static wa
ter tabic is to acl as a ieach pad and limit the downward 
flow of pregnant liquor:-,. 

Leach solut ion applied as spray on terraces 

The method for extracting copper from pregnant li
quors follows standard iron precipitalion practice. The 
blasted area h.is been terraced in bcnclies about 20 ft 
high and 15 fl witle (.sec lig. 6). Water required for 
saturating the ore area is supplied from.a 17-1/2 in. 
diam well drilled on ihe easiern flank of the .San Pedro 
valley and is pumped through a 6-in. sleel pipeline for 
over six miles. Sulphuric acid is added lo the waler al 
Ihe leach plant, and a solution coniaining one gram per 
liter lljSOjis prepareil in the barren solution pond. 

This on-flow solulion is gravity-fed to two 200-hp 
centrifugal pumps, which pump througii twin d-in. plas
tic lines 2.000 ft lo lhc lerraced area. The solulion is 
then dis-tribulcd through 2 in. pl.isiic pipes connected 
to rainbirds. lhc entire surface area of the bcnohes 
overlying ore is being spravcd. 

Pregnant solulion will be.collected at the loc of Ihc 
l)l;isl and routed by gravil) to pregnaiil sloragc |ioiuis. 
-'\ six-cell precipil:iiion phini capable of producing 
20,000 lb of cement copper per day has been coii-
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Noto:Barron soln. fxjmping system will 
° consisiol 2 -500 GPM pumps 

anti One Spare 

\ 

Preg. Soln. Storage 
(450,000 Gal.) 

Precipit.-ilion Cells--" 
•^-^ Fresh H.O for Plaint ,, , u m ~ i / i i -' MakeupH.q Ifomyallcy 

• " ~ ' ' " MaT^bOGPM 

Fig. 7. Old Reliable project f l o w s h e e t . Plant is capable of producing 20 ,000 Ib of cement 
copper ciaily 

...lueied. Copper in solut ion w i l l be precipi tated on i ron , 
periodically flushed f rom the cells and spread on con-
etete pads for d ry ing . Solu l ions f rom the precip i tat ion 
cells wi l l be directed lo the barren so lu l ion pond where 
Ihe pH wi l l be adjusted and ihe solut ion recirculated lo 
the terraced area ( l ig . 7). 

Risk higher than w i t h convent ional mine 

The subjecl meihod ofl'ers a number of advanlages 
and savings but involves more risk than a convent ional 
mine. Some caveats: 

1) There is no guarantee that metal lurg ica l results' 
obtained in the laboratory s imulate results that 
wi l l be oblained in p rac t ice 

2) Proper f rae iur ing o f the ore body is d i f i icu l t and 
requires special exper t ise 

-̂ ) The blast must be proper ly explained to the publ ic 
so that suj iport for the projeci can be obtained. 

4) Solut ion con l ro l may be a problem because i l is 
evlremely di f i icul t to assure that lhc barr iers wi l l 
be elfectivc and that mosl solut ions w i l l be recov
ered. 

.̂ ) Plant solu l ion grade may drop to" thc point that it 
cannot sustain a viable operat ion. Methods for in
creasing such grades must be developed. 

!^iiccess o f the O ld Reliable project is yet to be 
pri'i\en. The amoun l of copper recovered w i l l depend on 
f-niots mentioned earl ier: however, it has been forecast 
' l " i l the venture wi l l bre:ik even wi th less than a 15 per-
ci-ni recovery of the metal values. The risk is h igh, but 
"'c poiential gain is also high, r i ie fo l lowing offers a 
"•"hipiuisoii of typical capital costs that m igh l be in-
"•"iicd ill a project o f ih.is magni lude: 

Capital Cost: 

Itcni 
Coyote Ulast 

nSi lu Leaching 
Open Pit Mining 
Ilcao Leacliinjj 

Blasting & terracing 
Mining, hauling, 

heap builJing' 
Water, power, road.s, 

olher utilities 
Precipitation plant, 

mobile equipt. 
Solution collection 

& storage 

Total capi ta l ' * 
EstiniaU-d recovery 
Copper recovery, pounds 
Capital cost per pound. 

S 950,000 

-0-

350,000 

200.000 

100,000 

-0-

6.500.000 

350,000 

200,000 

100,000 

S 1,600.000 
35% 

22,400.000 
S.0715 

S 7,150,000 
45% 

28,800:000 
S.250 

'As.surni' a slrippin)t raliu uf t.2S;], miniii); conlracU'd. 
"Docs not iiii-luilv royallics ai\|uisilioiis, or propi-riy paymenr.s. 

Th is part icular ore body is situated such that it could 
have been mined by convent ional methods, but the in 
situ method was selected because o f the favorabfe re
turn tha i cou ld be projected. F u n h e r , the experience 
gained in this endeavor can be applied to other ore bod
ies and w i l l of ler guidance for future project.s. The de
posit also offers lhc possibi l i ty of using convent ional 
methods i f thc results by in-place leaching do not pro
ceed as planned. 

Shor t ly af ler the blast in M a r c h 1972, E. 1. du Pont 
de Nemours pureha.sed an interest o f s l ight ly over 20 
percenl in the j i ro jcc l , and i l is now I' lmctioning as a 
jo in t operat ion w i th Ranchers act ing as m:inager. 
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EQUATION FOR THE KIMETICS OF LEACHING MONOHmRAIE BAUXITES 

IFIC 6 6 9 . 7 1 2 . 1 

L. F . 'Verbov 

Prior research has shown (1) that it is possible to describe the kinetics of leach
ing monohydrate bauxites wi'th the aid of equations which are correct for those pro
cesses occurring with formation of a layer of reaction products inhibiting the reac
tion rate. 
When leaching bauxites with a complex chemical composition, it is unlikely that a 

nonporous film will form as a consequence of the interaction of the basic bauxite com
ponent (aluminum hydroxide) with an alkall-alumlnate solution. 

An inhibiting film or layer forms as a result of the occurrence — parallel to the 
basic process of ELI uminum hydroxide passage to solution — of interactions with the 
solution of macro- and micro-impurlties, inevitably present in the natural raw mater
ial (Fe, Si, Tl, etc.) (2-A). Further, films containing titanium have the densest 
structures. There is also the potential of screening the gangue layer, which con-
statutes over 50A» of the starting raw material. This effect is particularly inten
sive when some time has elapsed after the start of the process, when the aluminum 
oxide — found on the open sections of the particles — has already passed into the 
solution. 
Further, the possibility exists that in some cases a layer of reaction products 

will form which will dissolve more slowly than the basic component Interaction with 
the solution. For example, when aluminum dissolved in an NaOH solution, at the start 
of the interaction on the aluminum surface, one finds that a layer of aluminum hyd
roxide will form on the aluminum surface which will then dissolve — relatively slow
ly, but at .a constant rate — in alkali (5), " 

Thus, the composite relationship between the growth rate for a film or layer of re
action products to the time, which has a direct influence on the leaching rate, is a 
consequence of the combined effect of many factors. At various stages of the process 
it is likely that some specific factor will have a more or less dominant effect. 
In general, the rate, of film growth and the leaching rate, determining the diffu

sion intensity through a liquid reagent film to the solid particle surface (or of 
reaction products in the solution) should be in an inverse relationship: the more 
intensive the film growth the slower the leaching process. 
One cannot establish a reliable film thickness with the aid of electron-microscope 

research (3). In some samples of residues from.the leaching of boehmite and dias
pore, it is possible to find films which screen the aluminum hydroxide crystals which, 
according to very approximate evaluations (3), are much less thick than 100 A. ^̂ ru-
zhinina (2) has found that films containing •titanium compounds are 18 A thick. 
Tiespite the fact that both the composition and the formulas used to calculate film 

thickness when leaching bauxites are known, the rate of film growth can indirectly 
be characterized by those process indices most directly affected by the dynamics of 
film growth. Considering that the heterogeneous leaching process occurs when there 
is a liquid-phase surplus and that it is limited by the diffusion through a film of 
varying thicknesses, a change in this thickness can be qualitatively evaluated by the 
extent of recovery for the basic component. In its turn, extraction is linked with 
reductions in the linear dimensions of solid particles which take place in time. 

If one considers that solid solvent particles are spherical in shape and that an 
inhibiting film is absent during leaching (or that a porous layer of reaction pro
ducts form), then when there is a liquid phase surplus with respect to bauxite lea
ching, the following equation would 'be correct: 

Ao'/s - A'/J = KT [1] 

where Ao - represents the initial weight of the A1203 in the bauxite; A - the weight 
of the AI2O3 in the bauxite at a moment in time T ; K - the constant. 
In denoting the reduction m the particle radius in -time by y, on the basis of 

Formula [l], we can write: 
y = r^ - r, = K"T [2] 

where ^0 - represents the initial particle radius; r, _ the particle radius in a 
moment of time ''' ; K" - the constant. 
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Cn the other hand, reduction of particle radius values 
in time can be expressed by extraction R: 

y = ro[l - (1 - K)'/3] [3] 
Equating the right parts of Equations [2] and [3], 

obtain the Roginskii equation (6): 
we 

where 
1 - (1 - R)t/5 = KT, [4] 

To 

too im w 
T , fflin 

Fig. 2. Leaching kine
tics at coordinates 
of the Yander equa
tion: 

1 - SUBR bauxite; 2 -
Greek bauxite. 

Under actual conditions, the particle forms cannot cor
respond to a sphere; their surfaces can evidently not on
ly be reduced in time, but caui also undergo more complex 
changes due to the appe.arance and growth of straight-
throtigh openings (7). 
The assumptions include the following factors: a) the particles are spherical and 

have a conditional radius at which their composite surface equals the true active sur
face of the bauxite; b) changes in the surfaces of these nominsLL particles with time 
correspond to the assumed nature of the changes in their radius. 
From Fig. 1, it is evident that Equation [4] is correct only at the start of the pro

cess, when the diffusion resistance is determined by the resistance at the phase inter
face; at the same time, the reaction products film is either very small or it is not 
dense enotigh to have an inhibiting effect on -the process kinetics. 
Let us examine a case ui which the diffusion resistance of a film is much greater than 

the diffusion resistance at the phase interface, i.e., the film is non-porous. 
Let the film have an inhibiting effect on the process rate as follows, so that: 

dz _ iL 
dr " y' 

after integration, corresponds to: 
y2 = 2KT ' -

where K is the constant. 
Replacing the values of 2. from Formula [3] to Formiila [5] 

leads to the Yander eauation (8): 
[l"- (1 -'R)'/3]2 = K'T [6] 

where 2K 

For Greek bauxite, at the end of the process the inhibit
ing effect of the film is greater than is calculated by the 
Yander equation (Fig. 2). It can be therefore assumed that 
reductions in the particle radius occur more slowly than is 
indicated by the parabolic law: y^ = 2K'r. 
Let us assume that changes in "y" with time correspond to 

the logarithmic .law: 
dji- K_ 
dT- e y 

After integra-tfion, we get _ ^ ^ ( K T ) . 

Fig . 3 . Leaching 
k i n e t i c s at co
ord ina tes of 
Equation [ 8 ] : 

1 - SUBR bauxi te ; 
2 - Greek bavixite. 

[7] 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g the 'value of y from Formula [3] in to Formula [ 7 ] , we obtain 

InT - r j l - (.1 - R ) ' ' ' ] = - I n K. [8] 
According to the .leaching kinetics in Equation [8], the points plotted at coordin

ates [(1 - (1 - R'/')] - In^ should lie in a straight line. 
A graphic check of Equation [8] (Fig. 3) shows that it corresponds well with the 

kinetics of the leaching process for the SUBR and the Greek bauxites. 

Tlepending on the duration, the rate of the bauxite-laaching process can correspond to 
the linear, parabolic, or logarith.iilc law of decreasing linear dimensions of particles 
With time. An equation was proposed which more satisfactorily describes the kinetics 
of the leaching process for monohydrate bauxites. 
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157] ABSTRACT 

Producing a fracture network in deep rock, e.g.", in an 
ore body, by detonating explosive charges sequentially 
in separate caviiies therein, the detonaticns producing 
a cluster of overlapping fracture zones and each deto
nation occurring after liquid has entered the fracture 
zones produced by previous adjacent detonations. 
High permeability is maintained in an .explo.sively frac
tured segment of rock by flushing the'fractured rock 
with liquid, i.e., by sweeping liquid through the frac
ture zones with high-pressure gas, between sequential 
detonations therein so as to entrain and'remove fines 
therefrom. Ore bodies prepared by the.blast/flush pro
cess with the blasting carried out in substantially verti
cal," optionally chambered, drilled shot holes can be . 
leached in situ via a number of holes previously used, 
as injection holes in the flushing procedure and a 
number of holes v/hich are preserved upper portions 
of the shot holes used in the detonation process. In the 
leeching of ore, fines are removed from fractures 
therein by intermittent or continudus flushing of the' 
ore with li.Niviant and high-pressure gas. e.g., air, us
ing, in the case o f the in situ leaching ofan explosively 
fractured ore body, a lateral and upward flow of lixivi
ant from zones that have bc-^n less severely, to others 
that have been most severely, worked by multiple det
onations in the ore body. 

25 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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EXPLOSIVE FRACTURING OF DEEP ROCK be Ic;ichc<l). Therefore, in explosively fracturing a seg-
njcnt of an ore body to prepare it priipcrly for in silu 

• BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION .^.^^^i^^ ,^^ ^^^.^J^,^ î  „^, ^ .^p,^ ^„ indiscriminate 
The present invention relates to the produciion of a reduction in the fragment size ofthe ore body. Smaller-

network of fractures in a deep underground segment of 5 size, well-irrigated fragrnents have a higher teaching 
rock by means of explosives, e g . , to'prepare deep ore rate than larger-size fragments, but-fraguicnt-size re-
bodies for in situ leaching. duction by means of blasting processes heretofore 

Processes for fracturing deep rock are becoming in- known to the art. when applied to deep ore, tends to 
creasirtgly impKjrtant as it becomes, necessary to tap leave large unbroken fragments of rock, or to create a 
deep mineralized rock masses, e.g., pre bodies or oil or 10 network of fractures that are largely closed or plugged 
gas reservoirs located from about 100 feet to about a with fines. An explosive fracturing process is needed 
few thousand feet beneath the earth's surface, in order which reduces the larger fragmments to a size that will 
"to supplement or replace dwindling energy sources and leach at an economically acceptable rate, and that will 
minerals supplies. Numerous deposils of ore. for exa:.i- result in a network of open fractures throughout the 
pie ore containing copper, nickel, or silver, lie too deep 15 blasted ore that v/ill permit it to be well-irrigated with 
to mine by openpit methods or are too low in grade to leach liquid. 

mine "by underground methods. Open-pit methods CIIK^K,. A O V r>p T H P iMVPMXinM 
incur both in costs and the environmental impact asso- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
ciated with moving large quantities of earth and rock. Tliis invention provides a process for producing a 
Underground melhods incur unusually high costs per 20 fracture network in a deep subsurface segnient of rock, 

i. unit volume of ore mined, as well as difficult safety e.g., in an ore body, comprising (a) forming an assem-
p problems. In contrast, the leaching of ore in place cir- blage of cavities, e.g., drill holes or tunnels, in the seg-
.{ cumvenls these difficulties and therefore can be pre- ment of rock; (b) jxisitioning explosive charges in a 
? ferred technique for winning values from some ores plurality of the cavities in the sections thereof located 
J that are unsuitable, or marginally suitable, for working 25 in the segment of rock to be fractured, e.g., in sections 
C by traditional mining methods. of drill holes which have been previously chambered, 
» Usually however, ore that is favorably situated for such as by an explosive springing procedure; (c) pro-
•; Ieaching in place has such a large fragment size and viding for the presence of liquid ut the segment of rock, 
: .such low permeability to leach solutions that the Ieach- e.g., by virtue of the location of the segmen* of rock 
': ing rate would be too low to support a commercial ^0 below the waler table so that water naturally is present 
: leaching Operation, in such cases, it becomes necessary in, or flows into, fractures therein, or by introducing 
t . to prepare th;; ore for leaching, by fragmenting il in a liquid into one or more cavities therein; and (d) deto-
I manner such as to provide the necessary permeability nating the charges sequentially in a manner such as to 
f and leachability. The use of explosives to fracture un- progressively produce a cluster of overlapping fracture 
, derground segments of mineralized rock to create areas " zones, the detonation of each charge in the detonation 
f of high permeability has often been suggested. In an oil- sequence producing a fracture zone -A-hich is subject to 
J or gas-bearing formation the fracturing is required to the cumulative effect o f a succession of detonations of 
j increase the overall drainage area exposed to the bore • explosive charges in a group of adjacent cavities, and 

of a well penetrating the formation, and thus increase the detonation of the charge in each cavity being de-
the rate at which hydrocarbon' fluids drain toward the layed until liquid is present in fracture zones produced 
well. Ill an ore body the fracturing is required to in- by the previous detonation of charges in cavities adja-

1 crease the surface area of ore accessible lo an injected cent thereto, as determinable by measuring the hydrau-
I lixiviant, and thus increase the leachability. lie potential, e.g., the liquid level, in the cavity, or in a 
\ TTie-use of nuclear explosives has been proposed for cavity adjacenl thereto. 

fracturing" large-volume, deep., ore bodies for subse- When the cavities formed are substantially vertical 
quent in situ leaching. Also, the use of multiple chemi- drill holes, some ofthe holes in the assemblage prefera-
cal explosive charges in" deep reservoir rock has been bly are left uncharged with explosive, and these holes 
described in a method for stimulating hydrocarbon- employed as a set of passageways within the fracture 
bearing rock, e.g., in U.S. Pat; No. 3,674,089. How- network from the earth's surface, generally to substan-
evcr, i f a deep ore body, i.e., one lying at depths of tially the bottom of the blasted rock, e.g., for the iniro-
abouffrom 100 to 3000 feet from the surface, is to be duction of liquid and/or gas to (or removal thereof 
effectively leached in place, and the ore prepared for from) the fracture network. The uncharged holes pref-
leaching by blasting; i.e., 'olasting in the absence of a erably are drilled and .provided with support casing 
free face for the ore to swell toward, it becomes neces- prior to the detonation of charges in adjacent h.oles.-
sary to employ special blasting and associated tech- The sections of substantially venical shol holes located 
niques which will provide and niaintain the type of frac- in the overburden that overlies the rock segment to be 
ture network required for efficient leaching. fractured preferably survive the blasting process and il 

The leachability of a fractured ore body dejjends on serve as an additional sel of passageways, leading from j; 
the size of the ore fragments, and on the permeability ^ . substantially the lop of the b'tisted rock to the earth's 
of the'intact ore as well.as ofthe fraclure sj-stem sepa- surface,also for liquid and/or gas passage, 
rating the fragments. The permeability of the fracture • In a preferred explosive fracturing process, liquid is 
system separating the fragments, which is variable and driven through the fraclure zones produced by the se-
gencrally much hijgher than the permeability ofa single . qucnlial detonation of explosive charges in a plurality 
fragrnenl, is determined by a network of wider, open ^ , of cavities in a segment or rock, in a manner such as to 
fractures (determining the permeability of thc ore body entrain the fines found in the fracture zones, and the 
as a whole), and a network of narrower, open fractures fines-laden liquid removed from the rock. Thb flushing 
(determining the irrigability of individual puulicles lo of thc blasted rock is achieved by sweeping or driving 
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' liquid at high velocity througli the fracture 'zones by in- diMiriLntatiun needed U> enhance Icaehabilily to be ob-
i • jecting gas inio said ?<->ncs al Hiuh pressure, lhc liquid Uiined readily Ironi thc available explosive energy. The 
I moving laterally and upwardly through the blasted degree of ovei'Uipping of ihc fraclure zories, which are 
1 rock, pa.ssing into thc friiclurcs. for example, from thc generally cylinurical in shape, is at Ie;ist thyt required 
i passageways formed by uncharged subsianiially verti- S to k>c;itc all of the rock, in lhc segment tif rock to be 
"j cal drill holes and out of the fractures'into passageways fractured, within the fracture zone pr»x5uced by the 
5 formed by preserved sections of substantially vertic;d . detonation of al leasl one of lhe charges. 
i detonated holes located in the overburden. Best results Thc cavities in the a.>;semblagc in which explosive 
I are achieved when subsianiially each detonation is fol- ch;irges arc. to be detonated (i.e!, blast cavities) can be 
( lowed by a flushing step applied to the fracture zone 10 substantially vertical holes (shot"or blast holes) drilled 
t thereby produced, before the next detonation in an ad- into the segment of rock from the surface or from a 
' jaccnt cavity occurs, and this is preferred. In the leach- cavity in the rock, or substantially horizontal- cavities. 
I ing of a mass of ore, e.g., in the in situ leaching of an • such as tunnels, driven in thc rock, e.g., from a hillside 
j explosively fractured ore body or in dump leaching, or shaft. Whether the cavity volume is provided by tun-
1 fines also preferably are flushed out of fractures therein 15' nei driving lechniques such as are employed in coyote 
i by sweeping the lixiviant tliercthrough at high velocity blasts, for example, or drilling techniques, possibly as-
> by high-pressure gas. sociated with chambering procedures, will be largely a 
j The term "deep" as used herein to describe a subsur- question of economics, although technica] practicabil-

face segment of rock denotes a depth at which the del- ity depending on such factors as topography, compres-
onation causes no significant change in the overlying 20 sive strength of the rock, etc., will influence the selec-
lopography, i.e., the surface docs not swell. As a rule. tion oflhe meihod. Substantially venical drill holes are 
deep rock as described herein lies al a depth of at least preferred in many cases since thc preserved sections of . 
JOO, and usually not more than 3000, fec-t. "Fracture ihe shot holes can be uscd subsequently as passag'iway.s 
zones" and "fractured rock" herein denote zones and to or from the fractured rock, reducing the number.of 

j rock in which new fractures have been formed, or exist- 25 holes needed to be drilled solely to provide passage-
j ing fractures opened up, by the detonations. "Fractur- ways for liquid injeciion or ejection. 
j ing" denotes herein a treatment which reduces the size Although the blast cavities need not fos-m a regular. 
I of, and/or misaligns, rock fragments. pattern, and regularity of patlern actually may not be 
I „ , , ..^.-.^^, ^.~ -.-..,- ,.^„ . „ , . . desirable or practical, a somewhat regular pattern is in-
) BRIEF DESCRIPT ON OF THE DRAWING 30 ^- . ^ • r .- r ui r 
^ ui^ii-i i^i-.i._.vii v.*. w •'" dicated in a formation of reasonably uniform contour, 
! The explosive fracturing process of the invention will" structure, and physical strength to assure a high degree 

be described with reference to the attached drawing in • of uniformity in the fracture network produced.. In 
which - • some cases, as core lesls reveal unpredictable changes 

FIG. 1 i- a f.iie..natic representation in plan view of in the rock occurring during the seqjuential blasting 
a subsurfa'.- segment of rock which has been frag- ^^ process, it may be desirable to deviate from a regular 
mented by the blast/fiush process of the invention, and pattem, e.g., to use one or more additional blast cavi-
the liquid circulation pattem between holes therein; ties where needed to provide the required overlapping 

FIG. 2 is a schematic repre.sentalion in elevation of fracture zones. Nevertheless, substantial regularity 
showing thc surface-to-surface liquid circulation pat- of pattem generally will be provided in the arrange-
tern through the segment of rock shown in FIG. 1; ment of most ofthe blast cavities. Il will be understood, 

.FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a shot hole of course, that in the case of substantially vertical drill 
pattem described in t.he example; and holes the actual pattern ofthe holes within the segment 

FIG. 4 is a plot showing the effect of repeated blast/- " of rock to be fractured may approach, rather than 
flush operations on the permeability of a fracture zone match, the hole pattern at the surface, inasmuch as the 
produced wilh thc shot hole fjattem shown in RG. 3. available drilling equipment may not be counted on to • 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENmON . ^ . ' ^ " h e ' d n T " " ' ' ° ' " '^ depths of the order consid-
In the present process, explosive charges are delo- ' Regardless of the blast cavity patterri employed, the 

natcd sequentially in separate cavities in a segment of distance between explosive charges (and, .slso there-
mineralized rock to be fractured, each, detonation in fore, between cavities) of a given compositio.»-. and size 
the sequence producing a zone of fracture in the rock " is such that a. cluster of overlapping fracture" zones is 

• and being delayed until liquid is'jjresent in the frac- produced by the detonation of adjacenl charges. Al-
• tured rock around thc cavity containing the charge to though it may not be possible to delineate, thc fracture 

be detonated, especially in fracture zones produced by zones with precision, t'he extent or radius of the frac- . 
I • the previous detonation of charges in cavities adjacent ture zone thai can be expected to result from the deto-

thereio. Thus, the detonations occur while fractures in nation of an explosive charge of a. given.coniposition, . 
the surrounding rock are filled w-ilh liquid, or the rock . density, shape, and size under a given ani6unt-of con-
is in a flooded, or liquid-soaked, condition. The cavities finemcnt in a given geological mass can be approxi-
e.g., drill holes or tunnels, containing the explosive ^ mated by making some experimental shots and study-
charges are spaced sufficiently close together, arid the ing thc fracture zones'surrounding the blast cavities by 
charges are sufficiently large, that the fracture zones using one or morc geophysical methods. Such methods 
produced by thc detonations therein overlap one an- include ( I) coring. i 2 ) mca.surcments in satellite holes 
other. Thus, each fracture zone is within the region of of compres-sional and shear wasc propagation. Of per-
influence of other detonations and is subjecl lo the cu- ^ , nteahiliiy and of electrical conductivity, and (3) acous-. 
mulalive effect ofa succession of detonations of expUv tic hnU»graphy". B;Lscd on these studies, the cavil'ies are 

• sive charges in a group of adjacent cavities. 'This cumu- spaced cU>so enough together to provide thc required 
latjve effect permits the fragment size-reduction and overlapping of fnieture '/ones. . . • ' • . • 
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••Adjacent" blast cavities or explosive charges, as de
scribed herein, are blast i-avities or explosive charyes 
whicli. aliliougli spaced from one another, are immedi
ate or nearest r.eighbors to one another, as contrasted 
to blast cavities or explo.sive charges which are more 
distant neighbors or separated from one another by one 
or more olher bl.-ist cavities or explosive charges. 

Allhough ! do not intend that my invention to; limited 
by theoretical considerations, the delaying of each det-

eral :LS pernilled by wander oflhe cavities, as shown in 
FIG. 1. 

Although ali of the blast holes in a group of adjacent 
substantially venical drill holes can be drilled prior"io ' 
lhc sequential delonation of the charges, this proce
dure is not preferred inasmuch as it could be necessary . 
to apply a support easing lo the as-yet undetonafed 
holes in the sections thereof located in the segment of 
rock to be fractured to prevent them from collapsing as 

onaiion until liquid is present in the fracture volume 'O.a result of detonations in adjacent holes. Casing of the 
surrounding the cavities is believed to have two benefi
cial effects. First, the liquid can lubricate the fractures 
so that opposing faces can move suddenly in shear 
more easily, thereby enhancing fragmentation of tVie 

"surrounding rock, which is no longer supported by the 
relaiiNcly'high.resistance ofa dry fraclure to transient 
shear. Secondly, liquid-filled fracture volume cannot 
be rammed shut by the suddenly applied pressure ofan 
explosion. This incompressible behavior, together with 
the low resistance of the liquid-filled fractures to sud
den small displacements in shear, is 'oelieved to cause 
disorientation of individual rock fragments and dilation 
and swelling of the bed of fragments as a whole. Each 
def^Dnatioii creates a misalignment or disarrangement 
of. fragments with an accompanying increase in void 
vol'jme. Therefore, when the fraclure zones produced 
by ihe successive detonations in adjacent cavities par
tially overlap, the fraclure zone around each cavity 
thereby being subject to additional fracturing and/or jy 
dii'oricntation produced by the detonations in the adja
cent cavities, and previously produced fracture zones 
are flooded, each fracture zone will be swelled in incre
ments, with each detonation jacking it to larger vol
ume, Jtnd higher permeability, against the pressure" of 35 
the surrounding rock. The present process makes use 
ofthe lubricating effect and incompressible behavior of 
the liquid in the fractures, and does not require the use 
of high liquid pressures, e.g.. of lhe magnitude needed 
to lifit.'the overburden and enlarge the fractures before 40 
blasting. A liquid pressure in the fractures at the time 
of blasting-equal to the head of liquid above the bl.->st 
zone is sufficient. Also, any readily available, relatively 
cheap liquid, e.g.,.watcr or water mixtures, can be used 

shot holes in these sections usually would be consid
ered economically unsound because the.casing would 
occupy volume that could olherA'ise be.loaded with ex-..-
plosive and because casing in these sections of the 

15 holes is not needed in subsequent leaching operations. 
Therefore, it is preferred that in a group of adjacenl. 
drilled shol holes the detonation of each charge takes 
place before adjacent shot holes are drilled. In practic*;"-
one might drill and, if desired, chamber (as described 

20 later), one shot hole o fa group of adjacent holes, load 
the hole or chamber .with explosive,, allow waler Jo--
enter the formation surrounding the hole or chamber, 
and detonate thc charge, and then repeat^the sequence 
of steps with adjacent holes. In each successive se-

25 quence of steps, the entrance of water into the form'g-
tion can occur prior to, or during, any of the other 

- steps, however. The avoidance of ,the presence pf 
drilled shot holes during detonations refers to holes in 
a group of adjacent holes, e.g.. a central hole and foii'l' 
to six surrounding holes. However, shot "holes farther 
removed from the detonations can be pre-drilled. i";'_ 

Thc lolal amount of drilling needed for venical-
cavity blasting can be reduced by drillihg one or more 
branch or off-set holes by side-tracking from one .or " 
more points in the preserved upf>er portion ofa trunk 
hole which extends lo thc surface. Each off-set hole is 
drilled after the charges in the trunk hole and olher off-' • 
set holes thereof have been detonated. Such holes will 
be inclined at small angles to one another. ^̂ " 

Most of the ore bodies and other mincfaiized forma
tions to which thc present process is expepted to be pri^ 
marily applicable will be located below the water table'/-
and in such a case, unless the section to'bS'blasted rises 
locally above the water tabic, or the rock'surrounding' 

to flood the roclc. If leaching of ore is performed in the 45 ,^jg ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^^ impermeable that flooding of thefracS 
course of the detonation sequence, a lixiviant can be 
used as theflooding liquid. For reasons of economy as 
well as because of the safety risks associated with the 

• use of explosives which are sensitive enough to deto
nate in extremely small diameters, the use of explosive 

" liquids in the fracture zones Ls not contemplated. Any 
fluid explosive which may be used in the present pro
cess will be gelled to a viscosity that will hinder any ap
preciable loss thereof from the blast cavities lo thc sur
rounding fracture zones, and in ariy case will not be suf
ficiently sensitive to be detonated in said zones. Thus, 

' while small amounts of the explosive charges may es-
• cape into the fracture zones, such malerial will behave 
as a .non-explosive "liquid therein. Accordingly, the 
flooding liquid is npn-explosivc. 

A preferred bhisl cavity pattern for use in thc present 
process is one in which substantially all of the internal 
cavities,' i.e.,.cavities not located at ihe edge ofthe pat
tern, aid surrounded by at le;isl four adjacent blast cav-" 
ities, e.g., a pa"tlern in which the blast cavities are al the 
corners of adjacent polygcjns. which are cither qu;id-
ranglcs'or tri;ingles and which arc as close to ecuilatr 
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ture zone does not occur by natural flo'w, the sectioif.. 
will be naturally flooded, or water-soaked, before the 
sequential blasting begins, and afler a certain period of 
time has elapsed afler each detonation't'o allow the" 
waler to flow naturally into the newly formed fractures. 
If natural flooding is incomplete ora'bsent, water or -. 
some olher liquid can be pumped into the cavity to be 
shot after the explosive charge has been emplaced' 
therein, and also inlo any available licarby uncharged, 
cavities, at a sufficiently high flow rate to cause.th^'" 
rock to be blasted to be in a flooded condition at the- . 
lime of detonation. y 

As slated previously, liquid is present in the rock . . 
around each cavity prior lo the detonation of the . 
charge therein. This means that liquid is present in an jT. 
pre-cxislcni fractures in the zone which will beconne a -
fraclure zone as a result of the detonation of the charge-
in that cavity, and in fractur.es produced by previous', 
detonations in cavities adjacent thereto. TTiis condition;.' 
pvcrmits the above-described incremental swelling of 
overlapping fracture zones lo take place, iri the case ofc. 
substantially vertical drill holes, the liquid, level in th« 

1 the . 
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rock around tlie hole should be al leasl as high as the The locaiion and pattern of the injeciion- holes are 
top oflhe charge in the hole, thereby assuring the pres- .selected on the basis of their intended function during-
ence of liquid throughout the height of the formation -ihe fracturing and leaching processes, which.will be de-

,! where fracturing wil! occur. NViih horizontal cavities. scribed in detail hereinafter. The overall purpose of 
the liquid level in the rock around the cavity should be 5 these holes usually is to provide a means 'for iniroduc-
at least as high as the radius df fracture lo be produced ing gases and/or liquids inlo the fracture rietwork pro-
by the detonation of the charge therein. When the seg- <luced, or being produced, and therefore the injection 
ment of rock to be fractured is'located below the water holes should be distributed throughout the. segment of 
table, the position of the water table above it will con- rock among the blast cavities in a manner, such that 
form lo the water levels in undisturbed holes, and may 10 they lie within Ihe fraclure zones produced by the delo-
be inferred al other locations by interpolation between 'nation's. After the detonation of the charge in a sub-
the elevations of the water levels in undisturbed holes. s'tantially vertical shol hole, the resulting fracture zone 
As a practical matter, the water Idble wi!i almost always permits communication between a neighboring injec-
be sufficiently horizonlal that the first charge can be lion hole and the portion of the shot hole remaining in 
detonated when the elevation of t!ie liquid level in any 15 the overburden. Ths shot hole remnants thereby act as . 
nearby hole is at least as high as the elevation to be passageways to complete the liquid circuit through the 
reached by the top of ihe ciiarge (or radius of fracture fractured rock. " " .• 
in the horizonlal cavity case). Ifthe liquid level is mea- • ; If injection holes are present in the formation during 
sured in the cavity in which the charge is to be delo- the sequential delonatio.i process, an injection hble 

."nated, the level before loading ofthe explosive into the 20 lying within the fracture zone produced by a previous 
cavity should be the level measured. After the detona- detonation in a cavity adjacent to a cavity to be shot 
lion, the I'quid level in cavities within the resulting frac- can be employed to determine whether the liquid level 
ture zone drops in proportion to the new fracture vol- in the rock surrounding the cavity lo be shot has recov-. 

i ! I'.-.ne produced, the expulsion of liquid from the imme- ered sufficiently to flood the section lo he blasted, 
diate vicinity ofthe charge by the gaseous products of 25 "Whenever an hydraulic potential (e.g., a liquid level) 

; detonation, and the drainage of liquid into the cavity • rneasurement is required after a blast cavity'has been 
! created by the detonation. The detonation of the next loaded .with explosive, a nearby injeciion hole can be 

charge in the seq:ience in a cavity adjacent lo the first "iised. When the segment of rock to be blasted is al least 
I is delayed until the liquid in the. formation around the partly above the water table. liquid is introduced into 

next cavity (including the hew fraclure volume pro- ^^ t},g rock in the cavity to be shot, in'previously delo-
duced by the previous detonation in an adjacent cavity)" riated caNities adjacent thereto, and/or in nearby injec-

;' returns to its required level. It is understood, however, tjbn holes. Flooding via multiple cavities is preferred, 
that explosive charges in blast cavities elsewhere in a Liquid is run inlo a blast cavity after the explosive 
section ofthe formalion that is not strongly influenced charge has been emplaced therein (ifthe charge is sla-

•• bv a previous detonation (i.e., where the liquid level ^^ bje in the presence of water), and liquid level mcasure-
•' lias'not dropped below the required elevation as a re- ments, if required, are made in nearby injection holes. 

si3r"of the previous detonation) can be detonated at It should be understood that, in practice, hydraulic po-
• ; any lime after the previous detonation. The delay to tential measuremenis, e.g., pressure measuremenis 

] allow flooding applies to detonations in cavities which ' • -niade wilh a piezometer, or liquid level measuremenis, 
;' are adjacenl lo previously detonated cavities, where will not be required after each detonation, inasmuch as 
] the previously formed fracture zones will be subject t'o ' the experience gained in determining the 'necessary 

the effect of the next detonation. delay limes to permit recovery of hydraulic .potential 
f As was staled previously, some of the holes in an as- between a few ofthe early detonations in the"«cquence 

^] semblage of substantially vertical holes preferably are will usually allow the practitioner to select ;wrth confi-
; left uncharged with explosive, these holes providing 'dence suitable delay limes to be used between subse-• 
', passageways to the fractured rock to allow the inlro- qiient detonations .'" 
[ du,ction of gases and/or liquids thereto^ e.g., in a subse- ;; Although the exact delay required depends on the 
j quent leaching operation. These holes,."which can thus size of each blast, the void volume to be fille'd, the ele-
! be looked upon as injection holes (allhough they may "yaiion ofthe segment lo be blasted relative to the water 
! serve as ejection or recoveo' holes depending on the lible, and the hydraulic transmissibility qf the sur-
s required flow pattern), are also useful in preparing the rounding rock, delays on the order.of hours or days 
J ore body for leaching, as will be described more fully ge'nerally "will be needed. As a practical iri.atter, the 

1 . S 

I hereinafter, and it is preferred, on the basis of ease of tirpe required for a s'liot hole to be drilled, or a tunnel 
drtHing, that they be drilied prior lo the sequential del- to "be driven, and loaded with explosive usually .will be 
onation process in holes surrounding them. Pre-drilled rnore than suflicient for the hydraulic p>otentia1 around 
injection holjs are provided with a support casing, e.g., the cavity jjid the previously detonated adjacent cavi-

{ unperforated pipe grouted to the upper part ofthe hole ties to recover lo the minimum required level-either by . 
. I wall, at least in the section thereof located in the seg- -natural influx of waler from tVie surrounding rock or by 
'1 t ment ofTock'to be fractured, and ungrouted perforated ^ . introduction through cavities made in thc formation. In 

i pipe or a wellscreen in the bottom section of thehole , general, delay times between detonations "of at least 

. in order lo prevent liole collapse as a result of the delo- abOul I hour, and typically in the range of about from 
I nidrorii. ^nismuch as full-length casing will be required ' 4?l6 24 hours, arc sufficient for flooding to take place, 

for subsequent leaching operations, however, the full although much longer delays, e.g., in tbe range of about 
length of thc injection holes-tisoally will be cased prior from 4 lo ."iO days, may be employed in order to.prcpare 
to blasting. D.im;ige to thc injection piping is minimized ' IhJc ncxl bla.st cavity for Masting, ll will be-understood 
in the present blasting process owing to thc sequential, that these delays refer lo the lime between dclonalions 
long-delay character of thc multiple detonations. of.adjacent charges, and that one or more charges 

• ^ . . . ! • • : 

- I . '̂. -
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! whose zones of fracture are non-adjacent (i.e.. uhosc and the nature and numlxir of other operations which 

• j regions of influence are mutually exclusive) can IK- ticl- can be performed during Hushing, il is preferreil that a 
•j onaled al much shorter delay tinies or even simulla- dclonalion in any given cavity IK- followed by detona-
;i neously. lions in no more ihan two or three adjacent cavities. 
'j I have found that when sequv;nlia! blasting is carried 5 and most preferably by a detonation in no adjacenl cav-

-. • out in less compelent, broken, or clayey rock, thc per- ity, before the fracture zone produced by the detbna-
meability of the rock rnay be decreased, allhough the tion in thc given cavity- has been flushed out as de-
fracture volume is increased, by the blasting. Lost per- scribed. In some formations, ifa given fractare zone is 
meability can be restored by flushing of the fractured subjected lo a number of subsequent detonations wiih-

.1 rock, i.e., by sweeping or driving liquid through the 10 out tJie intervention of flushing, restoration of permea-
.. i fractures at high velocity and removing the fines-laden bility by a later flushing becomes difficult because the 
.j liquid from the rock, preferably after each detonation. fractures may have become plugged up.too tightly with 
I The flushing procedure appears to remove from the fines. Therefore, a cyclic blast/flush/biast/flush, etc. 

.J fractures the clogging fines that prevent free irrigation process is preferred. One or more fracture zones can be 
i around the rock fragments. Such fines are present in 15 flushed at the same time, and flushing of the same zone. 
i the form of existing claj-s and rock crushed or abraded can be repeated, if desired. An already flushed zone 

J during blasting. can be left untreated during the flushing of adjacent 
j The flushing can be accomplished by the pressure in- zones by plugging the ejection hole In thai zone. Flush-
e jection of liquid and gas into the fractured rock through ingof one or more zones can be carried out while adja-
j one or more injection holes, and rerhoval of the fines- 20 cent bla.st cavities are being drilled and loaded. 
ji laden liquid from the fractured rock by bringing il 'x) In the present process, the detonation of the charges 
^ .' . . the surface through-one or more detonaied'shot holes, in sequence permits the preservatioon of the sections 
j ; . in the preserved sections of the latter which pass of substantially vertical shot holes that pass through the 
.̂ through the overburden to the surface. Liquid and gas, overburden (the strata overlying the rock segment 

* e.g., waler or other aqueous liquid and air or oxygen, 25 being worked), and these sections of the shot holes can 
fl can both be injected; or gas alone can be injected so as serve as ejection holes in the flushing process, as de-
\l . to sweep ahead the liquid already present in the frac- scribed above. The reduced fragment size and un-
|; lures. Alternatively, a liquefied gas, such as air, nitro- clogged fraclure network achieved after all of the 
I gen, oxygen, can be introduced into thc injection holes charges have been detonated, and the detonations fol-
f and allowed to vaporize therein and thereafter drive ^^ lowed by a fiushing procedure, produce, in the case of 
^ the liquid through the fractures. Inasmuch as there is a an ore body, an ore which is well-prepared for in silu 

two-phase flow in a generally upward direction and lat- leaching. 
erally in the direction of the detonated shot holes, the The present invention also provides a leaching pro- • 

t circulation oflhe liquid is powered by gas lift such that cess wherein fines are flushed out of a mass of ore by 
the gas chases the liquid upward and outward through.- ' ' driving lixiviant through the mass by means of high-
the broken formalion, and fines are driven toward the pressure gas, e.g., in a specific circulation pattern. Ac-

' zones of severest fracture, where their concentration is cording to one embodiment of the present leaching 
heaviest, from which zones they are ejected with the process, an ore body which has been prepared for 
liquid. This direction of sweep is preferred inasmuch as leaching by detonating explosive charges in separate 
the reverse direction drives the fines more deeply into cavities therein, e.g., according lo a process of this in
the less severely worked zones of the formalion away vention, is leached in situ by introducing lixiviant for 
from their point of heaviest concentration and can • the ore into ihe prepared Ore body through a plurality 
cause an.intensified clogging of Ihe'fractures. The surg- of injection holes therein arid inlermitlenlly or continu
ing high-velocity flow which develops wilh the upward ously driving the lixiviant through the ore body tb a plu-
two-phase flushing system removes fines that prevent rality of recovery holes by means of high-pressure oxi-
free irrigation around the fragments. If-necessary to dizing gas, the lixiviant moving laterally a.nd upwardly 
achieve the required lateral circulation of liquid be- from zones that have been less severely worked, to oth-
tween injection hole and ejection hole throughout the ers that have been mosl severely worked, by the deto-
length ofthe fracture zones being flushed, two or more nations, whereby fines are removed from the.ore body, 
vertically separated injection zones in a given injection When the ore body has been prepared for leaching by" 
hole can be employed, one substantially at the bottom means of the above-described blast/flush process the 
of the fractured rock and one or more others above it. lixiviant for the ore can be injected into the ore body 

The buoyancy jof. the. pressurized gas alone can be through injection holes which "na-we previously' been 
sufficient to raise the fines-laden liquid to the surface used in the flushing steps, and fines-laden pregnant 
of the ground when the water table is relatively close leach solulion recovered from the ore body through the 
to the surface. When the waler table is so deep that the preserved upper p>ortion"s of sViot holes, piping having 
buoyancy is.insufficient, the liquid can be pumped up. been grouted into all holes uscd to circulate lixiviants 
the collar of the shot hole. and pumps provided as nece-ssarj' to inject lixiviants in 
. At the start of flushing, the gas injection pressure ^_ one set of boles and remove pregnant liquor from an-

should be higher than the ambient hydrostatic pressure olher set of holes. The bottom .ends Of the pip>es and 
al the position in the injection hole where injection oc- - any olher positions along the pipes where lixiviants are 
curs, and preferably higher than the lithostatic pressure to be injected or collected are provided with perfora-
at this position. The minimum gas pressure required for lions or wellscreens. 
flushing is highest at the start of the operation and falls ,^ -The lixiviant (e.g., sulfuric acid/waicr'or sulfuric 
as gas injection proceeds. acid/nitric acid/walcr for ores whibsc acid consumption • 

Allhough there can be much variation in the number is within tolerable levels, or NHjOH/watcr for ores huv-
of fracture zones being flushed out at any given lime, ing a high acid consumption), which Ls a liquid, and a 
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gas. usually an oxidizing gas, preferably oxygen, air. of rtxrk segment 2. ripmg 7 in siioi iioie S lead.s fiuru .. - j 
NO.,, or mixtures thereof, are injected into thc b;i.se <if the earth's surface 3 to the lop of rock segment 2. Frac- •• 
the prepared ore body at high prcs,surc. As in tlie c-.i-ic lure zone 4 has heen produced by the detonation ofan •'• . . • 
of flushing belween blasts, ihis lype of injection gives explo.sive charge in shot hole S. which before the dcio- . ? 
a circulation powered by gas lift such thai the "̂as 5 nation led. losubsianlially the Ixitlom of rock segment ' •' 

•'chases thc liquid through thc broken rock. Even with . 2. Piping7 terminates in well screen 5, and piping 6 is -f 
constant flow rales of gas and liquid at the injeciion provided -with perforations vertically spaced along the j -
holes, a surging, high-velocity flow develops in thc rock ' length thereof loca'cd in rock segment 2. In the flush- •{ 
which is believed to be beneficial in ( I) removing fines ing steps of thc fracturing process, and in the teaching I 
around the ore f.-agments (such fines being created I0._ process, liquid is injected into fractured rock segment "| 
during the leaching process in forms as decrepitated" ' 2 through'the perforations in piping 6, then is driven by. " i 
ore slimes and precipitated iron salts). (2) increasing ". pressurized gas through the fractured rock as indicated *̂  
the leaching rate as a result of the cyclic squeezing of ' by the arrows, and leaves the top of the rock segment I 
the ore fragments from the pressure fluctuations associ- .' through piping 7. Lateral as well as upward flow occurs - | 
ated with the surging flow-.'and (3) working the ore 15 frorri thc less severely worked zone around hole I lo the ' ' I -

• gently so as to collapse wide.openings among the frag- • most severely worked zone, i.e., fracture zone 4. -. k 
ments that may develop during the leaching process ' Regulation of the rate at which gas and liquid lixivi- I 
and can cause channelling of leaching solution. Sweep- • ani are injected and collected at the various injeciion I 
ing thc lixiviant laterally toward collection points in the • and collection holes allows a high degree of control of •>•. 
more severely worked fracture regions of the ore body. 20 the iri situ-Teaching process. By the operation of control j ' 
and from injection points in-the less severely worked • ' valves, the injection and collecion pressures can be .| 

' regions reduces the chances that a more intense clog- -i- regulajted;to obtain a relatively Jjniform flow through f 
ging of the ore body with fines will occur.' . i the ore bodj" in spite of variations in permeability from ^ 

TTie circulation pattern employed in thc leaching '• place to place. Shifting the injeciion or collection from t ' 
process as well as in the flushing steps oflhe fracturing 25 ©ne set opholes to another will change the direction of .« 
process may be understood more clearly by reference".. flow through the ore and can be uscd to frustrate chan- ? 
to the accompanying drawing. In FIG. 1, the holes des-- ' " nelling. The regulation of pressures and flow rales at . " F 
ignated by the letter S are substantially vertical shot -; the various holes can be u.sed to mainiain a net flow of .; »•' 
holes. Wiihin the blasted segment of rock, these holes-"-, ground water toward the operation under conditions f; 
are destroyed by the detonations which have taken" 30 ihat might otherwise result in the escape of leach solu- IJ: 
place therein in the fracturing process and are replaced " tion. Leakage of the leach soiution is also reduced in ,;; 
by the adjacent, overlapping fracture zones shown, in.:..- ihe'present process -as a result o f the carriage of some " " ^ 
the upper half of the figure, and also denoted by the let-"' of the fines away from the area of gas agitation where it 
ter S, to indicate -i previous shot hole. The s.hoi holes ihey settle out and plug the leak. In leaching, the gas- ^ 
rather than the fracture zones are shown in the lower ^ ' liquid pressure injeciion can be intermitterit or continu- i-
half of the figure so that liquid circulation lines can be ous, depending upon the degree lo whicb^the ore tends ? 
indicated clearly. It should be understood, however,'-, to plug up, and the frequency with which flow patterns J 
that upon completion of the entire blast sequence all .C-. are changed to obtain uniform and complele leaching .• 2 

-shot holes are surrounded by fracture zones (as de-'^'":-. throughout ihe ore. -.. & 
picted in the upper half of the figure) in the sections y^ When Pixivianl is introduced inlo an injection hole ' .̂ 
thereof Ibcated in the rock segment that was blasted. In . .V. simultaneously with gas, ils injeciion pressure should ^ 
the sections overlying ihe blasted segment, the shot , ;. be equal'c? that of the gas, i.e., higher than the ambient U 
holes remain substantially intact and in these'sections.^-:'-. hydrostatic pressure at the injection poinl. and prefera-

t i 
all shot holes appear as they are shown in the lower half: •""• bly highec than the lithostatic pressure at l.his point. In f' 
ofthe figure. The preserved upper sections bf the shot"-." some c-ases, especially al greater depths, -the injection" H 
ho lesa re ejection holes in the flushing steps of the:'? of lixiviant'-'and oxidizing gas al sufficient pressure to " 2 
blasting process, and recovery holes in the leaching"'; exceed the lithostatic pressure may be -necessary in ' g 
process. In the hole arrangement illustrated in FIG. 1,. .̂ . order to get sufficient flow rate through the ore^ If. in f: 
the shot holes are arranged in a trigonal pattern "^•" some or all of the injection holes, there'are periods of q 
wherein lines between adjacent holes form substanj. •.;• time when lixiviant alone is introduced inio.the-ore, this § 

• tially equilateral triangles. JV introduction preferably is done at a pressure at least as ii 
The holes designated I are injection holes. T h e s e " high as iKeslithostatic pressure at the injection position. ij 

holes are uniformly distributed among the shot holes.as ". ' Thai is-, the. pumping pressure preferably is at least as !• 
shown. The arrows indicale the direction of flow of liq- high as the-.lithostatic pressure minus the heads of fluid '̂  
uid from injection holes J,, Ij. Ij, I4, Ii and Io to the pre- '• . in the piping leading from the pump to ihe injection po- •] 
served upper section of shot hole S,;. and from injection .'-' sition. 'V 1 
holes I4, I5, I;, IM. and two other undepicted injection.. According lo the present invention, permeability can - | 
holes to the preserved upper section ofshot hole Sj." '• be increased also in ore masses such as mine waste 3 
The preserved upper section ofshot hole Sj is plugged "^ dumps by.driving lixiviant through fractures therein by ' i 
off while shot holes S, and S J are being used for flushing; meansof gas at sufficiently high pressure that the lixivi- g 
or as recovery holes for pregnant leach solution. At the " ant is swept through at a rate sufficiently hieh to entrain S 
same time, liquid injected into these injection holes is . fines preicnt in the fractures, and removing thi^irtnes- | 
being driven to other ojien shot holes. • laden lixrviant from the ore mass. i 

In FIG. 2. piping in injection hole I and shot hole S '• In a preferred embodiment of the pre.seni process," H 
b shown as it passess through ovei burden I lo Ihe frac- .. the secti6ns of substantially vertical shol holes wh'ich - 'S 
tured rock scgmeni 2. Pip-Lng 6 in injeciion ho5c I leads .-, are located in thc segment of rock to.be fractured are ' E 
from the earth's suriface 3 to subsiaritirlJy the bottom first chaihbercd to larger diameler, and ihe explosive • "fi l a ihbe i 
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charges positioned in the ch.inihcreJ portions. In this Tlie loll-.-wing example illiistrales specific embodi-
p.-occdurc. drilling costs uie reduced by drilling widely nienis of the process of lhe invention, 
spaced-apai. -"t holes of smaller diameter than is re- Tlie formalion to be fractured was a bedded series of 
tiuired lo sccommodaie the si'zc of explosive charges lo shales and sill sioncs. dipping aboul 45°. ''•cajed al a 
tx: emploved. and enlarging or •"springing" thc U>wer 5 depth of 70 lo 90 feel below the surfa' .i-td iherefore 
part-s of the shot holes to produce chambers having She subjected to a lill.ioslatic pressure ot ,_L<>ut 70 to 90 
volume re-quired lo hold the explosive charge. The sec- p.s.i. Thc water table was al a depth of about 15 feet 
tibns of the. holes in the n-ick segment are chambered below the surface. A 3-i.nch-diameler hole was drilled 
either by drilling Ihem out, e.g., with' an c:Npansion bit, inlo the formation to a deplh of IOO feet. This hole was 
or by deton.iling explosive charges therein. The cham- 10 used as a corcsamplingand permeability-testing hole, 
bering me"Lbc)d is not critical, the preferred method and also as an injection ..hole for purposes of flushing 
generally "cveing the one that results in the lowest overall surrounding shol holes. . \ core lest revealed a compe-
cosi per unit of chamber \'olume for the particular reck tent silty shale at the 70-90 foot depth. A we'; screen 
segment irr question. In the present process, explosive was installed in the hole at the 70-90 foot level, and 
charges used for springing may be 20 feel or more in 15 -piping to the well screen was grouted to the hole. Ce-
iength. If "rvjck fragments tend to fall from the walls of ment filled the hole below the weli screen, 
an explosively sprung hole and thus to occupy some of The paiiem of shot holes used is shown in FIG. 3 . 
the volume required for thie explosive charge subse- Three shot holes (SH 1, SH 2, and SH 3) were located 

. quently lo.^be used in producing the fracture zone, the 16.25 feet from the injection hole I, their centers lying 
hole to be'sprung can bo drilled deeper so thai the bol- 20 on 120° radii from the center of hole I and the lines 
tom of ihe.hole is located below the bottom ofthe for- joining them-forming an equilateral triangle. The dis-
mation. lp...Lhis manner, any loss in volume thai is to be tance between these shot holes was 28 feel. Three shol 
available for explosive loading is minimized since a por-' holes (SH 4, SH 5, and SH 6) were located 32.5feet 
lion of the 'chamber volume below the segment of rock from hole I. their centers also l>-ing on 120° radii from 
lo be fractured can hole the fallen rock fragments. . .^'i the cenler of hole I. and the lines joining them (also 

The ad\'-a'htage of chambering the shol holes before forming an equilateral triangle) being bisected by the 
loading them with the charges which w ill be detonated centers of holes SH 1, SH 2, and SH 3. The distance be-
lo produce.the fracture network becomes evident when tween holes SH 4, SH 5, and SH 6 was 56 feet. It is seen 
it is considered that an explosively sprung hole typically that in this arrangement the lines joining adjacent (i.e., 
will hpld aboul ten limes as much explosive as an un- 30 nea.'est neighbor) shot holes formed equilateral trian-
sprung hole- Thus, for example, a pattern of 30-inch- glcs. SH I, SH 2, and SH 3 each had four shot holes ad-
diameter bharges on I(X)-foot spacings (center-to- jacenl thereto (SH 2; SH 3, SH 4, and SH 5 for SH 1; 
center) typically can be achieved by drilling 9-inch- SH 1, SH 3 , SH 5. and SH 6 for SH 2; and SH 1, SH 2, 
diameter hqies on 100-foot spacings. SH 4. and SH 6 for SH 3), and SH 4, SH 5, and SH 6 

Allhough the blast/flush process has utility in deep ^5 ga^h had two shot holes adjacent thereto (SH 1 and SH 
underground blasting wiih explosives of all types, the 3 for SH 4; SH 1 arid SH 2 for SH 5; and SH 2 and SH 
use of chemical explosive charges is much preferred for 3 for SH 6) . 
several reasons. Thc many technical as well as civil (le- Shot hole SH 1 was drilled first. The hole was 5 
gal, poliuciil, public relations) -problems associated inches in diameter and 91 feet deep and was loaded 
with, the uride.-taking of nuclear blasting are self- " wilh 255 pounds of an aluminized waler gel explosive 
evident. Vi'oralion effects and radioacti-.'ity are the two having the following composition: 18.9% ammonium 
major roots of these problems. A nuclear blast which" nilraie. 10.5% sodium nitrale, 29.6*^ methylamine ni-
is large enough to be economically feasible must be set trate, 30% aluminum, and I 1% waler. The explosive 
off at sufficient depth, e.g.. preferably appreciably column was 21.7 feet high, and was covered by a layer ' 
deeper ihisi 1000 feel, in order to be safely contained ^ of water which naturally flowed into and filled the re-
and not release radioactivity to the atmosphere. Many. mainder Of the holc.and stemmed the explosive charge. 
potentially workable ore bodies will not be located as The water level in the injection hole was above the 
deep as the-safe conlainment depth. Furthermore. iHe' level ofthe lop oflhe explosive charge in the shot hole, 
extreme magnitude and concentration of thc energy • indicating that the rock surrounding the shot hole was 
produced in a nuclear bhist imply that il will be diffi- • properly flooded. Before the explosive charge was initi-
colt, if not'.irhfXissible. to achieve (a) a high d'egree-Of. ated, the permeability and sound velocity of the rock 
uniformity in explosion-energy dislribution and ore surrounding the injection hole were measured." The 
breakage. i,b!) close hydraulic control ofthe flowof lix- - permeability w-as determined by slug tests, in which the 
ivianis without ari appreciable amounl of addilional .^. permeability is inferred from the rate at which the head 
drilling to increase the number of injeciion and extrac-. " . of liquid subsides toward the ambient level in a hole 
lion poinis. and (c) a close match of lhe broken volume'. after the rapid introduction of a slug of liquid therein 
with the outline oflhe ore body, particularly for small (see Ferris. J. G., et al., "Theory of Aquifer Tests", 
or irregular ore bodies, such a match resulting in econ- U.S. Geological Survey, Wa'^r-Supply Paper 1536-E, 
omies in th'e.use of the available explosive energy and ^ 1962). The sound velocity, measured al depths of 74.5 
in the consumption of lixiviants. feet to 85 feet between the injection hole, shot hole SH 

While single explosive charges generally will be deto- 1, and a test hole collared 13 feet on the opposite side 
nated in seijucncc lo produce Ihc fracture zones, the of the injcctioh hole, was 3970 meters per second. 
charges also can be mulli-coniponent charges pxjsi- The explosive charge in shol hole SH 1 in thc flooded . 
tioned in separate cavities and detonated sobslantially " formation was detonated, whereupon ihe water level in 
simultaneously as a group lo produce each fracture the injection hole dropped to below its pre-detonation' 
zone, each Uetorialion in the sequence of detonations level, as a result oflhe formalion of a new fracture vol-
in such a c ^ being a group of detonations. ume around shot hole SH 1, thc chasing of water from 

. ' • • : ' 
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' the rock fractures by the gaseous dclonalion products, nalely injecting air into the injection hole and blowing 
and the flow of waler into llie cavity created by lhc ex- air down thc surviving section of hole SH 6. 
plosive charge. Afler partial recovery ofthe water level The permeabilities measured by slug lesls in the in-' 
in thc injeciion hole, the second shot hole (shot hole jection hole before the blast/flush process began and 
SH 2) was drilled lo the same size as shot hole SH 1, 5 after each blast and flush operation at each of the six . 
and the rock surrounding shot hole SH 1 was then holesare plotted in FIG. 4 as a function of the opera-
flushed with water by (a) blowing compressed air into . »ion performed, the permeabilities being.presented in'̂  
the bottom of tiie open injection hole (b) injecting minidarcj-s on 3 logarithmic scale as the ordinate. Nine--;, 
waler through a packer in the injeciion hole, and (c) teen poinis are shown, including those obtained after-
three long air injections, and then (d) 18 short air injec- '0 the four flushing procedures (a, b, c, and d) described' 
lions through a packer in the injection hole. The total above after the shooting of hole SH I; three flushing, 
flushing time was about 4 hours. Silt-laden water was procedures (a, b, and c) after the shooting of hoie SH ; 
ejected from shot hole SH 1 (b-it not shot hole SH 2) 2; and two flushing procedures (a and b) after the 
during the Rushing, indicating the preservation of. the " shooting of hole SH 3. Each poinl denotes the average. 

. top ofshot hole SH 1, the circulation of thc water from '^ permeability measured after a given operation, 
the bottom of the rock segment (bottom of the injec- Tlie p'ol shows that the permeabihty of the rock was . 
lion hole) laterally and upward through thc fraclure mcreased considerably (from 500 lo over 2000 milli- -
network to the top of the rock segment (bottom of shol ''^"^"s) ^ .^'^ ' o ^ ' six-cycle Mast/flush process, and "; 
hole S H I , , and the remova! of fines from thb fractures. *=>» variations in permeability occurring during the cy-
Thc permeability was measured in the injeciion hole ^O.clical shooting and flushing tend to decrease as the 
(as described above) before and after the flushing op- ' ° ^ ^ "̂  ^ '^^ ' ' " ^""^ sv.'el\cd. The plotted experimental 

values also show that the rapid fiow of waler to the-
erations. , , t . . , . , . . . ' 

remnant o fa shol hole acnieved by means of air injec-.-' 
Shol hole SH 2 and subsequently drilled shot hole SH ^ „ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ j , ^ , ^ ^^ j , ^ , ^^^^^^ pu^^ping from ] ; 

3 were loaded and the charges therein detonated as de- 25 a shol hole (by blowing air inlo the bottom of an .open 
scribed for shol hole SH 1. shol hole, for example) increases the penr.cability after', 

The water level in the injection hole returned to ils blasting, best results having been achieved when bolh." 
pre-detonalion level, above the level o f lhe lop ofthe air injeciion at the injection hole and strong pumping .. 
explosive charge in shot hole SH 1 before detonation, at a nearby shot hole was uscd. While blasting was .. 
in aboul 18 hours. Thereafter, the charge in shr-t hole ^0 found generally to decrease the permeability, permea-.-.' 
SH 2 was detonated, whereupon the water level in the bility which had previously been reduced by the injec-:. 
injeciion hole again dropped to below its pre- tion of water-(alone or as a final flushing step after . 
detonation level. The rock surrounding shot hole SH 2 blasting) was increased by blasting. .'•'• 
was flushed with waler, and siltladen water ejected The degree of dilation produced in the rock by the :-. 
from shot hoie SH 2, by sealing off shol hole SH 1 and ^* first three of the above-described detonations in-
(a) injecting air through a p.icker in the.injection hole. flooded rock was estimated from calculations of poros- ' ' 
(b) blowing compressed air into the bottom ofthe open . ity based on sourid velocity measurements. The sound .. 
injection hole, and (c) injecting air through a packer velocity around the injection hole after the three blasts ;' ' ' 
while blowing compressed air into the bottom ofshot was 3650 meters per second at a 12 foot radius from '.-• (_;> 
hole SH 3. The total flushing time was about 11 hours. ^ the hole, and 2530 meters per second through paths in ; ' 
The permeability was again measured before and after the blasted rock running from the shot holes in to the . • 
the flushing operations. injection hole (compared with 3970 meters per second [•'.. 

After the water level in the injection hole had re- . *" ^^. same prism of rock before blasting). The total; ^ 
turned to its pre-delonation level, the charge in shol 45 .P*''«'«>'.'" "^^ '""^^ <.'''> ^ ^ calculated from the foIloW- ; ' . . 
hole SH 3 was detonated, and the surrounding rock !"S empirical equation for the sound velocity (a . in̂  
_ , . . , , . . . . . ., , , • .. • m/sec) as a"function of porosiiy. for flooded ocean sed- -' 
flushed by (a) air injection through a packer in the in- . , . ^ , . . yy"^" v.v.t,iii stu _ . 

. , , ,, , . ,. „. . . . , OL, . J iments having vanous degrees of lithification: • 
jection hole, followed by sealinc off shol hole SH 1 and , c n - i 7 o i ' , ..-i-.^-. 
'ui • - J u . u 1 cu"-. J u . t. I " u T . i^=-50.7481na + 432.23. 
blowing air down shot hole SH 2 and shol hole i H 3 to J: ' . . . , . •. - -.. .,„• . ^ 
. . ° , . w 1 . u I • . .-1 . ",« Total porosity beiore blasting: 11.7% 

drive water to each slot hole in tum until water was ex- 50 . T- . , • •«. ._, , . . . , - •,.' . , „ ^ - ' 
, J V .L w I . J / l - ^ . • - • Total porosity afler blasting: (12-ft. radiu) 16.0% 
hausted from the broken rock; and (b) two air injection ... , . - , u i - / i. u ' 

flushings, each followed by water injection. The total 
Total porosity after blasting: (ceriter to shot holes) '--,-• • j 

3 4 6 % . . • ' • " t 
flushing time was about 7 hours. The ciermeabilily was _ , , . , ' , ' . . •'' • -i 

" . I. r J r. .1- n •-• Tbese porosities imply that - the- fracture volumes I-
azain measured before and after the fliLshing opera- j ^ L i_.' _,• . -.^ -. ..^ ^ - .. . .1 
. • •. «c caused by the biasting were 4.3% (l2-fl. radius) and •' . - • . I 

^ ° " ^ ' ' . . 22.9% (center to shot holes). . :." . j 
The remaining shot holes SH 4 , SH 5, and SH S, were I claim: J 

drilled; loaded, and detonated in the same manner as 1. A process for producing a network of fractures'in " •' 
holes SH 1, SH 2, and SH 3 , with the detonations oc- a deep segment bf mineralized rock to prepare said seg-'. :l 
curring after the return o f the water level in the injec- . ment for the in situ recovery of mineral values there- .- -
lion hole to its predonaiion level. Between the shooting . from comprising . . • ' . . - . ' • 
ofshot holes SH 4 and SH 5 , the rock surrounding hole a. forming an assemblage of cavities in said rock seg- : 
"SH 4 was flushed by Ihree air injections in the injection ment; 
hole, each followed by waler injection; between the - b. positioning chemical explosive charges in a plural- ' . 
shooting of shot holes SH 5 and SH 6, the rock sur- ity of said cavities in the .sections thereof located in.-. . . 1 
rounding hole SH 5 was flushed by injecting air inlo thc said rock segment; -. " ' 
i.njeclton hole, and blowing air down hole SH 6 (un-- c. allowing liquid lo fill thc fractures existing in the 
shol). separately and simultaneously; and after hole SH" rock around thc cavities in the sections thereof lo- : 
6 was shot, the rock surrounding il was flushed by alter- ci ted in said rock segment as can be.evidenced by 
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top of a liquid level which is at least as high as the 
s;iid rock segment; and 

d. detonating said explo.sivc charges sequentially, 
each detonation in the sequence producing a zone 
of fracture in said segment and a drop in the level 
of said liquid, as measurable in the cavity which 

• contained the detonated charge or in a cavity adja
cent thereto, said charges being sufficiently large 
and Spaced sufficiently close together that the frac
ture zones produced in said segment by the detona
tions of charges in adjacent cavities overlap, the 
detonation of ihe charge in each cav-ity being de
layed until alter ths level of the liquid, as measur
able in the cavity coniaining the charge to be deto
nated or in a cavity lying within the zone of fracture 
produced by a previous detonation in a cavity adja-

' cent thereto, has ceased to.drop and.is at leasl as 
high as the top of said rock segment. .--

2. A process of claim 1 wherein said liquid is- water 
3. A process of claim 2 wherein said water is natu

rally occurring in said. rock. 
4. A process of claim 1 wherein, in groups of adjacent 

cavities in which explosive charges are to be detonated, 
. the detonation of the charge in each cavity takes place 
before charjges are positioned in cavities adjacent 
thereto. 

5. A process of claim 1 where in the lime elapsing be
tween any two consecutive detonations in a group bf 
adjacent cavities is at"least one hour. 

6. A process of claim 5 wherein said liquid is intro
duced inlo at least one of said cavities and enters said 
rock by permeating the cavity walls. 

7. A process of .claim 1 wherein the cavities in-y?h!ch 
explosive charges are to be detonated form a pat^efn in 35 
which each intemal cavity ofthe pattem is surrounded 
by at'least four adjacenl cavities. 
. 8. A process of claim 1 wherein said cavities are sub-.• 
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natcd. the detonation of Ihe charge in each liole takes 
place before adjacent holes arc drilled. 

16. A process of claim 8 wherein said subslanlblly 
vertical holes arc drilled into the segment of rock from 
ihe iurfacc. and branch holes are drilled inlo Ihe seg
ment of rock from said substantially vertical holes al 
small angles ihercto starting at locations overlying said 
segment of rock. 

17. A process for producing a network of fractures in 
a deep segment of mineralized rock to prepare said seg
ment for the in situ recovery of mineral values there
from comprising 

a. forrning an assemblage of cavities in said rock seg
ment; '. " . 

b. positioning explosive charges in a plurality of said 
cavities in the section thereof locatc-d in said rock 
segment; 

c. detonating said explosive charges ser^uenlially to 
produce a plurality of fracture zones; 

d. driving liquid through said fraclure zones by inject-
' ing gas therein at sufficiently high pressure tbat 

fines present in said fracture zones as a result ofthe 
crushing or abrading of existing clays or rocks are 
entrained by said liquid; and 

e. remo\'ing fines-laden liquid from said rock 
whereby the permeability of said rock segment is 
restored. 

18. A process of claim 15 wherein liquid is driven 
tlirough, and fines-laden liquid removed from, I'-e frac
ture zone produced by the detonation of an explosive 
charge in a given cavity prior to the detonation of ex
plosive charges in cavities adjacent thereto. 

19. A process of claim 15 wherein.an assemblage of 
substantially vertical holes is drilled into said rock from 
the earth's sun'ace; explosive charges are detonated in 
the sections of a plurality of said holes in said segment 
of rock in a manner such that the sections of said deto
nated holes located in the overburden that overlies said 
segment of rock survive the" detonations and form a stantially vertical drill holes. 

9. A process of claim' 8 wherein the sebtions.bf the 40 firetset of'pas^gew'ays fromVe'eari^h'rsurface'to'said 
holes which are located in said rock segment to be are -
chambered to larger diameter, and the explosive; 
charges are positioned, in the chambered sections: "/ 
' 10. A process of claim 9 wherein said chambered sec -

• tions are produced by the previous detorialion of 45 
springing explosive charges in the.holes. .,.. 

H . A process of claim 10 wherein the springing ex- • 
plosive charges employed to produ'ce the chambered 

.sections of said holes are at least aboul 20 feet long and 

segment of rock, said first set of passageways leading 
substantially to the top of said segment of rock; a re
maining plurality of holes of said assemblage are left 
uncharged with explosive and form a second set cf pas
sageways from the earth's surface to said segment of 
rock, said second sel of passageways leading substan
tially to the bottom of said segment of rock; and liquid 
is driven through said fracture zones iaterally and up
wardly from said second sel of passageways to said first 

the bottoms thereof are located below the bottom of 50 ^ ^ ^^ passageways and is brought to the suriace 
said segment of rock. 

12. A process of claim 8 wherein a pluraity df holes 
of sajd assemblage are drilled from, the earth's surface 
and are left uncharged wixh explosive, said holes form- • 
ing passageways within the fratture. network from the, ^ 
earth's surface to substantially the bottom of said'seg
ment of rock. 

. . ; 1 3 . A process of clairri 12 wherein said plurality of 
-.uncharged holes are drilled and their walls provided 
with support casing, at' least in the portions thereof lo
cated in the said segment of rock, prior to .the detona
tion of the explosive charges in holes adjacent- thereto. 

14. A process of claim 13 wherein liquid is injected ' 
into said segment of rock through said uncharged , , 
holes." 

15. A process of claim 8 "wherein, in groups of adja-
cerit holes in which explosive charges are to be deto-

through said first sel of passageways. 
20. A process of claim 17 wherein said uncharged 

holes are drilled prior to the detonation of said charges, 
and have their walls provided wilh support casing at 
least in the sections thereof located in said segment of 
rock. 

21 . A process of claim 19 wherein liquid present in 
the fracture zones is driven therethrough by gas in-

_ jected therein through said holes which form said sec-
' ond sel of passageways. 

22. A process of claim 21 wherein said liquid is wat-
ter, and said gas is selected from the group consisting 
of air, oxygen, and nitrogen. 
• 23. A process of claim 19 wherein said segment of 

rock b an ore body, and, after the detonation of said 
explosive charges,' a lixiviant for said ore is driven 
through the fracture zones in said ore body from said 
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holes which form .said seconil set of passageways to said 
holes which form said first sel of passageways, and is 
brought to the surface through said first set of pa.ssage-
waj '3 . 

24. A process for producing a network of fractures in 5 
3 deep segment of mineralized rock to prepare said seg-
ment fo.r the in situ recovery of mineral values there
from comprising 

a. forming an assemblage of cavities in said rock seg
ment; ' : K) 

b. positioning chemical explosive charges in a plural
ity pf said cavities in the sections thereof located in 
said rock segment; 

c. allowing liquid to fill the fractures existing in the 
rock around 'the cavities in the sections thereof lo- 15 
cated in said rock segment as can be evidenced by 
a liquid level which is al least as high as the top of 
said rock segment; 

d. •delonatirig said explosive charges .sequentially, 
each detonation in the sequence producing a zor.»-.' ""o 

. of fraclure ir..-said segment and a drop in the Xc-.'*: : ' 
of said liquid: as measurable in the cavity which 
cbntained'the detonated charge or in a cavity adja
cent thereto,'.said charges being sufficiently large 

': •', 25 

and spaced sulTicienlly clo.se together th:il thc frac
ture zones protluced in .said segment by the dcKina-
tions of c'hurges in adjacent cavities overlap, the 
detonation of thc charge in each c:ivity being de
layed until after thc level of thc liquid, as me:isur-
ablc in the cavity containing the ch;irge lo be deto
nated or in a cavity lying within the zone of fraclure 
produced by a previous detonation in a cavity adja-

. cent thereto, has'ceased to drop and is at least as 
high as t h e l o p of said rock segment; ' .-

e. driving liquid through said fraclure zones by inject
ing gas therein at sufficiently high pressure that 
fines present in said fracture zones as a result.'of the 
crushing or abrading of existing clays or rocks are 
entrained by said liquid; and 

f. removing fines-laden liquid from said rock whereby 
the piermeabilily of said rock segment is resiored. 

25. A process of claim 24 wherein liquid is.driven 
throiigh, and fines-laden liquid removed from, the frac
ture zone produced by the detonation of an explosive 
charge in a given cavity prior to thc detonation of ex
plosive charges m cavities adjacent thereto. 
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